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ABSTRACT
The Problem
The object of this study is to bring together end present
in a systematic way the essential facts concerning the develop
ment of the professional education of white teachers in louisiana
from the tine it became a state to 1947*
Collection and Treatment of the Bata
The major portion of the information need in this study
m e obtained from catalogues of the various institutions of
higher learning in the state, reports of state superintendents
of public education, Acts of the state legislatures, studies
i&ich have been made of related problems, letters from school
officials, and histories of education* Some was obtained from
newspapers, educational Journals, and reports of various educa
tional organizations and agencies*
This information was used to (1) show the conditions which
prevailed in Louisiana with reference to teacher education prior
to the establishment of a state Institution for the training of
teachers in 18841 (2) show how, during the period of 1885 to 1906 ,
the foundations were laid for a state-wide and permanent program
of teacher education; (3 ) show why and how the state program was
expanded and improved from 1907 to 1924 ? and (4 ) show how the
present extensive program of specialization in teacher education
developed between 1925 and 1947 *
±x

xl
lew level, below that of our present-day high schools .
The eatablishaent of the State Hemal School at Matcfcitochea la 1 QS4 was the beginning of a determined and vigorous
effort on the part of leading educators of the state to give
the teachers special professional training. During the next
quarter of a century the work of the State Nomal School was
greatly augmented by a state-wide program of teachers* institutes
and stmomer normal schools» further impetus m s given through
the Peabody E&icatian Fuad sad the Louisiana State Public School
teachers* Association.
In 1906 the State Beard of Education began the policy of
accepting college training In 11 m of an examination as a basis
for certification. Following this, the various institutions of
higher learning in the state began offering professional courses,
this was seen followed by the establishment of normal departments
and the setting up of teacher-training curricula in these institu
tions. By 1924, thirteen institutions were doing professional
work of this kind, the major portion being done by the four statesupported institutions: Louisiana State normal College, Louisiana
State t&aiversity, Southwestern Louisiana Institute, and Louisiana
Polytechnic Institute.
These thirteen Institutions had sufficient facilities for
training teachers to provide an adequate supply, so that the State
Beard no longer needed to augment the supply by means of examina
tions. Accordingly, the Board Issued a new plan of certification
which placed all future certification on a college-adueation basis.

xH
The eame pim aide provided for different types of certificates,
the type determined partly by the kind of professional train
ing the teacher had received, setae of the teacher-training
institutions having set up different curricula to prepare
teachers for specific positions*
This beginning in specialisation in certification and
training was greatly expanded daring the last period covered
by the study, 1925-1947# so that in 1943 the State Beard adopted
a new plan of certification which required specialized training
for twenty-three different types of positions • M special
requirements were increased, teacher-traiaing institutions
modified their programs to meet as many of the requirements as
possible* However, only the larger institutions were able to
meet the majority of them, Louisiana State University being the
©sly institution that was able to meet all of them without
greatly aqqamdlflg its program*

CHAPTER I
mmwoTim
A* She Purpose and Scope of the Study
the purpose of this study Is to bring together and pre
sent in a systematic nay the essential facts concerning the
professional education of white teachers in Louisiana from the
tine it became a state to the present.
Since no such study has been previously made* those who
desire information about teacher education in the state in former
yeard^lnd it necessary to refer to many different sources.
Such a procedure is time-consuming and often does not provide
the information needed* It is believed that this study will aid
materially in the solution of this problem* It should be
especially helpful to those whose responsibility It is to map
the course of future teacher education in the state* as it may
provide background material for their plans*
B*

The Literature in the Field

There is no single piece of literature dealing with this
problem as a whole or even with a major portion of it in a com
prehensive way*

There Is an abundance of literature giving

infomntion on certain aspects of the problem. Such are the
college catalogues* the reports by the State Department of Educa
tion* and histories of the institutions that have trained teachers.
1

a
The amount of this literature Is so great and the treat-* \
i
<

ment of the problem by any one item of it so very limited as
/

/
/

to make a review of any of it of little value at this time*
C*

She Data

She data used are from both primary and secondary
sources* the secondary sources being used for giving the back
ground to the problem* and in presenting evidence concerning
teacher education id the state prior to 1850* After this time*
reports of various school officials furnish sufficient informa
tion of a primary nature to make unnecessary much use of
secondary information*
The major portion of the data was obtained from cata
logues of the various institutions of higher learning in the
state* reports of state superintendents of education, acts of the
state legislature, studies which have been made of related prob
lems, letters from school officials, and histories of education*
Heirspapera, educational journals* and reports of various educa
tional organisations and agencies, also proved valuable sources
of data*
0*

Treatment of the Data

The treatment of the data is largely narrative* Much of
the statistical data is given in tabular form for the sake of
clarity and brevity*
The organization of the data is both chronological and
psychological* The order of treatment is from the beginnings of

3
teacher education in the state to the present time, with time
divisions made according to relatively largo events or move
ments* Mo effort is made, however, to follow a chronological

;
! /v

order in presenting the data within each of the major divisions.
Bather, each of the various factors that contributed to the

i

whole program of training within any one period is treated as a
unit, hut in such a way as to show its relationship to the whole.
Since the teacher-training programs of the various
institutions of higher learning have been detarained to a large
extent by teaeher-eertification requirements, the major diviaon®
of the study coincide largely with major changes in such require
ments. Chapter IX, wTeacher Education in Louisiana Prior to
1684 ,® is an exception, since before that time there ware no state

wide certification requirements.

The year 1834 was used as a

dividing point because that was the year in which a state pro
gram of teacher training was begun. In Chapter XX, events leading
to the establishment of the first institution for the training
of teachers in Louisiana, the Hew Orleans Normal School, in 1356,
are given first.

These include the origin of teacher-training

institutions in Europe and. their spread to America and finally
to Louisiana.

A description of the establishment and work of the

Mew Orleans Normal School is then given. This is followed by a
description of the work of the following institutions and agencies s
colleges, academies, the Peabody Education Fund, teachers* institutes,
and The Louisiana Journal of Education* A summary of the content of

4
the chapter is then given*
Chapter XXX, »2he Beginnings of a Definite Program of
Teacher Education* 1884—1906** trace® the development of
teacher education in Louisiana between 1884, the year in which
the State Normal School was established, and 1906, the year in
whiGh the State Board of Education began a general policy of
accepting certificates of collegiate training in lieu of an
examination for certification of teachers*

The chapter contains

a discussion of the establishment and work of the State Normal
School; the work of the New Orleans Normal School; the work of
other institutions and agencies (teachers* institutes, the
Louisiana Chautauqua, the summer normal school, the Louisiana
State Public School Teschars* Association, the Teachers’ Head
ing Circle, and the Peabody Education Fund}*

Th© chapter ends

with a discussion of the status of teacher education at the
close of the period.
Chapter 17, "Expansion and Improvement of the State
Program of Teacher Education, 1907—1924#M discusses the develop
ments from 1907 to 1924, the year in which the State Board of
Education issued new certification regulations - regulations which
placed all certification on a college-education basis, and which
provided for different types or kinds of certificates* One
section of this chapter is devoted to a discussion of certain
factors that made expansion and improvement of the program
necessary, such as the changed attitude of the people of the

5
state toward the public schools and public-sehool teachers; the
great increase In public*-school enrollment; consolidation of
schools; state inspection and. approval of high schools; and
state control of teacher certification* Another section of the
chapter contains brief descriptions of the teaeher-training
programs of the following institutions of higher learnings the
Hew Orleans normal School, Louisiana State normal School, Louisiana
State University, Tulane University, Louisiana Industrial Insti
tute, Southwestern Louisiana Institute, Dominican College,
Louisiana College, Mansfield Female College, Sllllman Collegiate
Institute, Loyola University, Centenary College, College of the
Sacred Heart, and St* Vincent1s College and Academy*

Hie third

and last section of the chapter is devoted to a discussion of the
status of teacher education in 1924*
Chapter V, "Specialisation in Teacher Education, 1925*
194?,° treats the developments in teacher education that resulted
when the State Board of ifttac&tion set up different or special
requirements for the various types of teaching positions within
the state, a policy which was begun in 1924 and has continued
to the present* The first section of the chapter deals with
the factors that made these special requirements necessary, such
as the expanding high-school program of studies, the stateapproved elementary school, the state-wide program of curriculum
revision, and specialisation as a result of certification require
ments* the second section describes the programs of training at
different intervals during the period of the following institutions s

6
Mansfield Faeatale College, Silliman Collegiate Institute, Mt*
Camel Moratal College, College of the Sacred Heart, Acadeay
of the Holy Angela, St* Maryfs Dominican College, Loyola
University, Louisiana College, Centenary College, fulane Univer
sity, Mew Orleans Stomal School, Southeastern Louisiana College,
Louisiana Polytechnic Institute, Southwestern Louisiana Institute,
northwestern State College of Louisiana, and Louisiana State
University*

the chapter is brought to a close with a suKanary

of the statue of teacher education in 1947*
Chapter VI contains a summary of the findings of the
study*

CHAPTER XX
TSACHSR EDUCATION IN LOUISIANA PRIDE TO 1884
Searly tee hundred years elapsed between the naming of
Louisiana and the establishment of the State Normal School at
Natchitoches in 1834* During this period, institutions for the
training of teachers were first established by religious orders
in France and Gersany and later by the governments of these two
countries, as well as by other nations of airope.
While these developments were taking place in Barepe,
eiffijlar ones were occurring in America* Ijkhicational leaders
were becoming aware of the value of well-trained teachers, and
before the end of the first quarter of the nineteenth century
at least one teacher-training institution had been established*
By the middle of the century the movement had spread to Louisiana,
This chapter contains a brief reaumfe of the origin and
development of teacher training in Europe, its spread into
America and especially into Louisiana, and the story of teacher
training in Louisiana as It was carried out by the Normal School
in New Orleans and by other institutions and agencies until
1884.
A*

The Origin and Spread of Teacher-Training Institutions
The first institution that had as its purpose the training

of teachers was of religious origin and was established in France
7

s
in 1672* Just one decade before LaSalle laid claim for France
to the territory at the mouth of the Mississippi Biver and gave
it the name, Louisiana* Cubberley, in discussing the rise
of the normal school says *
The first training class for teachers
organised in the world was a small local school
organized by Father Bemia, at Lyons, France,
in 1672 *
Compayre points out that Father Demis gave some considera
tion to the basic qualifications possessed by the prospective
teacher desiring admission:
He took it upon himself to proceed to the
examination of the religion, the ability, and the
good morals of the persons who proposed to teach
school* But what was of greater moment, he
established for preparing and training them, a
sort of seminaiy.
Thirteen years after the founding of this ”seminary,”
Abbe de la Salle established at Hheims, France, what Cubberley
calls "the first real normal school" to train teachers for the
order of "The Brothers of the Christian Schools" which he had
3

founded*

Germany seems to have been the next country to make a
beginning in the training of teachers, the first institution
for this purpose being Francke *s Seminarium Praeceptorium,
1

Elwood p. Cubberley, Public education in the United States
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1919), p. 285*
2

(Boston:

Gabriel Corapayre, History of Pedagogy. Payne*s Translation
0. C. Heath and Company, 1886), p. 255*

^ Cubberley, op. clt.. p. 285.

9
established at Haile, Prussia, in 1697.^ Recording to Compayre
this institution was also of religious origins
Francks played nearly the same part in
Germany that LaSalle played in France. He
founded two establishments at Halle, the
Pedagoglum end the Orphan Asylum, which in
172? contained more then two thousand pupils.
He belonged to the sect of Pietists, Lutherans
who professed an austere morality, and in
conformity with the principle of his denomina^
tlon made piety the supreme end of education. 5
Just as France led the way in the establishment of church**
supported normal schools, she was likewise the first to estab
lish state-supported ones. Her first effort was at Paris in
1795, during the reorganisation of the government following the
devolution.
Cosapayre, in discussing the efforts of Lakanal and his
committee on Question in the French Assembly, gives some light
on the type of school that was envisioned*
Lakanal proposed to assemble at Paris, under
the direction of eminent masters, such as Lagrmge,
Berthollet, and Bsubenton, a considerable number
of young moa, called from all quarters of the
Republic, and designated Mby their talents as by
their state of citizenship.” The masters of this
great normal school were to give their pupils
lessons on the art of teaching morals, - and teach
them to apply to the teaching of reading and
writing of the first elements of calculation, of
practical geometry, of history, and of French
grammar, the methods outlined in the elementary

4 Ibid.. p. 285.
* Compayre, og. clt.. p. 414.

It was Lakanal1s idea that the young mm trained in this
school would take the lead in establishing provincial normal
schools, However, for reasons not pertinent to this study,
the experiment was not successful

in referring to

this lack of success as to a specific aim, places much value
on some other good results of the experiment:
thus the experiment, which terminated May 6 ,
1795# did not fulfill the hopes that had been
formed for its the idea of establishing pro*
vincial normal schools was not carried out*
But no matter, a memorable example had been
given, and the fruitful principle of the
establishment of normal schools had mads a
start in actual practice,*
Kandel also points't© this effort as being the seed
from which France's system of normal schools later developed}
The idea of establishing normal schools for
the preparation of teachers had already been
adopted by the Convention acting on a report
by Lakanal in 1794 and was continued under
Napoleon, but with little result until a normal
school was opened at Strasbourg in 1811 pro- g
vided a model which was soon copied elsewhere.
According to Cubberley, Germany adopted the policy of
state support for normal schools Just seven years after France
had made her successful effort at Strasbourg*

Following the

establishment of Franckevs Seminarium Praeeptoriuro, he traces

p* 414*
*, p* A14 *
ft

I* L. Kandel, Comparative Education (Boston: Houghton
Mifflin Company, 1933}# p* 548*

11
the events that led to the establishment of the first statesupported normal school lit Germany in this ways
In 1738 Julius Hecker, one of Francks*s
teachers, established the first regular
seminary for teachers in Prussia, and in
1748 he established a private Lehrer-Seralnar
in Berlin. In these two Institutions he
first showed the German people the possi
bilities of special training for teachers.
It was not, however, until 1819 that the
Prussian Government established normal
schools to train teachers for Its elemen
tary or people's schools.^
Thus, by the end of the first quarter of the nineteenth
century, when the first steps toward the establishment of normal
schools In the United States were being taken, both France and
Germany had already adopted programs of government support for
such institutions and were rapidly developing systematic pro
grams of teaehexwtrainlng# This question naturally arises, nWhat
of England, the countxy from which the United States received
so much of its cultural heritage?” Kandel answers the question
is this ways
The first beginnings of teacher-training
in &igland were associated with the monitorial
system, developed by Andrew Bell and the
Hationa! Society for the Education of the Poor
in the Principles of the Established Church
(181.1) and by Joseph Lancaster and the British
and Foreign School Society (1814) • It was not
until some twenty years later that an active
movement began for the establishment of normal
schools or training colleges.
Q

Cubberley, op. cit., p. 285*

^ Kandel, o$>. cit*. pp. 520-521.

12
One other country, Switzerland, through the work of
PeetaloKsi, had also made some contribution to the develop
ment of teacher training by 1325#

Cubberley makes this state

ment about It*
Peatalozzi had trained teachers In his
methods of instruction at Burgdorf and Tverdon,
frest 1800 to 1825, but the Swiss did little
with the idea until later#**
2he amount of influence which these foreign institutions

had upon the development of teacher training in America seems
to be a matter of debate among students of the movement,

Cubberley

feels that the amount was very small, especially in the beginning *
Of all this development, excepting the
work of Pestalozzi, we in America were igno
rant until about 1835 # Ety that time we were
so well on the way toward the creation of the
native American training schools that the
knowledge of what Prussia and France had done,
which c a m In through the reports of Cousin,
Julius, and Stowe, merely stimulated a few
enthusiastic workers to help carry more
readily into effect the establishment of the XZ
first training schools for American teachers.
Agnew takes the position that the Influence may have been
more of a negative nature than a positive one;
Share is evidence, indeed, that every**
where there was violent prejudice against
transplanting the foreign institutions to
American s o i l .

Cubberley, op. clt.. p. 286.
Cubberley, op. clt.. p. 286.
Walter D. Agnew, the Administration of Professional
Schools for teachers (Baltimoret Warwick and York. Inc., 1924),
pTSCT

13
However, ho takes note of the fact that certain recog
nised authorities feel *that the normal school was a foreign
Importation, an Old World institution, transplanted to American

Boone, in discussing the development of normal schools
in this country, refers to their European origin in this way:
Before the (eighteenhfi) century closed,
Prussia had six normal schools, and became the
center free: which radiated the professional
spirit to other European systems and to the
United States*!^
Hoyt says that Kngland as well as Prussia was influential
in shaping the course of teacher training in this country*
Be says that John G* Garter of Massachusetts was instrumental
in organising the first state normal school and further states:
It is at this point that foreign influences
may be seen* the training seminaries of
Prussia were mors or less closely copied* They
were mads known in this country by such men as
Henry &* Dwfght, Charles Brooks, Mr* Woodbridge,
and Professor Galvin Stowe of Ohio, and by
Taylor1s Translation of Cousinfs Report on
Public Instruction In Prussia* The Lancastrian
system, which had at tkis time gained a strong
foothold In this country, was also a strong
factor in arousing interest in professionaXly
trained teachers*^®
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fork:

, p* 63 *

^ Richard C* Boone, Education in the United States (Hew
D* Appleton and Company, 1893)# P* 127*

Charles Oliver Hoyt, Studies In the Historyof Modem
Education (Silver Burdette and Company, 190B), p. 20*
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S a n d s N o b l e , a n d Knight^ also present evidence
©f the foreign influences*

It seems to he the consensus of

authorities on the history of education that many features
pertaining to the organisation, administration, and function
of our early teacher-training institutions were of foreign
origin* State control instead of national control and a more
democratic relationship between faculty and students, however,
were distinctly American*
B*

American Background for teacher training in Louisiana
Cubberley says that one of the purposes specified in the

founding of Franklin's Academy in Philadelphia in 1751 was Mthat
2Q
others of the lesser sort might he trained as teachers*”
This
is evidence that the academies of the country were regarded as
one source of teacher supply, a matter that is dealt with later
in this study*

It is also evidence that some thought was being

given to providing a supply of trained teachers for American
schools long before the establishment ©f teacher-training institu
tions by France and Germany*

^ Kandel, op* cit*. p* 601.
Tg
Stuart G* Noble, A History of American Education
(New York2 Farrar and Elnehart, Inc., 1938), p* 17&.
^ Edgar W. Knight, Education in tfoe United States (Boston;
Ginn and Company, 1929)# P* 315*

Cubberley, op. cit., p. 1S5*
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Although It was nearly three-quarters of a century before
the first teacher-training institution was established in
America, the idea that the country should have specially trained
teachers and special institutions for training them seems to
have been kept in the minds of leading educators and through
them brought to the attention of the public from time to time*
Dexter gives some evidence of this?
As early as 17&9 an article ascribed to
KLiaha ficknor had appeared in the Massachu
setts magazine, in which it was urged that a
grammar school he established in each county
*t© fit young gentlemen for college and for
school keeping*** It was advocated that a
board of supervisors be appointed which should
examine young gentlemen designed for school
masters in reading, writing, arithmetic, and
English grammar, and If they are found, qualified
for the office of school keeping and able to
teach these branches with ease and propriety,
to recommend them for the purpose* 21
This statement indicates that at this period those giving
thought to the training of teachers were not concerned with the
professional aspects of the problem* However, by 1816, the
situation seems to have changed. According to Knight there was
a demand for a special institution and special training in such
matters as principles of teaching and school management. He
relates thats
The first definite proposal in the United
States for a school designed exclusively for the
training of teachers appears to have been made
by Dennison Olmatead in an address at Yale College

21 Edwin Grant Dexter, A History of Education in the United
States* (Hew York: The Macmillan Company, Ltd*, 1914), pp. 372-373.
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in 1816 on *¥he State of Mucatlon in Connec
ticut* * * *Xn the address he r@cQiasaend.ed a
school in which prospective teachers could
ttstudy and recite whatever they themselves were
afterward to teach,1* in order to gain a better
knowledge of the subjects and of the ^principles
and the art of teaching** In this proposed
school attention was to be g iven^to the organiza
tion and management of schools*22
While Knight gives this as the first definite proposal
°for a school designed exclusively for the training of teachers,1*
he gives & much earlier date for the first attempt to train
themi
Probably the first attempt to train
teachers in the United States was privately
made by Samuel McCorkle, a graduate of
Princeton of the class of 1772, near Salis
bury, North Carolina, in 1785* His academy,
known as Zion Parnassus, which maintained a
high order or scholarship and had an exten
sive influence, was well known for its
department from its founding
Knight seems to stand alone in this claim for MeCorklo*

the Reverend Samuel R. Hall as the man who established the first

Knight, op* clt*. pp* 211-312.
23 Ibid*, p. 315
2L Kaadel, op* clt* * p. 521 .
^ Dexter, bp* cit*. p. 373*
^ Hoyt, op* cit*. p* 201.
27
Boone, op* clt*. p* 128.
Cubberley, op* cit*. p* 287*

1?
teacher-training institution in thin country and give the place
and date as Concord, Vermont, in 1023*

Cubberley describes

the training which Hall gave his prospective teachers s
He offered a three-years* course, based
on a common school education, which reviewed
the common school branches; studied much
mathematics, some book chemistry, and natural
philosophy; end in the third term of the third
year, took up a study which he called the rtArt
of teaching** Practice teaching was obtained
by teaching during the winter in the rural
schools.^
30
31
Boone and Deactor both state that he maintained a
practice school for his prospective teachers*
Sixteen years after Ball established his training school
at Concord, the State of Massachusetts set a pattern which was
eventually followed by all the states of the Union and resulted
in the vast program of te&eher training, with government support,
which exists in this country today* Two state-supported normal
schools were established, one at Lexington, July 3, 1039, open
to women only, and the other at Barre, September 5 of the same
year, open to both sexes
Dexter says that the great success of the school at Lexing
ton had much to do with the whole normal school movement* He
29

boc, cit*
Boone, op* cit* * pp* 128-129•

^ Dexter, og* clt** p. 37332 Ibid.. p. 376.

IB
lifts tfee following aabj eets of the currlcttlumi
(X) Orthography, reading, grammar, composi
tion and rhetoric | (2 ) writing and drawing;
(3 ) arithmetic (mental and written}, algebra,
geometry, bookkeeping, navigation, and
surveying; (4) geography with chronology,
statistics and general history; (5 ) physiology;
(6 ) mental philosophy; (7 ) male; (8 ) constitu
tion and history of Massachusetts and the
Waited States; (9) mental philosophy and
astronomy; (10 ) natural history; (11 ) the
principles of piety and morality; (12 ) the
science and art of teaching with reference
to all of these subjects*-^
He says further that the Mnimam Course of s tudy was
fixed at one year but that a person might devote two to it;
that a student might select the courses to fit his needs in the
school in which he was to teach; and that a model school was
operated in connection with the normal school*34
A third type of normal school which developed a little
later than the private normal school and the state normal school
was the city normal school* Dexter^ says that in 1885 (just
one year after the establishment of Louisiana State Monoal
School) there were 25 city normal schools, with 4*549 pupils*
He further states that the Girls1 Normal School of Philadelphia
was perhaps the earliest of this class of schools, having been
founded, by Joseph Lancaster in the earlier years of the nine*
teenth century* While not much information has been found

P* 3?8*
^ Ibid.. pp. 376-37735 Ibid.. p. 385.
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concerning this type of ieacher~training institution, it is of
special significance to this study, since the first organised
effort at teacher training in Louisiana was the Mew Orleans
Normal School,, whose development is traced in the next section
of this chapter*
Table X presents a brief summary of the number of and
enrollments in normal schools of all types in America in 18851886, the approximate date of the establishment of the State
Normal School in Louisiana*
There were 168 normal schools in operation in 18851886, with a total of 32,384 students enrolled* Five states
had no normal schools; New fork and Pennsylvania each had
fourteen, with enrollments of 4 ,3 7 7 and 5,128 students respec
tively. There ware more state normal schools (87} than private
(49) and city (32) combined*

Alabama led the South with nine

schools; Louisiana, with four, had about the average for the
nation*
The information contained in this table may be mislead
ing with reference to the development of teacher training in the
South and to that in Louisiana in particular, especially as it
concerns the period under discussion*

The table shows that by

1886, the South compared rather favorably with the rest of the
nation in so far as the number of schools and the number of stu
dents are concerned* Both Knight^ and Dexter‘S present

SB*

pp* 322—329.

* Dexter, oj>. sit., pp. 377-378.
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evidence which shows that aany of these institutions were
established in the decade just prior to 18861 and Knight
say® that the work In many of the earlier schools m s of an
inferior quality*
Robert aims up the noraal-school movement in the South
daring the period tkost
She normal school in the South* as else
where* awaited the establishment of the public
school system* Reports of Victor Cousin* Calvin
Stowe* Horace Mann* Henry Barnard* and others
were circulated in the South before the Civil
War; reports of legislative committees and acts
of legislatures establishing normal schools in
other sections were read in the South 5 and
magazines* articles* and speeches were circu
lated without immediate results* Southern educa
tors and other leaders visited the Bast* the
West* and the Berth and made reports; governors*
state superintendents* and groups of teachers
recommended normal schools* but there was little
sentiment for public education in the South before
the war* there was less sentiment andfar less
wealth immediately following the war*^
G.

The Work of the normal School of Hew Orleans
The prolonged efforts required to establish any kind of

state-supported program of teacher training in Louisiana bear
out the summation just quoted, the first efforts to establish
such an institution finally resulted in the passage of an act
by the legislature in 1858 *26 establish a Normal School Depart40
msnt in the Public High Schools in the city of New Orleans**

^ Sm B, Robert* »2he Administration of the Peabody i£ducation Fund from 1880 to 1902* (unpublished Doctor* s dissertation*
George Peabody College for Teachers* Nashville, Tennessee* 1936)*
P* 124.
^ ^ts Passed by the Fourth Legislature of the State of
Louisiana* at the First Session, Begun and Held in the City of
fiE&ga MSffi,* m ifea 3#J&, *L iMSflSfr
(Baton" Rouge: J. H*
Taylor, State Printer* 1858)* act 58.
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Harris* in discussing the establishment of this school*
speaks of the "annually recurring recommendations or the state
41
superintendents" that such an institution he established* He
also says that as early as 1852* State Superintendent Nicholas
"recommended that normal training departments be Inaugurated in
the state-supported college at Jackson and in the New Orleans
42
high schools*"
The following year Superintendent Carrigan referred to
the good work of normal schools In other states and suggested
that a noimal department for the training of teachers be organized
"In our state Seminary of Learning" as soon as it began operatdug.* * 3
In 1857 Superintendent Bard recommended the immediate
establishment of a normal school* and his powerful plea for
better teachers and the means for training them was perhaps
largely responsible for favorable action by the legislature the
nest year* He favored "Normal Departments in institutions
already established" as being "the most expedient and economical"
as a beginning effort and suggested that "the propositions made

^ 7* H* Harris, The Story of Public Education in Louisiana.
(New Orleans: Delgado Trades School* 1924}* P* 15*
42

p. 15.

43 Report of the Superintendent of Public Education for
(New Orleans: Printed by Emile La Sere, State Printer,
p* 7*
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to your Honorable Body last winter from the principals of
some of the beat institutions In the State are deserving ©f
ut
profound oonsideratioru*
He further bolstered hie pleas by*pointing to "the
great want of competent teachers in the State* as being "one
©f the moat serious drags upon our Public Schools 5 and one*
the ill effects of which will tell sadly upon generations yet
to coa».»45
A study of the “Normal Department” established the follow
ing year Indicates that the portion of his plea quoted below
probably influenced the thinking of those who framed the bills
1 will suggest* should Normal Departments
be established* you should not overlook the
rights of Females* but provide for them the
means of being qualified teachers* It cannot
be gainsaid that they make at least as good
teachers* mod that we may reasonably expect our
common schools to derive as much benefit from
them, as the other sex* in proportion to the
means expended and the facilities offered them*
In establishing Normal Schools* the first
object should be to supply the State* as fast
as possible* with instructors capable of teach
ing the common branches taught in the Public
Schools; but it is not to be supposed they
are to be limited to that amount of instruc
tion; for it certainly would be desirable that,*
teachers be able to teach the higher branches.^"

Report of the State Superintendent of Publie Education
to the iegftgjature of the State of Louisiana, January, 1857 (New
Orleanss John Claiborne* State Printer* 1857)* P* 10*
45 WIbid..
p. 1 1 .
MMMI “
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This Indicates that woman had not before been considered
capable of becoming good teachers but that this sentiment
was in a process of changing.

There is evidence also that

educational leaders were beginning to insist that public
education extend beyond the common, or elementary school*
Bard appears to have placed himself at the head of the list
when he saidt
Although we may be doing our duty in plac
ing within the reach of all the means of obtain
ing a limited education, still it is only a part,
and a small part of our duty, for we should
endeavor to increase these facilities, until each
and every child could go from a common to a
higher school, and from this school to a college,
free of all charge.**
It was this kind of thinking which led to the vast prograss
of public education existing in the United States today and
which led Bard to close his plea for a noma! school with this
expression of urgency, *Tb accomplish this, time is certainly
needed, and for that very reason, there Is no time to be lost
48
In furthering this the noblest object of legislation.”
The pleas of the leading educators of the state during
the early fifties reveal why an institution for the training
of teachers was established before the end of the decade.
It also enables one to understand that such an institution
could well play a vital role in the future of education within
47

Loc. cit.

43 Ibid.. p. XI
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the state*
Seme idea of the future ©f this institution and the
work done by it, or its successors, in the training of
teachers can be had by tracing the legislation concern
ing it*

Act 34 of 1353 gave the directors of the public

schools in the municipal districts of the city of New
Orleans the right to establish and control **& Normal School
Department* and set forth certain other specific regulations
concerning the students, finances, and reports,^
Section One of the Act specified that only those who
desired “to receive instruction in the art and science of
teaching11 be admitted; that the department was to contain not
less than four nor more than twenty pupils; that these pupils,
on being admitted, were to pledge themselves to teach at
least two years in Louisiana; and that they were to receive
instruction for not less than four months nor more than twelve*
Section Two appropriated from the general fund of the
state fifty dollars for each person receiving instruction in
the department, the payments to be made quarterly and the total
amount not to exceed three thousand dollars*
Section Three, which gave the directors “exclusive control"
over the department, required that they submit an annual report
AO

Acte Passed by the Fourth Legislature of the State of
iealaiaaa at Its First Session, Begun and Held in the City of
SSmTSflSzie on the Eighteenth Pay of January, 135$ (Baton Rouge:
J. M* Taylor, State Printer, 1359)* Act* 64*
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to the Common Council of the City of Hew Orleans and a similar
one to the Stats Superintendent of Public Education, the
report to show in detail the condition of the department,
the number of pupils admitted and left, the time of continuance
therein, the actual expense of operation, and the money
received, for the support "of same.**
Legislation the following year (1659) gives evidence
that the legislators felt the school should be permitted to
expand and increase its services • Ihe minimum number of pupils
was raised from four to ten and the maximum from twenty to
one hundred; the maximum amount of money was raised from $3 ,0 0 0
to $5,000 , the basis of the actual appropriation to be on "the
average attendance of scholars the previous quarter*" 50
Act 155 of 1660 provided for still greater growth.

Xt

ehangsd the name from "Horraal School Department" to "State
normal School"; specified that It was for the training of women
teachers for all types of educational Institutions within the
state; opened it to applicants fro®, all parts of the state;
appropriated $1 0 ,0 0 0 for the erection of a suitable building,
if and when the city of Hew Orleans contributed a like amount,
the site and title to be in the State of Louisiana; and gave the
50 Acts Passed by the fourth Legislature of the State of
Louisiana at Its Second Session* Begun and Held in the City of
Baton Rouge on the Seventeenth Bay of January. 1859 (Baton Rouge?
'I'm VL* Taylor, State Printer, 1859), Act* 153*

2?

Governor the right to anoint forty—eight pupils, annually, who
were to receive their instruction free of charge or tuition,

Perhaps there is no better evidence of th© adverse
effect of the War Between the States on teacher training within
the state than in the lack of legislation concerning the State
Normal School during the war period. Despite the fact that for
the three years immediately preceding the war, the legislature
had consistently enacted legislation favorable to the State
Hormal School, it seams to have forgotten it entirely for the
nest seventeen years, except for two minor appropriation bills
52
53
in 1S61 and 1862, and even these did little more than to lay
claim by the state to the remains of the school of former years.
Act 124 ©f 1877 invested in the State Board of Education control
of the site purchased for the city of New Orleans for the loca
tion of a State Normal School and gave the Board the right to
sell or rent the property, "the renewals or proceeds to aid in
maintaining the nozmal school or schools to be established in

Acts Passed by the Fifth Legislature of the State of
t Its First Session. Held and Begun in the City of
Rouget
52
Acts Passed tor the Fifth Legislature of the State of
Louisiana at Its Second Session. Held and Be/gun at the Gitv of
Baton Rouge on the Twenty-first Bay of January. 1861 (Baton Rouge %
j. M« Taylor, State Printer, 1861}, Act 116.
53 Acts Passed by the Sixth Legislature of the State of
Louisiana at Its First Session Held and Begun in the City of Baton
Rouge on the Twenty-fifth Day of,November. 1861 (Baton Rouges
Tom Bynum, State Printer, 1861), Act 102.
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til* City of Sew Orleans.**-^

$h© ©nlF other legislation parlor to th© Act establish
ing the State Normal School la 1884 was Act 143 of 1880.
Section One of this Act authorised the State Board of Sducatio® or its legal successors to sell any property "now under
its coixbrol, purchased for the nee of the State Normal Schools
and. to convey valid titles therefor to th© purchaser.
Section The appropriated the proceeds of th© state and
any rents derived from such property to th© "maintenance during
three or more years of Normal Schools and Normal Departments in
th© State of Louisiana,” mad for securing scholarships therein
for advanced students, for the professional training of advanced
students as teachers of th© public schools and for the scholastic
improvement of any person already teaching. 1156
Here, again, is evidence of a desire on the part of the
legislators to encourage students to enter the field of teaching
and to get teachers already in service to increase their tmining.
An examination of the programs and achievements of the New Orleans
Normal School at intervals during the period under consideration

^ Acts Passed by the General Assembly of the State of
Xflujsiaaia at the First Session of the Fifth Legislature Began and
Heidi in The Citer of Hew Orleans. January 1, 1877 (Hew Orleans:
Georg© W* Dupre and Company, State Printer, 13/7)* Act 124#
55 Acte Passed by the General Assembly of the State of
I^uisiana at" the Regular Session . Be^un and Held in the City of
%mm Orleans on the Twelfth Day of January. 1880 (Hew Orleans: K* A.
Brandao, State Printer, l&d), Act# 143*

^

J6fi2 r* cit#
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will shew to what extent this desire was fulfilled.
The report of a special committee* headed by Bobert M*
lusher, to State Superintendent W* 1* Hamilton, in December,
1859* presents a picture of the school during its first year
of operation*

13m ihculty at this time consisted of a principal

and two assistants, and the student body consisted of a beginning
or Junior class, with an enrollment of thirty-five and an
average attendance of twenty-seven, and a senior class, with
an enrollment of twenty-four and average attendance of twenty*
3*e principal taught the senior class; one of the assistants
taught the Junior class; and the other taught vocal music to
both classes*
She courses of studies were prepared by the j&escutive
Committee and were designed to prepare teachers for the primary
and grammar grades of the state*

Th© Junior class had elocution;

choice readings; orthography; orthoepy; roots and definitions
for exercises in dictation; grammar, etymology, syntax, rhetoric,
punctuation, style; geography, history, choice historical
pieces, arithmetic, and logic*

The senior class had elocution

(to know choice recitations or readings with explanations of th©
form, style, etc*); grammatical and logical analysis; rhetoric,
critique, and composition; arithmetic (practice school}; physical
geography; and logic*
Most of the classes were held in the afternoons, Monday
through Friday, and on Saturday mornings, since the classrooms were
used for public-school classes during the other mornings* Saturdays
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wore ©specially busy days, some of the principals and first
and second assistants in the public schools of the city being
used to assist in the teaching* Some of the public school
teachers enrolled in the Saturday classes, and seme even adjusted
their schedules so as to complete their day*s work by noon of
each day and then to attend school in the afternoon*
Plans had been made to include practice teaching in the
program of training* This teaching was to be done in the public
schools, and each student teacher was to be assigned to a school
nearest his hows* Pupils who completed this program of training
were to be given preference in employment and promotion*
The report shows that the school was growing in sis© and
influence* Of these who had left the school, five were employed
in the Fourth District of the City of Now Orleans* three in other
parishes of the State, one in Texas, one in Mississippi* and one
as a teacher of the Cherokee Indians*i Of those enrolled in the
school, one was from Jefferson and two were from Carrollton*

The

fact that the school was receiving pupils from and sending teachers
into other parishes of the state caused the committee to recommend
that it be made a State Normal School and to request that a
building be erected large enough to accommodate ^
pupils, with additional space for boarders*
57

hundred

57

Bsport of the State Superintendent of Public Kducation to
the General Assembly of the State of Louisiana* 3&i$S ^Baton Houges
J. M* Taylor, State Printer, l§So), pp. 110-119•

fhe recommendations of this committee were evidently
favorably received by the legislature, as Act 155 of i860,
which has previously been discussed, embodied all of than,
the legal name of the school being the State formal School from
the date of the passage of the Act until its closing in 1862 •^
1& m e r ^ presents evidence which shows that the school

served its purpose rather well during this period, the Board
of Directors pointing with satisfaction to the fact that those
trained in the State Normal School were doing excellent work
as teachers, some of them even reforming the course of instruc
tion in the primary schools., ftie recommendation of the Committee
for a building large enough to accomodate one hundred pupils
seems to have been sound, as the enrollment in 1861 was eighty-

In 1864, State Superintendent McNair^ made a strong
plea for greater legislative support for the State Normal School,

5® Esther Maria Lacarse, "The Normal School in New
Orleans,” (unpublished Master’s thesis, Tulane University, New
Orleans, Louisiana, 1942), P* 31.
^ Howard Turner, "Eobert Mills Lasher, Louisiana Educator,
(unpublished Doctor’s dissertation, Louisiana State University,
Baton Bouge, Louisiana, 1944), PP* 45-43*
60

Lacarse, op. cjt.« p, 106.

^ ^ P 01^
t^e
Superintendent of Public Education
to the Honorable Members of the General Assembly of the State of
Lradu&iaaa* 1864**(New CTrldan®.: W* K. Fish State Printer, 1864),
p. 3*
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and the institution was reopened under the name of Normal
training Departments^2 in 1065 it had an unprecedented enrollsent of ISO*63 However, the financial condition of the city
of Saw Orleans and of the State of Louisiana was such as to
cause It to close at the end of one year66 and not to reopen
until 1868, when it became known as the New Orleans Normal
65
School.
Not much is known of the quality of work at this
time, although Robert K. Lusher, who has been called the “parent"
of the first Normal School,^ referred to it in 1865 as being
•degraded and desecrated.1*67
When the institution was reopened in 1868, It was with
the aid of the Peabody Education Fund, which aid was almost
entirely responsible for the school*a being able to keep its
doors open continuously through the difficult years of Recon
struction.

fidLs aid became so vital in financing the school

that its name was changed in 1370 to the Peabody Normal
Seminary, and this name was retained until 1885*

^ Lacarse, op. cit., p. 31*
Ibid.. p. 30.
64 Ibid., p. 32.

63 3feid.. p. 34.
^ Robert II. Lusher, (unpublished manuscript, September 6 ,
1807, in the Archives of the Louisiana State University), p. 4.
^ Robert M. Lusher, (unpublished manuscript, January, 1889#
In the Archives of the Louisiana State University), p. 12.
68

Lacarse, op. clt.. p. 37*
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So effort is made to trace the work of the Seminary
through this fifteen-year period, as such a detailed account
is beyond th© scope of this study* However, the work done
during this period was of such importance in the training
of the teachers of that time and in setting the pattern for
m systematic program of teacher training in the state that
seels evidence as to the quality and scope of the work is in
order*
The report of State Superintendent Lusher for 1877
gives enough information about the institution to enable one
to make a fair estimate of the service it rendered during
the time that it was known as the Peabody Normal Seminary*
the institution at that time was under the control of a Board
of Trustees appointed by the Agent of the Peabody Education
Fund*^ Graduates of high schools or similar institutions
who were over sixteen years of age and who desired to became
teachers in the public or private schools of the state were
permitted to enroll*'70 The Normal course included a junior
class and a senior class*

A H pupils were given a "methodical,

demonstrative review of all branches taught in the Hementazy
Free Public Schools*"

This part of the course was very similar

to that of previous years*
&Q

Begort of the State Superintendent of Public JSdncation* Robert M« LoaEer» to the General Assembly of Loufaiana _
for the Year 1877 iffew f S P ^ 4
deiabc^atjriff/8 /, pp* j££j-324*
^ Loc* cit *

However, by this time two or three m m and significant
features had been added to the ©0«rs«*^ Lectures were given
on the methods of teaching and disciplining children, the
first evidence of what might be termed a professional course
la “Education**

Also, the statement that “the students are

employed in the practical work of the classroom as often as
deemed advisable,“ 5m the first record of “practice** teaching
having been done, although, as has been shown, plans had been
made for it as early as 1860.*^
A third new feature was what might be termed “graduate
studies*” Graduates of the professional course were permitted
to continue their studies for advancement in “Algebra, Geometry,
Physical Geography, the Natural Sciences, Rhetoric, Logic,
Moral and Intellectual Philosophy* Criticism, Modern and Ancient
Languages, Crewing and Vocal Music,” the student being given
his choice of subjects *73
Since these new features of the program have come to
be rather standard practices today, it seems evident that the
Seminary was making a successful effort to keep abreast of the
times • The wortc which it and its predecessors did during the
first twenty-five years of organised effort in teacher training
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In Louisiana was of almost inestimable value* Most of this
value must be attributed to the kind of training which the
Institution gave end the example which it set in the educa
tion of teachers*
ffee number of teachers that it trained was relatively
small, as is shown in fable IX,

fhis table shows that its

largest enrollment from 1$ 6© to 1887 was 195 students, in
1868.

Its largest number of graduates between 1871 and 1881

was 57 in 1871-

the average number of graduates during this

period was thirty-one*

the exact number of teachers needed at

that time cannot be determined, but the fant that an incomplet
report for the school year 1877-1878 shows that 1 ,4 2 5 teachers
74
were then teaching in the public schools of the state,
indicates that the Seminary and its predecessors had trained
only & minor portion of the teaching force of the state*

^ AfwrnjBLi j&Bgojt of tffis State Superintendent of Public
Education* Soberi M. lusher/"to the General!Asseg&ly of Louisiana
j£r the vear l878 Tffem Sfbieans t Printed by th© Democrat Publishing
Company, 1^78), pp. 13-13-
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TABUS II
nsndiiaients of m s nonhai school of n m oak&Ans*
186G-194075

Session
i860
1861
1865
1868
1869
1870
1871
1872
1874
1875
1876
1877 (NhrtOlmenfe-9©)
1878
1880
1881
1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1900-1901
1901-1902
1902-1903
1903-1904
1904-1905
1905-1906
1906-1907
1907-1908
1908-1909

Needier of
students
48
8?
180
195
116
135
57*
31
30
28
30
41
38
20
3J0
56
128
56
79
74
73
44
64
126

175
198
105

111
110
126

Session
1909-1910
1910-1911
1911-1912
1912-1913
1913-1914
1914-1915
1915-1916
1916-1917
1917-1918
1918-1919
I919-I92O
1920-1921

'NuiS&er of
students

1936-1937

197
293
315
38a
290
236
185
298
132
105
104
121
160
201
181
311
305
247
281
298
252
134
216
185
164
158
199
171

1937-1938
1938-1939
1939-1940

68

1921-1922

1922-1923
1923-1924
1924-1925
1925-1926

1926-1927
1927-1928
1923-1929
1929-1930
I930-193I
1931-1932
1932-1933
1933-1934
1934-1935
1935-1936

120

93

164

7^ Adapted From Esther H* Lae&rs©, wfhe New Orleans
Normal School,” (unpublished Master*a thesis, Tulane University,
New Orleans, 1942), PP- 106-107*
* lfl?l through 1001 - number of graduates of the
Peabody Seminary in New Orleans *
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D.

The *#ork of Other Institutions and Agencies
Since the earliest institutions established for the

training of teachers in this country came to be known as
Normal Schools, a discussion of their origin and spread has
bean given, this has Included the Hemal School of Hew
Orleans, which was established in 1853*

It m y seem to give

the impression that nothing by m y of teacher training had
been done in b&uiaiana prior to that time. Such is not the
ease, although it is perhaps true that very little attention,
if any* had been given before than to such matters as theory
and art of teaching, methods, or school management. That is,
there is no evidence that any attention had been given to
a specific kind of education or training for the preparation
of teachers. However, there Is much evidence to show that
the education received by those who attended the academies
and colleges of the state and who later became teachers was
very helpful to them as teachers. There Is also evidence
that some effort was made to give specific aid to teachers in
service by means of teachers1 institutes and teachers* organ!*satlons of various kinds.
Deader, in discussing the preparation of teachers,
points to the early colleges of the United States as a major
source of supply of teachers for the nations
During the next (the eighteenth) century
the colleges, though few, were sending out
graduates in increasing numbers, nearly all
of whom were ministers or teachers, or both,
for it was very common to coK&lne the two
callings. In those days too, as with us now,
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many m m who looked forward to the pro
fession of law or medicine, spent a few yeare
after graduation from college as teachers.*®
Be recognises the work of the academies*
With the growth of the private academy
came another source of supply for the teach
ing force, mot so good as the colleges, yet
supplementing them in a way, and in a fear
instances of coeducational academies, for the ^
first time making women available as teachers** *
Cubherley^ says that Hew fork passed a law in 1327
appropriating state aid to the academies ato promote the
education of teachers,1* and that by 1349 the training of
teachers in the academies had become common everywhere**^ He
further states that in Mew Xork by 1335 five academies were
offering a new subject, ^Principles of Teaching.** However, he
makes this significant statement concerning the task of specialised
training in these Institutions*
The training offered was almost entirely
academic as it was also in the first state
normal schools as well, there being as yet no
professional body of knowledge to teach* There
was yet no organised psychology. Child study
had not been thought of; and there was no
organized history of education, applied
psychology, philosophy of education, or
methodology of instruction* Principles of
teaching and management, taught by lectures
and almost entirely out of the personal
experience of the principal of the school was
about all of professional instruction there was
to give. This constituted one study, and the

^

Dexter, o£* icit^., p. 371*

77 Ibid.. p. 372.

7 Cubbarley, pp. clt., p. 288.
79 Ibid.. p. 289.

remainder of the time was given to reviews
of the common school subjects and to advanced
academic studies
Additional information as to the part played by
academies In the training of teachers If furnished by Mobley,
who refers to the academy as a *sort of educational laboratory,*1
mad says that it was the academy #thal saw the need of some
sort of teacher training for the advancement of education*”
He places further emphasis on this idea in this ways
Hot only was the academy a sort of educate
tional laboratory where new courses were
analysed, a laboratory for the training of
teachers, bat it was a laboratory where new
systems of teaching were tried out. Each
new idea or system was weighed in the balance,
the good appropriated and put into active use,
the bad discarded* Hie academy period was
one ©f the development of systems of teaching*
the program of studies in Louisiana at this time was
very similar to that described by Cubberley for the nation as
a whole. Jt is recognised that these institutions did not
provide any special training for teaching, but they did provide
the only education which the teachers of the state obtained.
For that reason, a discussion of their work is essential to an
understanding of teacher education of that period*

80 Ibid.. pp. 289-290.
^ James Ulliam Mobley,
Academy Movement in
Louisiana,* (unpublished Masterfs thesis, Louisiana State Univer
sity, Baton fiouge, 1931), p« 7*
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1. Colleges
The first institution of collegiate rank established
In Louisiana m s the College of Orleans,tfiich had its origin
in Section three of "An Act to Institute a University in the
Territory of Orleans."

This Act was passed by the territorial

legislature and approved by Governor Claiborne April 19, 1805.^
Between that date and the establishment of the State Nonual
School in 1884 many institutions similar to the College of
Orleans grew up* Some of these were established and supported
by the State, sane by religious organisations, and others by
private Individuals or groups* Some operated for only a few
yearaf others are still operating. All contributed to the
higher education of the citizens of the state, and to a limited
extent, to the education of teachers.

As a means of IndieAting

the amount of service that these institutions rendered in this
field, brief statements concerning some of the larger and
more productive of them are given, in the approximate order in
which they were founded*
the College of Orleans was established in 1811 and was
closed In 1326, according to Fortier

Very little informa

tion can be found concerning its work, but the report of a

^ Edwin Whitfield Fay, The History of Education in
Louisiana (Washingtons United States Government Printing Office,
ISpJTPP* 29-30*
Alcee Fortier, A History of Louisiana. Vol. Ill,
^ ^^^ic^^bominatiPA (Heir fork* Manse, Joyant and Company,

special committee on instruction, in 1823 , tells of the
examination of the s indents in English, French, Greek, Latin,
geography, arithmetic, dements of geometry, and algebra
applied to geometry,

the report also says that the college

m s prospering, the attendance having increased to forty-four
boarding pupils and thirty-five day pupils.^

The total enroll

ment never exceeded one hundred pupils,^
the College of Louisiana was established by «An Act
to Incorporate the College of Louisiana, and for Other Purposes,”
February 16, 1825*®^ Section IF of the Act specified that
instruction was to be given in "English, French, Greek, Latin,
Logic, Historic, Ancient and Ifodern History, Mathematics, and
Natural and Political Philosophy.*» The same section gave the
faculty, with the consent of the trustees, the power to grant
such literary honors and degrees as were customarily granted by
other colleges and universities of the country*
^y 1831 the college had a facuity of five and an enroll—
Btat of over eighty students • The course had been expanded to
Include chemistry, natural history, geography, and moral
philosophy, in addition to its original offerings*3^ Fortier
6b
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Fay, ££* cjt** pp* 31-32*
P- 37.

Acts Passed at the First Session of the Seventh
LoglBlatare of the Stata of toulslana. Begun and Ke&d In thy City
of Sew Orleans on Monday* the Fifteenth Day of November 1824
Xlfow Orleans* tt* Crusat, State Printer, 1824 and 182$), pp* 152-158*
m
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that *th« history of* the institution covers a period, of
years, during which it had an average annual enrollment,
ef SO to 1 ® students *

Its end cams in 1B45, when the

legislature passed an act authorising the sals of “all rights,
privileges, title and interest, which the State has in and to
the College of Louisiana and its appurtenances.*^
the College of Jefferson was incorporated February 2 3 ,
1851,^ as a result of the efforts of certain public-spirited
M o of St. James Parish, m b who looked upon It aa a very 'worth
while private enterprise.^

It Immediately received state aid^2

and soon became one of the largest and moat popular institu
tions of higher learning in the State*
says that »a report of 1340 shows that there was
room for 264, and that 233 students were in actual attendance.”

^ Alcee Fortier, editor, Louisiana. Vol. I (Century
Historical Association, 19X4), P* 240*
39
Acta Paesed at the F3tret Session of the S eyente^ath
Legislature of the dt&te of Lo^siSaa. B&mm and Held to^he City
of gew OrXeaag. on
i m O a g s t j a p m r * M i (HWorleana.
Magus m i Weisse, State Printers, 104£), Act 74*
QQ
Acts Passed at the First Session of the Tenth Lefflslature eif the State of LcSdsiana. Began at Lonaldsonville. on Monday,
ifas ^ r d l W of Jaaraary. 1031. and Held in the City of Hew
Orleans on the Eighth Bay of January* 1831 (IBew Orleans* John
Gibson, State Printer, 183lJ, Actio ♦
^ Otto 8 . Vamado, "A History of the Early Institutions
ef Higher learning in Louisiana* (unpublished Master*s thesis,
Louisiana State tfaiversity, 1927), P* 41*
92
Actg passed at the First Session of the Tenth Legislature
of Louisiana, op. cit.. Act 34.
93
For, gE* gXt*. pp. 50-51*

it*

that the necxt year th© school, had Itfi full

complement of students, and needed accomodations for two
hundred more, and at that time the staff consisted of a presi
dent ”and, tea assistant professors, six prefects, a treesurer,
and a librarian***
Fortier speaks of its prosperous condition in this
ways
♦

3h the year 1842 Jefferson Goljege was at
the M e of its existence in ante-bellum days*
Xn a report to the legislature of that year It
use able to state the following facts t There
mas a main building 44 by 300 feet j five two—
story houses of brick, construction with
shingled roofs for the professors} and two
porters* ledges. The outlay for buildings had
been $124,536} for land $1 0 ,0 0 0 - tbs outlay
on the library had bean $0,710} for physical
apparatus $600 } and the m m m for the laboratory*
The library had 7 ,0 0 0 volumes *94
Ihis prosperous condition ended suddenly when all the
buildings and equipment were destroyed by fire March 6 , 1842.
In 1845 state appropriations were stopped, and in 1855 the
Institution was forced to close} it soon reopened only to
close again in 1859•

In 1861 it received a new charter, but

the War Between the States soon forced it to close again.

Ihen

It reopened on July 12, 1864, it was under the auspices of the
Marlst Order, which continued to operate it throughout the
period under consideration, and as late as 1914 its graduates
were given a first-grade certificate to teach, without examination*

^
95

Fortier, op. cit** p. 580
BP- 580-582.
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The Callage of Franklin was chartered by the same
legislature^ as was the College of Jefferson and received
aiaiUr legislative appropriations, but It never attained
the plane of prominence nor rendered the service which the
97 Vamado says that although it was authorized
latter did***
to grant diplomas and degrees, there is no record of Its ever
having done work of college rank.

He sums up the work of the

* school in this way*
A report of 1836 shows that five buildings
had been erected by the state at a cost of
$35*000*
1840 only sixty-one students had
enrolled and the college was doing only prep
work* In 1841* there were sixty—five enrolled*
and there was room for fifteen more, the
revenue of the college in 1841 was $16*962
and $10*000 of this had com© from the state*
After 1845 the college did but little* In 1841
there wergonly four instructors and seventy
students.
Ho further record of the work done by this institution
can be found*

In 1865 the state assumed control of the pro

perty.^
St* Charles College was established by the Fathers of
the Society of Jesus in 1837 and in 1852^^ it was incorporated

® Passed At the I^rst Session of the tenth jeffislatare of Louisiana* op* cit** Act
97 Fay, o p * cit** p* 51*
^
99
Coteau:

Vamado, op* clt*» P* 50.
pp. 50-5 1 .

St. Charles College Catalogue, 1916—1917 (Grand
Publisher not given), p* 7*
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tgr the State of Louisiana and endowed with the full powers
Jasd privileges of a university* It was closed In 1868101
302
hit vis reopened in 14169*
with an enrollment of on© hundred
and fifteen student©*

Fortier says that the average enroll

ment through tee year© was about one hundred and thirty and
that tee program of studies was the same a© that which
usually prevailed in Jesuit colleges
It was open as late
1iU
as 1 W »
but there la no evidence that it ever established
a program of teacher education*

It was net one of tee fifteen

institutions of higher learning whose graduates were recognised
by tee State Board of Education in 1906 as entitled to a
teacher*© certificate by passing an examination In theory and
art of teaching only*105 Ibis was perhaps due to the f act that
in 1891 It was converted into a seminary of higher learning
for tee Catholic priesthood*
tee University of Louisiana had its origin in the Medical
301

Carmen Menton* "the History of St. Charles College* »
(unpublished term paper* History 221* Louisiana State University,
1940)* p* 19.
102 Ibid.. p. 25.
303
Alee©* Fortier* Louisiana Studies
Hassell and Brothers* 1894)* p* 294*

(Hew Orleans*

F. F.

Mouton* op* cit,. p. 31*
Biennial Report of tee State Superintendent of Public
wineat^on to tlhe Governor and to the liberal^ ^©emblyj 1906^1907
(Baton Bougex tee Daily States Publlshlng Company* State Printers*
190S)* pp* 103^104*
Fortier* op* cit** p* 295*
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of Louisiana.

It was organized in 1834 In New Orleans

fey seven resident physicians and was chartered In 1835*

It

granted its first decrees in 1 8 3 6 .^®^ When the University
of Louisiana n s provided for in the Constitution of 1845, it
wee to bo composed of four faculties t law, medicine, natural
sciences, and letters, the Medical College of Louisiana becom11m
lag the “faculty of medicine# 9
those provisions were put
into effect by legislative motion in 1847, which also added
109
a “college proper or academical department.*
It was this
last provision which eventually brought the University into a
field that aided In the training of teachers*
Tornado says that the Academic Department was begun “in
a very feeble way9 in 1847 and that in 184? instruction was
offered in Latin, Greek, mathematics, English, the Glassies,
and French.

Sawever, the Department seems not to have pros

pered, for it was closed from 185? until 1878,
107

Alcee* Fortier, Louisiana. Vol. II (Century Histori
cal Association, 19X4), p. 554.
jefrg Passed at the First Session of the First Legislatdre of the State of Louisiana. Begun and Held jjTthe City of New
8MMM8B <m the Ninth Bay of February. 1846 (New Orleans: W* Tan
Benthuyssn and P. Beaancon, Jr., State Printers, 1846), p. 183*
(Articles 137 and 138 of “The Constitution of Louisiana,* Adopted
in Convention, May 14, 1845-)
^
tare of the
Orleans, on
Benthuysen,

Acts Passed at the Second Session of the First Legisla|tais. of Lotgsiana. Begun and.
£3=££ £C 12E
the Seventh Bay of dmahary. 1847 (New Orleans t W. Tan
State Printer, 1847), Act 49*
VamaAo, op. cit.. p. 82.
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Xn appraising tee work of this institution la the educa
tion of teachers, it m a t be remembered that many students
of law and medicine were often teachers at time® during their
training, and the number® enrolled were often large, the number
enrolled in the Medical Department alone, In 1351, being 188.*^
Mount Lebanon University was established by the Louisiana
State Baptist Convention in 18521#

At the same time the con

vention provided for the purchase of ton acres of land, the
treeUea of a "comfortable two-story tending" and the beginning
of the first session in March, 1853*

Ho record of the

curriculum ©r enrollment of this institution during Its early
years c m be found, except that in 1859 It had m e hundred twenty113
seven pupils.
Fay says that under tee wise leadership of
its first president, Dr# B* B. Hartwell, It "prospered beyond
tee expectations of it® most sanguine friends* and that it com**
114
timed to prosper under its second president. Dr. W. 0. Dram.
Some evidence of this prosperity and of tee nature of
the work is seen in the fact that "during this time $20,000 had
been raised toward endowing a professorship in the theological
department, and $30,000 for & m on the literary side." A grunt

Ibid.. p. 80.
Fortier, op. cit.« p. 184.
113

Vamado, op. cit.. p. at*
Fey# op* cit.* p. 144*
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of $15,000 nas given by the legislature In 1355# and. this was
«»ed to provide chemical and philosophical apparatus and a
library*^**

The University van closed during the War Between

the States and all Its funds ware lost*

It was reopened in

1345# hut because of lack of adequate financial support was
fbrced to operate on a Halted basis until it was rebuilt after
a disastrous fire In 1337*^^
The College of the Immaculate Conception was m e of the
largest colleges In the state in the decade prior to the War
Between the States# and it became still larger following the
►* According to Fortier?
The college opened in the autumn of
with a professional staff of ten members#
and an attendance of 100 pupils* From
time to the outbreak of the Civil Bar the
average number was 250. And from the dose
of the war on# this numbsr slowly but in
cessantly swelled until last yearfs (1391)
contained 530 names •***
Fay says that this was one of two colleges £ ©unded by
the Society of Jems# the other being the College of St* Charles#
previously discussed*

He also says that it was# in 1356#

*endowed by the legislature with full powers and privileges of
lit

Ibjd** p* 144*
Fortier# op. cit*. p. 134.

Hwood F. Cufeberley# “Education in Iouistana>«
Biographical and Historical Memoirs of. looisiana. Vol. I#
Chapter & (fl£Sfcpeed f^iishing Company# 1892)# p. 116.
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e university,

which doubtless helps to account for the large

enrollment m t t e e d by Fortier, above,
Silliman College, which was first known as Silliman
Female Collegiate Institute, received its charter in 1352*
It use located in the town of Clinton, Louisiana, and was
under the control of a Board of trustees composed of ten men,
who launched It as a private enterprise

The Presbytery

of Louisiana became interested in it in 1356, through a dona
tion by Mr* William Silliman*

Although it came under the con

trol of the Presbytery of Louisiana, it remained largely non—
sectarian in its program.-^ ^

130 record of Its enrollment and

attendance can be found, tot Fay lists the following “Schools”*
Jfriglisfa Language and Literature, Latin, French and German,
History, Mathematics, Natural Science, Mental and Moral Science.1121
Mansfield Female College was established through the
leadership of two Methodist ministers, the Reverend H. C.
Ihweatt and the Reverend W. E. Doty, and with the cooperation
of the citizens of Mansfield and the surrounding area, who con
tributed $3 0 ,0 0 0 to the enterprise.

It was incorporated in 1355

and placed under the direction of the Methodist Episcopal Church. 122

Fay, op* cit*. p. 136.
vamado, op. cit., p. 57Say, op* cit*. pp. 132-133*
12X Ibid.. pp. 133-134.
Fortier, op* cit*. p. 126.
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According to the catalogue for 1867-1868 there was a
staff of seven and an enrollment of sixty—four* and its
program of studies consisted of two curricula* «English Course”
•sd “Classical Course*” The English course included English*
vocal and instrumental music* mathematics* “Ornamental Branches”
and mental* moral* and natural science*

|ho classical course

included Latin and French in addition to the subjects of the
Saglish coarse*

Students were graduated each year* except

1S67 and 1865* from I856 through I867 * the total number of
is>3
graduates being fifty-one*
Louisiana State University had its origin in the Con
stitution of 1845* which set aside “all moneys arising from the
sales which hare been or may hereinafter be made of any lands
heretofore granted by the United States to the State* for the
use of a seminary of learning *

legislature of 1853

passed an act “For establishing a Seminary of learning*” and
between that date and 1860 a site about three miles north of
Alexandria was purchased* the necessary buildings were erected*
and the organization of the Seminary was completed

Mansfield Female College* Catalogue* 1867-1868
(Shreveports The Shreveport Hews* 186^) * pp* 4—10*
Act* Passed at the First Session of the First
Legislature of the State of Louisiana* Begun and Held in the
Citv of Hew Orleans the Ninth Bay of February* 1846. _0p* Mk**
pTlfe37 llbe C ^ t i ^ i ^ S f Suisiana Adopted in Convention*
May 14* 1845}* Article 136*
125
Salter L. Fleming* Dauieiaaa State diversity*
iftA/wtaon (Baton Boaget Louisiana State diversity Press* 1936}*
pp* 22—44*
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bellowing Mjtofleil sketch will be of assistance
to appraising the nature and. value of the work done daring
the period under consideration:
the first session began on January 2,
1660* An invasion of the Bed Elver valley
by Union forces caused the Seminary to suspend
its activities in April 1863$ academic work
was rammed on October 2, 1865* On October 15,
1869, the Seminary building was destroyed
fey fire, but the disaster Interrupted its work
for only a fortnight as accomodations were
secured in Baton Bongs In the building of the
school fur the deaf.
In 1370 the name of the Institution was
changed by the legislature to Louisiana State
University. On January 2 , 1877* the University
was merged with the Agricultural and Mechanical
College, which had been chartered on April 7*
1873, and had been opened at Hew Orleans on
June 1, 1874* She two state institutions
"United and constituted into one and tbs
same Institution of learning" assumed the title
of Louisiana State University and Agricultural
and Mechanical College. The first session
under the new arrangement began on October 5*
1877**126
It is evident from this statement that the institution,
during this period, suffered many hardships, that it was going
through a period of change, and that its contribution to the
education of teachers may not have been very great . However,
the enrollments and the programs of studies during the period
indicate that the contributions may have been very significant,
as compared with other institutions of that time.

X/sajjaiana State University and Agricultural and
Mechanical College, University Bulletin, Vol. 33N.S., Ho. 5,
r-fltftiagng. 19A0~L1 (Baton Eouge 3 Published by the University,
1941), p. 51.
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Fay states that Sherman*s report of the opening gives
the number of professors as five, carets as seventy—on©, and the
beneficiaries (cadets who had part of their expenses paid from
an appropriation for that purpose), as thirty-one*

This same

report lists arithmetic, algebra, geometry, French, English,
Latin, and Spanish as the subjects requiring textbooks*3*2^
Accept for toe years 1874—1877 {shea the average annual
attendance was about thirty)"*^ the yearly average was about
one hundred and fiftyJ139
In 1372 the suggested course of study was about as

follows;
Freshman daws
literary Course; Latin, algebra, geometry,
trigonometry, analytic, geometry, Greek, and
English grammar and composition*
Scientific Course; The same except that
French m s substituted for Greek*
Sophomore Class
Literary Courses Latin, classical history,
and geography, calculus, Creek, English grammar,
and 11Art of Discourse*"
Scientific Course s The same except that
French was substituted for Greek*

Fay,

op

* cit**

pp* 75-76*

Fleming, OR* cLt* » p* 259*
129 Ibid.* pp. 204, 312, 400*
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junior Class
Literary Course: Latin, Greek, French,
chemistry, geology, physics, and mental and
moral philosophy.
Scientific Courses Surveying, shades,
shadows Mad. perspective; descriptive geometry*
topographical drawing; civil engineering; German;
chemistry; physics; analytical mechanics; mental
and moral philosophy.
GlviX Biglneering Course s Same with option
or language.
Senior Class
Literary Course: General history, Bnglish
literature, French, astronomy, chemistry,
mineralogy, botany, soology, logic, Evidences
of Christianity, artillery and infantry tactics.
Scientific Courses Same, with acoustics
and optics, civil engineering, topographical and
mechanical drawing, steam engine and railways in
addition, German or French.
Civil &£gineering Course t Same as Scientific
with ard^Ltectural drawing, fortifications and
levees.
In 1877 requirements were set up for the following degrees i
bachelor of arts, master of arts, bachelor of science, civil
engineering.

These requirements were about the same as in 1872,

except that for the master of arts degree, mechanics, agricultural
chemistry, anatomy and physiology were added to previous require
ments.131 Ho other significant changes were made in the curriculum
n«t,il 1382, when a classical course leading to the bachelor of
138

Ibid.. pp. 2Qf~Z18*

231 Ibid.. pp. 315-316.
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arte degree and a scientific course landing to the bachelor
©f science degree wore formulated, civil engineering was
dropped, and a two-year course in agriculture and mechanics was
added*

The new arts and science courses differed from the old

course only in that Latin, Greek and the philosophical studies
were minimised and more of the scientific studies were added*
Such courses as these, if well administered, would
result in welX—educated people, and those graduates of these
courses who became teachers must have been valuable additions
to the teaching corps of the day*
2.

Academies

Hie amount of service that academies rendered in the
education o f teachers in Louisiana is impossible to determine
because of the large number of such institutions, the wide
variations in fcheir length of service and courses of study, and
the scarcity of information concerning them*

However, enough

information is available and is presented to give a general
idea of their worth*
the academy movement in Louisiana began with the incor
poration of the Natchitoches Academy in 1S19^^ and gradually
gave way to the development of the public high school following

132 —

p.. 357 .

y©e Farrar, "Development of Public Secondary Educa
tion in Louisiana X87&-190&»** (unpublished Doctor* s disserta
tion, George Peabody College for Teachers, Nashville, Tennessee,
P» 3&m
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the tor Betweenth© States,although so®© private ac&damiee
«•» atill in operation.

During this period hundred© ©f insti

tutions which might earn© under the general meaning of the term
**academy” earn into existence . Iheee rendered service at
various levels, from the primary school to the college, and
for various lengths of time, from a few months to a half century or more,
3hs exact nearer of such Institutions is not known*
Mobley

study included a total of two hundred thirty-eight,

sixty-six of fdaich he lists as «mushroom schools” because of
their short periods of existence*

She institutions included

la the study were not all known as academies, the titles
*seminary* and ^institute* being frequently used and "high
school* and ^college” occasionally.

It seems probable that the

majority of these Institutions did not render a service that was
of jKueh value from the standpoint of teacher education.

How

ever, it sews equally evident that many of them did so, some
even doing work of such quality as to cause Fay to refer to them
as being on the ^borderline between the colleges proper and the
136
academies."
Some were even incorporated as colleges, with

Ibid. * p. 41.
James William Mobley, **3he Academy Movement In
Louisiana,* (unpublished Master*s thesis, Louisiana State Univer
sity, Baton Rouge, Louisiana, 1931) • A tabulation of all the
institutions Is included in the study.
126 Fay, ©£. cit.. p. 54»
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authority to confer degrees . An examination of the courses
of study and of the authority of some of these “borderline”
colleges or academies sill help to show the type of work which
they attempted*
Baton Houge College* Incorporated In 1838#**’'^ offered
work in "arithmetic* geometry* history* rhetoric, elocution*
algebra* grammar* botany* mineralogy* chemistry* political
133
economy* French* Latin* Greek, English, and penmanship.”
Homer College* which was incorporated in 1855^^ and
operated for about twenty-five years* was given authority to
confer degrees of B.A., B.S.* M.A., and M.S.* and seme of the
leading locators, jurists, bankers* and editors of that day
were among Its graduates
Mtndsa Female College* incorporated in 1354*

141,

offered

j&tglish* FTemch* Latin* literature* science* mathematics* com
position, history* music* and acting* In 1353.

By 1379 it had

137
Ac^s Passed at the Second Session of the thirteenth
Legislature of the State of Louisiana. Begun and Held in the City
of Hew Orleans, the Eleventh Bay of December. 1837 faew Orleans i
Jerome Bayon* State Printer, 1838*77 Act 56.
Mobley* op. cit.. p. 56.
Acts Passed by the Second Legislature of the State of
Lw&afaoa * £ m 5222nd S^ssiqn* S S M m 3S& I s M M M
M
Baton Bouge. on the Fifteenth £§& of J^uary* 18££ W & * Orleahs:
Salle La Sere* State Printer* 1855/7 Act 86.
Mobley* op. cit.. pp. 129-130.
Acts Passed by the Second Legislature of the State
of Louisiana A£ Its First Session. Began and Held in the City of
Baton Houge on the Eighteenth Bay of January. 1858. op. cit.*
Act 80.
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numerous, especially

a dse&d* or more.

Table XII, adapted from Farrar* a study, presents a
picture of the rise and decline of the academy movement in
Louisiana.

The relatively rapid rise in both the number of

academies and the number of pupils enrolled, and the unusually
large decrease In both during the period of the War Between
the States are points worth noting*

However, of more signifi

cance, perhaps, la the fact that Just prior to the outbreak
of the war there were 152 academies with 11,274 pupils and
444 teachers .
TABLE III

GB082B OF SHE AOADSBT m v m m s XX LOUISIAHA, l&iO-lSTO146

Data

Ifuaber of
ah

1340
M5D
1360
J#70

52
143
152
28

Humber of
students
1,995
5,328
11,274
2,690

Humber of
teachers
Ho data
354
446
^lplv
276

Most of the early academies, although rather heavily sub147
sidised by the State from 1811 to 1845#
"were primarily meant
to reach the indigent classes11 and were in “communities too

166 Farrar, 0 £. cit., p. 42.
147
Fay, Oh*
P* 44*
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sparsely settled to famish m$r but a trifling attendance.*
i8Wf«r# seme of those offered courses of study on a relatively
high level*

Avoyelles, for instance, in 1344* offered;

algebra*

trigonometry, philosophy* chemistry* French* spelling* reading*
wdiing, arithmetic* grammar* and geometry
Although stats aid for academies was stopped In 1345* the
mother of academies increased and their enrollments doubled
between 1350 mod I860.

Farrar says that Hthe church organiza

tions of the state* with sense assistance from the Masonic Order,
attempted to c a n y on the work that had been done by the sub
sidised academies.

He further found that most of them were

closed during the War Between the States* but that many of them
reopened following the war* and served until they were replaced
151
by the public high school*
Although the work offered by sots of the Institutions was
of a rather high order* others had only limited programs* as the
following examples show.
the Catahoula Institute* which was organized in 1349*
offered a course that "consisted of the common branches together
with Bagllsh* language* math«aatics* philosophy* composition*
elocution* music* and history *
143

- ‘ U* P- 57.
Ibid.. pp. 345-344.

ICR

Farrar* op. cit.. p. 41.

151 toe. e£fe«
1'*2 Mobley, op, elt.. p. 121,
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BsHwood Academy, established between 1850 and 1&6G,
offered}

natural philosophy* astronomy, history, geometry,
153
Latin, French, algebra, and the common branches#
Vexaaon Atodsay, taught by Christopher Ires and one
assistant daring toe seventies, seems to have had, to say toe
least, a flexible program*

*toe course consisted of any subject

that toe teacher was capable of handling*

Xt was narrow, but

thorough, and those finishing toe course were ready fox'
college. *^54
Sugar town Academy, with a principal and one assistant,
had a very limited curriculum in 13?5* the course consisting
of Latin tod Greek, tod toe common branches .^£5
the toadtojr of the Hebrew Educational Society, Ho t
Orleans, in 1B77 employed five teacher for rtEnglish branches,
toe for Gezman and Hirers? languages, one for French.” It had
an enrollment of ninety boys and fifty-one girls, classified
Into ^Primary, Intermediate, and Academic” grades*

154

toe loequet—Leroy Ho t Orleans Collegiate Institute,
in 1377, was ^conducted in accordance with all the late improve
ments adopted In European schools of toe same character.***^7

153 Ibid.. p. 279.
15fc Ibid.. p. 161*.
^•**5 ^gmjaJL Beoort of tha State Superintendent of Judaea—
tlon. a i l l M a. Browi. to the General Aaaemhly of Louisiana for the
rear
(Haw’brleans s Printed at the Republican Office, 1876}, p. 108.
te™*1 Haport of tha State Superintendent of Education.
1877, o£. «£&.* p. Sjp&l
157 I£M'> P. 339.
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Xt was a private institution similar to a number or others in
Wo t Orleans and Baton Rouge#

It bad a faculty of thirteen

and offered work cm tbs primary, elementary, and academic
levels*

The off©rings included J&aglish, Lectures on Science

and English literature, French, High Mathematics, Latin,
German, Instrumental Music, Guitar, Solfeggio, Vocal Music,
Drawing and Painting, Penmanship, Dancing and Calisthenics,
and Fancy Work*

The teachers had various titles and some

taught as many as four subjects. Miss I# Locquet had Primary
Sagliah, Freneh, Instrumental Music, and Fancy work*
Gessner taught High Mathematics, Latin, and German.

Professor
Dr#

Herrick and Professor 3eamon gave Lectures on Science and
j&agllsh Literature* One subject, French, had three different
teachers*
The evidence presented as to the quality of work offered
by the academies of Louisiana would seem to indicate that they
made a definite and perhaps large contribution to the education
of the teachers of their day*

Further evidence as to their

contribution la the fact that several of them received financial
assistance from, the Peabody Education Fund, a discussion of
which follows*
3*

The Peabody Education Fund

A better understanding of the contributions to teacher
training in Louisiana through this fund may be had by reviewing its

158 Ibid.. pp. 339-340
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origin,
This fund was created by George Peabody, who set up
the Peabody Board In 1867 and gave one million dollars to be
held in trust by the beard and its successors, The income
from this fond was to be used, ^for the promotion and encourage
ment of intellectual, moral and industrial education anong the
young of the most destitute portions of the Southern and
Southwestern states

^

the original sute>-:Peabody added

another million dollars in 1869
The Board set up two objectives * the promotion of
common school education and the professional training of
teachers.
In 1914*

It made Its first donations in 1868 and its last
Baring this period it gave a total of $3>650,556,

the major portion of this, or $2,272,923, being given to normal
schools, teachers* institutes, and George Peabody College, for
teacter-braining purposes ,261

j_s ^ith the portion of this

sum which m s given to Louisiana that this study deals.

2he

money was expended for the support of normal schools, scholar
ships to Nashville Normal School, Nashville, Tennessee, teachers*
institutes, and a very small sum for an educational journal*
159

d. W. Blister, nThe Trustees of the Peabody Educa
tion Fund and Their W 6 rkw— An address given at the Semi—centennial
©f George Peabody College for Teachers (1875 — 1 9 2 5 )
Proceed—
mm m m
^!Sm *
(Nashvill©,
Tamieeseez George Peabody College for Teachers, 19*5/, pp. 51—52.
Ibid.. p. 5 2 .
1^1
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Reference has already been made to the fact that the
State Noimal School In New Orleans received aid from the
Peabody Education Fund In 1368 and that the name of this
Institution was changed to the Peabody Normal Sendnary*
These contributions In 1863 were th© first given in
Louisiana for normal schools or departments.

Dr. Barnas

Sears, General Agent for the Peabody Education Fund, made the
following report to the Board concerning them:
lb aid in the professional training of com
petent young persons as teachers, in Normal
Schools or departments, the following amounts
will be allowed: To the New Orleans Normal
........ $2000
School for forty female pupils « . .
To the Normal Department of the Hale Seminary
in Alexandria for 20 students.......... , 1000
To the Normal Department of the Centenary
College for Males at Jackson, for 10 stu
dents •
500
All on the same terms and conditions as
were prescribed for Plaquemine, Bastrop, and
lit, Lebanon.
Fifty dollars per student may also be
allowed to other institutions in which com
petent young persons are receiving professional
training, provided no charge shall be made for
such training, and that the amount so allowed
not exceed $500 , making the total amount
allowed for normal instruction $5000.162
No information can be found that tells what the terms
and conditions were for Plaquemine, Bastrop, and Mt, Lebanon,
but it Is presumed that the conditions were similar to those
set up for “other institutions •14

Proceedings of the Trustees of the Peabody Education
Fond, From Their OriginalQrganigation on the 8th of February,
Vol. I (Boston: Press of John Wilson and Son, 1875), p. 93.
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Similar grants were mad© for the next thirteen or
fourteen years.

The exact number could not be determined because

the table of ^Expenditures for the Promotion of formal Schools**
showed that the last expenditure was fifteen hundred dollars
in 1881,^^ while the report ©f the general agent for 1862 show®
that the last expenditure was in that year and was for the sum
164
of three thousand dollars,
there being no appropriations
fdr this purpose in 188X*

or 13849

For this reason, and

also because of the fact that some of the reports did not
distinguish between contributions for white and for colored
schools, it was impossible to determine the exact amount spent
for the whit© schools.

Hie available evidence Indicates that

the amount was approximately thirty thousand dollars.
Contributions from this fund were made to aid teacher
education in Louisiana in other ways.

Table IF has been pre

pared to show what institutions and agencies received these
contributions and the amounts that each received from 1868 to
1384.
fkte gift of scholarships to the Peabody normal School

Proceedings of the Trustees of the Peabody Education
Fund, 1900-1914* Vol. FlTcambiidgej John Wilson and Son, Univerl&t?Press, 1916), fable III.
Proceedings of the Board of Trustees of the Peabody
Education Fond. 1^81-1887. Vol. H I (Cambridge: John Wilson and
Son, University Press, 1388), p. 85*
165 Ibid-- p. 143.
166

Ibid..

p. 172.
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TABLE IV
COSIMBBTIOSS FKQM THE PEABODY EDUCATION FUND TO
isasma m m & t m u im Louisiana,

*
»
1
N

1S68
1369
1370
1371
1072
1073
1074
1075
1076
1077
1070
1079
1000
1031
1032
1083
1084
Total

- iH f f
- as is<9 r
*
*
*65000
* 2400
* 3000
* 2100
* 1900
* 1950
* 105©
* 1950
» 2000
* 2000
* 2500
* 3600
* 3000
* 1500

a
2
1
$
1
&
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5
*
1
€
S

I
*
r
t

1
.:
O H *
**£ s *
10 H «
O p *
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0 *
§ *r?

P
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BM
m 0
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1 »■
«
*
*
I
t
f
*■
1

f
t
t

* 0L5OO
•

400

* 4500*
* 1025

* 1245
834,750 68,6?0
i
t
*

t 6200
200
200
$200
100
1300 * ISO
>
t
*
»

*
*

*
*

*

61,500

3
■0**

IH

65000
2400
3000
2100
190©
195©
1050
195©
2000
2000
4000
3600
3600
170©
49 OO
1125
2645
<45,72©

Pracss<*lngg &£ tJ>* Trustees of the peabodr
Ffoi^ivlon Pond. 19Q0~1914. Vol. VI (Cambridge t John Wilson
andSon™Oboiveraity Press, 1916), Compiled from Tables III,
IV, VI, VII, and VIII of the Proceedings.
* This amount was for a two-jrear period.

at KaahviXla, loisesse«f was intended to assist In the educa~
tion of some of the moire promising young men and women, of
the stato, the recipients to be those who passed the most.
craditable competitive escamlnations.168
The first scholarships were given to the New Orleans
169
Normal School In 1S7&*
They were worth one hundred and
fifty dollars each and were to be used for the benefit of
170
pupils from the country parishes*
the number of scholar
ships given and the value of each varied fro m year to year*
t&SL, worth one hundred and fifty dollars each,171
f were given
in 1878 and two, worth two hundred dollars each* were warded
in xaao.172
A careful search of the records of the Proceedings of
the Peabody Education Fund did not reveal the total number of
scholarships given*

However, the total amount of money

expended for this purpose daring this period was $8670, as
shewn in Table 17* State Superintendent Warren Easton, in
1385, recognized their value by declaring i

Report of the State Superintendent of Public
Tfrftw-atfon to the General AssemfoTyT 1881-1885 tBaton Bouge; Printed
by I^o»~a»treiask±, State Printer, 1886), pp. x-xi.
169
Proceedings of the Trustees of the Peabody Education
Itod, 187^1581. 7ol* IlTBoston; University Press, John Wilson
l^SLy, p. 150.

Louisiana has
graduates of this
who ars_a credit to themselves ani
their state*3-73
Contributions from the Peabody Education Fund f©r the
©f teacher®1 institutes la Louisiana was begun in
l^SU

Table X? shows that only fifteen hundred dollars were

weed for this purpose by the end of the year 18S4*

3he two

hundred dollars expended la 1882 was evidently used by State
Superintendent Fay, who referred to a great from the Peabody
Fhad that enabled him to employ the services ©f am experienced
Institute conductor, *th© Reverend Dr. A* E. Bon©,» of Allen*
m
town, Pennsylvania.
Dr- Hone and Superintendent Fay
visitedseveraJL parishes and held seventy^-four session, not
all of which, however, were with white teachers*

Ihls

assistance from the Peabody Education Fund evidently brought
valuable returns, as Superintendent Fey referred to the
Institutes as having aroused an enthusiasm for the subject
of p»fai*c education **sueh as has never before been semi in the
state**175
Eight hundred dollars for the support of an educational
Journal

this period was all that was ever spent from the

173 Biennial Report of the State Superintendent of
Public Education to the General Assembly- 18dferOU8jS5.« op* eft. »
p » XX *

*74 Blgga'iA^ Report of the State Superintendent of Public
Education to the General Assembly, l^S2*»iaS3 (Baton Rouget Printed
by Leon Jastrmaskl, State Printer, 1884), pp. 12.
175
P» 13*
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for this purpose,

fhis amount seems to have

^*8a given b© jg^gr Iouigiaiia Journal of Education, as the report
for 1 ^ 1 specifically states that the appropriation was fear
X3N*
this Journal*
Also, Robert M* Lusher, the administrator
of the fund in Louisiana, refer® to wthe annual stipend, here
tofore allowed it (Jhe Louisiana Journal of Education') by the
Peabody Education Fund.”^ ^
From the standpoint of money appended, the contribu
tions to the cause of teacher education during this period were
not great* However, the good accomplished as a result of these
monetary contributions was relatively great, if Judged in the
light of toe expressions of appreciation fey those in a position
to observe these results * A rather typical example of such
expressions was that of Fay, previously noted* Superintendent
lusher* s reference to Louisiana as being one of the state® which
178
*has profited, still profits, and will continue to profit11
fey
the work of Georg© Peabody is another example of such expressions
of appreciation*
4*

Teachers* Institutes

fhe teachers * Institute as an agency for the training of

Proceeding® of the Trustees of the Peabody Education
Fund. ag7i>-188X. Vol. II. ££. o^., p. 354.
177
p. 355.
178 Annual Beport of the State Superintendent of Public
rarfn&AtloB. Robert M. Lusher, to the General Assembly of Louisiana,
for the year1 0 7 (New Orleans * Printed at the Office of the

rJSocratTaSw, pp * xxra-smii.

teachers made Its appearance %m the nation a few years later
than the normal school$ feat unlike the noimal school, it seams
to have been of distinctly American origin*

Knight speaks

of its origin* purpose, and nature in this way*
While the normal school was yet in its
infancy Itinerant* or moving* normal schools*
generally known as teachers * institutes*
appeared as an attempt to meet the need for
trained teachers* The institute was probably
distinctly American In origin* For a time
it did the work of the normal school in many
states fey offering to teachers an opportunity to
review the subjects taught In the common schools
and to study methods ©f teaching and school
management* Often the institute was inspire-*
tional and entertaining * General sessions ©pen
to the public served to create interest in public
education* Through the institute ale© new
subjects were introduced* The work at best wsm
doubtless fragmentary and haphazard, and the
effort to make the lectures entertaining was
sometimes ridiculous. Barnard cautioned the
teachers in his institutes In Bhode Island
against considering them as substitutes for
thorough study and practical training. The term
varied In length from a few days to six weeks*
Attendance was at first voluntary, and fees were
charged those who enrolled* Later, however,
attendance came to be more or less compulsory,
and the cast of_the institute came to fee borne
fey the public.™
Dexter refers to the institutes as "essentially brief
normal schools, held at different times of the year, usually
under the direction of the county superintendent of schools,
ISO
or of some other school official•w
According to him?
The first teachers1 institute of which
we have any record was held in Hartford,
Connecticut, in October, 1839, under the

Knight, ££. cit*. p. 332*
Dexter, op* clt., p, 392.

direction of Henry
of the state hoard
six young men wars
session lasted six

Barnard, then secretary
of education. Twentyin attendance, and the
weeks .1®**

Cubberley agrees with Baxter as to the leader, place
and date, and further says that they "had spread into hut
fifteen states by 1360, and these all in the northeastern
quarter of the United States."*^
Farrar, in studying the origin of teachers* institutes
in Louisiana, founds
the first teachers1 institutes of record
sere held in the state In 1333 when Superintendent
Fay, through the add of a #1,000 gift from the
Peabody Fund, secured the services of Dr. A. B*
Hone of Allentown, Pennsylvania, to conduct
six weeks of institute work In the S t a t e .
It will be noted that Bsrrar had reference to the type
of Institute that was sponsored by the state rather than those
earlier ones sponsored by local or county systems, to which
Hebert refers in this ways
The county institute was usually held for
one or two days; was more or lees voluntary
and without state support; was in charge of
local superintendents or teachers; and pro
vided no sequence or continuity of work. This
type of institute was employed throughout the
South because It was accessible to teachers who
received low salaries for short terms.184

Ibid.. p. 392.
Cubberley, pp. clt., p. 242.
133 _
Farrar, op. cit.. p. 64.
1<ti
Bofeert, ©£. ejt.. p. 78.
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The first institutes In Louisiana were of the latter
type and seem to have been held in 1871, perhaps in Sew
Orleans*

The report of State Superintendent Conway contains

evidence that at least three such institutes were held during
that year.

B. S. Stoddard, Division Superintendent of the

Second Division, reported:
On June eighth, ninth, and tenth an
Institute was held at Carrollton which* follow**
log as It did in the wake of one held in Hew
Orleans* occasioned me no little anxiety lest
ease of the same spirit manifested, at the
latter place should insinuate itself into this
to the destruction of its harmony and the
scandal of the Division, By fears were, how
ever, groundless.
The teachers of the Second Division were
fully up to the occasion, and all passed off
pleasantly, harmoniously, and profitably, the
hearty cooperation of the School Board of
largely to its
The report of the secretary of this institute shows.
among other things, that more than one hundred teachers and
officers were present, that the institute lasted three days,
and that the present-day policy of having educators from other
sections of the country take a leading part in such meetings

186

was used at that time.

Because the work at this institute

was rather typical of that in most others the program for the
185
BMwgatloa to thw
(Hew Orleans: Printed at the Republican Office, 1371J, pp. 116—117.
186 JDbjygL., p. 137 •
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three clays Is given*
First Bay (Jhne 8, 1871)
Ball to order by Superintendent Stoddard
Prayer by Rev. Owen Reidy, Principal Gretna School
Address by State Superintendent thomas W. Conway, "Elements
Necessary to Successful School Work.**
U s e Battle fi, Morris, of the Oswego Training School, a tocher
experienced In Institute work, was next Introduced to the
teachers, and the energetic manner in which she proceeded to
the work before her secured the attention of all present, Her
first lecture was cm the best method of teaching arithmetic,
waking use of the blackboard In illustrating many points.
Secess* thirty minutes (refreshments)
Address* "Moral Influence of the ISeecher is the School," Bev.
Will law Rollinson, Secretary, State Board of Education.
Address: "Hygiene," Dr. J. S. dark, Hew Orleans Board of Health.
Second Bar (dune 9, 1871)
Devotional: See* Owen Eddy
iwereless in geography and spelling by Miss Harris.
Sacessi thirty minutes.
Address: "Gransnar," Hr. J. 1. J* Barth, Principal Jefferson
School and Secretary of Institute.
Blackboard Seareises in Graawtar and Heading by Hiss Morris. (Good
illustrations of effective use of blackboard.)
Third Bey (June 1G, 1871)
Devotional
Address: "Methods of Teaching Physical and Political Geography,"
Miss S. II. Warner, Principal one of schools of Hew Orleans.
Practical lessons in Botany, Miss Morris. (She made us© of a
large assortment of blossoms and leaves, previously collected.)
Lecture: phonography, Professor William Bartlett.
Recess: Thirty minutes.
Address: School Discipline, Rev. William Rollinson.
Closing Remarks* Superintendent Stoddard
Resolutions^
MJcurnmanb *
A similar institute was held at Franklin, Louisiana,
June 16, 17, and IB and was referred to by Division Superintendent

18 7 I b id . . p
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as the **FIrst Teachers* Institute of the third
Scholastic Division of Louisiana*tt

A point or special

interest was the strong and fervent plea made by Bsv. 3. I«
Bailer for a state normal school
It appears from the report of Superintendent K» C.
Blehardson, of the first Division, that the holding of
institutes may hare been required, or at least urged, by the
State Superintendent, as he begins his report by saying, "In
obedience to the instructions received fro® the State Superin
tendent, 1 gave notice for the holding of an Institute in the
t o m of

Be then goes on to say that the institute

was not as successful as it might have been because of the
short time he had In which to prepare for It,

He further

states;
the exercises were chiefly' conducted by
Miss Morris, an accomplished instructress in
normal branches, and especially engaged by
the State Superintendent to conduct institute
work throughout the State*
Although the institute meeting was only a
partial success, still the indications pointed
to the conclusion that the people are ripe for
an innovation that might prove beneficial in
its operations .i'*L

*** S M - > P* 213*
189 Ibid.. pp. 217-218.
Ibid.. p. 68.
191 Ibid.. pp. 68-69.

Despite tii© fact that the institutes in 1871 seem to
h a w keen generally successful, they may not h a w been repeated
for a period of three years, as no mention is made of then in
the reports of the state superintendents during that time*
i874 they appear to have been revived, bat on a different,
continuous, and more permanent basis* Superinteodent
referring to those in his district says :
One of the most important and satisfactory
labors of the past year has been the organisa
tion of the teachers of the Second Division
into local Teachers* Institutes, the first,
I believe, of the kind ever established in
Louisiana
Be established four organizations, one each at
danx, Houma, Carrollton, and Convent*

Each organization

from two to f e w meetings during the year, and Superintendent
Stoddard vas high in his praise of them*

He felt that they

not only gave teachers an opportunity to learn better methods
of teaching, bat that they also stiosaXated greater interest on
the part of the people in public education, and that the teachers
could use them as a means of "purifying their own ranks."193
Each organization seems to h a w had its own "office or
reading room.®

that at Yhibodaux was "furnished neatly with

desks, table and chairs, and a library of some one hundred and
192
Report of the State Superintendent of Public
.^ on to the General Assembly of Louisiana for the Year 1874
Orleans * Printed at the Republican Office, 1875), p. 2o8.
193
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However, none ot the others appears
t© have been quite so well equipped.
Stoddard* s report for 1875 Indicates that his faith
la the value of such institutes had increased and that he had
established new organisations* Concerning their value, he
says:
Complete success has at last rewarded
faithful sod persistent effort* 1 work has
tows accomplished that no poser could have
s© speedily and effectively wrought* The
schools are improved in efficiency more than
w e hundred pear cent* The competent and

He speaks again of increased public interest and of the

the following organisations i
Lafourche
Oxipanized Jan* 31, 1374* Present member
ship 28. Humber of meetings this year 3St- James
Organised April 6, 1874*- Present member
ship 30* Number of meetings this year 4*

194 Joe. cit.

P«x«aja®ntly organized Gctofeeir 8, 1875.
Fwsait membership!,1?* Humber of
meetings hold iau3^
An eaftfflination of the topics treated at the various
iBfictisgs of on© of these organ!®ations during one year gives
M M light on their nature , the topies listed are taken
from a report by "John Doles©, President, Teachers1 Institute*
and Principal, St. Vincents* Institute
Ought the sexes be educated together?
See toe State the right to establish a Pros
Requisites for success in a teacher of a Primary
School*
If corporal punishment is necessary, should it
he inflicted in the presence of the school?
Best method of teaching reading, writing, ©palling,
grammar, arithmetic, geography, exposition,
history, etc*
Object lessons, their importance and extent.
Ought Borstal Schools to fee supported by the state?
The duties a teacher ones to toe community and
vice-versa.
Advantage of teachers* meetings and institutes.
Should teaching be ranked among the learned pro
fessions?
The Centennial Celebration and the best method
of presenting our. educational status in it.
Education in the JSouth. Inter-State literary
Conventions, ^
The fact tost some of toe topics appear academic today
is an indication of the status of teacher education then.

Another

of the same thing is the implication that there Is a
•best method" of teaching any subject.

197 Ibid.. p. 89.
198 a i d ., pp. 86-87

However, the variety of
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subjects discussed, the £hct that such discussions v^re taking
place, and the fact that the teachers took time out to evaluate
their meetings are *3,7, favorable*
Ho record la available of all the institutes of this
kind bald daring the period under discussion*

However, sufficient

evidence has been presented to show that such institutes were,
without doubt, an insertant instrument in the training of the
public school teachers of that day* Since the number of teachers
trained by the Sew Orleans Normal School was not very large in
any year, the only training of a professional nature that most
of the teachers received was that given by tee institutes.
the importance of teachers* institutes in the training
of teachers Is best attested by tee fact teat, as early as 1S&9,
the administrators of the Peabody Fund began allocating portions
of the fund to Southern states for the purpose of promoting
Institutes*

Institutes receiving aid from tee Peabody Fund came

to be known as Peabody Institutes*
weeks instead of a few days*

their sessions lasted a few

they were on a mute higher plane

from tee standpoint of personnel, organization, administration,
jaui instruction than were those of a purely local nature* Since
it was as late as 1B&3 that Louisiana held its first Peabody
Institute, a discussion of their place in teacher education is
reserved for tee next chapter.

Bcbert M. lAisher and Hn. 0* Kogers^^ began publication
«*■ H E

Journal of Education at ® m Orleans in 1879.200

Publication was continued through 1888,

in which year

0.

Eogers was editor, and ?$»* Preston Johnson and E* H* Jesse were
associate editors / ® E
deamination or the contents or twelve numbers at inter*
vals daring this period indicates that it was not or great
professional value in the education of teachers*
Perhaps the most important single feature of this
Journal, a feature which m s kept throughout the period of publi
cation, was its book reviews, brief notations about new books
in the field of education, which It published in each issue*

One

issue contained brief reviews of thirteen bocks, five of which
were of special professional interest to teachers j
Grabs »s Method; Two Essays on Elementary Instruc
tion"in Arithmetic
Graded and Higher Lessons ia English
Methods of Teaching
The Aim of Industrial Education
Books, and Bow to Use
Another feature of value to teachers which had been
added by 1883 and which was retained to the end of publication.

^9
i/mi gjana Journal of Education. Volume X, Humber 7
Beceaber, 187*9, p. 2li*"~”
200 Ibid.. p. 197.
201 The Journal of Education. Volume 9, Humber 10, April,
1888, p. 289*

202

Ibid, * p. 321.

$he Journal of Education * Volume V, Humber 3, May,
2883, PP* » 3 ® U

tte monthly review of Journals, some of which were educa
tional jouraals • The June issue ®f 1883 contained brief reviews

(to International
Sfi&SSEwwMfiMiataaSsssSsL
MorthCorolina Teacher
The Texas School Journal^^
Professional articles of special value to teachers
seldom appeared, although the "Practical Department” in the
December, 1879, issue contained four brief articles, "Do Mot
Face the Light IShen at

"Enthusiasm In Teaching,”

"Beading Without the Bod," and "School Health," which might be
PfVC
regarded as professional in nature.
Mo articles were found
dealing specifically with problems of teaching methods or
classroom management.

Special institutions for the training of teachers were
of religious origin*

They appeared first in France in the

latter part of the seventeenth century and in Germany near the
close of that century. One hundred years later France established
the first state-supported normal school.

Although this Institu

tion ceased to exist after a few months* operation, it set an
example for others; and by the end of the first quarter of the
204

Journal of Education. Volume V, Number 4, June,
1883, p* 137Louisiana Journal of Education. Volume 1, Humber
VII, PP.

30
ml&stesmih centwry both France and Germany had adopted programs
ot state support for special institutions in which to train
their teachers*

England and Switzerland made beginnings In such

emit at this time but showed little progress until about the
middle of the century, by which time several normal schools
had been established In the United States.
'Em influence which the organization, policies, and
practices of these European nations had upon the development
of teacher-training institutions In America is a matter of
debate* State control instead of national control and a
relatively democratic relationship between the faculty and the
students seem to be distinctly American, but It appears evi
dent that many other features pertaining fee the organization,
administration, and function of these teacher-training schools
wears of foreign origin.
leaders in the field of American education saw the
need for specially trained teachers before the Revolutionary
War, but most authorities agree that the first institution
designed especially for the training of teachers was a privatelysupported one established by the Reverend Samuel R* Sail at
Concord, ?ermont, In 1623.

In 1639 Massachusetts established

two state—supported normal schools, and in so doing set the
precedent that resulted in the nation-wide system of state support
state control which the United States has today.
Along with the private normal school and the state normal
school came the city normal school, one of the earliest of these
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te isnlet being the Girls* Koim&l School of Philadelphia .
^Sfcte typ« of institution soon spread to other* states, and in
the legislature of Louisiana passed an act authorizing the
Gity of Hoar Orleans to establish «a Normal School Department,”
la its public high schools, which It did before the end of the
year*
ttif was the first institution established within the
state t e l p s d especially for the training of teachers and the
©oly such institution prior to tee establishment of the Louisiana
State Nouaal School at Natchitoches in 1884*

Despite the ihet

that It o f clewed from 1365 te 1868 and was otherwise greatly
teapered by the War Between tee States and Reeojistraction, the
service which it rendered during those trying years was beneficial
te tee City of New Orleans In providing better-trained teachers
and te tee state as a whole in crystallizing tee feeling that
teachers need special training and that the state should establist* and maintain special institutions for tee purpose.
The education of a large majority ©f tee teachers ©f tee
state during the period under consideration was received in
Institutions and agencies other than the Normal School of New
Orleans*

t e acadanles and colleges of tee state provided the

greatest source of supply.

Despite the fact that they did not

offer work specifically designed to train teachers, practically
jilt of the colleges and many of the academies offered courses of
study sufficiently advanced and broad to be of great value to those
tee completed such courses and became teachers. Some of these
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® S BEGXI©BIGS OF A DEFINITE STATE PB0GRAM OF TEACHER mAXMXHG,

1884^1906
The establishment of a otate program of teacher training,
such as Louisiana has today, was mot accomplished without great
effort over a long period of time, nor was a definite beginning
of such a program made on short notice and with little effort*
Thin chapter deals with the progress made In teacher
education from X8 S&# the year in which a state program of teacher
education was begun, te 1906 , the year in which a certificate of
college training became generally accepted, In lieu of an eexaiaina*
tion, as a basis of certification for teaching* More specifically
it treats the followings

The establishment and work of the

Louisiana State Normal School, the work of the Hew Orleans Normal
School, the work of certain agencies in teacher education, and
the statins ef teacher education in 1906*

Because a state program

of special training for teachers has been in effect since 1884 ,
so institutions are included in these or future discussions that
tare not provided specific courses for the professional education
ef teachers*
Mention should be made cf the fact that a definite program
ef teacher education was established by Louisiana State University
la 1905 and that this program has been in operation since its
establishment. A description of it is reserved for the next
84

es
chapter, because It made very little contribution to the pro—
fesslonal education ©f teachers before 1906 , the end of the period
taaler discussion*
i*

The Establishment and Work of the Louisiana State Normal School
The Louisiana State Normal School, like the Nonaal School

of Nee Orleans, was established to fill a very definite need for
trained teachers*

Like the latter institution, It was established

« Ijr after repeated pleas to the state legislature by state
superintendents of public education*

Bach state superintendent

following the War Between the States made such a plea*
Superintendent Conway, In his report to the legislature
Is 1 S?G, (footed a plea which ha made for a state normal school
is his report of the previous year*

His plea closed as follows;

A proper pride of State, no less than a wise
regard for the interests and character of our
whole system ef education urge, at the earliest
possible moment, the establishment and sus
taining of a normal school for the State, such
as our wants, present and prospective, undeniably
wqpdre,1
In 1B75 Superintendent Brown made a strong plea for the
iaha«Bt ef a state Etoioal school, quoted at length fream a
report of the Boston School Cssitiee on the value of normal
schools, and gave a specific reason why one should be established
in Louisiana:

* Annual Beport of the State Superintendent of Public
for 1870 to the Oeneral Assembly of Louisiana*
j^rmetr*y~L871 (Hew Orleans * A. 1* Lee State Printer, 1671),

va Hf.j»t4Qn

p* 36*
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k Hormel School, distinct from the high
cchooXs, should he established., for the purpose
of qualifying the sons and daughters of our
citiaeas W beecufi better teachers than can,
as a general thing, be found to f i n the vacancies
which are frequently occurring, and thereby
greatly Increase the efficiency of our public
schools,^
Hebert M« lusher, who in later years opposed the establish*
sent of the State Honaal School and made strong and repeated pleas
for additional support of the Peabody Kon&al Seminary as a means
©f providing a supply of trained teachers,^ stated, in 1877 , that
other such institutions were needed*

In his report to the legis

lature for that year he referred to complaints from every parish
about the lack of competent teachers for the rural schools and
to the good work that had been done by the

mal Schools

in Sew Orleans, and made the suggestion that two thousand dollars
a year be appropriated for the establishment of two or more
normal departments, on© in Horth Louisiana and one in South
Louisiana for the "methodical instruction and practical training"
of teachers J*

Report of the State Superintendent of Public
Bd»«*«fcien
G. Brown, to the general Asses&OLv of Louisiana
for the Ifear 1375 Th ©w Orleans® Printed at the Republican
PP- 73-74*
^ Howard fhrnsr, "Robert Hills Lusher, Louisiana Educa
tor," (unpublished Doctor's dissertation, Louisiana State Univer
sity, Baton Rouge, 1944), p. 255*
* Annual Report of the State Superintendent of Public
&hxcatlon* Robert M« Ixisher* to the General Assembly of Louisiana
for the Tear 1877 Otoe Orleans: Printed at the Republican Office
of the Democrat, IB?8}, P* acdv«

8?
Da 1881 Superintendent Fey referred to the lact that
Iffttislafta had ao normal school conducted under state auspices
and also to the fact that efforts, by means of scholarships,
to get students to go to the Peabody Normal College, at Mash*
^illo, IbofflMioo, for special training were not meeting with
such success and made the suggestion that wa normal department
In connection with our own Louisiana State University and
Agricultural and Mechanical College might be established at
nominal cooh."^
the complaints fro® all the parishes about a lack of
competent teachers, referred to by Lusher, the evidence
provided by the Normal School of Hew Orleans that a normal
*

school could supply good teachers, and the recurring recommenda
tions and pleas of state superintendents that a state normal
school, or schools be established, finally bore fruit.

A State

Normal School was established by Act 51 of the Louisiana
Legislature la 1884,

and the significance of the Act can

hardly be overemphasised*

Harris referred to this significance

la this ways

^ BLrasnial Report of the State Superintendent of Public
Education to the General Assembly of Louisiana. 1830-1881 (Baton
^ w g«t PMntfid fey Leon Jastremski, State Printer, 1882), p. 13 •
^ Acte Passed by the General Assembly of the State of
Louisiana at the Regular Session begun and Eeld at the City of
ttoton Rouke on the ^elfth Day of May* 1884 (Baton Rouges Leon
Jaatremeki, State Printer, 188477 Act No. 51.

sa
Ihft establishment of tho State Normal
.School vtas by far 'the soet important, one
thing ever done in Ioaisiaoa in the interest
of public ©du.catA.on* • ,7
Because of the vitally important role that this institu
tion has played in the training of teachers in the State and
in order that & better understanding may be had of the manner
in which the legislators expected the school to function, a
discussion of the provisions of the Act la given.
Section One specified that the school was to be for the
benefit of white children who desired to become teachers In
the public schools of the State*
Section Two created a Board of Administrators to be
composed of five white children, who were to be selected for
tens of four years by the State Board of Bhieation, from
the city in which the school was located*
Section 'Btree gave the Board the authority to elect
ell teachers, to determine their compensations, and to manage
the financial affairs of the institution.
Section Four required that the city in which the school
was located furnish all accomodations for it.
Section Five, because of its very great significance,
is qnoteds
Sec. 5* Be it further enacted, etc.,
that the annual sessions of the Normal School

^ T. H. Harris, The Story of Public Education in
(New Orleans s Delgado Trades School, 1924}, p. 6 k*

39

begin, on the first Ihesday of Ssra^ep
and close on the last 'fhursd&y of April of
each year.
the faculty of lustruction shall consist
of a president, who shall be ea&-officio
member of the Board of Administraters* and
such additional teachers as the resources
and interests of the school may allow*
In addition to the regular work of the
session of the school, the faculty shall be
required to hold each year, at least three
teachers* institutes of not less than two weeks
each, at different points in the state, the
time and place of which shall be determined
by the administrators, and due notice of which
shall be given at least thirty days before the
close of the regular annual session of the
school, 2he course of studies in the Mormal
School shall embrace series of lectures upon
the principles of education, the art and
science of teaching, modes of discipline,
school Management and other branches of pedagogic
science, with such instruction in natural science,
hygiene, physiology, and other useful branches
of learning, as the faculty of Instruction, with
the approval of the Board of Administrators
any elect* *£he normal school course may be
divided into two years, but there shall be no
preparatory department, nor shall any student
be aft&itted to the school who is not eighteen
years of age; *dio is not proficient in the
ordinary branches of a eonsaon school education
and does not express a bona fide intention of
teaching at least one year in the public schools
of Louisiana. The Board of Administrators is
hereby empowered to confer diplomas upon all
graduates of full course of the Momal School,
and such diplomas shall rank as teaching
certificates for the public schools of the
State, and shall be valid as such for three
years from the date of issue, at the expiration
of which time they may be renewed by the State
Board of Education, upon satisfactory evidence
of the ability and progress of the teacher making
application for the same*6
g

Acts Passed by the General Assembly of the State of
t^i4 i»iana at the Regular Session of 1334* op. cit., Act 51.
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Section Six specified that instruction in the Normal
School and teacher®* institute® should be free.
Section Seven required that six thousand dollar® fee
appropriated annually fro® the general fund to maintain the
Normal School and the teachers* Institutes,
Section &i|ghi empowered and directed the State Board
of Education to select a town, city, or village in which to
locate the Jiessal School, the selection to fee made immediately
after the promulgation of the act*
Some of the specific regulation® of Section five were
of such restrictive nature as to hamper effective administration
of the school, and complaint® and recommendations for change®
were soon made concerning them*

The first President of the

Board of Administrators, D* Pierson, in hi® report for 1684-85
say® that the specified time for closing in April was one of
the reasons why it was impractical to have a session in 1 884 .^
President Sheib, in a report dated March 25, 1886, stated
that two years of six months each was not sufficient time to
do Justice to the prescribed studies and. recommended, that s
• • .the present Normal School law fee
revised in such a manner that the time allotted
for the completion of the course fee extended
to three year®, and X would furthermore suggest
that in the future the term begin on the first
Tuesday in October in place of the first
Tuesday in November.
Biennial Beoort of the State Superintendent of Public
Kducatlon to the General Assembly. lj^84~1885 (Baton Rouget
Printed by Leon Jastremski, State Printer, 1886), p. 183,
1 0 Ibid.. pp. 198-199.
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As a resalt of such recommendations Act 51 of 1884
was amended in 1386 as follows: (1 ) She annual session was
to “begin on the first Monday of October and continue for
not less than seven months, nor more than eight months” 5
(2 ) The faculty was required “to hold, each year, during a
period ©f at least six weeks, a series of Teachers* Insti
tutes, at different points in the State"; (3) Ihe prescribed
course of study was revised so as to include “lectures upon
the principles of education, the art and science of teaching,
with such in natural science, hygiene, physiology, and other
useful branches of learning as the president of the faculty,
with the approval of the Board of Administrators, may elect";
(4 ) The entrance age was made sixteen years ; and (5 ) The
annual appropriation was increased to thirteen thousand
dollars, twelve thousand of which was for the support of the
normal School, and one thousand for teachers* institutes.*^
The increase in appropriation was due, in part, to
President Sheib*s recommendation that:
For the support of the school, the employ
ment of sufficiently large corps of capable
instructors, there will be required an appropria
tion of twelve thousand dollars annually, and
for the support of the "Practice Department11
there will be needed an appropriation of
fifteen hundred dollars annually, making a

^

Asta Passed by the General Assembly of the State of
at the Eegular Session* Begun and Bald at the City of
^ t h T S m t h Day of May. A. £* I M S TSatom Rouge:
Leon Jastremski, State Printer, 1386), Act No. 61.
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specified a “thorough Instruction and training in the history
and science of education, the theory and practice of teaching,
the organisation and government of schools and such other
tranches of knowledge as may be deemed necessary to fit the
students for the varied work of a complete system of public
schools*”
years*

fhe entrance age for girls was set at fifteen

All pupils, on being admitted, were required to “declare

Ib writing their full intention of continuing in the school
until graduating unless sooner discharged, and of teaching
In the public schools of Louisiana for at least one year after
^adsati^ unless sooner discharged, and of teaching in the
pufelie schools of Louisiana for at least one year after gradua
tion*”

A tuition fee was required of all pupils except those

in the Practice School and those who met the requirements for
the goraal Department*

A significant part of the Act gave the

holder of a State normal School Mploma "such degree of
preference in the selection of teachers for the public schools
of the state as may be deemed wise and expedient by the State
Board of gc&catlon*
Act Bo* 91 of IS96 amended all previous acts relating
to certifie&tion of teachers by specifying that a diploma from
the State Sotaal School entitled the holder to a first grade

94
2.5

teachers certificate Mwithout examination *w

The only other legislation relating to the State
HOraal School during the period under consideration was the
appropriation acts, which made available to the institution
from 1884 to 1906, inclusive, a total of #442,780*^

The

total appropriation for the operation of the school was
$333*9005 the remainder, $108, 880 was chiefly for capital out
lay, rase being for insurance and $1*000 being for teachers*
institutes*

The appropriation of 1885 for operating the school

was $6000 end far 1906 it was $29,000.^

This increase in

appropriations is evidence that the legislators felt that the
institution was rendering a valuable service*

the extent and

nature of this service are shown la the records and reports
of the various officials*
The qualify of service rendered by any institution is
determined to some extent by Its organisation and facilities*
The 3tats Board of Education, complying with the legislative
act creating the school, appointed five members to the Board
of Administrators 5 the Governor commissioned thorn "October 6 ,

^ Acts Passed by the General Assembly of the State of
Louis!**** at tke~Regular Session o f 1896 ifBaton Rouges The
Advocate, 189^), Act He* 91*
iA
Compiled from Acts of the General Assembly of the
State of Louisiana* Regular Sessions, 1884-1904, inclusive.
^ Acts Passed by the General Assembly of the State of
Louisiana at the Regular Session* Begun and Held in the City of
Baton Rouge on the Hiath Bay of May* 1904 (Baton Rouges The
Advocate, 1904}, Act Ho* 114*
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1884; and on* October 2 9 * 1 884 , the Board met, qualified, and
effected an organisation *

it elected Dr* £* E* Sheib of

Baltimore, Maryland, "President of the Faculty," and JDr*
Shaib, Mr* lari Grace, and Kiss Mettle Eousseau constituted

the faculty far the year

1885—1886

Ibis beginning organiza^-

ties a s , of course, continually modified*

Ihe faculty was

increased and the Board of Ada3.nlstrators was changed so as to

comply with the legislative acts* previously discussed*
The physical plant, which the people of Natchitoches
purchased from the Convent of the Sacred Heart, consisted of
three buildings and eighty acres of land, half of the tract
of land Bbed&g rich alluvlan, covered with bernsuda grass,
making a lovely 1 s m * 9^

Ihe buildings included t

« . • a tteree—stoapy-brick structure one
hundred by sixty feet; containing five
(four large halls)* and seven other
rooms, besides dormitories, an observe-*
toiy, wide galleries on two sides, nine
large cisterns, stables and outhouses*
Adjoining the main building is situated
a eoseaddlous and well constructed three—story
wooden house, of nine rooms, adapted for
and now used as a boarding department. And
near by on the same tract of land, is a
cottage salable for the residence of the

* Construed to mean five halls, four of them large
18

Biennial. Boport of the State Superintendent of Public
Wdacatlon to the general Aaoambly* 1884-1885* op* cit*. p. IBS*
^

Ibid* i p» 189*

20 Ibid.. p. 190.
21 Ibid.. pp. 189-190.

Although the Board of Administrators referred to this
22

school property as being "complete in all of its appointments,M
the fact that approximately $1 0 0 ,0 0 0 was appropriated during
the next twenty years to repair and add to It is evidence that
it was not adequate,

the major appropriations for buildings

Included theses model school, #8 5 0 0 girls* dormitory,
$10,000$^ Ufttnbnilding, $^.0,000$^5 kindergarten, $3,OCX)
Here specific infoxmation as the quality and extent
of the services is contained in ‘Use catalogues and reports
dealing with the program of studies, the faculty, the student
body, and the graduates.
President Sheib in his report of March 26, 1886, to the
General Assembly, describes the plan of toe institution and the
program of studies as follows5
The
ducted,
pursued
country

plan of the institution, as now con
is essentially the same as that
in the best Normal Schools of this
and of Burope*

Ibid.. p. 199*
^ isb8 Passed by the General Assembly of the State of
Inuisiana at the Regular Session. Begun and Held in the City"of
Baton Boggs on the Fourteenth Par of May. 1900 (Baton Rouge 1 The
Advocate - 1 9 ^ )

Act Wo* 56*

i^ts Passed bar the General Assembly of the State of
XjgErtg-Sora at the*"Regular Session. Begun and Held in toe City~f
Baton aSauee on the Twelfth Day of May* 1902 (Baton Rouge s The
Advocate,19G2), Act Bo* 87.
25 Acts Passed by the General Assembly of toe State of
Tottieiapa at the Regular Session. Begun and Held in the City of
Rflfcnn Rouge* on the Ninth Pay of May. 1904. o p * cit., Act Bo. 114*
^

loo* bit *
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Reviews and methods of teaching arith
metic, geography, grammar, composition,
reading, phonetics, history, drawing, spell
ing, penmanship, calisthenics and vocal music.
Literature, natural science, hygiene,
physiology and civil government.
Philosophy of education, history of
education, science and art of teaching,
psychology, ethics, discipline and school
management are the studies prescribed. To
this is added dally exercises in teaching
in the "Practice School*"2*
The "Practice School* referred to was not at all
satisfactory to President Sheib, who strongly emphasized the
value of practice teaching in the training of a teacher and
recommended the appropriation of sufficient money to estab
lish a "Practice School* with at least "three complete
classes,*^ which recommendation the legislature largely
complied with, as has been shown.
President Sheib *a report further shows that during
the 1BS5-*13B6 session forty-five women end fifteen men were
enrolled.

Of this number, thirty-eight were from Natchitoches

Parish, the ether twenty—two being from twelve different
parishes, De Soto with four having the largest number.

The

other eleven parishes represented were widely scattered over
the state and had from one to three students

e n r o l l e d . ^

^ Biennial Report of the State Superintendent of Public
to the General Assembly. iS§Z^1885. o p . cit.. p. 193.
28 Ibid.. p. 200.
29 Ibid.. P- 197.
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These pupils

evidently rather well qualified

to enter & teacher-training institution, as the State WormaX
School catalogue for 1885—X8S6 contains the following form, which
each applicant was required, to present, properly filled out
and signeds
Perm of Eecosa&ezidatlon
SO the President of the State SJoxmal Schools
X hereby recommend
of
.
in the Parish of
as possassing the moral character, mental
ability, scholarship and health requisite for
appointment to the State ffoanal School*
Parish CoBHnisaioner of Schools
Pat*.....

>*

This catalogue contains specific information about the
plans for practice teaching*

They show clearly that President

Sh«rfh had an understanding of some of the essential elements
of a good practice school, even though his report for the year
shews that he was not satisfied with his own facilities for
such*

His plans called for daily teaching under the supervision

of an experienced teacher; careful preparation for each lesson;
an outline of the plan, approved by the professor in charge prior
to its use; critique two or three times a week, based partly upon

^ Circular of the State Hormal School of Ipuisiana at
fcoches* Louisiana« and Rules Governing the Admission of
students* Their Promotion* Graduation, etc* 1885-1886 tMew
Orleansj A* W* Hyatt, Stationer and Printer, 1885),p* 10*
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notes Ukft& Isgr students mho war® observing; end & course of
study for tbe children similar to that of the public schools
of the atate*^
Students in the State Hormal School were promoted at
the end of each term* Bafter careful examinations, oral and
written, in all the studies pursued during the tersu**^2 Stu
dents were permitted to graduate at the end of two years
after they had passed satiefaetory exastinations in all sub
jects taught in the public schools of the state and in the
different studies of the normal School.-^
Span graduation, students were given diplomas which
entitled “the recipient to the enjoyment of all the privileges
which are extended to those holding 'Teachers* Certificates•
Sufficient information has been presented to give a
rather clear picture of the amount and kind of service which
the institution rendered during the first two years of its
existence.

Evidence is now given which shows to what extent this

service had been increased and improved by 1906.
Ana ©f the principal ways by which the institution
increased its services was expansion of its program of studies*

Ibid*j p» H *
loc. cit*
3 3 Jj£2L* cit*

34 2fr34** P- 15*
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la 1090

35

the program required three years for completion^ two

yew® later it required four years.^

ihe program for 1090-

1091 ims as followst
first Tear (»A») Glass - Arithmetic*
English* German and Composition* Geography*
History of the United States* Physiology
and Hygiene* Civil Government, penmanship.
Second Tear (Junior) Class — Higher
Arithmetic * Algebra* Rhetoric* and English
Literature* Zoology* and Botany* Psychology*
General History, History of Education.
Third Tear (Senior) Class ~ Geometry*
Chemistry and Physics* Ishglish History and
Literature* Psychology* Ethics* General
Pedagogy* School Management* Methods of
Teaching the primary branches* and practice
Teaching in the Practice School.
Elocution* Drawing, Vocal Music* and
Calisthenics are taught, Tor a limited time
each week, during the entire three years of
the courses.^*
Examination of the list of subjects indicates that
much of the work was not above high-school level.

The same

is true of the four-year program of 1892—1093* which included
four new subjects: bookkeeping* Latin* French* and geology.^
Specific evidence as to the level of the work at this time is the

Louisiana State Normal School* Circular 1890-1891
(Sew Orleans 5 L. Graham and Son* Book and Job Printers, 99—103
Gravier Street* 1090), p. 6 .
^ Louisiana State Normal School* Catalogue. 1892-1893
(Sew Orleansj L. Graham and Son, 44-46 Baronne Street, 1893)#
p. 19.
37
Louisiana State Normal School* Circular. 1890-1891.
op. cit.» p. 6 .
^ Louisiana State Normal School* Catalogue. 1892-1893.
op. cit.* p. 19.
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fact that graduates of first-class high schools were given
advanced cX&ssifleatiou^ without. examination, and were per
mitted to graduate in three half sessions.^
No very significant changes were made in the program
©f studies during the next thirteen years, the program for
1905-0.906 being s
The Course of Study by
First fear
Second tern
English

First term
Arithmetic
American History
Geography
Singing
Drawing

English History
Drawing

Second fear
Third term
Latin
General History
Algebra
Zoology
Singing
Drawing

Fourth term
Latin
Literature
Bookkeeping
Sintglng
Drawing

fhird fear
Fifth term
Latin
Literature
Physiology
Civics and School Law
Writing and Spelling
39

Sixth term
Latin
History of Education
Physics
Psychology
Heading and Public
Speaking
Writing and Spelling

Ibid*» p* 20*

Twenty-first Annual Circular of Information of the
State Hottsal School of Louisiana * 1905 (Hew Orleans j Walle
and Company, Ltd*, 1905), PP* 6-7*
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Fourth Tear
Seventh term
Latin

Eighth tern
Latin

Practice Teaching
Chemistry
heading and Public Speaking
Manual Training

Practice Teaching
Agriculture
English Discourse
History of Husie and
Art

The inclusion of agriculture, manual training, and public
speaking in the program at this time is indicative of an effort
to meet the trend toward a more practical education in the
public schools*

The basic program for the training of a

teacher still consisted of study of the subjects taught in the
public schools, certain basic professional courses, and practice
teaching*

Fsry little general education at the college level

was included*

However, some special attention was given to this

part of the students1 education, as the institution provided
opportunities for them to hear ^lectures and addresses given
by scholarly man from all parts of the country,” to participate
in the activities of literary societies, to hear good music
and see good pictures and statuary, and to use a “library with
its thousands of good books and fresh periodical literature**^
Changes

in the practice school and in plans for

practice teaching between 1890 and 1906 were partly responsible
for improvement in the quality of service of the institution*
The practice school in I890 consisted of four primary grades,
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which were taught by four normal school graduates.

The teachers

directed the practice teaching which was done by members of
the senior normal class for one hour each day*

Prior to teach

ing a lesson the student teacher was required to prepare the
lesson according to plans devised by the training teacher*
Following the teaching of the lesson* members of the senior
class end the training teacher criticised the work* pointing
LO
oat errors in classroom management and in instruction*
by 1094 a *9£odel Ungraded School" had been added to
the primary grades of the practice school **te give Normal
students special preparation for teaching country schools *
Ibis ungraded school included "pupils of every degree of
advancement between the third grade and the Normal Depart
ment*

a situation not unlike that In most
of the country
#

schools*

Ibe establishment of this school la one of the earliest

efforts of the Louisiana State Normal School to provide training
for a special kind of teaching position •
Other additions to the practice school were made as
needs became evident*

By 1900 it was known as the "Model School,»

and Its course of instruction was continuous from the kinder
garten through the high school*

A ten-room building was being

^ Louisiana State Normal School* Circular* 1890-1891*
op* cit** p* 7*
**3 Louisiana State Normal School* Catalogue* 1894-1895
(Hew Orleans t L* Graham and Son* Ltd** Printers* 207-211 Baronne
Street* 1895)* p. 27*
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constructed for it and plans wore being made to move Into It
by December, 1900.

The faculty at this time consisted of seven

teachers and a principal, J, E. Keeny, who also taught mathema
tics in the Normal Department ,^5
the plan for practice teaching was much the sane as in
former years*

that is, students did their practice teaching

in the fourth year, after having completed their methods and
observation courses in earlier years; they taught for one hour
each day, using plans which had been approved by their critic
teachers*, they than participated in discussions by the modelschool faculty and the student teachers of the lessons taught*
ftao important changes should be noted*

The students were required

to prepare lesson plans covering two weeks of work and to teach
at least two weeks in every grade

The former requirement

indicated that soios effort was being made to get the student
teachers to see their work in a broader way than day-to-day
assignments * The latter was to give training in teaching several
grades, which most teachers then had to do*
Both the Model Sehool and the plan for practice teaching
had undergone further modifications by 1906.

In that year the

Model School included "eight grades and high school, nine rooms

Sjgfcsouth Annual Circular of Information of the State
Normal School of Louisiana* Announcements for Session 1900—1901
{Sew Orleans: L. Graham and Son, Ltd., Printers, 207-211 Baronne
St., 1900), p* 17*
46 ItAd-- PP* 16-17.
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'«lth 35 pupils to each room****?

The whigh school** appears

to have been store of a high school in name than in fact, as
only nine pupils were enrolled, and they were not classified
48
hy grades.
She Model School was a public school, supported
by state appropriation, and Its aim was Mto exemplify the
entire course of study prescribed for the public schools of
Louisiana, and to illustrate the best teaching under the
best conditions .* It was under the control of a principal
and nine grade teachers for the entire school day.^

the plan

for practice teaching had been modified to the extent that
the students were required, during their sixth term, to observe
"the grade teachers at work in every subject taught in the
school. 50 When they began practice teaching in the seventh
tern, they were required to prepare lesson plans covering one
month9s work and to teach in thirty-minute periods.^
Additional evidence as to the increase in amount of
service rendered by the institution and of Its total contribu
tion to teacher education from 1884 to 1906 is given in fable V.
The increase in enrollment in the Normal Department from fiftynine in 1885-1886 to six hundred three in 1904—1905 and the
47

Twenty—first Annual Circular of Information of the State
Normal School of louialana. Announcements« 1905-1906. op. cit.. p. 11.
P- *2.
49 1 M M -. PP- 51-12.
5° Ibid.. p. 12.
51

pp. 11-12.
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increase in graduates frost three to one hundred and two for
the sa&fi period are perhaps the most significant indications
of growth in awaat of service*

Corresponding increases in

such itees as the faculty modal school

and

epprejrl&tieas are further indications of this increase in
quantity of service*
Sable f also contains evidence as to the total contribu
tion of the institution to teacher education, from 1884 to 1906.
Baring that period $442 *780 were appropriated for the establish—
sent and maintenance of the institution, 5,642 students were
enrolled, and 824 were graduated*

It should be noted that the

number of students enrolled, 5,642, is two or three tines as
large as the number of individuals who attended, because each
individual was enrolled as many times as the number of years
he spent in completing his course*

3he number of graduates, 324,

is perhaps the best single item of evidence in the table for
measuring the school*s contribution to teacher education*

Almost

without exception graduates of the Institution became teachers*
Of the 441 students who had graduated by 1901, all but three
became teachers in the

s

t

a

t

e

*53 ^^l of the 102 graduates of the

1904-1905 session were in the public-schoel service of the state
the following year*54 However, graduates were not the only ones

53 Biennial Benoit of the State Superintendent of Public
ifctncation to the general Assembly* 1900-1901 (Baton Rouge 3 the
Advocate, Official Journal of the State of Louisiana, 1902), p* 239*
54
Biennial Report of the State Superintendent of Public
w A n c a tio n to the General Assembly* 1904-1905 (The Times: Official
journal of Louisiana, 1905) , P* 276*
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A © rendered services as teachers, as a result of having
attended the institution*

Many students left the institution

and became teachers, without graduating*

During the session of 1904-

X9§5 when there were 454 graduates of the Louisiana State Normal
School teaching in the state, there were 525 teachers who had
attended normal schools, without having graduated•^

There can

be little doubt that a majority of these attended the Louisiana
State Hormal School and were better teachers as a result of
having attended It*
Another factor which should be considered in appraising
the work of the institution in teacher education is the distribu
tion of its graduates in their various teaching positions * The
424 graduates who were teaching during the session of 1904-1905
wars widely distributed over the state*

They were teaching in

fifty-three of the fifty-nine parishes*

Their distribution

among the parishes was very uneven* Some parishes had only one
graduate*

East Baton Bouge Parish, with thirty-one, had the

greatest number.^
Consideration of all the evidence pertaining to the work
of the Louisiana State Normal School from 1884 to 1906 leads to
the conclusion that it made a much greater contribution to teacher
education during the period than did any other institution or
agency*

Evidence presented in the following chapter of this study

55 I£M*» pp. 220-221.
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^*0ws that its ssik f w « 1884 to 1906 had a very isfinite
affect upon the work of other institutions in the state as
they titered the field of teacher education,
B.

the New Orleans Normal School

3he appropriations to the Peabody Normal Seminary
from, the Peabody Education Fund, which were begun in 1868, were
discontinued in 1883*^

% i s action resulted in the passage

of a resolution, May 30, 1885* by the State Board of Directors
of the Public Schools of Mew Orleans to establish a normal
school in the City of New Orleans and to place at its disposal the
"accumulated rents and revenues derived from the rental of the
State Normal School property.-*® In accordance with this resolu
tion the New Orleans Normal School was organized December 12,
1885.59
the plan of organisation adopted by the city board was
rather comprehensive and detailed*
elements follows

Some of its most fundamental

Ihe school was to be operated not less than

three days a week and on Saturday mornings j the annual session
was to be not less than six months, if sufficient money were
available to pay the necessary expense} students, to be admitted,
57 ProceetH"|
p;fi of the Board of Trustees of the Peabody
ganoation Rind, IB^l-iB§7- Vol. H I IfCaSEziSgeT John Wilson and
Son, University Press, 1888), p. 143.
58 Biennial Report of the State Superintendent of Public
afaftafcion to the General Assembly* 1884—IBS5. o p . cit,, pp. 262—263.
^

Ibid.. p. 2&Z0
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must be sixteen years of age and must have had work in advance
of that of the graaER&r department of the public schools of the
city.60
the course of Instruction included the following s
(a} A review, from the teachers* stand
point, of the ordinary branches of a common
school education*
(b)
Physiology and hygiene, with the aid
of any course of lectures which may be given
to teachers, under the sanction of the Board,
upon these subjects.
(e) Drawing, with special reference to
the principles of industrial rather than
fine art. This instruction to be given by
the teacher of drawing employed by the Board*
(d) Theory and practice of teaching with
such aids and illustrations of normal methods
as the Board of Directors, from time to time,
may be able to provide.
(e) Such additional instructions by means
of experimental lectures uptm some branch of
science as the Board say be able to secure*
the school was to be divided into two classes, junior
and senior.

Admission to each class was determined on the basis

of certain definite qualifications, some of which pertained to
the kind of teacher*s certificate which the applicant held*
Teachers who held primary certificates were admitted to the
junior class and those who held grammar—grade certificates were
admitted to the senior class.

High—echool graduates and girls

who had done three years of study beyond the grammar grades
were admitted to the junior class.

60

.» P- 263.

^ jtbid., pp. 263-264.

Girls who were promoted from

Ill
tfa® Junior class and those who passed special examinations were
sdslltedi to the senior class
Ihese precautions with reference to adnodssions should
h s e placed the level of the work on a plane somewhat above
that of the high schools of the day*

However* the prescribed

course of instruction Indicates that much of it was on the
hlgh-school level or below, and the plan of work did not call
for practice teaching.

Another evidence of the limited service

is that the faculty consisted of a principal and two assistants,
with s o b of the authority that Is ordinarily delegated to the
faculty being retained by the Board of Directors, as was shown
in the case of the prescribed course of instruction,
Shis relatively weak beginning seems to have been a
portent of things worse to come,

Ihe school was forced to

close in. April, 1838, from lack of funds, was re-opened in the
fall of 1233 and continued in operation for the session 18881889, but was not able to open for the next session until
January 2, 1890.^

In 1889 the work was carried on by means

of nonal departments in two of the high schools in the city,
the work being a review of the common branches, some study of
the theory ^

practice of teaching, and some observation and

62 Ibid.. p. 265.
^ Sath m 11. Lacarse, "The New Orleans Normal School,11
(unpublished Master*s thesis, Tulane University, New Orleans,

Louisiana, 1942), pp. 41-42,
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pF&ctlce toachisg» Ihe whole courss covered but one yesr*s

to 1S95 the school board re-established the Hew Orleans
Horaal School and arranged tor It to be housed da what was then
the Clio School^ la which three classrooms were made available
and to which three full-time and two part-time teachers were
assigned*

to 1897 the school was moved to a location at the

comer of Constance and Gatonie, w h a m It remained for the rest
of the period under discussion*^
the building to which it was housed was sufficiently
large to permit expansion*

A training school with tour grades

and a kindergarten was added; and the faculty was increased
£JL
to ten* with two special teachers tor drawing and music.
This
increase to the faculty brought .with it a corresponding enlarge
ment and enrichment of the program of training*

By 1900 two

courses of Instruction were open to students* the normal
Course* and the Kindergarten Training Course* outlines of which
follows
Bosmal department — Junior year — Professional*
Psychology* Pedagogy* Child Study* School Manage*meat* Primary Helps (Manual Training) and the
Halation of the Kindergarten to the Elementary
School. Study of educational classics* methods
to Primary Arithmetic* General Nature Study*
Af,

Biennial Bmport of the State Superintendent of Public
to the General Assembly.**XS9S—1B99 (Baton Rouge* 3hs
Advocate^ 19o85* p. 165*
^

Ibid.* p. 165*

^

Loc» mcit.
m w
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Sealing, Spelling anti. Phonics, u. S. History
Penmanship, Music, Drawing, Physical Culture,
Senleap year - Professional; History of Educa
tion, Pedagogical Heading, Observation in
training School, reports and criticise of
model lessons given by teachers or students.
Teaching under criticism — General; Arithmetic,
Elementary Algebra, Geography, English Grammar,
Composition and Rhetoric, Physiology and Hygiene,
Made, Drawing*
Kindergarten Course* Requirements for
admission same as for Homal courses in addition,
the ability to play the piano with moderate
skill, and to sing correctly are required. Course
of Study — junior fear* Psychology, pedagogy,
School Management, Mature Study, Physiology,
Music, Drawing, game as for Normal Department*
Professional — Gifts of the Kindergarten Occupations, Mother Plays, Kindergarten Obser
vation* Senior year - History of Education,
Music, Drawing, same as students in Normal
department; Primary observation, Education of
Man, Pedagogic of Froebel, Mother Flaps,
Symbolic Education, Transposition, practical
teaching in the Kindergarten under the super
vision of Kindergarten training teacher*®*
This program as a whole gives so much emphasis to the
education of teachers for kindergarten work as to reduce its
value in the training of teachers for service in a majority of
schools*

It has, however, many of the essential features of a

good teacher—training program, the principal ones being basis
academic courses, professional courses, and practice teaching*
The program was changed but little during the next decade.

A

review of the work of the Hew Orleans Normal School from 1884
to 1906, leads to the conclusion that the service which it
rendered in teacher education during the first half of the

67 lb**-- P* 166
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period was rather small, while that for the latter half was
comparatively large*

This conclusion is supported both by the

quality of instruction offered and by the number of students
who were enrolled, as has already been shorn in Table £?•
C*

Tbs Work of Certain Agencies in Teacher Education
It was not possible for the Louisiana State Normal

School and the Sew Orleans Normal School to supply the state with
an adequate number of trained teachers*

Efforts were, therefore,

aade by leaders in the educational affairs of the state to
supplement the work of the two institutions by means of teachers *
institutes, the Louisiana Chautauqua, summer normal schools,
the Louisiana State Public School Teachers* Association, the
Teachers* Beading Circle, and the Peabody Education Fund*
The results achieved through these agencies were marked,
perhaps even more slgnifleant than the achievements of the two
normal schools • For that reason rather detailed discussion of
each of them is given*
1*

Teachers* Institutes

That portion of Act 51 of 1884 which required that the
faculty of the State Homal School hold annually at least three
teachers * institutes of two weeks * duration each proved to be a
b o m to the cause of teacher education*

The number of institutes

held, the quality of work done, and the number of teachers enrolled
during the succeeding years doubtless went far beyond the expecta
tions of the legislators who passed the act*
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3he first institutes under the provisions of this
6ft

act ware held in 1886*w

Ik that year six Institutes, of one

woek*s duration each, were held in Shreveport, Alexandriai
Opelousas, late Charles, Hew Iberia, and fhibodaux*^
first began May 4, and the last ended <Tun<s 1 2 *^ 0

2tie

A t^tal of

one hundred and seventy public—school teachers attended, and
this number was augmented somewhat by teachers from the private
71

schools*'

Ifce faculty consisted of Edward IU Sjhelb, President

of the State Hormal School, diaries McD. Pucketts, Earle Grace,
Charles Patton, and D. M* Brewer**^ State Superintendent
Barren Easton attended the meetings and participated in the
73
discussions*
Some estimate of the value of the work may be obtained
from a portion of the report covering the work that was carried out
2he course at each of these institutes
included the consideration of tharories and
principles of teaching, mental and moral
developments, school discipline, object lessons,
and methods of teaching reading, spelling,
grammar, elementary drawing, writing, arithmetic,
geography, singing* In short, each institute
was intended to be a review of the common
branches, and the presentation of the best
methods of teaching these subjects in our public
6ft Biennial Beport of the State Superintendent of Public Educa
tion to the General Assembly, 1884^1885. op* cjt* * p. 204*
^ l£5L* elt*
7 0 Loe. cit.

71

p. 205.

72 Ibid-- P. 204.
73
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schools, fiss brevity of the session precluded
anything like a finished course, but it is
believed that enough was done to awaken great
interest on the part of the teachers attending
and to stimulate further research.
file Value of teachersf institutes in the training of
teachers was recognised immediately. State Superintendent
Easton consented on them, as follows:
file interest in this work continues to
Increase; since the inauguration of the
summer normal institute, invitations have
been received from almost every locality in
the state, but our means have necessitated
our holding only a limited number. This
work should receive more encouragement from
the state and a larger appropriation mads
for it.75
At this time the institute program was receiving one thousand
dollars annually from state appropriations as a part of the
appropriations to the State Normal School, and the same amount
from the Peabody Fund, as indicated in Table XV.

The legisla

ture failed to make an appropriation for the work during the
years 1891 to 1894* inclusive, leaving the Peabody Fund donations
*76
as almost the only support.
Superintendent la Fargue felt that
lack of support by the state might cause the Peabody appropriations

**

P* 2°5.

^ Biennial Report of the State Superintendent of Public
Education to the General Assembly. 188&-87 (Baion Rouge t Printed
by Leon J&stramski, State Printer, 1888), p. xviil.
^ Biennial Report of the State Superintendent of Public
v^neatiega to the General Assembly. 1892—93 ^Baton Rouges The
Advocate, Offlcial dournal of the State or Louisiana, 1894), p. 9.
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to bo withdrawn, and be made plans to ask for a legislative
appropriation of $1,500.00 annually, because of the value
77
that he saw in the institutes.11
This state of affairs may have been responsible for the
passage of Act 64 of 1892,*^ which completely changed the
organisation for the control and administration of the institute
program*

the State Superintendent of Public Education and the

President of the State Normal School were made responsible
fbr holding at least twenty weeks of State Teachersf Institutes
annually*

They were to select "an. experienced Institute Conduc

tor,* who was to have charge of the work, and at the same time
b^ *woffiei©,* a member of the faculty of the State Normal
School.

The faculty of State Normal School was to assist the

other instructors; the program was to be financed by the Peabody
Education Fimd ami legislative appropriations * The State Superin
tendent of Public Education, the President of the State Normal
School, and the State Institute Conductor were to be known as the
State Institute Managers*

The parish superintendents were required

to make all necessary arrangements for the “State Teachers*
Institutes® in their respective parishes and to order the schools
closed during the session of the institute*

^
Louis
Baton
a HTS4*

All teachers were

Acta Passed hjr the General Assembly of the State of
Session* Begun and Held in theCity of
teenih Day of Mar.* 1&94 (printed not given)
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required to attend* the penalty for not attending being surrender
of certificate and forfeiture of position; the teachers were
to receive their regular pay* if they attended the whole session*
Teachers in parishes in which no institutes ware held were to be
given leaves of absence with pay to attend the nearest Institute*
Teachers who attended the institutes were to be given preference
in employment*79
Although sane of the requirements of the Act were not
immediately achieved* favorable results were soon evident*

Avail-*

able records indicate that in 1892 * the year in which the law
was passed* one institute was held.

Because it was the Chautauqua*

in Huston it had the unusually large attendance of 16?*^° In
1893 tihera were twelve institutes with an attendance of 382 , ^

and daring the session of 1896-1897 the number of institutes had
risen to twenty-two* with a total attendance of 1234-^

By this

time the program of work had assumed a rather fixed pattern*
somewhat different from the original one*

The daily program and

the weekly program for each institute held from Deceiaber* 1896*
to August* 1897* follows *

^

lee* cit*

^ B&amri&l Report of the State Superintendent of Public
Education to the General Assembly* 1892-1893* oj>. cit., p* 33 .
81 Ibid.. p. 36.
Biennial Report of the State Superintendent of Public
ftriac&tion to the General Assembly, 1896-1897 (Baton Rouge* Th©
Advocate* 1§98), p. 120*
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Dally Program
1. Opening Exercises
2* Arithmetic
3* Geography
4* Physical Education
5* Lecture
6* Recess
?* Reading
8* Drawing

9*
10*
11*
12.
13*
14.
15*
16*

Moon Recess
Singing
History
Language
Conference
Physical Education
Lecture
Closing Exercises

Programme for the Weak
Reading — Monday — Conversational exercise
preparatory to teaching a new word in
learning to read*
Tuesday — To teach the words s n , fan
and 1 can*
Wednesday - Phonics in learning to read,
Thursday — Reading for thought getting,
Friday — Reading for thought giving*
Language * Monday — Reproduction of stories*
Tuesday — Names that mean more than one.
Wednesday - Use of isi are* was* were*
has* have*
Thursday — Quotation Marks *
Friday — Use to Man*
Geography — Monday — Effect of heat on water*
Tuesday — Distribution of water*
Wednesday — Effect of water on land*
Thursday — Influence of water on climate*
Friday - Mae to man*
Music —
Aim (1) Tb become familiar with the scale*
(2) To teach a number of new tunes for
the teachers to use in their schools.
Arithmetic — Subject — Common fractions.
Monday — Fractional units* halves, thirds,
fourths, fifths, etc*, addition, subtrac
tion, multiplication, and division, not
involving a change in denominator.
Tuesday - Reduction*
Wednesday - Addition and subtraction*
Thursday — Multiplication ♦
Friday - Division.
Drawing —
Aim (1} To draw common objects*
(2) How to determine the outlines of
objects*
(3/ How to use drawing in our schools*
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History — Studying from offset to cause*
Monday — Political (1) Domestic (2) Foreign
Tuesday - Agriculture and mining*
Wednesday - Lumber and animals*
Thursday — Manuf&cturea and Cosaserce.
Friday — Schools, churches, literature,
and art*
Physical Sxtreise — Aim » To give some health
ful exercises that mill direct the attention
of pupils to the proper care of their
bodies*
Topics for conferences*
How can 1 secure a better attendance of
my pupils?
The book 1 am reading now*
_
How 1 open my school and how % close it. **
Those in charge of the various subjects had certain
definite objectives in mind, as is pointed out in the following s
Each lessen in arithmetic, reading, etc*, aimed
at these four results i
First — a typical lesson in teaching the
subject*
Second — & lesson suggesting to the teachers
points on the development of other
lessons*
Third — a lesson containing useful informa
tion*
Fourth — a lesson inciting the teacher to
further study of the subject.6^
Similar programs with similar aims were held in the oneweek Institutes that followed.

However, changes were made in the

time allotments for different phases of the work.

By 1902 more

time was given to discussion of principles and methods of teach
ing, school administration, and child development. In the

^ Biennial Report of the State Superintendent of Public
^education to the General Assembly. 1^5*97* op* cit** pp. 120-122.
^

Ibid..

p.

122.
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iaatitate program for 1900—1901, the following topics were
interapersed among the Items of the programs
Basic principles of Education
Defective Methods of Arithmetic
five Essentials of a Good teacher
School Punishment
Useful and Cultural Arithmetic
The Child Study Movement
School Organization
Practical Character Building
Educational theories of the Pggt
icdem Educational Tendencies ^
Ifee one—week institutes were continued until 1910, when
they were replaced by the summer school,^ but the evidence
thus far presented does not give a complete picture of their
contributions to teacher education*

In addition to the service

rendered to teachers through specially planned programs, such
as have been described* the one-week institutes rendered
another valuable service through programs designed for the general
public, the teachers Included*

R. L. Himes, State Institute

Conductor in 1B96-IB97, refers to the dual aspect, and its
value, in this ways
Each institute has, for its object, to
address both teachers and parents upon the
subject of education* One part of the work
was devoted particularly to teachers, and
gr

Biennial Report of the State Superintendent of Public
Education to the General Assembly. 1900-01 (Baton Bouget The
Advocate, Official Journal of the State of Louisiana, 1902), p. 163*
86 Biennial Report of the State S uperlntendent of Public
izrineat.jon to the General Assembly. 1908—09 (Baton Rouge: The
Advocate, Official Journal, 1910;, p* k9*
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the other, in the form of popular leetorea,
was addressed to the patrons * Though, the
two sessions are thus designated, many
citizens attended the teachers* sessions,
and the teacher® rarely tailed to attend
the popular sessions * A conservative
estimate of the number of citizens who
attended thesejjwenty~two institutes Is
f e w thousand*8*
The estimated four thousand, in attendance was not an
unusually large number. Smith reported that 4650 attended
four institutes directed by him in I89O-I89I,88 and Keeny

^

reported. S040 as attending the institutes held in 1904~1905
The large attendance was evidence of a genuine interest on
the pert of the public in public education, in general, and
in the institutes and teachers, in particular.

This must

have been stimulating to the teachers, who Joined their patrons
mtd friends in the discussion of such topics as the followings
*lfrtfchnglaafii,* "the gelation of the Teacher to the Community, *»
**Education and Its Agencies,0 ^Objection to the Public School
System,11 and ^Growth of the Educational Idea.H^
Sufficient information has been given to indicate the
value of the one-^reek Institutes to the teachers who attended
37

Biennial Report of the State Superintendent of Public
Education to the General Assembly. 1896~97« op. cit., p. 12S.
88
Biennial Report of the State Superintendent of Public
to the General Assembly. 1B9Q~1891 (Hew Orleans* B» P.
Brandi, Printer, 1892), p. 19S.
^ Biennial Report of the State Superintrident of Public
cation to ^
General Assembly. i9QA.~1905 (^Baton Rouge * The
fimes, ^Official Journal of Icuisima, 190*>), p. SS.
^ Biennial Report of the State Superintendent of Public
Krfaication to the General Assembly. 1090-1391. o p . cit.* p. 199.
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them,

Table VI shows "the number of Institutes and the numbers

of teachers who were in attendance when they were held,

It

is shown that Tor the first eight or ten years the institutes
were held the attendance was realtlvely small.

By the session

oT 1896-1S97, however, 1,234, or 43.8 per cent of the 2,815^
teachers in the state attended one-week institutes,

In 1904—

1905, 2,328, or 66*2 per cent, of the 3,515^ teachers in the
state attended institutes*

the average attendance for e^l the

years they were held was 574*

The institutes were distributed

as widely as possible each year, with never more than one
being held in & given parish in any particular year*

This

tended to broaden their influence throughout the schools of
the state.

^ Mo**"!*! Report of the State Superintendent of Public
firfoftflt.jop. to the General Assembly* 1896—189?_* op ■ cit°T* p* 30 *
^ Biennial. Report of the State Superintendent of Public
g^icaiion to ihe General Assembly* 1904-1905* oj>* cit*, pp. 220-221*

TABLE VI
NUKBES OF AND ATY33DANCE AT ONE-WEEK TEACHEBS1 INSTITUTES
1885-0.906^

Year

Number of
Institutes
held

1885
1886
1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
189a
1893
1894
1895
1896-1397
1897-1893
1898-4899
1899-1908
1900-1901
1901-1902
1902-1903
1904-1905
TOTALS
03

Number of
teachers Who
attended

6
7
11
5
4
7
9

170
844
307
143
150
196
466

12
14

332

22
3
16
15
24

1234
424
827
1137
2000
293

5
45

2323

210

10,906

Compiled From the biennial reports of the state
superintendents of public education for the years 1885-1905j
inclusive. (Blank spaces Indicate only that no data could be
jfound.* Variations In numbers may also be due to lack of
Information•
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Evidence has been presented to show that the one—week
institute was used effectively for the professional education
of teachers from 1885 to 1906*

During the same period the

one-day institute was used for the same purpose*

ft came into

see at a little later date than did the one-week institute and
continued in use for more than a decade after the one-week
institute had ceased to function*
the one—day institutes had their legal basis in Act 81
of 1888* l&leh gave the parish superintendents authority to hold

such institutes on the first Saturday of each month and set a
el.
penalty of one day*s pay for teachers who did not attend*
Me record of all the institutes held under the provisions ef
this act is available, but state superintendents, in their
reports to the legislatures, made reference to the work of these
meetings*

One of the earliest references is that of Superintun

dent deck in his report for 1890—1891, stating that the parish
superintendents had rather generally complied with the law and
referring to the good results of the institutes s
3iese local institutes have been found to
be very beneficial not only in improving the
teachers in methods of teaching but in bringing
<u

Acts
Resolutions Passed by the General Assembly of
the State of
at the Regular Session* Begun and Held in
the City of Baton Rouge on the Fourteenth Pay of May* A.B«* 1888*
and which adjourned on Thursday. the Twelfth Day of July* 1888
(Baton Rouge : Leon Jastremski, State Printer, 1888) Act 81.
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about a union of sentiBaent and effort, and
An arousing just pride in the grand mission
and calling in which they are engaged.95
the statement sews to hare been true with reference
be the institutes that were held.

However, efforts of the

parish superintendents to organise and hold institutes were
often not successful.

Ihidence of this was given in their

reports to State Superintendent Lafargue in 1392-!&93.^6

The

reason given by Superintendent Barry, ©f Acadia Parish, for
lack of success is rather typical.

He say&t

Teachers* institutes have not proven a
success, as our schools are so much scattered
that It Is difficult to get the teachers
together as often as once a month. We have
usually had our schools in operation in the
fall and winter, when the roads were bad
and the lady teachers could not attend.97
Valuable assistance was given by the state institute
conductors.

In 1896—1S97, Himes assisted in the organisation

of nine units and addressed thirteen ethers, enrolling a total
of 332 teachers who were not enrolled in the one-week institutes .9^
Aswell reported that he assisted in the organisation of eight
95

ai enniftl Report of the S tate Superintendent of Public
Education to the General Assembly, op. cit.. p. 16.
^
^

Report of the State Superintendent of Public
to the General Assembly, j.892-93. o p . cit.. pp. 74—101*
Ibid., p. 74*

9® Biennial Report of the, State Superintendent of Public
pp. 120—121 •
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addressed fiftsen others, and reached a total of 221
teachers and 1550 citizens in 1898*1899 * "

His list of

subjects discussed is indicative of the value of the meet—
Inga*

It follows:
The Halation of the teacher to the Community*
How Can 1 help My Community?
What My School Heads*
the Greatest Heed of a Teacher*
How to Secure Better Teachers and Mora
Money for the Schools •
What is it to Jeach?
How to Interest the Older People in School
Work*
How to Bring the Children to School*
She Ideal School and How to Approach It*
What Does the Child Know?
What Should a Primary Teacher Know?
A Systematic Course in Reading* ^nn
She Science and Art of Teaching*
The service rendered by the institutes was greatly

increased when* in 1910, the legislature passed an act requiring
the parish superintendents to hold them, making attendance on
the part of the teachers compulsory, and providing payment of
1G1
per diem to teachers who attended*
Some of the results of
the act are reflected in State Superintendent Harris*s report
of 1909—1910, in which he stated that attendance at the institutes

Biennial Report of the State Superintendent of Public
Rdttgfttion to the General Assembly*"1893-1899 {Baton Rouges The
Advocate, Official Journal of the State of Louisiana, 1900) p. US*
100 S<oe* Olt*
Acts Passed by the General Assembly of the State of
T/wi^^aaa at tits Regular Session Begun and Held iia the City of
Baton Rouge on the Ninth Bay of May* 1910 (Baton Rouge: TheH e w Advoc a&e ^ Official cToum&X * X9X0) t Aotv XX9 •
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which shews that th«

instiiut es were held throughout

period and t^at a total of 10^906 teachers received training
in them, aids la the appraisal*

When it is considered that

this large number is based upon rather incomplete information ,
sn<I that the training given was often of a high type, it appears
that the institutes made a definite contribution.
2*

The Louisiana Chautauqua

The Louisiana Chautauqua, which was a factor in the educa
tion of teachers in Louisiana from its opening in 1892 until
its closing 1905, had its origin in and was directly related to
the Chautauqua founded in New York at an earlier date.

For this

reason, and because this original Chautauqua rendered a valuable
service in the education of teachers, a brief resume of its
founding and activities is given.
The first Chautauqua was organized at Fair Point on
Lake Chautauqua, Hew York, in 1874»

Its object and purpose

weres
popular Bible Studies and Sunday School Work,
supplemented by lectures and discussions on the
progress of Christianity, together with appropriate
outdoor summer recreation.
The 1nifrfra* session was such a success, twenty—five states
five foreign countries being represented, that expansion of

G* Fred Mayer, The Genesis and Spirit of Chautauqua.
An address Delivered Before the Louisiana Chautauqua, July 16,
2394 (Shreveports Caucasian Book and Job Print, 1897} P* 3*

program was laaa^iately begun and continued uatil
it included so many courses or fields of study that in 1385
tbs institutionwas incorporated as wChautauqua Universiby•
The sqitislgB of the program of studies brought with it the
establishment, in 1878, of the "Chautauqua Literary and
Scientific Circle," a type ©f extension program, through home
reading, which enrolled seven thousand members the first year
and Increased the number yearly until by I896 its membership
was two hundred and forty thousand, from all parts of the world.’
*'08
Ibis and other types of extension services led to the establish
ment of an "assembly Department,

and it was to the Assembly
HD

Department that the Louisiana Chautauqua belonged.

A phase of the program of expansion was that of teacher
education,

the initial steps in this phase were taken in 1879

with the establishment ©f the "Normal School of Languages" and
m
the "School of Pedagogy."
Six years later the "Chautauqua
112

Teachers* Heading Union"

was formed.

It was a forerunner of

the Teachers* Reading Circle in Louisiana.
107

The Reading Union,

.
Ibid., pp. 3-6.

108 Ibid.. p. 4.
Ibid., p. 8.
^
g„ Tbwsezid, "A History of the Louisiana Chautauqua,"
(unpublished Master9s thesis, Louisiana State University, Baton
Rouge, 1929X P* 3.
Ill
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besides offering correspondence courses In all the college
branches, afforded teachers an opportunity for improvement
through a systematic course of reading, which included the
followingj
first Tear
(a) Principles of Education
(b) Methods of Education
(c) General History
Second Tear
a) History of Education
b) School Supervision, Primary and
Kindergarten Work*
(c) General History

!

Third Tear
(a) Psychology
(b) School Economics
<c) Political Economy*1^
In

1&9U

a "School of depression was organised . . . a

true Normal School * * * to impart instruction in expression,
Hi.
and to present and illustrate methods of teaching* »**** one of
the subjects in the school was Heading, and How to Teach It*115
'
For several years prior to this significant step in the
field of teacher education by the mother Chautauqua, many teachers
in Louisiana had become interested in Chautauqua work through
their membership in the Chautauqua Uter&xy and Scientific Circle
This led to a plea, at the annual convention of the Louisiana

Mayer, ioc. cit*
Ibid*, pp* 7-8*
SE-

p. S.

Townsend, op* cit** p* 1 1 *
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Vacation Association in Boston in 1889, by Mrs* Mattie H.
Williams, that a Louisiana Chautauqua be fomed.^"^
11&
The plea met wLth unanimous approval
and on
2X9
September 4, 1 8 9 0 , the Louisiana Chautauqua m s Incorporated*
,i portion of Section 'Two of the charter shows that the founders
had teacher education definitely in mind as one of the major
functions of the new institution*
The purpose and object of this corporation
shall be to establish, build, control and operate
a Louisiana Chautauqua, at which meetings of the
Louisiana Education Association shall be held,
Sunsaer Normal Schools taught, lectures, readings,
concerts and other educational entertainments
given, and there such other exercises and pro
ceedings may be carried out, as will tend to
improve, gratify, and benefit the teachers of
Louisiana, and advance the cause of enlighten
ment In our state
Section Throe of the charter specifled that all profits
should be used to reimburse the stockholders and to extend and
improve the grounds mid bail dings so that "whatever profits are
gained *»haii be devoted to educational purposes for the benefit
TOl
of Louisiana forever.®
Records of the work of the Chautauqua in teacher educa
tion indicate that the major objectives was pursued with vigor.

Lee, cit.
* * * jgg.* G ± t m

Mortgage Record. Lincoln Parish. Louisiana. Book F,
p. 287.
230 Ibid.. pp. 287-288.
121 Ibid.. pp. 288-289.
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tile officials planned definite and comprehensive programs for
each session and the leading educators or the state administered

the first session of the Chautauqua was held in 1892, *J*22
and the work in teacher education is briefly but thoroughly
described in a report of Conductor Alexander Hogg, dated July 23,
1392, to President Boyd of the State Honaal School at Hatch!-*
toches.

Because of this and because the work done at the

first session was rather typical of that which was done in all
others, a resume of the report is given.
The session opened June twenty-seventh and continued for
a period of four weeks*

It was a part of a program of state

institutes, received aid trom the PeHabody i&txeatlon Fund, and
was, in substance, a "Peabody Summer Hormal."^2^ (Fifty-five
people were present the first day and seventy-five the last day.
A total of one hundred and sixty—seven (fifty-five men and one
hundred and twelve women) enrolled during the session*
floods perhaps prevented a greater enrollment.125
^

Unusual

M. H* Williams (Mrs.), "The State Chautauqua," Fifth
Annual Convention of the Louisiana State Public School Teachers
Association. Held at Lake Charles* December 23. 29. and 30* 1396.
(Baton Rouges The Advocate, Official journal of the State of
Louisiana, 1097), P* 123.
123 Biennial Beport of the State Superintendent of Public
Education to the General Assembly. 1092^1393. o p . cit.. p. 33*
12k i££* dit*
Ibid*t p. 34«
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Ihe plan of the work and its profe ssional nature are
best described by Conductor Hogg:
It was more of the how than the what* Ttie
work proceeded upon the assumption that the
teachers attending knew the subjects of Arith
metic, Grammar, Geography, Physiology, U. S*
States, (sis) and in a word, the entire course
of ordinary public school curriculum, hence
the teaching was mainly in the line of methods,
the presentation of those subjects (to the
teachers) who are in turn to present them to
their pupils*
Of course school organisation, school
management, classification, grades, school*
houses, school grounds, and even school boards
were discussed*
Vocal music, physical culture, gymnastics,
the necessity of these being in all school
subjects was insisted upon, were taught and
the meaann through which they can be successfully
the public and private schools were
In addition to this program, the teachers had the privilege
of listening to a series of lectures:
* • .The History and Literature of Louisiana,
by Prof* Fortier5 lectures upon the Chemistry of
every day Life, by Prof * Boss; lectures upon

Conductor Hogg*a associates, and the subjects which
taught were:
Prof. A* L. Smith: History of Education,
Geography, Heading, English, Language and Civil
Government*
Prof* H. E. Chambers: Natural Science,
Physiology, Hygiene, and History.
126 Ibid** p* 34Loc* cit
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Prof • £U !•« Himess Arithmetic, Algebra,
Penmanship and book-keeping.
Miss Mary I*** Physical Culture
and ?oeaX Mosie . ^
Further evidence as to the service that the institution
was rendering is contained in the announcements for the session
of 1397*

At that time the officers were;

C• E. Byrd, President;

A* f. Prescott, Tice—President; W. K* Ouncan, Secretary and
Treasurer; Mrs, M. H. Williams, Manager.***29

subjects in the

course of study were practically the same as for 1892 , but were
divided into First Xear, Second Tear, Third Tear, and Fourth
«§jayi

T e a T h e

management and support were shout the same as in

1692 , as the following indicates;

Ihe Summer School this year will be under
the management of the State Board of Institute:;
Managers, and will be one of the regular Peabody
Summer Koxstal Schools, supported by Peabody,
State and local funds
Ihe announcement concerning the summer school was made by B» 1»*
Himes, State Institute Conductor, and J. 7* Calhoun, B« G.
Caldwell, and E* L. Himes, Institute Managers .**32
The program of work for the session of 1905 was similar
to that of earlier years, especially with reference to subjects*

128 Ibid.. p. 34.

Louisiana Chautauqua, Announcement. Session of 1897
(Shreveport: Caucasian, 1897). A leaflet of six pages, unnumbered.
ISO
ci/t.
Loc . cit.
1 '*2 hoc* cit*

However, instead of th9 work being (iividdd into ^years^8 as
It was in 1697, it was now divided into Sections — nA,°
*&,* and *6 ,**^

Sections **A« and «B« were devoted to the

various subjects, while Section «CW was a "practice school*1 in
which practice teaching was done in grades one through five,
under the supervision of Hiss Klizabeth Trousdale
The work at this time was still under the control and
supervision of the Board of Institute Managers, nod carried with
it special certification credits fbr all teachers who attended
a mini bum of twenty days*

The holder of a first-grade certificate

could, by attendance have it extended for one year, and the
holder of a second-grade certificate for six months * Those who
took examinations for a first-grade certificate could have
fifteen per cant added to their grades, and those being examined
135
for a second-grade certificate had ten per cent added.^*^
The special service rendered the teachers through the
"Summer Normal* schools was augmented by general or cultural
education*

A program of lectures, orations, sermons, musical

programs, and discussions was provided*

A brief resume of

the major offerings of the program for 1905 will serve to picture
the typical experiences it offered teach ©rs • Music for the

^33 Louisiana Chautauqua Assembly, Annual Catalogue,
Session June 12—July 8 . 1905 (Hustons The leader, 1905) *
pages not numbered*
^ sZ£C»
eit*
**

session was furnished daily by Petard* s orchestra, Otterb©in.?s
Quartette, and J* g* Hanning and wife, banjo champion® .
The Gtterbein Quartette was referred to by the Hew Tojfc Press
Gleb as being «e^Bal to the best*1 and by Charles F* ffrsdiag of
ifeatarn Reserve University as being »one of the beat*»^37
Leetorers and other speakers offered a wide variety
of information and entertainment*

Miss Eva Marshall Shouts,

President of the Xoung Peoples Temperance Union and described
as a '•second Miss Willard, 11 was one of the lecturers.

Dr.

Samel Craighead Caldwell, described as Ha profound scholar”
« d Ba student of men

of character* offered illustrated

lectures on the following topless

A Horseback Bide Through

Palestine, The Holy City, The land of the Nile, From the
Bosphorus to the Banks of the Tiber, and The Most Wonderful
of a h Centuries*

Edward U« Wright, referred to by the Memphis

QaafterelaX Appg^l as **SLoquent and Thoughtful, with the seal
and fire of a true orator, 11 offered lectures on the following
subjects: ■ The Psychology of Character, The Psychology of
Ambition, The Psychology of Desire, and The Psychology of Hope*
Professor H. V* Richards of Chicago used eight thousand pounds
of apparatus in giving demonstrations and lectures on Tie World
Builders, The Wonders of Waters, Magnetic Marvels, and Electric
Enchantments.

The first of the series dealt with the formation
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cpaaty the 99 COh4 with the physical and. gti-©Hri;o©\
properties ©f vSiter9 the third “
with the dynamo and ^Wireless
Telegraphy," and th© fourth with ”Induced Electricity" and the
X-ray. Other platform attractions wore Georg© Soul©1, presi
dent of Soul©* College £ Or* W. T* Lowrey, President of Mississippi
Collegei Sam Jones, Minister$ Governor Bob fhylor ©f Tennessee;
and Governor Newton C. Blanchard of Louisiana.*^

This array

of talent was rather typical of that of other years and may
account in part for the fact that in 1399 teacher© from fortytwo parishes attended*1^
While this phase of the Chautauqua program was not
directly concerned with teacher education, it must have had &
definite influence upon the teachers who attended.

Townsend,

in appraising the accomplishments of the Chautauqua at the
close of his study, recognises this value, perhaps as inspiration:
Teachers, coming to the Chautauqua for a
few short weeks each summer, were trained anew,
inspired afresh, fired with new zeal. At the
end of the summer, they took hack to the
eosramltles in which they taught a clearer
vision, a hope for a greater Louisiana. Through
them entire communities were awakened to new
possibilities, pride was aroused, their plane
of living was raised, and the entire state
benefited. * * 5

hoc, elt
Biennial Report of the State Superintendent of Public
to the General Assembly. 1898-1899 (Baton Rouge: The
Advocate, 19GOJ7 P*
Townsend, op. eit., p. 44,
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M U l a m ® recognized another contribution, perhaps a
very great one* to the cause of teacher education*

She says?

it was there that the learned Professors of
*ft*lane (and) Sophie Newcomb, and prominent
members of the New Orleans public schools, met
for the first time, on common ground, the
teachers of the upland parishes $ it was then
that misconceptions, and I might say prejudices,
were broken down, and teachers of every section
of the State came together without carping
eritieism, but fairly and generously, with a
feeling of comradeship never felt before*^!!
Careful consideration of ail of the activities of the
Chautauqua daring its thirteen-year period of service leads to
the conclusion that it made a valuable contribution to teacher
education, althou^i somewhat less than teachers1 institutes or
oxtaaaer normal schools, as it was but one of the summer normal
schools which were held each year.
3* Summer Normal Schools
The beginning of a program of teacher education by means
of the Summer Normal School came from a realisation on the
part of lflg^lng educators that additional facilities for training
teachers wore needed*

President Boyd of the State Normal School,

In bis report to the legislature for 1890, recommended that:
. , . during the steamer, Institutes lasting
about a month be held in two or more central
points by the Faculty of the State Normal School,
assisted by such eminent educators from
as It may be deemed advisable to employ•'

igLUlams, op* clt., p* 126.
Report of the State Superintendent of Public
Education to the General Assembly* 1888-1889* op* clt*. p. 171.
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y « a w later the first Summer Normal School In Louisiana
mss held at Huston under the auspices of the Louisiana Chautauqua
l&a following year (1893) E. L« Himes organized and
directed the Calcasieu Normal Institute* for a period of four
beginning May

It vaa established by the police

Jury and the school board of the parish 5tto raise the grade and
efficiency of the teaching force of the parish* and to furnish
teachers a good opportunity for improvement in their profession.
Ihe school had an enrollment of sixty teachers and sixty children*
and a faculty of four,^

It mas organized into two departments*

academic and model school* the model school being composed of
grades one to four* inclusive."**4^
The teachers were divided into two groups for instruc
tional purposes and into four groups for observation and
practice teaching*

Instruction was given the two groups during

the latter half of the day in *the subject matter and how to
teach the cossaon school curriculum* «***^ with lectures by prominent
citizens of Laike Charles frequently included in the portion of
UL3

Bjamyfai Report of the State Superintendent of Public
Sducation to the General Assembly, 1^2-1893 * op* cjt,* p. 35*

144 Ibid*, p. 46.
145 Jffi.- £&&.•
146 Loc. cit.
Loc, cit.
140

cit.

the program*

Bach of the four groups, with a member of the

faculty in charge, was assigned to one of the four grades of the
jsodel school, which was in session from nine until eleven
Ug
o*clock each morning
Himes felt that this was the "real
business department" of the school, and described the work of
the teachers in this way:
Here they taught, observed each other teach,
criticized the teaching of themselves and their
fellow teachers, assigned lessons, etc*, gs is
done in any well-regulated model s c h o o l * *0
Two other aspects of this school, professional reading
credit, merit consideration • A course in professional reading
was made a part of the regular program of work, the following
books being prescribed for the next years
Sharp’s "History and Science of Education”
Page’s "Theory and Practice of Teaching*1
Fitch’s "Lectures on Education"
A good educational paper^l
The Calcasieu Parish School Board arranged for a system
of credits to be applied on the certificates of teachers who took
the prescribed work of the school, the idea being that progressive
teachers should be relieved of teacher examinations, which were
referred to as "abominable *

Ibid., pp. 46-47*
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The work of the school seems to have met with great
favor•

Boyd referred to it &s "perhapsthe most hopeful

sigh of educational progress in Louisiana, "3-53 and suggested
an axpaasion of the program in the following way:
X believe that the time has come when
such schools, lasting four weeks and having
for their sole object the instruction of
teachers in matters and methods, will do
more good than the one—week institutes
heretofore held; and that the appropriation
received from the Peabody Fund next year
cannot be more profitably expended than
in aiding the establishment of such schools
at four or five central points .3-54
This suggestion for expansion was soon In the process

of fulfillment.

By 1897the establishment and administration

of Summer Normal Schools had become a part of the work of the
State Institute Conductor,3^5 and in 1896—1897 such schools
were held at Lafayette, Port Jesup, Boyce, Baton Rouge, and

Boston, with a total of 508 teachers in attendance ,3.56 ^ ]Le
program of work was very similar to that of the Calcasieu
normal Institute, mad those in charge included the leading
educators of the state.

Among them were the followings

J. B. Keeny, C. F. Trudeau, E. L. Stephens, J. B. Aswell,
D. B. Showalter, J. VI. Nicholson, R. L. Himes, and

3-53 pp.

cit., p.38.

3-56 Qp.

clt.. p.38.

3-55 Biennial Report of the State Superintendent of Public
■ to the General Assembly. 189o-1897» QP. cit., p. 119*
156 Ibid.. pp. 125-126.
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A similar plan was followed each year until 1905,
when a program was arranged with special reference to the
needs of the rural schools, and a manual containing wa sufficient
amount of information in detail to insure definiteness of effort
and general uniformity throughout the stats**^^ was prepared end
placed in the hands of the faculties several weeks in advance of
the opening of the s c h o o l s . _
One part of the manual provided for a division of the
work into sections s
first, to provide different grades of work
for different teachers; second, to give different
subjects to different instructors, there were
three sections, A, B, and C. The section of work
pursued by a student—teacher was determined by
the grade of eerHficate held, by the grade of
school to be taught, and by the Judgment of the
student teacher, the superintendent, and the
conductor. Each student—teacher was required to
pursue a course of study consisting of at least
six subjects to be selected from the subjects in
any one section, or from three sections, three
of which had to he, (1) Pedagogy and School
management, (2) Halure Study, and Elementary
Agriculture, and (3) Singing and Drawing
Section A dealt with lessons, ten to twenty in number,
covering the different subjects in grades six, seven, and eight.

toe, clt.
Biennial Report of the State Superintendent of Public
Education to the General Assembly. 1904-1905. op. cit.. p. 91.

Ibid.. pp. 9J?-92.

160 Tw.j,f p. 92.

xhk
Ssetloa B dealt with fifteen to twenty leasone covering the
first five years of the pubXic—echool course ♦

Section C was

the "practice school,H which consisted of five grades of six
children ©aeh*^^

Ail practice teaching called for detailed* written
lessen plans* which were to be prepared in advance by the
practice teacher and approved by the teacher in charge before
they could be usedv*^

these plans had to conform to the

following outlines
X

Testing (Matter and Procedure)

XX Teaching (Matter and Procedure)
XXX Drilling (Matter and Procedure) ,
XV Assigning (Matter and Procedure ) -*
Teachers who attended a full session received credit to
be applied on their certificates •

A teacher holding a first-

gradecertificate could have it extended for

oneyear;

one who

held a second-grade certificate could have it renewed for six
months; one with a third-grade certificate could have ten per
cent added to the examination grade for a second-grade certificate
and fifteen per cent for a first grade.
The aantial also contained lessons and outlines ‘
which
"constituted a part of a coarse for summer school work for the

161 Ibid.. pp. 92-95162

Ibid.. p. 95.

163 Ibid.. pp. 97-98.

Ibid.. pp. 92.
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state covering & series of years .wi&5

The lessons isre selected

sad planned Kith the idea that certain principals and teachers
.might become members of the cummer-normal facialties •
The similarity of this program to that of the summer
schools a few years later is very evident* and it is not sur
prising that by 1909 such schools were no longer referred to as
"Summer gormal Schools" but as "Summer Schools *,r^ ^ which all of
the state-supported teacher-training institutions in later
years have used most effectively for teacher-training purposes.
Additional evidence as to the contribution of Summer
Normal

Schools to teacher education is that contained in the

reports showing the number of schools and the number of teachers
attending.

This is presented in Table ¥ZI.

The fact that the

record for 1904—1905* which is incomplete* shows that the
elaborate plans for that period were carried out in seventeen
cities and towns of the state and that 1631 teachers attended
is evidence of a comparatively large contribution.
of

The total

eighty schools and 11*649 teachers* both of which are based

on incomplete information* shows the important place the Summer
Normal School held as one of the significant teacher-training
institutions and agencies during the period.

ifiSL* ££&*
!££.•
Biennial Report of the State Superintendent of Public
location to tee Governor and to the General Assembly. 1906-1909.
op. cit.» p* 28*
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TABLE VII
NUMBER OF AND ATTENDANCE AT SUMMER NORMAL SCHDOIS
1892-1905168

Ho* of schools

1892-1393
1894-1895
1896-1897
1898-1899
1900-1901
1902-1903
1904-1905
1906-1907
1908-1909

2
Ho data
5
7
7
3
17
24
15

Ho* of teachers
attending
227
No data
508
712 Incomplete.
571 Incomplete
491 Incomplete
I63 I Incomplete
2637
4872
>

Total

4*

SO

*

11,649

The Louisiana Stale Public School Teachersr Association
The Louisiana State Public School Teachers♦ Association,

under different names, has been rendering a valuable type of inservice education of teachers for more than a half~century• It
was organized at Alexandria, Louisiana, during the Christmas holi
days In 1892.^^

The organizational meeting was attended by some

of the leading educators of the state, including State Superintendent
168

Compiled from the biennial reports of the state superin
tendents of public education for the years 1092 to 1909# inclusive*
•jA q
7 E»m L* Stephens, MMy First Visit to Hew Iberia,1* Louxsiana
School Work, 3*7# March, 1915, p. 10*

W. H. Jack.

Sie organizers voted to limit membership to the

public school teachers of the state and laid down two lines
of policy, which had a great effect upon the work of the organize***
tion during its early years s
First, carry the annual conventions to towns
all over the state and thus reach all of the
teachers and all parts of the state. Second,
provide for tee greatest possible freedom of
eaqpression
The public—school Idea seems to have been one of the founda
tion stones of tee new organization • Himes says the reason for
the organization of the association was that the Louisiana Educa
tional Association, which had been established in 1883, was
based largely upon the private school idea.*^^* He gives high
praise to the founders and leaders of tee old organization and to
the quality of the papers read and discussions held daring its
conventions, but he did not agree with the philosophy upon which
the organization was based.172 However, Smith felt that tee
educational interest of the state increased 500 per cent between
tea date of the founding of the Association in 1883 and the date
of its absorption by the Louisiana State Public School Teachers*
Association in 1892.

R. Ir. Himes, ^Organization of the Louisiana State School
Teachers * Association," Louisiana School Work. 3s59, April, 1915*
^oc* cit.
Loc. cit.
H. A. Smith, "A Reminiscence,” Louisiana School Work.
3s21, March 1915-

i4a
♦ssoci&tioji rendered its service to the "teachers
largely through H a annual conventions , its journal, Louisiana
School Review, and the Teachers* Reading Circle*

Seme Idea as

to the value of the service may be had. by noting the work done
in one or two of the conventions, the contents of some of the
journals, and the activities of the Reading Circle*
the first annual meeting of the association was held in
Hew Iberia, December 26, 2?, 28, 1893*^^

The prominence ©f the

speakers end the subjects which they discussed attest the value
of the aeeting*
Address of Welcome * * * * * W* j* Burke, Mew Iberia
Response to Address of Welcome . . . » Hon* A* !>•
L&fargue, State Superintendent of Public Education
Address * * * * * Murphy J* Poster, Governor of Louisiana
Political Economy * * * * * "Taxation i An Ethical View"
judge A* C* Allen, Franklin
Political Economy * * * * * "Taxation from the Revenue
Standpoint" Professor James H* Dillard, Tulane
University
Grads Work* * * * * * * Professor J. V. Calhoun,
Hew Orleans
Teachers* Reading Circles * * * Professor R« L. Himes,
State Normal School
Uniformity of Textbooks * . . . Professor A* G* Singletary,
Plaquemine
Louisiana School Laws * * * * * Judge Joseph A* Breaux,
Iberia
The Teacher • • • • * * * • * • Professor Alcee Fortier,
Tulane University
Teachers9 Responsibilities* . . Professor D. B* Showalter,
Bastrop
Lecture * . » » • * • • • • • • Old Times and Hew
Col* J* P* Sanford
Institutes.................. Col. T* D. Boyd, President
State Normal School

174

Stephens, op* clt** p. 10*
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The Stat® as
factor in Civilxzation . »
Cel.
Preston Johnston, President
Tulane University
Leetere
.Walks in Home
Cel. J. P. Sanford.
leterspersed in the three days of speeches and lectures
were DsasicaX programs, ooaaittae reports, and an excursion to
a salt a h » . ^
Krcept in 1897# when it held a special meeting in
SastoBj, the association held a convention each year from the
time of its organization throughout the period under discussion,
and had as presidents such outstanding leaders as J* 7. Calhoun,
C* E*Byrd, R. 1. Himes, B. B. Showalter, J. B. Keeney, J. B.
Aswell, g. 1. Stephens, and f . H. Harris .^7
The convention in 1904 was held in Lafayette with
T. H. Harris, President and Nicholas Bauer, Secretary.*7® It
lasted f e w days and had 589179 teachers from all parts of the
state present.

By this time the general plan of the meeting

had been changed so that there were departments with departmental
meetings, in addition to the general sessions.

These departments

had been arranged somewhat according to special Interests or
types of work.

Some of the more important subjects discussed

were as follows s

175 Ibid.. pp. 11-12.
176
Ibid., pp. 13-19.
*77 Louisiana State Public School Teachers Association. Journal
of Proftflftdlng® and Addresses of ihe Thirteenth Annual Meeting Held at
Louisiana. Bee. 27-30. 1904~ (Baton Rouge, Louisianas The
Times, Official Journal of Louisiana, 1904), pp. 5*7.
173 Ibid.. p. 7*79 Ibid., pp. 100-118.
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The Ungraded School Conference
Schedule far a School of Five Classes
' *010 Teachers Influence in the Community
Reading
The Primary Conference
The Value of Music in Child Training
The Kindergarten Conference
Picture Writing as Race Expression
The Graasaar Conference
Geography
The Study of Climate* The Distribution
of Plant and Animal Life* and Their
Mutual Relation to Man*
My Method of Teaching Geography
The Music Conference
Music in High Schools
Music from the Primary Teacher* a point
of View
Music in the Elementary School
The Value of Song in the Dally Program
The Value of the Rote Song*
Songs in Correlation with Nature Study
The High School Conference
The Drawing Gonference
The fact that there were no specially-prepared talks in
either the High School Conference or the Drawing Conference
Is of significance in that this may be Indicative of the state
of development of these phases of the public school program*
and in that respect* of teacher training*

Reference was made

in the High School Conference to the point that Hihe term 'High
School* is a very vague one in this state*»1£1 and a committee
was appointed **to cooperate with the State Board of Education
in reorganizing the high schools of the Stato.1* ^

180 Ibid.. p. 3.
181 Ibid.. p. 99.
182 Lee, cit.
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The general sessions in this convention were similar
to those of the first convention , such subJects as the follow-”
lag being discusseds

Hie Status of Rural Schools, the Work of

Woman's Clubs, local Taxation for Schools, Consolidation of
Rural Schools, and The Rural Schoolhouse s How to Place and How
to Build.183
Hie contents of the September, 1896, issue of the
louieiana School Review, the official organ of the Association,
may be used as an instrument for showing the service which this
Journal rendered in the education of teachers, as it is typical
of the other issues of the period.

At the time Thomas 0. Boyd

was President of the Board of Directors, and J, S. Keeny, with
offices at New Iberia, was Sditor.^^
One section of the Issue was devoted to nTheory and
Method.0 In this section there was one article on "The Primary
Program," which dealt briefly with such matters as the length
and number of periods in the day's program, the importance of
activity mad interest, and the place of music, stories, aad
nature lessons.

Another topic, Suggestions for Teachers of

United States History," contained a list of thirteen specific
suggestions concerning the teaching of history, suggestions
concerning such important matters as the assignment, the place
of the notebook, the use of maps, and the relationship between

Ibid.» p. 3 *
The Louisiana School Review. 6:25, September, 1898*

history and geography*

A third topdc dealt with 11Languages*'1

It presented courses of study in language for grades one and
two, and stated that these would be followed by courses for
the other grades in future editions
Another section was devoted to school supervision and
contained articles that compare very favorably in value with
those concerning theory and method*
fwo and one—half pages were devoted to a listing of the
articles contained in the then current issues of the following
magazines;
Journal of Education
Education
the School Bulletin
Western School Journal
School and Heme Education

Hie Favorite
the School Review
American Journal of Education
the Inland Educator
the Northwestern Monthly
the Southern School ^
One page contained an annotated bibliography of nine
professional books.

188 Another contained a list of seventy—four

books for children, ranging in price from five cents to forty
cents, which might be purchased at a discount in connection with
a subscription to the Louisiana School Review.

165

PP. 6-3X>.

186 Ibid.. pp. 11—14
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Other brief articles, announcaments , advertisements ,
and «personals,« and a critical article on Whit tier *s "Snow
Beiund** completed the issue.
5*

Teachers* Reading Circles

State Superintendent Warren Raston, in his biennial
report to the state legislature for 1884—1885 referred to a
"Teachers* Reading Circle*1 as being tta new agency in the work
of improving the teachers of the country,«^1 and expressed the
hope that Louisiana would soon have a number of them*192 Ho
definite steps were taken, however, to establish a circle in
Louisiana until the Louisiana State Public School Teachers*
Association held its second annual convention at Mew Iberia in
1893.193 At that time a Teachers* Reading Circle Committee
was appointed and before the dose of the convention its
chairman, R. L. Himes, presented and had adopted a plan for a
State Reading Circle.
This phase of the association* e work was well publicized
in the T/snj a^ana School Review, which carried announcements about
it in many issues • The announcement in the June, 1899, issue
contained information that covered rather completely the program

Ibid** pp. 1—3 ®t passim.
Biennial Report of the State Superintendent of Public
urtiictttlon to the General Assembly, op. cit., p. x.
192
cit.
Biennial Report of the State Superintendent of Public
Education. 1892-1893. o p . clt.. Proceedings and Papers of the Second
Annual Convention of the Louisiana State Public School Teachers*
Association, Held at Hew Iberia, December 26, 27 and 28, 1893, p. 11.
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for the session. of 1898—1899 • Th© committee in charge of the
program at the time was composed of R. L. Himes, of Baton Rouge
1Qi.
and George Williamson of Natchitoches
The books included

.

In the program for the year were Halleck’s Psychology, Winslow’s
Principles of Agriculture. and Mather’s Introduction to American
literature.195 Ten study questions were listed for each book,
and the members of the circle were instructed to answer them and
send their papers to the Ch&iman of the Committee by August 1,
1399*

The questions on psychology were:
1*
2.
3*
4*
5.
6*
7*
89.
10*

What practical results to the teacher are
found in the study of the nervous system?
ffhat is the physical basis for perception?
Tihat is apperception?
Compare apperception with perception.
What parts of oar school program are calcu
lated to develop the emotional nature of
the pupils?
What is meant by »good judgment1’?
Vshat is the relation of thought and per
ception?
Compare imagination and memory.
What is a stream of thought?
w
Tb what extent can the will power be cultivated?

The service rendered by the reading circles extended well
beyond the period under consideration.

The report of State Superin-

tendenb Harris for 1909-1911 shewed that 431? books were used in 1910,

197

194 t«3$ie Reading Circle,” Louisiana School Review, 6:20,
June, 1899*
^95 xoc. cit.
*96 Lee, cit.
197 Biennial Report of the State Superintendent of Public
location to the Governor and to the General Assembly* Schools Sessions
af 1-9Q9—10 and^910-ll. op. d t .. p. £0.
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and. his report for 1913—19X5 contained the following list of
rsading-course books for 1915-1916*
Methods of Teaching In High Schools by Parker
Play and Recreation by Gurtls
Teaching to Read by Turner
Educational Resources of Village and Rural
Community by H a r t 198
Careful consideration of the contents of the various
numbers of the Louisiana School Review, of the proceedings of the
annual conventions, and of the work of the teachers1 reading
circles leads to the conclusion that the Louisiana State Public
School Teachers* Association was an

Influential agency in

teacher education from its founding In 1392 throughout the rest
of the period, and to the present*
6*

The Peabody Education Fund

The administrators of the Peabody Education Fund continued
their aid to teacher education in Louisiana during the period
1884—1906, as they had done in the preceding period*

Table VIII

has been prepared to show the institutions and agencies to which
contributions were made and the ancunts of the contributions*
A comparison of Table XV and Table VIII shows that aid from the
Peabody Education Fund increased from $46,500 in the period 1868—
1884 to $115,518.50 for the period 1885-1911.
Reference has been made to the fact that aid from this

Louisiana State Department of Education, Pictures of
Public School Interests and Discussions of Public School Questions*
Part IV of the Biennial Report of 1913-1914 and 1914-1915 (Baton
Rouge s Kamires—Jones Printing Company, 1914), p. 112.
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TABLE VIII
FINANCIAL CONTRIBUTIONS FROM THE PEABODY EDUCATION FUND
TO TEACHES EDUCATION IN LOUISIANA.
1885-1913* ^
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Total
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* 3800.00
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• 4600.00
• 4 5 2 5 .0 0
• 6 0 6 5 .00
• 6 5 5 0 .0 0
• 5826.00
• 5787.00
• 4 7 3 6 .2 0
» 3877.53
« 6107.83
* 6293.35
»
6150.32
« 5817.25
*
5980.00
* 5967.13
• 5449.14
« 4686.75
• 5300.00
• 3000.00
• 2000.00
• 1000.00
• 2000.00
» 600.00
t
» 3000.00
* 115 ,518.50

Proceedings of the Trustees of the Peabody Education
, 1Q0Q-191A. Vol. VI (Cambridge s John Wilson and Son, University
Press, 19l5T7Co«piled frojn Tables III, IV, VI, VII, and VIII.
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fund for the support of noxmal schools was discontinued in
1833* because of failure on the part of the state to support
these Institutions * Aid was resumed in 1806, when the Peabody
Fund made an appropriation of two thousand dollars for the
State Normal School at Natehitoehas, and was continued in vary
ing annual aaoimts until 1911# except for the years 1908 and
1910 in which no appropriations were made*

The total appropriated

for normal schools was $55*300* as shown in Table Till*
The annual contributions, averaging only a little more
than two thousand dollars, were most helpful at times * In 1889
President Boyd, in a report to General Agent Gurry, referred to
tbs assistance in this ways

*

Without the generous assistance received
from the Peabody Fund through you, our school
would have been compelled, at the most
important crisis of its career, to take the
ruinous step of cutting down its faculty,
and perhaps abolishing some of the grades
of the Practice Department* With your timely
aid we have been enabled to make a success
of this crucial session* * .200
Contributions for the support of teachers* institutes

were made each year, from the beginning of the period, 1885, until
1903*

They ranged in amounts from nine hundred dollars in 1895

to two thousand dollars in 1892, the total amount being twentysix dollars, as shown in Table VIII.
tha aid of summer normal schools*

Some of this was used for
201

The one at Huston in 1892

Proceedings of the Trustees of the Peabody Education
a tAftQ—18Q2. Vol. IV (Cambridge; John Wilson and Son, Univer
sity Press, 1993), p* 113*
*yy|
Biennial Rgport of the State Superintendent of Public
fMncatlon, to the General Assembly* 1892-1§93 * op * cit** p. 33.
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and the one at Lake Charles in 1893,202 the first two held in
the state, received aid.

If consideration Is given to the

amounts of these yearly contributions and to the yearly expendi
tures by the state for educational purposes at that time, It
becomes evident that the whole program of teachers* institutes
would have been greatly reduced, and perhaps eliminated, had it
not been for the aid received from the Peabody Education Fund.
The program of awarding scholarships to Peabody Momal
College, w as continued and expanded from 1884 to 1904*

The total

of contributions for this purpose was $39,38815©, as Is shown in
Table ITCH.

The scholarships were worth one hundred dollars a

year plus the student *s railroad fare to Nashville and return,
and each was awarded for a two-year period*®^ Available records
do not show the number of scholarships given each year? but by
considering the average annual expenditure, shown in Table VIII
to be about fifteen hundred dollars, and the value of each
scholarship, it appears that the annual number was six to eight.
Appointments were still on the basis of competitive examinations
and were made when vacancies occurred.

Nine appointments were

made in 1892 and six in 1893$*^* six were made in I896 and eight
in 1897.205

202 Ibid.. p. 47.
^ Jfcid., p. XI.
204
Ibid., pp. 10—11.
Biennial Report of the State Superintendent of Public
Education to the General Assembly. 1896-1897* op. citj. p. 23.
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The service ©f the Feabody Education Fund to the cause
of teacher education during the period was very great, as Is
shorn by the evidence presented*

Statements by those charged

with administration of toe fund in Louisiana offer further proof*
Reference by President Caldwell, in a report on the State Normal
School in 1899# to the value of the aid Is typical of other
references to Its
Wo are deeply indebted to Or* Curry and
toe Peabody Board represented by him for the
generous contributions made from the fund for
the training of teachers, both in the Normal
School and In Teachers* Institutes and Summer
Schools* Without the resources drawn from the
“
‘ ~
rk r o w in progress

B.

The Status of Teacher Education at the Close of the Period (1906)
A survey of the work done during the period 1884-19G&, in

the field of teacher education by such agencies as the State Normal
School, the New Orleans Normal School, Teachers* Institutes, the
Louisiana Chautauqua, the Louisiana State Public School Teachers *
Association, and the Peabody Education Fund leads to the conclusion
that the general level of teacher education was much higher at
toe close of the period than it was at the beginning*

This judg

ment is supported by reports and records of those who were in a
position to evaluate the work of these institutions and agencies
and to guage the general status of teacher education at that period.

Biennial Report of the State Superintendent of Public
T&feic&tion to the General Assembly I 1898-1899. op* cit., p* H&.
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Ike report of State Superintendent Aswell for 1906 shews
there were 4,470 whit© teachers employed in the public schools
of the s t a t e . O f this number, 741 (16.6 per cent) were
graduates of the Louisiana State Normal School; 322 (13.4 per
cent) were graduates of other normal schools; 521 (11.7 per
cent) had attended a noxml school; and 2336 (53*3 per cent)
had received no normal school training.

Reference to Tables 711

and VIXI leads to the conclusion that many of the teachers who
had received bo training In a nomal school probably had received
soae special training by mans of teachers* institutes or summer
normal schools.

In 1904—1905 a total of 2323 teachers were in

' attendance at the forty—five one—week institutes and 1631 (an
incomplete record) attended seventten summer normal schools.
The relatively large attendance which these agencies had each
year lends additional support to the conclusion that the level
of teacher education was being gradually raised.
Another indication that the status of teacher education
at this time was being improved is the fact that out of a total
of 2905 teachers who held certificates as a result of examina
tions 1,317 (45*3 per cent) held first-grade certificates, 1,040
(35.3 per cent) held second-grade certificates, and only 54&
(18.9 per cent) held third-grade certificates.
207

This becomes

Biennial Report of the State Superintendent of Public
g/itmaHon to the Governor and the General Assembly. 1906—1907
(Baton Rouges The Daily State Publishing Company, State Printers,
1903), pp* 146 —I4 7 *
208 Ibid.. pp. 148-149.
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more significant in view of the fact that the examinations were
prepared by the State Department of Education and that the
examination for a first-grade certificate was much more difficult
than that for & second-grade or a third-grade certificate, In
that it included examinations in natural philosophy, geometry,
and higher algebra, which the other two did not include.2*^
She status of teacher education with reference to supply
and demand of teachers and quantity and quality of training was
pointedly stated by State Superintendent Aswell in his report
to the legislature for 1905s
During the year of 1905 there was a demand
for 700 additional trained teachers, while the
Louisiana State Normal School was able to supply
only one—seventh that number* Good teachers
were not available and the children suffered*
In some instances school boards employed teachers
who belong to the inefficient class; teachers
who are lacking in scholastic attainment, pro
fessional training, aptness to teach and per
sonality; teaehers who perhaps are relatlyes of
school officials, or of influential citizens,
teachers who are a costly burden at any price.
He further stated that wherever good teachers had been
employed a permanent demand- had been created in the neighboring
communities for better teachers; that the supply of tzalned
teachers should be seven times the number which the State Normal
School was able to graduate annually; and that if the public
achoole were to be made as efficient as they should be, additional
facilities would have to be provided for training teachers
209 Ibid*, pp. 131-110.
210 Biennial Report of the State Superintendent of PuM1^
Education to the General Assembly, 1904-1905. op* cit*. p* xii.
Loc. cjt*

GHAPTES I?
EXPANSION AND IHPaDFMBJfT OF THE STATE P80QRAM
OF TEACHER EDUCATION 1907-1924
The Tact, that, in 1900 there were ten suEBaer schools in
as many different places and in 1909 there were only five,
each of which was in an institution of higher learning, refleets
v& very definite and significant trend in teacher education.

It

was the beginning of the assumption of the major responsibility
for teacher education by the institutions of higher learning of
the state and of corresponding expansion and improvement of their
programs.
This chapter deals with the forces which influenced the
expansion and improvement, the institutions which brought the
changes about, and the level to which teacher education had been
raised by the close of the period.

The specific topics ares

Factors that created a demand for expansion and improvement,
programs of teacher education In institutions of higher learning,
and the status of teacher education in 1924*
A. Factors That Created a Demand
For Expansion and Improvement
Expansion and improvement of the state program of teacher
education during the period from 1884 to 1906 were brought about
by certain developments of that period.
towards public schools became favorable.
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The attitude of the people
With improvement came
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increased enrollments* consolidation, state-approved high schools,
and state control of teacher certification*

Each of these

factors had a definite effect upon teacher education, and they
are discussed in the order given*
1*

She Change in Attitude ofthe People

The state program of teacher education which was carried
on from 1884 until 1906, did more than raise the level of educa
tion of the teachers of the state*

Xt helped to change the

attitude of the people toward public schools*

This attitude

changed from one of disapproval or indifference to oneof approval
and support; and it brought the peopleto a realization that
teachers needed special training, and that the training could
best be given in an institution of higher learning that offered a
planned program of teacher education*
these results were not necessarily by-products of the
state program of teacher education*

they were a part of it*

Evi

dence of this is found in the fact that programs to which the
public was invited were a part of the program of the Louisiana
Chautauqua, the one-week institutes, and the summer normal schools,
to which reference has been made.

That the participation of citizens,

generally, in these meetings changed their attitudes with reference
to public schools and to the qualifications of teachers is attested
repeatedly by those responsible for planning the meetings and by
those responsible for administering the program of public education
in the state•
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The report of President Sheib of the State Normal
School on the first one-week institutes ever hold in the state
refers to the •attendance of ladies and gentlemen interested in
the cause of education, but not directly connected 'with the
1
schools11 and further states that:
While the attendance at the Institute held
at Lake Charles was very small, the meeting
awakened much interest, and it is probable that
It assisted naturally in persuading the citizens
of Calcasieu Parish to levy a tax of two and one
half mills for school purposes.2
In 1905, State Institute Conductor Keeny stated that one
of the purposes of teachers* institutes was to:
Arouse an interest among the people; show them
what a good school is and cause them to feel that
they must have that kind of school; present the
subject of tetter schools and equipment and con-*
vert the public to the Idea of local taxation as
a method of raising the necessary funds for
these purposes.^
In the same report he showed that the forty-five institutes
which were held in 1904 had 0040 lay visitors in attendance and
spoke of the inspiration which the communities received.^
typical of the statements of school administrators with
reference to the chaiged attitude of the people was teat of
1 B1annj&l Report of tee State Superintendent of Public
M n e A H on to the General Assembly, 1004-1005 ^Baton Rouge: Printed
by Leon Jastreanski, State Printer, 1806), p. 205*
2 Ibid-# P* 206.
3

Biennial Report of the State Superintendent of Public
Education to the General Assembly. 1904-1905 (Baton Rouge: The
limes, Official Journal of Louisiana, 1905), P- 6 3 .
^ Ibid.. pp. 07-68.
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J* C. Moncure, Parish Superintondent, Caddo Parish, In 1904*
The most hopeful sign of educational pro
gress in the parish is to be found in the public
sentiment of the people in favor of better
educational facilities, the great Improvement
in the qualifications of the teachers and in the
consequent increase in the teachers* salaries•*
This was & part of Superintendent Moncure* s reply to a
questionnaire sent to all parish superintendents by State
Superintendent Aswell in 1904.^ Humorous similar responses
show clearly that the superintendents, who were in a position
to know what people were thinking with reference to their schools
and teachers, were very conscious of a changing attitude*
The new attitude was closely related to the great increase
in public school enrollment as well as to other significant develop
ments in the public school program of the period, and there can be
little doubt that it had a definite and rather potent effect upon
teacher education.
2.

The Great Increase in Pubiic-School Enrollment
One of the most immediate effects of the development of a

favorable attitude on the part of the people of the state toward
public schools was the increase In school enrollments.

As the

attitude began to change, the enrollments began to increase*
The total enrollment of the public schools of the state in
1890 was 70*532.^

At that time the state program of teachers*

5 Ibid.. p. 249*
^ Ibid.. p. 246.
^ Biennial Report of the State Superintendent of Public
sviiication to the General Assembly. 1890-1091 (New Orleans: E. P.
B r a n ado, State Printer, 1892), p. 28.
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institutes was in its initial, stages, and the program or summer
normal schools was not to be begun for another two years.

By

1900 both agencies were funetloning at high levels of efficiency,

and the public school enrollment had risen to 120,1715,® an
increase of 1*1.3 per cent • By 1910 the enrollment was 184,725,^
an increase of 53*6 per cent over that of 1900, and by 1920 it
was 236 ,301,10 an increase of 27.9 per cent over the enrollment
in 1910.
Some of the increase was due to an increase in the number
of educables, but much of it was due to the changed attitude of
the people.

Evidence of this is the fact that in 1900 the number

of educables in the state was 2 0 4 ,827 '^’ and in 1910 the number
was 275,08V1 2 an increase of only 34.3 per cent.

During the

same period the school enrollment had increased from 1 2 0 ,1 7 8 to
184,725, or 5 3 *6 per cent*

this great increase in enrollment

g

Biennial Report of the State Superintendent of Public
Education to the General Assembly. 1^90—1891 (New Orleanss E. P.
Branado, State Printer, 1892), p. 28.
9 tMi*nn4ftl Report of the State Superintendent of Public
Education to the Governor and to the General Assembly. School Sessions.
1909*1910 and 1910-1911 (Baton Rouge5 Ram±res-*Fon©s printing Company,
1912 ), p. 27.
10 BierrHal Report of the State Superintendent of Public
Education to the General Assembly. Sessions 1919-20 and 1920-21.
Vol. I, 1922 (Baton Rouges Ramires-Jones Printing Company, 1922), p. 13#
^ Biennial Report of the State Superintendent of public
Education to the General Assembly. 1900-1902. op. cit.. p. 40.
^ Biennial Report of the State Superintendent of Public
v&nasAA on to the General Assembly. School Sessions 1909-10 and
1010-1911. QP* eit.. p. 27'.'
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naturally created a greater demand for teachers* thereby creating
a seed for the expansion ©f teacher—training facilities.
3.

Consolidation of Schools

Interest in the consolidation of* schools seems to have
developed at the dose of the century.

The first state superin

tendent to bring this subject to the attention of the state
legislature was Superintendent Calhoun in his report for 18981899 * His discussion was not so much a plea for consolidation
as a condemnation of the one-room school*

After calling attention

to the extremely bad conditions of some of the small school
buildings* especially in the rural areas* he added?
These cases* however, are extreme and
exception^ yet all small, schools carry with
them certain inherent evils from which they
cannot be relieved* and must forever keep
them stunted in growth and blasted in their
efforts for excellence* These evils 1 have
1tided to in general as impossibility of
grading* which makes one teacher vainly
attempt to do the work of several; great
difficulty in the enforcement of silence and
order; and the absence of a spirit of rivalry
and generous emulation* 3

«

He felt that the people were aware of these weaknesses but
could do nothing about them **on account of bad weather and bad
roads* and the want of a reliable fund to transport the children
to a central and graded establishment ♦** He seemed to feel that
growth in population rather than consolidation was the remedy.^

13 Biennial Beport of the State Superintendent of Public
on to the General Assembly. 1898-1899. op* clt*« p, 13*
^

loc. cit.

X6B
H o w w p , two years later he reported that several parishes iiad
conaolid&ted some of their smaller schools into large graded
schools, with the result of considerable improvement in the
school work*

By this time he was convinced of the value of

consolidation, referring to it as a njmich needed reform,” which
would ccee only with the passage of time and the gradual
demonstration of results, because of the opposition of rtthose
she considered it their right to have a school and a teacher
exclusively for their own family use.”16
There is evidence of general interest in consolidation
on the part of teachers and school administrators by 1904$ for
in that year it was one of the topics for discussion at the teachers»
convention. The subject was discussed by Superintendent John
Harks of Bapoleonvill©, who favored comolldation, even with public
opposition if it could not be eliminated.

Be saw in consolidation

an opportunity to eliminate worthless teachers, »*who could not
stand to be seen in contrast with the better teachers of a con
solidated school, but who could keep their ignorance and worthless—
ness concealed” In a cme-room school.17 later developments have
confirmed his belief that larger schools have better teachers, as
15 Miwaija] Report of the State Superintendent of Public
iSdncation to the General Assembly. 1900-1901. op. clt., p. 7*
16 Ibid.. p. 8.
^ Louisiana State Public School Teachers Association,
Journal of Proceedings and Addresses of the Thirteenth Annual
Held,
Lafavwtte. Louisiana. Bee. 27-30. 1904 (Baton
Rouge, Louisiana: The Times, Official Journal of Louisiana,
1904), P* 53.
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a general rule*
Consolidation, once under way, seems to have spread
rapidly*

In 1910, State Superintendent Harris reported 629

consolidated schools in the rural districts,vshich had "good
houses, coatfortahle and necessary equipment and teachers of
ability,* but at the same time there were still 1553 one-roc®
schools in the state, "many of which should be consolidated
sad will be,* 1 he stated*3*®
She amount or consolidation effected from 1909 to 1924
was relatively large*

In 1909 there were 1560 schools with one

teacher, 331 with two, 93 with three, 60 with four, and 214 with
five—or-moro teachers, a total of 2,253 schools.^

by 1924

there were only 633 schools with one teacher, 472 with two, 184
with three, 89 with four, and 522 with five or more teachers,
a total of 1900 schools.20
the fact that so much consolidation was effected is evi
dence that it met with public approval and is indicative of
better teaching and better teachers.

That the larger schools

had the better teachers is reflected in Superintend©! Harris*s
18 t^Anniai Report of the State Superintendent of Public
to the Governor and to the General Assembly* 1908—1909
(The Hew Advocate, Official Journal, 1909), p. 30*
** j^Ld-, PP* 402-403.
Report of the State Department of Education of
(riana for the Session 1923-1924* T. H. Harris, State SuperinUndent and Secretary {Baton Bouges Raoires—Jones Printing Co.,
192U), p. 70.
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atatoifiQts
There were only 279 third-grade teachers
employed, in white schools* These teachers
were naturally in schools located in isolated
communities where teachers of superior training
declined to work #31
To state the idea in another way t Teachers were qualify
ing themselves hotter in order that they might obtain the more
desirable teaching positionswhich were in the larger, con
solidated schools.
4*

The Development of Sigh Schools

Perhaps no development in the field of public education
had a greater effect upon teacher education In Louisiana than did
the development of high schools in the state.

This movement,

although it succeeded the academy movement, made its appearance
in the state prior to the establishment of the Hew Orleans Normal
School and long before the academy had ceased to be considered
the connecting link between the elementary school and college*
However, the movement which resulted in the present program or
system of secondary education in the state had its origin in the
last decade of the nineteenth century; and the most significant
feature of this system, the state—approved high school, was not
devised until the following decade.
The development of high schools was closely related to the
consolidation movement and like it was instrumental in bringing

21

P» 20•
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about better education of teachers, and largely for the same
reasons * The development of a ayetom of atate—approved high
schools probably had a greater direet Influence than did the
program of consolidation of schools, because definite standards
of education were set for high—school teachers*

These standards

eere somewhat higher than those for the other public schools,
%

and served to stimulate anew the teacher-training programs*
Reference has been made to the fact that when the New
Orleans Normal School was first established it consisted of
^Normal Departments" in two girls* high schools in' Hew Orleans*
Ho evidence can be found, however, to show that high schools
existed in any other place in the state at that time, and
careful examination of the biennial reports of the state
superintendents of public education indicates that little pro
gress had been made toward the establishment of high schools
before 1896.
In 1877 State Superintendent Lusher received reports from
fifty—eight pariah boards of school directors, and only one of
them mentioned high-school work, Assessor Ford, of Union Parish,
referring to «& high school or college” at

Shiloh.

On October 6, 1884, the State Board of Education adopted
rules and regulations for the government of the public schools;
Rule Four stated that high schools should be maintained for the
22

Annual Report of the State Superintendent of Public
Education to the General Assembly for the Year 1877* op* cit*.
p* 205•
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continued instruction of youth "over fourteen years of age**
which would fit than for ^business pursuits11 or “for admission
to the N o m a l Schools, or to the Agricultural and Mechanical
College, or Yulane University•

In 1888 Superintendent Burke, of Iberia Parish, referred
to an.appropriation for*the establishment of & high school at Bew
Iberia.

ojl

In the same year the state legislature, as a part of

an act regulating public education in the state, gave the parish
school boards authority to establ ish **central or high schools
« . • when necessary,” but prohibited the opening of a high school
without the sanction of the State Board of Education*2^

By 1893 the question of high schools was receiving
serious consideration from the leading educators of the state*
In that year President Johnson of the Thlane University, delivered
an address at the state convention of parish superintendents on
11The Demand for High Schools in Louisiana.”

This address was a

powerful plea for the establishment of public tax-supported high
schools*

President Johnson felt that high schools were necessary

23 Biennial Report of the State Superintendent of Public
Education to the General Assembly for the Year 1877* op. cit.. p. 205.
^ Ibid.. p. 227.
Acts and Reaolntlona Paasad by the
Assembly of
the State of Louisiana at the Regular Session Begun and Held in the
City of Baton Rouge on the Fourteenth Day of May*
D * . 1888. and
which adjourned on Thursday, the twelfth Day of July, 1888 (Baton
Rouges Leon Jaetremekl, State Printer, 1888) Act 81.
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to bridge tiie gap between the elementary school and college*
and he presented a definite procedure for parish superintendents
to fellow In having them establish©d*^
Kvidence that the hig$i—school movement was getting under
way Is found In the biennial report of State Superintendent
Calhoun for 1896—1897*

This report shows that there were fifty-

three places outside the City of Hew Orleans offering "Hlgh-School
Studies*1 to 1245 pupils.2*^
In 1899 State Superintendent Calhoun reported that there
were "about thirty high schools which should annually send students
to our State University."

Four years later he began the move

ment which resulted in the "state—approved" high school by
suggesting that the State Board of Education adopt a form of diploma
for the high schools to use and that the recipients of these diplomas
"be admitted to the advanced state institutions of learning without

Q&e steps from this point to the setting up of special
26
of
University. 1894—1898. "The Demand
for Sigh Schools in Louisiana*" Address of President William, Preston
Johnson to the Convention of Parish Superintendent at Lake Charles*
Louisiana* June 28* 1893* pp. 5-17*
27
Biennial Report of the State Superintendent of Public
ateMtioB to the General Assembly. 1890-1897« o p . cit.. pp. 54-ol.
Biennial Report of the State Superintendent of Public
Education to the General Assembly. 1398-1899. op. cjLfc.. p. 14.
oo
Biennial Report of the State Superintendent of Public
Tfrfnc&tion to the General Asseiably. 1902—1903. op. cjt., p. 19.
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qualifications for high—School teachers wore definite and rapid.
In 1904 there were forty-three^Q “authorized* high schools, and
in 1905 there were forty-seven. ^1 In 1906 there were fifty—
five “approved* high schools .3^ By 1909 there were eighty33
seven
“state—approved" high schools, that had met the require
ments, one of which pertained to the qualifications of the
teaching force and another to those of the

p r i n c i p a l

.34

this tim, also, the position of estate High School Inspector"
had been created, and S. E. Weber,35 the first "inspector" made
a recommendation in 1909 which set the precedent of requiring
special qualification of high-school teachers.

In his second

annual report he recommended that “Ih® four—year course in
agriculture should have equal recognition from the State Depart
ment of Education with the other courses, * provided that certain
conditions with reference to the course be wet, one of these
conditions being that “the teacher of agriculture hold a B* S. A.
degree from an approved agricoitural college. 36
3D Bflsnnial Report of the State Superintendent of ^Public
Education to the General Assembly. 1904—05. op. cit.. p. 130.
31 ibid.. p. 228-229.

^
SSSSS^k —£ th. Stole Superintendent of Public
Education to the Sasral Assembly. 1906^-1907. o p . cit.. pp. 4—5.
^ MatVH4ji1 Report of the State Superintendent of Public
Rrfm»3at.ion t o S e General Asseiably. 190^—1909. op. cit.. pp. 15-16.
3** Ibid.. pp. 185-186.
^

Ibld«- P* 33.

36 Ibid.. p. 256.
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In 1911 included among the requirements which th© high
schools had to m e t for approval was this one:
No teacher holding lower than a firstgrade certificate shall be employed in State
approved High Schools.^
By 1913 teachers in state-approved high schools had to
38
meet one of six requirements *
Five of these lequiraniQiits per
tained to experienced teachers, the lowest one permitting any
teacher to qualify who was recommended by the parish superinten
dent, the high—school principal, and the department of education .
However, the standard emphasized for experienced teachers was
thirty—two college hours of credit.
to have thirty-six.

New teachers were required

Teachers of special subjects were required

to have two years of study beyond the high school level In
those subjects, a further step in specialization.^
These beginnings is raising of standards for high-school
teachers led to the requirement in 1924—1925 that a high-school
teacher have at least the baccalaureate degree,*1** and finally to
the requirements of specialisation presently in force, all of these
have constantly called for better education of teachers.
37

yq— M«iaT Report of the State Superintendent of Public
Education to the General Assembly , 1909-1911. op. cit., pp. 21-23.
Department o f Education, State Course of Study for High
LcHiiBiana, 1913 (Baton Rouges Ramires-Jones Printing
Company, 1913')* P • 18.
Schools of

^

I/ms . cit.
State Department of Kducation of Louisiana, Session 1924—

1 9 2 5 , Teachers* Certificates. White. Issued by the State Department

of Education of Louisiana, p. 4.
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5* State Control of Teacher Certification
State control of teacher certification began with the
passage of Act 55 of 1906, which made provisions for a “State
Teachers Certificate’* and. created a “State Board of jSjcaffliners*1
to conduct the examinations.^

Three features of this Act were

of such a nature as to promote higher standards of teacher
education.

The standards set for a “State Teacher* s Certificate”

were relatively high; the advantages in having one were relatively
great; and the element of state control was designed to make one
more worthwhile as an indication of the ability of the teacher
who held it.
Section One of the act stated:
That to obtain a State teacher1s certificate
the applicant must be found competent to teach
all of the subjects now required for a first
grade teacher's certificate and also literature,
chemistry, bookkeeping, Latin, general history,
botany,history of education, psychology, and
school administration
Teachers who met these standards would have to be wellqualified.

The reward for meeting them was a “State Teacher's

Certificate.** This certificate was valid for ten years, and
permitted the holder to teach in any parish of the state

Acts Passed by the General Assembly of the State of
Louisiana at the Regular Session. Begun and Held in the City of
Baton Rouge on the Fourteenth Day of May. 1906 iBaton Rouge:
The Hoses, Official Journal of Louisiana, 1906), Act 55*
^

Loc* cit.

^

L°c* cit.
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Another feature of the plan which made for better
educated teachers v&s the provision that graduates of all
institutions of higher learning in the state which were
authorised to confer diplomas might be certified as having
passed the examinations for state teachers* certificates in
all subjects except theory and art of teaching, history of
education, psychology, and school administration*^

Ihe

schools authorised to confer diplomas at this time wares
Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge
Tul&ne University, Academic Department,
New Orleans
Newcomb College, New Orleans
Industrial Institute, Huston
Southwestern Industrial institute, Lafayette
Jefferson College, Convent
Centenary College, Jackson
Mansfield Female College, Mansfield
SiI11man Institute, Clinton
Keachie Female College, Keachie
St, Stanislaus College, New Orleans
Home Institute, New Orleans
2he Holy Cross College, New Orleans
St* Mary* a Academy, New Orleans
fhe Convent of the Ursulineq New Orleans***
By 1707 graduates of the Louisiana State Normal School, the
George Peabody College, the New Orleans Normal School, and the
Department of Philosophy and Education of the Louisiana State
University were not required to take any examination for certification*

** Lee, cit.
**5 Biennial Report of the State Superintendent of Public
Education to the Governor and to ffiie General Assembly, 190^1907>
op* cit*, pp» 103—104*
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Another factor which helped to bring about state control
of teacher certification and. better—educated teachers was
Act 214 of 1 9 0 2 This related to sunsaer normal schools, some
discussion of which has already been given.

As a result of the

powers conferred by this Act, the State Board of Education
passed a resolution January 11, 1907, making it possible for
the Board to keep local certificates in force by extending them
for varying lengths of time on the basis of **creditsft for attend
ing a summer normal school.

The Board also required that those

presenting summer normal school credits be allowed a credit of
ten per cent on the examination that they w ere taking.^8
The final step in state control of teacher certification
which had a tendency to raise the level of teacher education was
Act 214 of 1912.

This Act gave the State Board of Education

complete control of certification through an examining committee
appointed by the Board.

The Act provided for the issuance of

first—, second—, and third-grade certificates, valid for five
years, three years, and one year respectively, and for a "Special
High-School Certificate” valid for five years.

It also gave the

State Board the right to exempt from examination graduates of
standard colleges and state noimal schools located in other states

^ Acts Passed by the General Assembly of the State of
Louisiana at the tegular Session. Begun and Held in the City of
Baton Rouge on the Tbelfth Day of May, 1902. ©p. cit.* Act. 214*
^ Biennial Report of the State Superintendent of Public
on to the Governor and to the General Assembly. 1906-1907.
op. cit., pp. 51—52.
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«nd required that all examination questions be prepared by the
state examining committee, be administered by the parish
superintendents, and be graded by the State Board’s ayaminlngr
committee, which would issue the certificates.^
Giving the State Beard of Education control of the prepara
tion and grading of the examinations was one Important feature
of Act 214 of 1912; but it was by no means as important as that
part of the law which placed certification under complete control
of the State Board of Education • This part of the law enabled
the state board to set up college training as a part of the
requirements for certification. | The first step in this direction
m s the one referred to concerning the qualifications of highschool teachers in 1913*

The second step, one which had a very

profound effect upon all future programs of teacher education,
was taken in 1915, when the State Board passed a resolution which
stated in part that?
A minimum of the equivalent of ninety weeks
(five recitations per week) in Education shall
be required of all applicants for first—grade
teacher’s certificates. This work shall consist
of general pedagogy, fifteen weeks; principles
of teaching, fifteen weeks; special methods,
fifteen weeks; educational psychology, nine
weeks; school management, six weeks; and obser
vation and practice teaching, thirty weeks.

Acts Passed by the General Assembly of the State of
Louisiana at the Regular Session. Begun and Held in the City of
Baton Rouge on the Thirteenth Day of May* 1912 (Baton Rouges
Kamiree— Jones Printing Company, 1912), Act 214.
50 Minutes of the State Board of Education of Louisiana,
May 5# 1915*
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^hile It Is tru© that most of the larger .institu
tions then training teachers had courses of this kind in
their programs, it is Xikai^sie- true that some of the smaller
ones increased their offerings after this regulation was
passed, and all of them made whatever adjustments were necessary
to comply with it, as the next section of this chapter shows.
But of greater importance is the fact that the State Board had
begun a program that, in 1924, was to place all certification
on the basis of college-training.

This program is discussed in

Chapter 7.
B.

Programs of Teacher Education
in Institutions of Higher Learning

Only three institutions were offering definite programs
of teacher education in 1907, the beginning of the period desig
nated in this study' as that of expansion and improvement in
teacher education*

These were the State Noimal School, the Hew

Orleans Noiraal School, and Louisiana State University.

The

increasing demands for teachers, however, became so great and
the opportunities for service in this field so evident that ten
other institutions entered the field; and at the close of the
period in 1924, a total of thirteen institutions were offering
programs that met the requirements of the Louisiana State Board
of Education.

This does not imply that these institutions were

doing the same quality of work.

They varied greatly both as to

quality and quantity of work done, and Table IX has been prepared
to illustrate the extent of these variations.

tABLE IX
VAHIATIOKS IH TEACHSR-TOAINIMG PROGRAMS B H I LOUISIANA STATE NORMAL Q0LL8GE
AHD HAHSFIELD FEMALE COLLEGE, 1924&
Variable Factors

Total number of faculty members
Number of faculty members with college degrees
Number of training school faculty members
Number of "Education" faculty members
Number of Departments of Instruction
Number of teacher-training curricula
Number of "Education'1 courses
College enrollment
Training school enrollment

51

t Mansfield
t state Normal t Female
i College
1 College
t
i
16
*
65
i
•
53
7
i
*
10
4
i
t
9
1
i
10
*
15
t
i
1
13
t
.
54
4
i
86
♦ 1951
t
»
522
103
i

1 Louisiana

Compiled from (1) Louisiana State Normal College, Catalogue# 1924#
and (2) Mansfield Female College Catalogue, 1923*24#
*
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Louisiana Stats Normal College is selected here as
a representative of the larger state institutions and also
because its. entire program of studies was designed for
training teachers,

Mansfield Female College Is selected as

a representative of the smaller private institutions, all of
which devoted only a part of their energies to teacher educa
tion,

2he variations indicated in fable II are not as great

even as thohe which actually existed. One of the faculty
members of Louisiana State Normal College, for Instance* had a
doctor's degree* sixteen had master's degrees, and thirtysix had baccalaureate degrees.^

None of the faculty members

at Mansfield Female College had a degree higher than the bacca
laureate,^

fhe ten members of the training-school faculty at

Louisiana State Normal College taught only the elementary—school
grades,

(high—school practice teaching was done in Natchitoches
54 One of the teachers at Mansfield Female College
High School),
taught the whole primary department, one taught all the inter
mediate department* one taught the preparatory department, and
one was the principal, ^

Ihe ten members of the education faculty

^ Louisiana State Normal College* Catalogue. 1924. Normal
Quarterly* Vol* XIII* No, 2 (Publisher not given), pp. 7-*12.
^ Mansfield Female College* Catalogue, 1923—1924 (Publisher
not given)* p. 3.
54 Louisiana State Normal College* Catalogue. 1924. op. cit.
p, 59.
ce
Mansfield Female College* Catalogue. 1923-1924. op. cit..
p. 3«
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at Louisiana State Normal College mere assisted in teaching
the fifty—four elacatlon courses by teachers in other depart*
ments of the college, oho taught the methods courses in their
respective ^tepartaents«^

The one member of the education

faculty at Mansfield Female College taught the four education
courses* 57 the fourteen departments, other than the Mucation
Department, at Louisiana State Normal College were staffed by

forty-four members of the faculty; the nine at Mansfield Female
College were staffed by eleven members of the faculty*

Three

of the thirteen curricula offered by the Louisiana State Normal
College mere two-year curricula for elementary teachers and three
were four-year curricula for elementary teachers, the other
seven being four—year curricula for high—school teachers*^

The

one curriculum offered by Mansfield Female College was a twoyear curriculum, which provided very little special training
for either an elementary teacher or a high—school teacher* 59
However, it qualified a teacher for a first grade certificate,
without examination, just as did the completion of one of the
curricula at Louisiana State Normal College.
56

Louisiana State Normal College, Catalogue. 1924. op*
cit*. pp. 83-95*
57
Mansfield Female College, Catalogue * 1923—1924* o p *
cit** pp. 3 and 10*
58

Louisiana State Normal College, Catalogue. 1924*
op* cit** pp. 23—31*
59
Mansfield Female College, Catalogue. 1923-1924*
Ojs) * s i t * , p * 8 *
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It Is apparent from these Tacts that although both
tfeeae Institutions were offering programs of teacher education
which set the requirements of* the State Board of Education for
a first-grade certificate, without examination, the work done
at Louisiana State normal College was far superior both in
qualityauad quantity to that done at Mansfield Female College.
Deacriptions of the teacher-training programs which follow are
necessarily brief . Biey deal largely with the professional
courses and do not always indicate the wide variation that
existed among the institutions in their contributions to teacher
education.

Two or three complete curricula are given to

illustrate how provision was made for general education.

These

curricula also indicate variations in amount and quality of
services.
1.

Hew Orleans Normal School

Hew Orleans Normal School continued a program very
similar to that which it had in 1906, the close of the preceding
period.
courses:

In 1913 the curriculum included the following professional
Psychology, Educational Psychology, History of Educa

tion, School Management, Observation and Practice Teaching,
Criticism of Teaching, Special Methods In History, Special Methods
in Geography, and Special Methods in Arithmetic.

There were also

regular academic courses in arithmetic, United States history,
nature study, English* spelling and phonics, penmanship, reading,
geography, drawing, music, physical education, physiology, and
hygiene, and school hygiene.

This curriculum required two years
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fbr completion, as did that of the Kindergarten Department,
which included the following professional courses s History
of Education, Psychology and Child Study, School Hygiene,
English, Mature Study, Music, Drawing, Manual Woxfe, Bhytfam,
Observation of Kindergarten, Kindergarten Principles, Kinder
garten Practice, Play and Story, Kindergarten Practice and
Program, and Tbaehing.60
the program for 1916 was practically the same as that
for 1913, the main difference being in the study of psychology,
the texts used In this subject at this time were Human Behavior.
by Bagley and Colvin, and Principles of Teaching, by Thorndike.
The following books were used for reference;

Psychology of

Childhood, by Tracy; The Learning Process. by Colvin | The Mind
and Its Education, by Beths; and the Mental and Physical Life of
School Children by Sanford.^

At this time the institution had

a faculty of seventeen members, with twelve additional teachers
Ao
in the Joseph A. Maybin Practice School.
5he program in 1923 varied but little from that of former
«

years.

The new courses at this time includeds

Educational

Guidance, Applied Sociology, Educational Measurements, Organization
60

Ho t Orleans Normal School, Course of Study. 1913 (Type
written Copy In the Archives of the Orleans Parish School Board,
703 Carondelet Street, Heir Orleans, Louisiana. Pages not numbered.)
^ Mew Orleans Normal and Training School, Course of
Study. September 1916. p. 7* (See the Archives of Orleans Parish
School Board, 703 Oarondelet Street, New Orleans, Louisiana).

62

P* 2
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and Administration of (a) City School System, and nutrition
and Child Hygiene%

The two cnrrlcol& were Curriculum for

Kindergarten—Primary Group and Curriculum for Intermediate
Group*

Ho record Is available of the number of graduates* but

in ‘Sable V the school was shown to have an average yearly
enrollment of about two hundred* which Indicates probably about
one hundred graduates each year*
2*

Louisiana State Normal School

t

Louisiana State Normal School offered almost the same
program of training in 1911-1912 as it did in 1905-1906* the
end of the previous period*

The program included four years of

work* much of which was still, below college rank*

In the

intervening years only three changes of any significance were
Bade; grades ten and eleven were added to the Model School;6L^.
Gymnastics was replaced by Physical Education, which included
sports as well as gymnastics

and Manual Training included

Domestic Science and Domestic Art*

66

In the 1911—1912 session the work was broadened and
enriched in two ways:

^ Hew Orleans Normal School* Curriculum for Kindergarten—
Primary Group* Curriculum for Intermediate Group* 1923* pp. 1-2
(typewritten Copy on file in the Archives of the Orleans Parish
School Board* 703 Carondelet Street* New Orleans* Louisiana) *
Louisiana State Normal School* Session 193.0-1911
(Publisher not given)* p* 3.
65 Ibid*, p. 19.
^ Louisiana State Normal School* Session 1931—1912
(publisher not given), p. 17*
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X* By the addition or courses in higher
subjects • . • Among these subjects are
botany, zoology, physics, chemistry, history,
economics, sociology, French, and Latin*
2. The addition of a course in rural education, *
Some of the courses named were not new but were more
advanced*

The addition of a relatively large number of courses

made it necessary that a system of electives b© arranged, thereby
beginning the process of specialization*®® Because of the
significance of this change, the outline of the curriculum Is
given*

The asterisks Indicate electives and the numbers indicate

periods per week;
Outline of Courses
First Year
1A
English
Algebra
Zoology
Industrial Geography,*
French* or Latin*
Drawing
Singing

IB
5 English
5 Algebra
5 History
Agriculture,*
5 French* or Latin*
2£,
Drawing
Singing

1C
5 English
5 Geometry
5 History
Physics
5 Agriculture,*
French* or Latin*
TO
i v

5
5
5
5
5

Second Tear
2A
3
5
$
5

i&glish
Geometry
History
Physics

2B
English
Geometry
American History
Chemistry

3
5
5
5

20
English
Geometry
History
physics

5
5
5
5

67 Louisiana State Normal School, Announcements for the TwentySeventh Year* 1912-1913* Vol* I, No* 3 (Publisher not given), p. 32*
68 liOC. oit.

69 Ibid.. P. 33.
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Agriculture ,*
French or Latin*
Singing

5
2

Farm Animals,*
French* or Latin*
Drawing

Agriculture,*
French* or Latin* *>
2 Domestic Science,*
Singing and
Drawing,*
^
Advanced Algebra*
5

Third Year
3A
Pedagogy
Mature Study*
Physiology*
Advanced Arithmetic,*
F & m Arithmetic*
French* or Latin*
Drawing and Singing*
Trigonometry*
Physics, Civics*
Botany*
Manual Training*
Domestic Science*

3B
5 Pedagogy
5
c Applied Psychology 5
English
5
c Economics*
Physics*
5
Botany*
5 French* or Latin*
History*
Mathematics*
c Domestic Science*
5
Manual Training*
Drawing and Singing*

3C
Pedagogy (and)
Special Methods
Teaching
Physiology
English*
Rural Economics*
Zoology and
Chemistry*
French or Latin*
Mathematics*
History*
5
Drawing and Singing
Fam,* Shop* or
Domestic Science*

Fourth Year
4A
Teaching
History of Education
Hygiene and Sanitation
English

Mathematics*
Chemistry*
Zoology*
Farm Machinery*

IB
5 Teaching
5 School Administra5
tion*
5
Rural School
Organisation*
c English
Sociology
Gardening

5
5
5
5

5

This initial step in specialized training was designed
primarily to give specific training to those teachers who planned,
to teach in rural schools, end was soon followed by others*

By

1914 the program of s tudies had become definitely more differentiated

Vas composed of three large divisions:

one for grade teachers,

one for hlgh-achool teachers, and another for supervisors and
specialists*

Each of these was cub-divided.

The courses for
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grade teachers were organized so as to provide one curriculum
for primary teachers and another for teacher® in the upper
grades.

The courses for high—school teachers were arranged to

provide differentiated programs for teachers of languages , of
science and mathematics, and of social science*

The courses

for supervisors and specialists were divided into rural edixca—
70
tion, industrial education* and music and art.
The work in
all seven curricula was above the secondary level.

Each

curriculum required six terms of three months each for completion.
The institution admitted students who had completed only two
years of high school work* but it provided curricula at the
secondary level for all students who had not completed high
school
Rie next significant change was the establishment in 1918
of a four-year professional curriculum at college level *73
^ With
the establishment of this curriculum* all work on the secondary
level was eliminated.

Requirement for admission was the equivalent
*71
of high—school graduation. ^
7 0

Louisiana State Normal School* Annual Catalogues Announce
ments for Thirtieth Year. 1911—1915» Normal Quarterly* Vol. 3* No. 2,
April, 1914 (Publisher not given), pp. 56-57.
Ibid.. pp. 56-57.
Ibid.. pp. 54-55*
^ Louisiana State Normal School* The New Pour Tear Pro
fessional Course. Including the Regular Two-Year Course. 1917.
Hoimal Quarterly* Vol. 6 , No. 3 (Publisher not given), p. 3^ Louisiana State Normal School, Seventeenth Biennial Report.
1918. Normal Quarterly, Vol. 7» No. 3 (Publisher not given)* p. 11.
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The new program of studies which provided for electives
ifi both the two—ye&r and the four—year curricula, permitted a
wide range of specialization:
The particular fields of education for which
specialisation is recommended are as follows:
The Primary Grades
The Intermediate Grades
Music and Art
Manual Training
Rural Schools
Domestic Science and Art,
In the four-year course specialisation is
suggested along the following lines of secondary
school work:
Physical sciences arid mathematics
Biological sciences and mathematics
English and history
Latin or French and social science
Borne economics
7CMamial training and mathematics*
By this time the number of education courses had been
Increased to twenty—two, titles of which were as follows:
Psychology I, psychology IX, Principles of Teaching, Methods in
the Primary Grades, Principles of Secondary Education, Compara
tive Secondary Education, School Laws and Management, History of
Modern Education, History of Ancient Education, Teaching I,
Teaching IX, Teaching XXX, Practice Teaching in the High School,
Child Study, The Teaching of Public School Music, The Teaching of
Fine Arts, Bie Teaching of Home Economics, The Teaching of
Science, The Teaching of Agriculture, The Teaching of French, The
Teaching of Latin, and Teaching a Rural School.

JJb-td•, P* 12 •
^ Louisiana State Normal School, The New Four-Year Pro
fessional Course* Including the Regular Two-Year Course* 1917*
op* cit.* pp* 13—IS*
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By 1924 the education courses had been Increased to
fifty—four. Many of these were new courses In the fields of
administration, supervision, and tests and measurements.

The

others included seventeen methods courses and ten studentteaching courses, some of these being created by dividing
older courses«77
ike college at this time had organized its whole pro78
gram of education into curricula as followss
Foui>-year Curricula
English-Social Science
English—Foreign language
Mathematics—Physical Science
Mathematlcs-fSatural Science
Heme Economics
Rural Education
Music and Art

Two-Year Curricula
For Primary Teachers
For Intermediate Teachers
For Teachers of Grammar Grades

This detailed discussion of the work of the institution
is given because of its proportionately larger contribution
to teacher-education during the period, 1907*1924.

It not only

led the way in teacher education by expanding and improving its
own program, but it trained far more teachers than did any other
institution.

During the twenty-year period from 1905-1906

to 1924 -1925 , 4062 ^

students received diplomas, which entitled

them to teachers* certificates without examination and which
represented a very high type of teacher education for that period.

^ Louisiana State Normal College, Catalogue. 1924. op.
cit.. pp. 91 -1 0 1 .
Ibid.. pp. 25-31.
79 Louisiana State Normal College, Twenty—First Biennial
Standard Printing Company), p. 8 .

Report. 1926 (Alexandria 1
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3* Louisiana State University
and agricultural and Mechanical College
Louisiana State University and Agricultural and Mechanical
College entered the field of teacher education in 1905 with the
organisation of a Department of Philosophy and Education, offering
the following:
Course in Philosophy and Education^
Freshman Class
3
5
3
3
5

Descriptive Psychology I
Rhetoric and Composition X
Plane and Solid Geometry X
Higher Algebra
X
Elective

3
5
3
3
5

Descriptive Psychology IX
Rthetorlc and Composition II
Solid and Spherical Geometry XI
Higher Algebra
XX
Elective

Sophomore
3 Educational Psychology XXX
3 Social Psychology
X
3 English literature
XXX
8 Elective

3 History of Education
3 Gehetic Psychology
3 English Literature
8 Elective

XV
I
XV

Junior
3 Principles of Education
3 School Administration VII
11 Elective

3 Logic
3 School Administration
11 Elective

VI
VIII

3 Methods of Teaching
3 Ethics

X
XIII

Senior
3 Methods of Teaching
3 Introduction to Phi**-'
Insophy
9 Elective
2 Military Science or
Elective

IX
X

9 Elective
2 Military Science or
Elective

Louisiana State University and Agricultural and
Mechanical College, Catalogue, 1905—1906, University Bulletin,
Series XV. Bo. 2 (Baton Rouge: The Times, Official Journal of
Louisiana, 1906), p. 31.
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The rapid growth of this department and the increasing
demand in the state for trained teachers resulted in the
establishment of a Teachers College in 190?

The College

had a faculty of eighteen and planned!
• • • To offer a complete professional
training in education, combined with academic
work in literary and scientific subjects in
a four-year*s course leading to the degree of
Bachelor ©f Arts*®*
The courses of the Teachers College were taught in the
Department of Philosophy, Psychology, and Education*

However,

all of the methods courses and the subject-matter courses were
taught in other departments of the University.®^

The courses in

education were quite different from those offered in 1 9 0 5 *
They ymr&t

Philosophy of Education I, Philosophy of Education II,

Elementary Schools (history, aims, practices), Secondary Educa
tion, Educational Economy, Educational Economy and School Hygiene,
History of Ancient and Medieval Education, History of Modem
Education, Problems in Education I, Problems in Education 11.®^
A beginning was made in specialized training in 1914,
when the following requirement was made:
81

Iimlslana State University and Agricultural and
Mechanical College, Catalogue* 1907—1908. University Bulletin,
Series 71, No. 3 (Baton Rouges The Daily States Publishing
Company, State Printer, 1908), pp. 139—140.
82 Ibid.. p. 1A1.
83 Ibid.. pp. 149—153.
Ibid.. pp. 147—148.
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The candidate Tor
Teachers College mxst
nine hours of work in
and six hours in each

graduation from
complete at least
one academic subject
of two allied subjects* *

A Demonstration High School was established in Peabody
Hall in 1915* and observation and practice teaching were
included in the program of training* Well-equipped rooms and
laboratories and seating capacity for on© hundred pupils in
grades eight* nine* ten* and eleven were provided*^
In 1924 twelve hours in education were required for
graduation* three hours of which were to be in educational
psychology*8^

These hours were to be selected from a total of

thirty-eight courses, a large number of which were methods
38
courses*
The selections were to be made according to the
M u d of work that the student expected to do* there being
special courses for eleraentary-sehool teachers* for high-school
teachers, and for supervisors and superintendents*^

The

education faculty had four members. One of these had a doctor’s
35

Louisiana State University and Agricultural and Mechanical
College, Catalogue* 1914—1915 * University Bulletin* Series V N S
So* 5 (Baton Bouges Kamires—Jones Printing Company* 1915), p. 125*
Louisiana State University and Agricultural and Mechanical
College, Catalogue* 1915-1916* University Bulletin* Vol. VI N.S.,
Mo* 4 (Baton Bouges Ramires-Jones Printing Company, 1916), p* 127.
^ Louisiana State University and Agricultural and Mechanical
College* Catalogue* 1923-1924* University Bulletin, Series XVI, N S,
No. 3 (Baton Houges Published by the University* 1924), p* 136*
88

PP* 193-202.

89 Ibid.. p. 136.
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and the other three had master1® degrees .^O

The faculty

the training school, which Included the seventh grade and
high school, consisted of a principal and five teachers, all of
dimi had bachelor1® degrees.^
^ In 1926 there were two hundred graduates of this
institution doing high-school teaching in the state.

Mo other

record of the number of teachers trained daring the period Is
available.92
4*

Tolane University of Louisiana

Tolaae University of Louisiana has shown an interest in
teacher education since 1S95» hut it seems to have mad® only a
slight contribution in the field before the second decade of the
twentieth century.
was created.

In 1895 a University Department for Teachers

The work was to supplement the work of normal

schools, courses being open to graduates of the normal schools
and to teachers with the necessary foundation for such an advanced
program of worfe.^
Records for the years immediately following indicate that
this department was not successful, and in 1904 the only work

Ibid.. pp. 7-&.
91 Ibid.. p. 18.
^ Stuart Gr. Noble and V. L. Hoy, The Personnel Prepara
tion and ProjEraas of the High School Teaching Staff of Louisiana.
.Education. Pamphlets, State Department of Education, Vol. IX, Mo. 2,
1926 (issued by T. H. Harris, State Superintendent of Public
Education, 1924), p. 20.
93 xhlan© University of Louisiana, Catalogue.
(Publisher not given), pp. 31-32.
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offered in teacher education m s one extension course, The
History of Education.

94

However, all wolie did not cease • The

following extension courses were added the next year:

Principles

of Education, Educational Psychology, Methods of Instruction,
and Educational Topics.*^

In addition to these, there were

various subject-matter courses designed to broaden the knowledge
of the teacher and give her "more information about how to present
thesu**^
These extension courses were continued the following
year and a few others added, 97
7 r In addition, the following residence
courses were offered: undergraduate — Principles of Teaching,
History and Principles of Education, Theory and Practice of
Teaching in Elementary Schools, High School Teaching, and School
Management; graduate — Educational Psychology, School Administration,
Supervision of Instruction, Philosophy of Education, and PresentDay Problems of Education *^
99

In 1909 a course in observation and practice teaching

TUlane University of Louisiana, The Register. 1905-1906,
Bulletin, Series 6 , Ho. 5 (Hew Orleans: Tulane University of Louisiana),
p. 6 6 .
^ Tulane University of Louisiana, The Register, 1906-1907.
Bulletin, Series 8 , Ho. 4 (Hew Orleans: Tulane University of Louisiana),
p. 1 0 0 .
^

Ibid., pp. 100 -1 0 1 .

^ Tulane University of Louisiana, The Register. 1907-1908.
Bulletin, Series 9, Ho. 5 (New Orleans: Tulane University of Louisiana),
pp. 110 -1 1 2 .
98 I M A ., pp. 83-84.

^ Tulane University of Louisiana, Ihe Register. 1908—1909.
Bulletin, Series 10, No. 5 (New Orleans: Tulane University of Louisiana),
p. 2 0 0 .
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•fid a cuirieulaffi for kindergarten teaehers^^ were developed • By
1 916 , ‘
Wad program kid been expanded, so that courses were offered

leading to the degree of Bachelor of Arts in Education.3'*33* By
1925* amngeaaBtB had been made t© offer this degree by extension*
The outline of the course required that?
The student must complete 6 hour© of
English, 6 hours of foreign language, 6 hours
of education, 3 hours of psychology, 3 hours
of history, and 5 hours of physics, chemistry,
or biology* Added to this 29 hours of specified
work is 33 hours of elective work, the total
requirement being 62 hours ,1 °2
Bo record is available of the enrollment and the number of graduates
in this program during the period* However, in 1926 there were
163 graduates of Tulane—Newcomb teaching in the high schools of
the state.
5 . Louisiana Industrial Institute

Louisiana Industrial Institute, which was established at
\QL
Huston by Act 68 of 1894
for the purpose of “fitting and preparing”

100 ibid.. pp. 234-236.

101 Tulane University of Louisiana, The Register. 1913—
1914* Ball atin Series 15, So. 13 (Sew Orleans* Tulane University of
Louisiana), p. 181.
Thlaae University of Louisiana, The Register. 19241925. Bulletin Series 26, Bo. 9 (New Orleans* Tulane University of
Louisiana), p. 397•
Stuart a. Noble and V. L* Hoy, The Personnel Prepara
tion and Programs of the High School Teaching Staff of Louisiana.
HR* ^ 4 * 9 P» 20.
Acts Passed by the General Assembly of Louisiana at
the Regular Session Begun and Held in the City of Baton Rouge on the
Fourteenth Day of May* 1896 CName and location of printer not given),
Act 6 8 .
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its students ®for the practical Industries of the age," entered
the field of teacher education, in 1908 —1909 , the report of
President Keepy stating that:
Special (elective Teaching Courses are
offered during the Senior Tear (in the
different courses) to those wishing to teach
the industrials etc *105
His report for 1911—1912 mentions a '•Pedagogy Course"
which offered "work in academic and industrial subjects for those
preparing to teach or to direct industrial courses in the public
schools of Louisiana."

The curriculum included "work in the usual

academic basic subjects, and in the professional subjects required
106
for a first-grade teacher’s certificate."
By 1913 the institution was placing greater emphasis
upon its program of teacher education*

During the 1913-1914 session

it offered the following courses in education 1 Psychology, Educa
tional Psychology, Special Methods, Observation and Practice
Teaching 1, Principles of Teaching, History of Education, School
Management, School Administration, and Observation and Practice
Teaching

In the same year, definite steps were taken in the
105

Bjen«* *1 Report of the State Superintendent of Public
Education to the Governor and to the General Assembly. 1908-1909
(Baton Rouges The Hew Advocate, Official Journal, 1910), p. 337*
Rjloa^nlal iffiaort of the State Superintendent of Public
Education to the Governor and to theGeneral Assembly of Louisiana*
1969-1910 and 1910-1911. o£. cit.. p. 173.
W
Louisiana Industrial Institute, natal opjua. 1913—
Bulletin, Tol. XI, No. 1 (Shreveport: Castle Printing Company,
1913), p. UO.
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direction or specialization,

the Domestic Science and Art

curriculum included Psychology, Principles of Teaching,
Sehool Management, and Theory and Practice of Teaching Domestic
Science and Art*108 The Music and Art curriculum included
the first three of these and substituted Special Methods for
109
The work in teacher education was greatly expanded by
1915«

In that year provision was made for the training of

teachers in the following curricula t
Heme Economics
Music and Art
Agriculture
Music
Business^®
A teacher's certificate and a diploma were given those
who took the five teacher-training coarsest

Educational Psychology,

Special Methods, School Management, Principles of Teaching, and
in
Practice Teaching*
In the same year a Hural Pedagogy curricu
lum required four terms of work in the industrial subjects and
Rural Economics and History of Education, in addition to the
no
teacher—training courses listed for the other curricula*

Ibid.. pp. 29-30.
109 Ibid.. pp. 33-34.

H1Q0
1

Louisiana Industrial Institute, Catalogue for 19151916* Bulletin, Vol. XIII, Ho* 1 (Shreveport? Castle Printing
Company, 1915), PP* 25-35*
ill
1* P* 251
112 Ibid., p. 38.
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In 19X3 the institution became a four-year college,
f&r&her increased its courses in education, and provided for
^.eelivefi in education in ail curricula*
n

yno

Ino years prior

elementary school had been, established for practice teach

ing, and by 19X3 the school had four critic teachers.'^*

in

addition to the courses previously offered, the following were
added in the Pedagogy Curriculum of the "Senior College
Department*$ Vocational Education, Primary Education, Secondary
Sdocation, and School Administration*^^
The next significant change was made in 1924 when the
name of the institution was changed to Louisiana Polytechnic
Institute and the following teacher-training curricula were
offereds
Primary Grade Teacher
Intermedia!e Grade Teacher
Grammar Grade Teacher,
High School Teacher**®
This program provided, opportunity for a greater degree
of specialization for the students, More attention was given
113
Louisiana Industrial Institute, Catalogue for 19181919* Bulletin, Vol. XVII, Ho* 2 (Shreveport$ Castle Printing
Company, 19X8), P* 58,
Louisiana polytechnic Institute, General Information
of Teacher-Training School* Nov. 1929* Bulletin. Vol. XXVII,
Ho. 4 T Typewritten, Pages not numbered.)
1916* op.
114

Louisiana Industrial Institute, Catalogue for 19X5p* 60.

Louisiana Polytechnic Institute, Prospectus» 1924—
1925. Bulletin, Vol. XXIX, No. 3 (Shreveports Castle Printing
Company, 1924), P* 37—38*
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both to content subjects in the field of specialization and to
methods of teaching theae subjects,
an entirely new course, was added.

Tests and Measurements,^**^
A total of forty-four

education courses were offered.116 These courses were taught
by eight members of the faculty of the institution*

Some of

these teachers taught in other departments and had other duties,
one being the registrar*

Two of them had doctor** degrees,

three had master *s degrees, and three had bachelor1a degrees*
The Model School faculty consisted of a principal and four
teachers, one for grades six and. seven, one for grades four and
five, and one each for grades three, two, and one.

The principal

had a master* s degree, two of the teachers had bachelor* s degrees
and the other three had completed two-year teacher-training
courses.119*
The continuous expansion of the institution** teachertraining program was indicative of an increasing service, and by
1925 a total of 764 students had completed the two-year teachertraining curricula*

Of this number only thirty-one were men,

and they took the general curriculum in teacher education*

A

great majority of the women completed the teacher education
curriculum in home economics*

The remainder of the women, 161,
120
took the same general curriculum as did the men*

117 B>id*. p* 38*
1X3 Ibid.. pp. 56-63.
Ibid.. pp. 6-9*
Personal letter to the author, dated March 25, 1947,
from Mrs. Ruby B. Pearce, Registrar, Louisiana Polytechnic Institute,
Ruston, Louisiana.
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6.

Southwestern Louisiana Institute

Southwestern Louisiana Institute, which was established
at Lafayette by Act 162 of 1898,121 entered the field of
teacher education in 1910, when It included in its program of
studies an Industrial Education Coarse, which was designed
"to prepare high—achool graduates and teachers holding firstgrade certificates to introduce industrial instruction into
the schools of the state."

the program for men included Work

shop, Agriculture, Agricultural Chemistry, Pedagogy, English,
and Spelling*

the wemenfs program varied from that of the men

by substituting Home Economics, Horticulture, and Chemistry for
Workshop, Agriculture, and Agricultural Chemistry.
The nest year this work was expanded, three separate
"Industrial Education Courses" (Agriculture, Construction Work,
and Home Economics) being offered.123

Two terms of pedagogy

were required In each course, the first dealing with the theory
Isl
and art of teaching and the second with Rural Pedagogy.
In

Acts Passed by the General Assembly of the State of
Louisiana at toe Regular Session Begun and Held in the City of
Baton Rouge on the Sixteenth Day of May 1898 (Baton Bouge:
lUe Advocate, 1898), Act 162.
1OP
Southwestern Louisiana Industrial Institute, Hintfa
Annual Catalogue. Institute Bulletin, Volume VII, Ho. 3, 1910
(Publisher not given), p. 24.
Southwestern Louisiana Industrial Institute, Tenth
Annual Catalogue. Institute,Bulletin, Volume VIII, Ho. 2, 1911
(Publisher not given), p. 47Ibid*, pp. 48-53*
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the same year, (1911) the institution hold its first summer
school, which was designed primarily for the training of
125
teachers*
the practice of employing outstanding teachers
from other institutions of higher learning and principals and
teachers from the better schools of the state was begun.
A model school, with a principal and two assistants, was also
operated.12?
A mors definite program of teacher education was estab
lished during the session of 1912—1913*

the work in industrial

education for teachers was continued with little change^*28 and
in addition to this a Teachers1 Training Course was begun*
course was composed of five subjectss

This

Psychology I, Psychology XX,

History of Education, Pedagogy, and Practice Teaching, the practice
teaching to be done in the public schools of Lafayette.^9
In 1915 the program was modified and expanded so as to
include four curricula in teacher educations
The Teacher-Training Course in Agriculture and
Farm Mechanics
The Teacher-Training Course in Home Economics

Ibid.. pp. 8-9*
126 Loc. cit*
^

Loc. cit.

128 Southwestern Louisiana Industrial Institute, Eleventh
Annual Catalogue* Institute Bulletin, Vol. IK, No* 2, 1912
(publisher not given), p. 30*
129 Ibid.. pp. 45-46.
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The Teacher—Training Course in Commerce
Hie Teacher-Training Course in Elementary Grades
The curriculum for the elementary grades represented a
new but significant type of specialised training*

For that

reason, an outline of the complete curriculum is given:
Teacher-Training Course in Elementary Grades*
First Year
First Term

Second Term

English
5
Trigonometry
£
Physiology
5
Art
5
Gymnastics
5
History of Education
5
Principles of Psychology 5

English
Arithmetic
Political Economy
Art
Gymnastics
General Methods
Educational
Psychology

5
5
5
5
5
5

Second fear
First Term
English
American History
Agriculture
Writing
Special Methods
Practice Teaching

Second Term
5
5
5
5
5
10

English
5
Civics
5
Agriculture
5
Writing
5
School Administration 5-.o-j
Practice Teaching
10A^

* The numbers represent periods per week
The requirement of six semester hours of education above the
two semesters of practice teaching, two hours daily, gave much
greater weight to professional courses in the elementary grades
130
Southwestern Louisiana Industrial Institute, Fourteenth
Annual Catalogue* Institute Bulletin, Vol* XII, No* 2, 1915 (New
Orleanss The L. Graham Company, 1915), P- 33*
131 I£id-» p. 87

than was given to t h m in the other teacher-training curricula.
Special Methods and Schosl Administration wars the only courses
required tor agriculture majors*132! One tera of Psychology and
School Administration was omitted from the home economics
133
curriculumm
This program was not greatly modified until 1920*
when both a two-year curriculum and a four—year curriculum In
teacher education were offered* the latter leading to the degree
of bachelor of science in education

Those who met these

requirements were certified to teach in high schools or to be
principals or supervisors*135
^
The Literary curriculum and the
Home Economics curriculum were also extended to four years* the
former leading to the degree of bachelor of arts* and the latter
to the degree of bachelor of science in education .-^36 ^h^ work
for elementary teachers had been divided into two curricula* a
"Primary Curriculum" for teachers of grades one to three and a
"Special Methods Curriculum" for teachers of grades four to
seven.137
In 1921 the teacher-training program consisted of the
following curriculaj

132 Ibid., p. 69.
133 JQjld., pp. 76-75.
^
Southwestern Louisiana Industrial Institute, Announce
ments tor 1020-1921. Institute Bulletin, Vol. XVII, No. 2, 1920
{publisher not given), p. 22*
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Two-Year
Two-Year
Bachelor
Bachelor

Normal Coarse la Pedagogy
Normal Course In Home Economics
of Science Degree in Education
of Science Degree in Home Economics

the Two-Year Normal Course in Pedagogy was designed to train
teachers for elementary schools*

Those planning to teach in

primary grades were required to take courses in primary methods
and to do practice teaching in the primary grades*

Those planning

to teach in the upper grades took courses in special methods for
the upper grades and did practice teaching at that level
The Two-Year Normal Course in Home Economics was designed for
teachers of home economics In Junior high schools and in consoli
dated-rural schools .^39
The number of education courses offered at this time was
' twenty—eight * The new courses included Classroom Management and
Supervision, Psychology of Reading* Educational Tests and Measure
ments, Psychology of High-school Subjects, Psychology of the
Abnormal, Principles of Secondary Education In Louisiana, Organiza
tion and Supervision of the Elementary School, Principles of
Study, Problems for Principals, and The Junior High School.
The institution greatly increased its offerings in teacher
education during th next three years.

In 1924 the following

curricula were suggested:

^
Southwestern Louisiana Industrial Institute, Twentyfirst Annual Catalogue* Institute Bulletin, Vol. XVIII, No. 3,
1921 (Publisher not given), pp. 33-39#
139 Ibid., pp. 40-41.
**** Ibid.. pp. 52-60.
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Four-Year Curricula
Science and Mathematics
English and History
History and French
English and French
Home Economics
Rural Education
Two-Year Curricula
Primary Education
Elementary Education
Public School Music
Physical Education
Gojsanercial Education^3*
The number of four-year curricula could be increased by
combinations ©f other subjects, such as science and agriculture
Thirty—four education courses were offered*
grouped around fields in education*

These courses were

The fields and the number

of courses in each follows .Psychology, nine; Elementary Educa
tion, eleven; Principles of Education, seven; Secondary Education,
three; School Administration, four*3-^

These courses were taught

by seven members of the School of Education faculty*

One of these

teachers had a doctor of literature degree and the other six had
bachelor of arts degrees

Only those students who took the two-

year teacher—training curricula were required to do student teaching*
This teaching was done in the public schools of the City of Lafayette

Southwestern Louisiana Industrial Institute, TwentyFourth Annual Catalogue* Institute Bulletin, Vol. XXI, Ho* 2, 1924
(publisher not given), pp, 115-122*
142
^

P- 115.
Ibid.. pp. 124—132.

***• Ibid... p. 111.
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under the direction or the head of the teacher-training department.
It was supervised by three critic teachers In the elementary
grades and two In the primary grades, all of whom had baccalaureate
degrees.*^
According to Stephens, sixteen students completed the
two-year normal course in 1913*

By 1924, 495 students had received

two—year normal—course diplomas, forty—three had received bachelor
of arts degrees and ten had taken bachelor of science degrees
in teacher-training courses
7*

St* Mary*s Dominican College

St. Mary's Dominican College, originally St. Mary1® Dominican
Academy, was founded in New Orleans in I860 by the Dominican
Sisters of Cobra, Dublin, Ireland."^^

It remained an academy

until given the authority by legislative action in 1910 to confer
degrees and diplomas.^*®

This action came partly as a result of

successful efforts on the part of the Institution to establish a
normal school in 1908 .^*^

145 Ibid.. p. 122.
U.A
Margaret Stephens, **A History of Southwestern Louisiana
Institute, 1900—1936? (unpublished Master*s thesis, George Peabody
College for teachers, Nashville, 1937), p. 93*
St. Mary* s Dominican College, Catalogue. 1946—1947
(Publisher not given), p. 7*
Acts Passed by the General Assembly of the State of
Louisiana at the Regular Session Begun and Held in the City of Baton
Rouge o*T~the Ninth Day of May. 1910 (Baton Rouges The New Advocate,
Official Journal, 1910), Act No. 22.
St. Mary*s Dominican College, Catalogue. 1946-1947*
op. cit., p. 8 .
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In X9JL0 the two—year normal course included the following
education courses* Principles of Teaching, History of Education,
Psychology, Elementary Methods, Classroom Management, Educational
Measurements, and Practice Teaching*

The same courses were given

in the College Course of four years, the majority being offered
in the senior year*^*^
As time passed, these courses were modified to suit
changing conditions and demands, much as they were in other institutions*151
^ Ho exact record of the number of graduates of the
te&cher-training course Is available for the period under considera
tion, tot a total of 1 5 0 appears to be a conservative estimate* ^ 2
8.

Louisiana College

Louisiana College did not begin a definite program of
teacher education until 1 9 2 4 * It offered some work in education,
however, as early as 1910—1911*

In that yeas the School of Music

offered a three—session course intended »to qualify young men and
young women for an active career in conducting and teaching in
musical institutes, normal schools, and evangelistic singing***^3

^■50 Personal letter to the author, dated Feb* 23, 1947#
from Sister Mary Eugene, 0* P*, Registrar, St* Mary*a Dominican
College, Mew Orleans*
151 *££-• clt»
Loe, cit*
Louisiana College, Fifth Annual Catalogue and Announce
ments for the Session of 1911-I9i^ (iUS£aridria s ChronicXe PuhLiahIng Company,19IO), p . 51.
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la the safte year the School ©f Philosophy and Sconomi.cs offered
a eourse la History and Philosophy of Education
By 1914 the college's program of teacher education
m i accepted as the basis for a ttpermanent certificate to teach
1a sscf of the public schools of Louisiana, without examinetion,
155
except is theory and art of teaching.**
In the following year
the School of Philosophy and Education offered its usual course*
History ef Education* and an additional one in theory and Art of
leaching* «a practical course including textbook work* collateral
reading* writing of themes* and lesson plans* and practical
156
teaching.11
Ihe program for 1916-1917 was planned to meet the
certification requirements for high-sehool teachers*^*^ a
beginning in specialisation.
9* Mansfield Female College
Mansfield Female College was offering courses in educa
tion as early as 1912.

Ihe earliest available records show that

Myrtle Hunt took Psychology and History of Education in 1912
154 Ibid«t pp. 47—48.
Louisiana College* Eighth Annual Catalogue and Announce
ments for the Session 1911—1915 ifAlexandriag Chronicle Fublishing
Company, 1913)* P* 31156 Louisiana College* Ninth Annual Catalogue and Announce
ments for the Session 1915-1916 (Alexandria t Chronicle Publishing
Company* 1914)* p* 53*
Louisiana College* Eleventh Annual Catalogue and Announcemeats for the Session 1917-1918 (Alexandria s Chronicle Publishing
Company, 191&)* p. 33*
^*58 Mansfield Female College* Records 1912—1921. p. 183*
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The following year Lore. Hughes took Pedagogy, Teaching* and
History of Education
In 1917 the institution had a Nomal Department and was
offering the two-year teacher-training course listed below
The numerals indicate the time In years devoted to each subject.^*'
Junior Tear
English
Trigonometry
Arithmetic and
Algebra (Review)
History (Selected)
Psychology
Pedagogy

1
J
4
1
i
J

Senior Tear
English : Grammar Review,
Oral Work.
Methods
History of Education
Biblogic Sciences
Observation and Practice
Teaching
Sight Singing

1
h
J
1
1
1

The only change made in this program by 1924 was the
elimination of Pedagogy and the increasing of the study of
Psychology from one-half year to one year*1&2
The Normal Department was evidently established in 1911,
as a list of graduates shows that the first wL*I*tt (Licensed
Instructor) diplomas were granted in 1913*^^

By 1924 a total of

I65 such diplomas had been granted, the greatest number in any
one year being thirty—three in 1923

159 Ibid** P* 1S2*
^
Mansfield Female College, Catalogue* 1917—191$»
(Publisher not given), p. G.
i61 Ibid*» p* 7*
Mansfield Female College, Catalogue* 1923—1924* £|>«
cit* , p * 8 *
163 Ibid.. p. 34.
164 Ibid.. pp. 34-36.
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lO.

Sil Iiraan Collegiate Institute

Silliman Collegiate institute established a TeacherTraining Department between 1911 and 1919*
be determined.
tion

w

The exact year cannot

In 1911, the only work offered in teacher educa

a course in Philosophy and

pedagogy

j$y

1919 a

Teacher—Training Department had been established and the Educa
tion courses off©red were General Psychology, Principles of
Teaching, Special Methods, Educational Psychology, School Manage—
■|fJL

sent, and Observation and Practice Teaching,

*

The teacher—training curriculum met the requirements of
the State Beard of Education at that time, and graduates of the
college ©ho had taken the course were entitled to a first—grade
teacher*s certificate without examination*^^

The institution

continued to offer teacher-training throughout this period*
The annual report of the State Department of Education for the
session of 1924-1925 listed seven graduates*

This was perhaps

lower than the average number, as the report for 1920-1921
shewed sixteen graduates for that session *“^^

^
Personal correspondence between the author and T* H.
Spencer, Jr*, Curator, Historical foundation, Presbyterian and
Reformed Churches, Montreat, Horth Carolina, January 2, 1947 •
166 Silliman Collegiate Institute, Announcement* 1919-1920
{Publisher not given), pp* 20-21.
167 Ibid., p. 21.

Ahth3A^ Report of the State Department of Education of
Ihuiciaaa for the Session of 1924-1925 (Baton Rouges Raraires-Jonea
Printing Company, 1926), p.
1^9 tHonnl al Report of the State Superintendent of Public
Education of Louisiana, Session 1920-1921 (Baton Rouges RamiresJones Printing Company), p. 115*
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IX.

Loyola University

Loyola University, founded by the Jesuit Fathers in
X9XX^*^ and chartered by the State of Louisiana in 1912^^
a
with poser to grant degrees > began work In teacher education in
the summer of 1920*^^

The program of studies was designed

to assist teachers In passing examinations, and consisted largely
of a review of the subjects covered by the examinations „173
By 1923 Educational Psychology, Educational Measure—
M t s f Principles of Teaching, Special Methods, School ManageMot, and Observation and Practice Teaching had been added to
the tmimsr nrhnol program, and college credit m s allowed for
these course® *374

teacher—training work was given during

say regular sessions until 1924*

Available records do not show

the number of teachers trained during this period,, but twentyfive students completed the four-year education course in 1926.^^

Loyola University, Catalogue. 1915-1916 (Publisher
not given}, p. 12.
Ibid.. p. 2.
^
Personal correspondence between the author and the
Eeverend Father IShmlaa, 3. J., Chainaan, Department of Education
o d Physical Education, Loyola University, October 21, 1946.
lfi£* ®it.
Loyola University, Catalogue. 1922-1923 (Publisher
net given), p. 66.
Department of Education of Louisiana,- Annual
keport for the Session 1925-1926 (Baton Boug©: Ramiros—Jones
Printing Company, 1927), p. 174.
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12* Centenary College
Centenary College offered one course In education as
early so 1909* this subject being listed as one of the courses
on the record sheet of L. &• Martin* who entered the college
176
that year*
However, it did not begin a definite program of
teacher education until 1921, when it offered courses designed
primarily to assist teachers in Sunday School work*

Hie courses

offered in 1921—1922 included History of Bducatlon, Educational
Psychology, Genetic Psychology, Principles and Methods of
Religious Education, “She Sunday School, teacher—gaining for
the Sunday School*177
A shift to the education of teachers for the public schools
was soon made*

The offering© for 1922—1923 included: History

of Education, Educational Psychology, Genetic Psychology,
Principles of Secondary Education, Essentials of Test© and
Measurements; School Hygiene* and General Psychology.***^
Two years later special emphasis was given to preparation
for teaching at different levels in the public schools, the follow
ing courses being addeds History of Modem Elementary Education,
Principles of Teaching, The Junior High School, Methods of
Teaching in the High School, Psychology of Childhood, and Student
176

Centenary College Records * Record Sheet of 1. E.
Martin (Pages -arranged alphabetically, but not numbered*)
Centenary College of Louisiana, Bulletin,, 1921—1922
(Publisher not given), pp* 36—37*
Centenary College of Louisiana, Catalogue, 1922-1923*
Bulletin, Vol. 90, No. 5 (Publisher not given), pp. 49-50.
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Teaching in the Elementary Grades .*-79
13*

College of the Sacred Heart

College of the Sacred Heart, though founded at Grand
Coteau In 1818, did not begin a definite program of teacher
180
education until 1921*
At that time the courses included
the following s General Methods, Materials and Methods in
Arithmetic, Principles of Teaching, Classroom Management, History
of Education, Primary Instruction, Practice Teaching, and
Drawing
Those who completed the Teacher-Training Course were
entitled to a teacher* s certificate without an examination,
and at the mid of the 1920—1921 session there were six graduates*
By 1925 this number had increased to fourteen
14*

St. Vincentfs College and Acadeayr

' St* Vincent*c College and Academy, founded at Shreveport
in 1868, began a definite program of teacher education in 1918*

^79 Centenary College of Louisiana, Catalogue of 1924—
1925* Bulletin Vol. 92, Ho. 1 (Publisher not given), pp. 64-66.
180

1944—1945

College of the Sacred Heart, Bulletin of Information,
(Publisher not given), p* 3*

WKL Personal letter to the author dated February 25, 1947,
from Mother M* Ersklne, R.3.C.J*, President*
132 College of the Sacred Heart, Bulletin of Information*
1944—1945* op* cit., p •3•
Annual Report of the State Department of education of
Louisiana for the Session 1924—1925 (Baton Rouges Ramires—Jones
Printing Company, 192&J, p. 87*
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At that time It was registered by the State Department or Sducation as a normal c o l l e glBA
e * T h e two-year curricula were designed
to prepare teachers for primary grades, intermediate grades, and
grammar grades

tifcese included a greater number of educa

tion courses than was offered by the other small institutions
at that time, the total number of courses being sixteen, as
follows i Psychology I, Psychology II, Psychology of Education,
Essentials of Tests and Measurements, Principles of Teaching,
Methods In Primary Grades, Methods in Arithmetic, 'Methods in
Intermediate Grades, Educational Sociology, History of Education,
Student Teaching in the Grades, Philosophy of Education I,
Philosophy of Education II, and Physiology of Education III*^^
Each of these courses had a credit value of one unit except
student teaching, which had a maximum value of three units*

'

A total of six units in education was required for each
of the curricula, Principles of Teaching, Psychology I and II,
188
and Student Teaching being required In all three*
Both the

Lilia B* McClure and J. Ed Howe, History of Shreveport
Shreveoort Ftalldara (Shreveports J* Ed Howe, Publisher, 193%
p* I6 9 *
St* Vincentfs College, Bulletin* 1919 (Publisher not
given), pp.
Ibid.. pp. 26-28.
137 L°c- el*.
188 Ibid.. p. 3.
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muter ©f curricula and the number or education courses were
unusually large for a private institution or this kind, but
very few students took advantage of it, the number of graduates
is 19^5 being only three.
C.

Progress of Teacher Education During the Period
The discussion in this chapter has been devoted to the

amounts and types of professional education given in normal
schools and colleges from 1906 to 1 9 2 4 * It was shown in the
preceding chapter that at the beginning of this period in 1906
there were 4470 teachers in the state.

Of this number, 1563>

or 35 per cent, were graduates of two-year teacher—training
departments.

Ho reference was made to the number of four-year

college graduates as no account of the number could be found.
It must be assumed that the number was so small as to be
negligible, since in 1 9 H it was only 174
In 1915, the middle of this period, the number of teachers
had risen to 5981 , of which number 2098 , or 35 per cent were
graduates of two-year teacher-training departments.

The fact

that the percentage of graduates of two-year normal schools had
not risen, tends to indicate that not much progress had been
made.

However, there were at this time 613, or 10.3 per cent.

Annual Report of the State Department of Education of
Xpttisiana for the Session 1924—1925. o p . cit.. p. 37*
Biennial Report of the State Superintendent of Public
Education to the Governor and to the General Assembly. School
Segsioii~f 19^-1910 and 1910-191^- Part H (Baton Rouge s RamlresJones Printing Company, 1912), pp. 12-13.
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ttf th e teachers who w o r e college

Bat it should b© noted that 415, or 69 per

of progress**^*

eent of the four—year graduates
outside of Louisiana.
That the
had not risen

192

may be due largely to the fact that the Louisiana
and the Hew Orleans Normal School were still

responsible for almost
While

The

of the period,
the state

all work being done in the state at this

it is true that other institutions had begun such

work, the number
negligble*

were graduates of institutions

percentage of two-year nomal-school graduates

State Normal School

level*

graduates, which is indicative

of teachers they had trained by this time was
results of their work became apparent by the end

however.

In 1924 there were 3,406 teachers In

and 3939, or 46*9 per' cent of them, were graduates of

two-year teacher— training departments.
is

Greater progress still

evidenced by the fact that 1492 , or 1 7 -7 per cent, were college

graduates
Another way of noting the progress is to observe the
increase in
number

numbers of two-year and four—year graduates.

The

of two-year graduates rose from 1563 in 1906 to 2093 ia

1915, an increase of 33*9 P®** cent, and to 3939 in 1924, an

Louisiana Department of Education, Pictures of Public
School Interests and Discussions of Public School Questions. Part IV
of the Biennia” Report of 1913-1914 and 1934—1915 (Baton Rouge:
Kamires-Jones Printing Company, 1934), P* 10.
Bo g * cit.
*•93 Annual Report of the State Department of Education of
Louisiana for the Session 1923—1924. op. cit., p * 20.
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increase of 88.2 per cent from 1915 to 1924-

The number of

college graduates rose from 174 in 1911 to 618 in 1915*
increase of 2 5 5 *2 per cent in four years* and then to 1492
in 1924 * another increase of 141*4 per cent in nine years.
Ihese figures show that in this period from 1906 to 1924 the
total number of teachers in the state increased by only 88 per
cent.

During the same period the number of those who were

graduates of two-year teacher-training programs increased by
152 per cent* and the number who were graduates of four-year

college programs increased by 757 per cent from 1911 to 1924 *
Examination of the programs of education at the beginning*
at the middle* and at the end of the period leads to the conclu
sion that the quality of training had also improved.

CHAPTER. 1
SPECIALIZATION M

TEACHER EDUCATION

1925-1947
The term ’’specialization1* as used In this study refers
to that part of a teacher’s training which was Intended to prepare
for a special kind of teaching position, such as primary teacher,
mathematics teacher, principal of an elementary school, or
supervisor of instruction*

The spread of specialized training

to different teacher-training Institutions of the state and the
effect which It had upon their programs are referred to as the
^specialization movement.«
Seme of the evidence presented in Chapter IV shows that
specialisation in teacher education was begun by the Louisiana
State Normal School as early as 1912, that it was steadily
increased in this school, and that It was begun In other schools*
By 1924, the end of the period of **Expansion and Improvement
in the State Program of Teacher Education,f< the specialization
movement was well under way*

It should be pointed out, however,

that much of this specialized training was not required by the
certification laws of the day and that the shortage of teachers
created by World War I greatly Interfered with the enforcement
of certification requirements • The result was that the teacher—
training schools were not greatly affected by specialization
220
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until after the certification regulations of 1924-1925 and
those of 1929 became operative.
Ibis chapter is devoted to a discussion of the specializa
tion movement during the period from 1925 to 1947 and deals with;
factors that created & demand for specialization; modifications
of teacher education during the period; and the status of teacher
education at the close of the period, 1947 *
A*

Factors That Created a Demand for Specialization
Several developments during this period made specializa

tion not only more desirable but necessary. Some of the develop
ments pertained to the high school, some to the elementary school,
some to the whole curriculum of the public schools, and some to
the various certification requirements set up during the period.
These cure discussed under the following titles;
High— School

The Expanding

Program of Studies; The State—Approved Elementary

School; the State-Wide Program of Curriculum Revision; and
Specialization as a Result of Certification Requirements.
1*

The Expanding High-School Program of Studies
The authorization of high schools in 1904 by the State Board

of Education was accompanied by the setting up of programs of studies
for tee high—school departments of authorized schools. One of the
earliest of the programs was that of 1904*

This was a three—year

program and contained only four Melectives,” French, bookkeeping,
stenography and typewriting, and English history*

Except for

«nnUl Report of the State Superintandant of Public
Education to the “flanera! Assembly. 1904—1905 (Baton Rouges The

Times, Official Journal of Louisiana), p. 127.
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the

electdT©af all students were required to take the same work,

as there was only one curriculum.
the

the subjects Included

following2 mathematics, (algebra and geometry), physical

geography, literature, English, Latin, the sciences (botany,
soology, physics, chemistry, and physiology), history, "The
2
Arts,” music, penmanship, drawing and physical culture.
the employment of Dr. S. &• Weber as high—school inspector
in 1907^ resulted in real development and expansion of tills
program.

In 1909 the State Department of Education adopted a

program consisting of three curricula, literary, commercial, and
agricultural, each of which required, four years for completion.^"
the addition of two curricula and an extra year of study to the
program created a need for better training of teachers and also
made necessary some specialised training.

The placing of agri

culture in the high school program, for instance, made necessary
the employment of teachers with special training in agriculture, and
this was perhaps the most significant change.^

The commercial

curricula included the new subjects of economics or commercial

2

cit*

3
Ia I Beport of the State Superintendent of Public
Education to the Governor and to the General Assembly, 1908-1909
(Baton Bouges She Sew Advocate, Official Journal, 1910}, p. 36*
^ State Course of Study for High Schools of Louisiana.
I909 —I913 (Baton Bouge% The Sew Advocate, Official Journal, I9 O9 )»
pp. 19 ^2 D«
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history and cauasrclsl geography or commercial law.

It also

made bookkeeping and typewriting and stenography required
subjects instead of electives, and this expansion made necessary
additional specialised training for commercial teachers.

6

The

mere advanced work required in the fourth year perhaps created
a need for additional training on the part of some teachers; and
the Inclusion of German, Greek or Spanish, along with Latin
and French, as electives may also have required more specializa
tion,^
the high—school program of studies was expanded again
in 1916 so that it included five curricula:

literary, agri-

cultural, domestic economy, commercial, and general.&

The inclu

sion of two new curricula at this time, however, did not have
as great effect as it had in 1912, the addition of domestic
economy being the only change that made necessary additional
special training for teachers.
Several additional changes were made in the program of
studies during the next twenty years, so that by 1937 the highschool program contained a college—preparatory curriculum, a
home—economics curriculum, an agricultural curriculum, and an
industrial—arts curriculum, each of which included subjects

Inc. cit•
I/£C« cl^«

S State Course of Study for High Schools of Louisiana^ 1914
(Baton Rouges Ramires-Jones Printing Company, 1913), PP* 13-14*
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requiring inch specialized training.9

Industrial arts, which

included, general shop, woodwork, mechanical drawing, elementary
electricity, motor mechanic s, machine shop, and sheet metal—
craft, was an entirely new curriculum.^*0

Other subjects which

were not in the earlier curricula were speech, vocations, solid
geometry, plane trigonometry, sociology, problems of democracy,
office practice, and salesmanship and advertising.^
Another feature of this program which made specialization of
training necessary was the inclusion of four full years of study
in many of the subjects, the last two years often being of a
rather- advanced nature.

Four years each of the following languages,

for example, were included s Latin, French, Spanish, German,
12
Italian.
Ifae program in music included vocal music, music
appreciation and history, instrumental music, and music theory,
each of which was divided into several distinct divisions that
might well be a major field of study*
In order that a better understanding may be had of the
amount ©f specialized training required of the high—school teachers
in 1944, the major fields of study and the maximum number of units
offered in each are listed here:

9 State Department of Education of Louisiana, Louisiana
Blah School Standards. Organization, and Administration. Bulletin
Ifumber 337, 1937 (Hew Orleans: Thomas J. Moran*a Sons, 1937),
pp. 52 -6I.
10 Ibid.. p. 39.
11 Ibid.. pp. 31-37.
12 XbiA,. p. 35-
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Fields of Instruction
Social Studies
Mathematics
Science
Foreign Language
Home Economics
Agriculture
Business Education
Industrial Arts
Art
Health, Physical and Safety
Education
Music
Tctal

Maximum Units
10
7

4

20
4
4

9
94
2
1

27»213
104.2

One other development whichaccompanied the expansion of
the high—school curriculum and which influenced teacher educa
tion was the program of supervision of high-school instruction,
this work, begun as «high-school Inspection® in 1907 by Weber,
was expanded and improved at the same time as was the highschool curriculum.
Expansion was bogus almost immediately after Weber was
alloyed*

S. S. Richardson was listed as Inspector of Agricultural

Schools in the biennial report of Superintendent Harris for 190814
1909,
and Hiss Elizabeth Salley as Inspector of Domestic Seienc<
Schools in the report for 1911-1913•^

Thus, within a period of

^ John B* Hobson and R. R. Ewerz, Program of Studies foy
LouisjAna High Schools. Predicated on the Twelve-Year Program.
Hoyamber. 1944 (A Chart issued by John £• Coxe, State Superintendent
of Education, 1944).
^

Report of the State Superintendent of Public
to the Governor and to the General Assembly. 1909—1911.

P P . Cit. . p. 6m

^ Ri<mniftl Report of the State Superintendent of Public
Education to the Governor and to the General Assembly. 1911-1913.
OR* £|t*> p. 3.
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fiv® years, the number «f inspectors had increased from one
to three, two of the three working in specialized fields*
Additions and changes were made in the organization for

high^sehoel supervision as time passed*

By 1924, the State

S a p r t m m t of Education staff responsible for high—school
supervision consisted of the following s
State High-School Inspector
Assistant State High-School Inspector
State Supervisor of Physical Education
State Supervisor of Agriculture
State Supervisor of Home Economics
Assistant State Supervisor of Home Economies
State Supervisor of Agricultural Teacher-Training *
Passage of time brought still further additions to the
staff, indicating more emphasis upon specialization*

The

supervisory staff for high-school instruction in 1940 was:
Supervisor
Supervisor
Supervisor
Supervisor
Supervisor
Supervisor
Supervisor
Supervisor
Supervisor
Supervisor

of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of

English and Language Arts
Mathematics and Science
Social Studies
Commerce
Home Economics
Vocational Agriculture
Music School Libraries
Health, Physical* and Safety Education
Industrial Arts^*?

At this time the Supervisor.of Home Economics had four
assistants, the Supervisor of Vocational Agriculture had two
, and the Supervisor of Music had one assistant, making

^ hnnnsti Heport of the State Department of Education for
the Session 1923-1924 tBaton Rouge s Ramires-Jones Printing Company,
1924), P» 4*
^•7 state Department of Education of Louisiana* Ninety-*
fjret ArmnaT Report for the Session 1919—1940 (issued by John E*
Coke, State Supervisor of Public Education), pp* 7-S •
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a total of seventeen members of the staff.

It should be

pointed aitf however, that tilth perhaps the exception of home
economics, industrial arts, and vocational agriculture* these
supervisors dealt with the elementary schools as well as the
IS

high schools.

Some changes have been made since 1940* but the

basic idea of having supervision along subject or specialised
lines still prevails*
2.

The St&te—Approved Elementary School

Certain factors which helped to develop the present program
of st&te—approval of elementary schools were instrumental in raising
the standards and levels of teacher education* One of these
factors was state supervision of the elementary schools and the
other was certification of teachers*
The inauguration of % program of state supervision for
rural schools in 1909 soon brought out the fact that the teachers
in these small schools were not as well qualified as were those
of the larger schools. Replies to a questionnaire which the
Supervisor of Rural Elementary Schools, C. J. Brown, sent to the
various parish superintendents immediately after his appointment as
supervisor, in 1909* show that approximately three—fourths of the
parish superintendents felt that the teachers in their one—room
schools were inferior to those in the larger schools*^

Results

18 T
■
|ac« cijt*
^ Biennial Report of the State Superintendent of Public
Education to the Governor and to the General Assembly* 1908—1909»
QP» eit*. p. 2A2*
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of this questionnaire brought to the attention of the school
people and of the
public> the disadvantages under which these
*•
inferior teachers had to work, disadvantages as to buildings,
equipment, accessibility of the schools, and poor courses of
study
those findings caused Supervisor Brown to make several
recommendations, two of which had an important bearing upon
teacher education« These were that many small schools be con
solidated and that the general qualification requirements of
teachers be raised*

It has already been shown that consolida

tion of schools helped to raise the level of teacher education*
Brown’s direet recommendation to raise the qualification require
ments, especially as it was based upon such clear evidence of
need, was probably partly responsible for the comparatively high
level of training that came to be required for teachers of the
elementary schools 21
For several years the work of the Supervisor was more in
the field of organization and administration than in the super
vision of instruction*

However, by 1917, attention was being

shifted to the classroom and to the quality of teaching.

In that

year standardized achievement tests were given in a number of
schools.

These tests led Supervisor Brown to reports
In our efforts during the past scveral years
to consolidate schools, raise funds, and build

^

Ibid.« PP* 241—243*

^

Ibid.^ pp. 2ij.7"25I*
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school houses we have lost sight of that
dose supervision of the classroom work
absolutely essential to effective teaching*
We have built up splendid school plants in
many if not most parishes, but the work being
done in them is far inferior as yet to what we
might reasonably expect. We believe that these
tests will stimulate rapid improvement along
this line*2*
the following year Assistant Supervisor J* M. Foote, after
briefly reviewing the achievements in such factors as organisa
tion, consolidation, and administration suggested that
Having constructed this large educational
plant, we should begin to ascertain the facts
about the product* We should look carefully
into the actual operation of the schools and
find out a few of the essential things about the
results of the instruction that the children are
receiving*2’
these statements by Brown and Foote indicate a changing
concept of the activities of the elementary supervisors*

Events

of the next few years show clearly that a shift in viewpoint was
made*

Much more time and effort were given to supervision of

instruction and much less to organization and administration*
In 1920^ the Elementary Division of the State Department of
22

Louisiana State Department of Education* Field Force
Reports for the Month of October. 1917 * Educational Bulletin*
Volume 3 , Number 1, 1917 (Publisher not given), p. 27 •
^ Louisiana State Department of Education, Field Force
Reports for the Month of January* 191&* Educational Bulletin*
Volume 3, No* 4, 191& TPublisher not given), pp. 7-8*
^ Murphy P* Rogers, A State* s Supervislon of Its Eleraen— ,
tary Schools* The Development and Present Activities of the
Elementary Division of the State Department of Education of Louisiana,
and a Program of Its Future Service, Teachers College, Columbia
University, Contributions to Education, No* 679 (New Tork City*
Bureau of Publications, Columbia University, 1936), p* 30*
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SlucaUon began the practice of preparing in advance of the
opening of schools each fall, state supervisory programs, a
practice designed to center the supervisorsf attention upon
instruction.
The activities listed in these programs were intended
to improve instruction, and thus, indirectly, to improve the
instructors. Many of them appear to have been planned
especially for the better education of the teacher.

Among the

most significant activities listed in the first three programs,
beginning in 1920, were the followings
1.
2.
3*

4*
5*
6*

CMLve more attention to explaining and
Interpreting the Course of Study with a
view to making it more useful.
Supply professional references, classified
by subjects*
Supply teachers with and encourage them to
use a rating scale for teachers in service*
The purpose of this will be *self-improve
ment through self—rating."
Give instruction in methods of teaching,
Teach demonstration lessons •
Prepare, use, and distribute illustrative
lesson in reading, arithmetic, language,
spelling, and geography. *

These efforts on the part of the state supervisor to
improve instruction and instructors were supplemented greatly
in 1920 when Superintendent Harris began a movement to provide
perish supervisors*^ By 1925 seventeen parishes had supervisors^

PP* 30-31.
26 Ibid.. p. 28.
^ state Department of Education of Louisiana, Annual
Report for the Session. 1925-1926 (Baton Rouges Kami res-Jones
Printing Company, 1927), P* 179
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and by 1946 fifty-six parishes had thesu2^ Many of the parishes
In 1946 had wore than one supervisor, Orleans having three
supervisors and fifteen specialists In the various school sub
jects*^
The intensified and concerted efforts on the part of
the pariah and state supervisors to Improve Instruction brought
to light the need for a standardised elementary school, Just
as in earlier years similar efforts on the part of the highschool Inspectors had revealed a need for a standardized high
school*

This need for a standardized elementary school was

brought before the annual conference of supervisors in 1926, and
a coBs&ittee of supervisors and superintendents was appointed to
prepare a list of standards for use la approving elementary
30
schools*
The Committee’s report and recommendations were
adopted by the State Board of Education, September 13* 1928.
The principal items upon shleh the schools were to be evaluated
ineluded course of study, length of term, qualifications of
teachers, teaching load, buildings and grounds, and equipment •
Many of the factors relating to the "Approved Elementary

State Department of Education of Louisiana, Louisiana
School Directory, Session 1946-1947* (Issued by John E. Coxe,
State Superintendent of Public Education, 1946), pp. 8—12*
29 Ibid*. pp. 10-11.
3° State Department of Education of Louisiana, Annual
Report for the Session* 1928-1929. (Baton Rouge j Raaires-Jones
Printing Company, 1929), p. 28.
Loc. cit.
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Sch»©l8 were als» related to teacher e ducation, as baa been
shown*

However, the setting of comparatively high qualifies—

tiomi for teachers In anch schools was more directly related
to this than any of the other factors,

A comparison of the

standards for elementary teachers In unapproved schools with
those in approved schools will show to what extent this la
true.

Item three of the list of standards follows *
Qualifications of Teachers: Every teacher
mast hold at least a Glass XXI certificate.
Every new teacher who is a graduate of an
approved teacher-training institution must
teach in the department (primary, intermediate,
or grammar grade) In which she is specialised
in the teacher-training institution. Principals
of schools having more than two teachers must
have had at least two yearsf teaching experience,^
Below the Class XXI certificate from the standpoint of

qualifications were the First-Grade Certificate, the SecondGrade Certificate, and the Third-Grade Certificate.^ At this
same time there were 9605 teachers with Glass XXX certificates
and 6535 ^ with certificates of the lower ranks, certificates
which would bar them from working in an approved school,

This

factor was probably instrumental in causing many teachers already

^ j££* cit.
^ State Department of Education of Louisiana, Teachers*
Certifjcates (White) {A Leaflet of Seven Pages, issued by T* H.
Harris, State Superintendent of Public Education, July 1926),
pp, 5-7.
^ State Department of Education of Louisiana, Annual
Report for the Session 1928-1929, o p , c i t . » p» 160.
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in senric# to Increase their trainingj and the requirement that
beginning teachers In an approved school be graduates of
teacher-training Institutions doubtless stimulated many of those
In training to continue in school until they graduated, when
they might otherwise have left school before graduation*
3*

She State-Wide Program of Curriculum Revision
This discussion attempts to show how the curriculum-

revision movement contributed to the education of teachers in
Louisiana.

Evidence that this movement was related to teacher

education is contained in the "Foreword" of the first bulletin
prepared by those engaged in the revision project*

The first

sentence of this "Foreword,” written by State Superintendent
Harris, states that "The purpose of a program of curriculum
development is to improve teaching and learning*"^
The movement had Its origin in a conference held in the
spring of 1936 with members of the staff of Teachers* College of
Louisiana State University and members of the State Department
of Education participating.^6

As a result of this conference the

University offered a course in curriculum study in the summer of
1936 "to formulate a plan of organization and to prepare a bulletin
to direct the study."^

35 State Department of Education of Louisiana, Louisiana
Progr^ffi of Curriculum Development» Bulletin, Number 324* 1936
(Publisher not given), p* 5» (Italxcs not in the original)
^ Ibid** p* 9.
^

loc. cit*
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This course, "Education 270

Curriculum Studies,"

i m conducted by E* B. Hubert, Processor of Education, Louisiana
State University, and A* M. Hopper, State Supervisor of KL©m.en*~
tary

S

c

h

o

o

l

©

.

the elaaa of forty-seven was made up of class

room teachers, principals, parish supervisors, city supervisors,
parish superintendenta, members of the faculties of some of the
teacher*~training institutions, and members of the State Depart
ment of Education.^
2he participation of a group of this kind in a cooperative

study of the curriculum of the public schools of the state for
one period of nine weeks would, within itself, contribute some
what to teacher education . However, the plan of organisation and
study proposed and followed by the group, caused the movement
eventually to reach a relatively large proportion of the teachers
©f the state.

The plan called for participation in the study by

every teacher in the state, as a member of one or more of the
following study units 5 schoo, parish, district, state;idD and it
resulted in the continuation of the study through 1939—1940 .41
The organization and program of work suggested for each
of the unit© helped to make the undertaking more valuable.

A

38 Ibid.. p. 7.
^ Ibid.. pp. 7-3.
*° Ibid., p. 10.
41 state Department of Education of Louisiana, Louisiana
Program for the Improvement of Instruction. Bulletin No. 415*
1939 (Publisher not given), pp. 3-4.
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School Unit mam to be composed of the faculty of one school
oar the faculties of several saall schools.

These school units

were to organise, study and prepare reports on «(1) Purpose and
Meed of a State-wide Study of the Curriculum and (2) Sasic
Philosophy and Guiding Principles in Curriculum Development”
during the first month or six weeks of the 1936-1937 session.^2
On completion of these assignments, they were «to study and
prepare reports on the other sections of the bulletin8 which
TOPS} Organisation for Curriculum Study; the Aims of Education;
Pupil Seeds, Purposes and Interests; Nature and Scope of the
Curriculum? and Teaching Procedures.^
Ita Pariah Unit was to consist of two representatives
from each school unit and was to meet at such times and places
as the parish organisation, of teachers or the parish superin—
m

tendent might decide.

-

The function of this unit was Hto

coordinate the findings of the several reports from the School
Units and to report its findings to the next higher group, the
District Unit.**^*
The state was to be divided Into districts and the
District Unit was to be composed of two delegates from each
parish in the district • This Unit was to meet at a teachertraining institution and its function was 8to consider and

^ State Department of Education of Louisiana, Program of
Curriculum Development« Bulletin No. 324, 1936, op. cit., p. 10.
Ibid.. pp. 3-4.
44 Ibid.. p. 10
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coordinate reporta from the Parish Units and report its find
ings to the State Unit."^5
the State Unit was to be composed of Mthe State Director
of Curriculum, the State Consultant, and at least three represen
tatives from each District Unit.”

the State Unit was to meet

at such times and places as the State Director of Curriculum
might designate, three meetings being suggested as a minimum.
The function of this Unit was to coordinate the reports of the
District Units and prepare a report that would be made available
to the teachers of the state
The meetings were to be conducted through round-table
discussions, panel discussions, and lectures.

The discussions

were to be directed in such a way as to secure a maximum of
participation by everyone present, stress being placed upon a
feeling of responsibility for the success of the meeting by each
individual. Careful planning by the chairman or group leader
was to precede each meeting to insure a well—organized and welladministered meeting.47
Additional suggestions concerning the meetings — suggestions
that would contribute to the professional growth of teachers who
followed them — were:
Informal discussion preferable to rigid formality,
Opportunity for teachers to draw from their experiences.
45
^

clt.
Ibid.. pp. 10-11.

M Ibid.. pp. 11-14.
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Expressions of opinions, questions and illustra
tive contributions encouraged*
Emphasis upon reconstruction of experiences
rather than upon information from books*
Thinking directed from specific topics toward
generalizations which members of the group
may apply In other situations.
A feeling of open-mindedness for the opinion
of others.
Lack of feeling of restraint toward the leader
or the one In administrative authority.
A willingness to pursue the discussion as long
as profitable.
Contributions compatible with training and
experience of teachers.
A desire to put into practice the ideas and
theories decided upon as being worthwhile.^
A summary of the results of the year1s study was given
by Superintendent Harris in Bulletin Mo. 351 of the State
Department of Education.
The reaction of the teachers to the study
program was highly gratifying. Cooperation was
general and in most cases enthusiastic * Suggested
problems were discussed freely in the study groups.
Solutions were outlined and reports submitted to
the State Unit. These reports served as source
material for study by the different groups that
prepared this bulletin.**9
Bulletin 351 was prepared by a group of more than a
hundred teachers and administrators who were members of the
class in curriculum studies at Louisiana State University in the
suioaer of 1937.

In addition to the source material referred to

by Superintendent Harris, the group also used information which

4 8 Ibid..

p. 14.

k9 Louisiana State Department of Education, Louisiana
Program for the Improvement of Instruction« Bulletin Humber 351»
1937 (Publisher not givciri57 P* 9.
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it obtained f^ost replies to a questionnaire sent to more than
seven hundred teachers In attendance at four of the larger
teacher-training institutions of the state.
The group recommended that the organization for study
unite during the 1937-1938 session be similar to that already
described for the previous year, except for two additional
activities . Kach parish was to select a chairman or director
she would call meetings as the need arose; and three or four
inter-parish meetings, composed of parish— and school-unit
leaders of four or five parishes, were to be held during the
**r.»
A major change was suggested for the study—program,
further study being recommended for only two of the topics of
the previous year: philosophy and aims of education; and
pupil seeds, interests, and purposes.^

The shift was to ”a

combined study, discussion, and try-out program.”'*2
Study was to be given to the contents of Bulletin 351 and
to the following questions t
Is it desirable for Louisiana to have a
standardized, state-wide program of education?
Should State Courses of Study be prepared
and made available to all teachers?
If the experiences which teachers and
children have with try-out materials are more

50 Ibid., p. 22.
5X IMA-. P. 17.
52 Ibid.■ p. 23.
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satisfactory aan the ones they have had
with conventional practices, how can the
h o t experiences be extended?
To what extent have the experiences,
with the curriculum program, reduced the
weaknesses of our educational program as
listed in Bulletin 324 and in this bulletin?
Questions and problems were also suggested for considera
tion by the various units, y&th the view of projecting the
54
study beyond 1937—193S,
but major emphasis was placed upon
try-outs.

»Try—out* was a term used instead of «unit•« The

use of this term was significant.

It was a suggestion that

teachers experiment, try something new or different.

Try-outs

were to be used as a means of shifting *emphasis from the formal
presentation of textbook materials to vitalised educational ex
periences that recognise and utilise the needs and interest© of
55
children.**
Teachers were to study the sample try—outs in the
bulletin, use any that seemed appropriate, and. prepare, use, and
exchange others.

Special emphasis was placed upon the prepara

tion and use of try-outs as a means of enriching the curriculum
and of meeting local needs • Perhaps no other development of the
curriculum study had a greater effect upon the thinking and
classroom practices of the teachers of the state than did try—outs.
A committee of the Curriculum Laboratory Croup at the

53 Ibid.. p.25.
54 Ibid.. pp. 25—26.
55 Ibid.. p. 42.
^

Ibid.. pp. 23-24.

56
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Dniversity, in summarising the progress made during the two years,
stated that the effect of the study had been ttimproved
practices by administrators and teachers, *57 and cited the
following as **noticeable outcomes” with reference to teachers:
Thera is doubt and uncertainty on the part
of some teachers as to the value of certain
practices that are being advocated. However, on
the whole, the program is developing self-reliance,
confidence, and cooperation among administrators,
teachers, and pupils.
Many teachers and pupils are taking more
part in deciding what they sha3.1 do and how they
shall do it.
Many teachers who have developed successful
try-outs are convinced that there are opportunities
for improving the program of instruction by the
proper use of ouch units of work.
Teachers are looking more and more to
other than the textbooks for materials of
tion. Local end meaningful materials are
into the classroom, and the school life is
related more closely to everyday living*

sources
instruc
brought
thus

Teachers are thinking more in terms of the aims
and purposes of the educational program and of child
development In deciding what they shall teach and
how they shall teach it*?®
The provisions and recommendations made by this group for further
study were instrumental in promoting study among the state*s
teachers ♦ The group prepared Bulletin Humber 334* the major
divisions of which wares

Progress and Projection, Teaching

57 state Department of Education of Louisiana, Louisiana
pwr^ram for
Improvement of Instruction» Bulletin Humber 334,
192® (Publisher not given), p. 11.
^

PP* 12-13

2/jX
Procedures, Discussions Requested by Teachers, Materials of
Instruction, IMAte of Work, and Approved Schools*
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The

bulletin itself was to be the basis of some future study*,
“Challenges to Teacher®,“ a series of questions at the end of
each section of the bulletin, provided material for additional
study; but major emphasis was placed on further exp eriment&tion
and Increased professional reading
The progress made daring the three years* s tudy of the
curriculum caused The Planning Commission of the Curriculum
Program to decide in the spring of 1939 that the next step was
the preparation of courses of study*

Accordingly, the Commission

appointed five state committees to develop courses of study acid
arranged for the laboratory group in the summer of 1939 and a H
©f the teachers of the state daring the session of 1939—1940
t© assist in the work. 61
Each of the five committees rw&a assigned to develop courseof—study materials in one of the major fields of the curriculum.
These were:

(1) Social Studies; (2) Language Arts; (3) Scienee-

Mathematics; (4) Creative Arts and Recreation; and (5) Practical
Arts.

»A member of the State Department was named as chairman

of each committee and from twelve to fifteen persons, composed of

39
fJF\

^

^ pp, 4„5
Ibid.. p. 16, et passim.
State Department of Education of Louisiana, Louisiana

Program for the Improvement of Instruction» Bulletin Number 415*
1939 (publisher not given), pp. 3-4.
^

Ibid.. p. 3.
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ttaehfflw, aad members of the State Department of Education were
selected for each e e » t t t e e , ^
These committees met in May, 1939, and outlined their
work; and the Curriculum Laboratory Group in the summer of 1939
prepared Bulletin 415, which contains a tentative outline of the
contents of a course of study for each major field.^
A change in administration in the State Department of
Education during the session 1939-1940 brought the program to an
end, and the courses of study sere sot prepared as planned*
However, the continuance of the program in such an extensive and
intensive way over a period of nearly four years perhaps resulted
in sore professional growth on the part of the teaching force of
the state than has ever occurred in a similar period of time*
John B* Robson, a member of the State Department of
Education who participated in the program from its inception to
its ending and who has summarized the outcomes by years, says that
the teachers of the state probably did more professional reading
daring the first year of the program than they had done in s everal
years previous and that this reading and study resulted in changed
viewpoints by many and in changed practices by soma*65 He reported
a definite iraprovement in teaching in many of the classrooms of the

j/^r

Clt.

64 Ibid,, pp. 9-10.
^ John B. Hobson, *A Curriculum Program for the Stat© of
Louisiana14 (an unpublished address delivered at the Peabody
Curriculum Conference in the summer of 1939), P* 4*
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State by the end of the second year^ and in most of them by
the end of the third year*^

He felt that the third year of -work

had given m e result still more important:
Probably the most important reflection that
occurs as we look back on the past school year,
is the fact that there was evidenced by the
teachers and the school officials of the State
a more wholesome disposition to analyze their
teaching problems and to try to do something
about them.®®
Perhaps the most significant result of the curriculum
study, from the standpoint of specialization, was the develop*
sent of major fields of instruction. Organizing the curriculum
around major fields instead of subjects was away from specializa
tion along subject-matter lines*

It placed more emphasis upon

the teacher's ability to meet the interests, purposes, and
needs of children and less upon sheer subject mastery than did
the Curriculum organized around subjects*
4* Specialization as a Result of Certification Requirements
Reference has been made to the relatively large amount of
specialized training offered by institutions during the period,
1906 to 1924, some of which was required by certification regula
tions, especially for high—school teachers*

However, the State

Board of Education did not begin placing major emphasis upon

66 Ibid.. p. 6.
67 S>id.. p. 9.
loo, clt.

special training until 1924.

At that time it passed a regula-

Ufia basing all latura certification on college training, the
type or class of certificate being determined by the amount of
training and experience which the teacher had,

the classes of

certificates provided for under this plan were;
Class X — Professional Certificate
Glass XX — High School Certificate
Class XXX — Professional Elementary Certificate
Class I? — First Grade Certificate
Class V — Second Grade Certificate
Class VI — Third Grade Certificate
Class VII - Commercial Certificate
Service Certificate®^
Detailed analysis of all of the factors involved in the
plan is beyond the scope of this work, but sufficient analysis
is given to show how it affected teacher education in general
and specialisation in teacher education in particular*

The

amount of college training required for the different
classes was:
Class X — Baccalaureate degree
Class IX — Baccalaureate degree
Class XXI - Two years (in teacher-training
institution)
Class IV - One Year (with two or more years of
teaching experience; otherwise two years}
Class V — One term (with two or more years of teach
ing experience; otherwise one year)
Glass VI - One-half term
Glass VII — Two years (in commercial work)
«q
Service Certificate — Hone (based on prior service)

State Department of Education of Louisiana, Teachers1
Certificates * White. Session 1921-1925 (Issued by the State Depart
ment of Education of Louisiana;, pp. 3-7*
^

L pc » dt*
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A combination of experience and college training, with
consideration given to education courses, was used In determining
eligibility for different positions and resulted in divisions
within the classes of certificates, as Glass I-A, Class I-B,
and Glass 1 4 * ^
From the standpoint of specialisation, differentiation
in qualifications was set up largely on the basis of administra
tors as one group and classroom teachers as another* Some varia
tion was made between approved schools and unapproved schools and
between elementary schools and high schools.

The requirements

for principals and teachers in state-approved Junior and senior
high schools were higher than those in schools not approved**^
if*n-iamis requirements for the various positions were as
follows: superintendents and assistant superintendents, a
baccalaureate degree from a state—approved college or teachertrainlng institution and five years of teaching experience; super
visors of classroom instruction, two years of work in a stateapproved college and five years of teaching experience; principal
of a state—approved senior high school, a baccalaureate degree
from a state—approved college or teacher—training institution and
three years of teaching experience; principal of a state—approved
Junior h ?gh school, a two-year diploma from a state—approved teacher—
training institution and three years of teaching experience;

71 Ibid.. p. 3.
72 Ibid.. pp. 3-7.

l^inclp&X of &

other ^h&zi & st&to^pi^rovod junior or

senior high school* one-half t « m fs worte in a state-approved college
and three years of teaching experiences teacher in the highscheel department of a state—approved senior high school* a
bact&I,«ars&ta degree from a state—approved college; teacher in
the oleifi&tftry department ©f a state—approved high school* a
two—year diploma from a state—approved, teacher—training institution
and three years of teaching experience; teacher in the highschool department of a state-approved Junior high school* a twoyear diploma from a state-approved teach©retraining institution
and five years of teaching experience; teacher in the elementary
grades of a state-approved Junior high school* one year of work
in a state-approved college and two years of teaching experience;
teachers In the elementary grades of the public school system
of Louisiana other than state—approved Junior and senior high
schools* one-half term's work in a state-approved college; teacher
of commercial subjects in state-approved high schools* two years
©f work in commercial courses of state-approved colleges.73
These special requirements for teachers of commercial
subjects marked the beginning of a trend toward such requirements
for ether higfo—

subjects*

In July 19^6 the State Department

of Education issued a new bulletin on teacher certification that
contained special requirements for teachers of home economics.
Ihis plan required that those teachers of home economics in the
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state-approved high schools who hold bachelor's degrees from
state-approved colleges must have earned also fifteen college
hours of credit in general home economics, three and two—thirds
college hours in related science, two college hours in related
art, and eight college hours in education, one of which must
be in special methods of teaching home economics*

There were

tarn hours of credit in observation and practice teaching of
t o m economics*74
. Teachers in state-approved junior high schools,
with noimal-course certificates, were required to have ten college
hours credit in home economics and five college hours In educa
tion* seme of which were to be in special methods and observation
and practice—teaching of home economics
In 1931 the State Department of Education Issued Bulletin
216* which greatly simplified the whole plan of teacher certifi
cation and set up special-training requirements for teaching the
various subjects in state—approved junior and senior high schools*
Under this plan* the Professional Certificate (Class X) and the *
Hjgfa School Certificate (Class II), which were designed for highschool teachers, qualified the holder to teach "only the subjects
listed on the face of the certificate as subjects specialized,”76
*

^ State Department of Education of Louisiana, Certifica
tion of Teachers (White) (Issued by the State Department of Educa
tion, 1926), ppT 3-4*.
Ibid** PP* 5—6«
^ State Department of Education of Louisiana, Certifica
tion of Teachers. (White) Bulletin 216 (Issued by T. H. Harris,
St&te Superlntendent of Public Education, 1931), PP« 3—7 •
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ffefi definition of **smbj«©ts specialized" beingt
Ob certificate of Classes I and II the
applicant will be credited with specializa
tion in any subject for which he shows
adequate preparation • Generally, six
college—session hours of credit will, be
accepted as adequate preparation to consti
tute specialization • * ***
iSxceptions to this general regulation were made in the
case® of home economics, music, art, and agriculture* Home
economics teachers were required to present fifteen collegesession hours of eredlt in home economics, three and one—half
hours in related science, two hours in related art, and eight
hours in education, on© of which was to be special methods In
heme economics, and two in practice teaching*

Certification in

BMde required thirty-five college-session hours of credit in
music courses and six in education, two of which were to he
practice teaching in music,

the art teacher was required to have

twenty-one college—session hours of credit in art and six in
education, two of which were to be In practice teaching in art*
Agriculture required "completion of an approved four—year
agricultural course or of a course approved as equivalent by the
State Supervisor of Agriculture and showing not less than eight
college-sesalon hours in Agricultural Education,
Other specialization requirements were added from year to
year, so that by 1940 the subjects lor which special training was
77
^

Ibid., pp. 7-8*
Ibid., pp. 8-9-
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required, beyond the standard of six coHege-session hours,
were h a m ecqnomice, music, art, agriculture, library service,
and health and physical

e d u c a t i o n

Xu addition to these

fecial requirements for teachers of high-school subjects,
teachers in the elementary school vers required to have special
training “in accordance with the details of the approved teachertraining course shown on the transcript,n for upper-elementary
work or lower-elementary work*80
The requirements for teacher of art and home economics
remained practically the same as for 1931 > but music requirements
had undergone further specialisation* Different requirements
were set up for teachers of vocal music, band instructors, and
orchestra instructors, the total hours, however* required in
music remaining the same as for 1931*81 Ihe requirements for
library service varied according to the amount of time the teacher
devoted to this work.

A full-time librarian, required in a high

school with an enrollment of five hundred or more, had to have a
minimum of twelve college session hours in library science and
aiw college session hours in education, two of which were to be
in practice teaching.82

A classroom teacher was required to have

79

State Department of Education, Certification of Teachers
(White). Bulletin So. 437, 1940 (Issued by John E. Coxe, State
Superintendent of Public Education), pp. 8-13*
80 B>ld.. p. 12.
m

Ibid., pp. 8—ID.

82 Ibid.. PP. 10-11.
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four and one-half college session hours of credit In health
and physical education5 a partwtim© teacher of health and
physical education was required to have nine hours, and a
full—tims teacher twenty hours
The special requirements for deasientary teachers were
based largely upon two programs of training which had been
agreed upon by representatives of Southwestern Louisiana
Institute, Louisiana Polytechnic Institute, and Louisiana State
84
Normal College in 1931*
One of these programs was for a
"Kindergarten—Primary Curriculum" and the other for an "Upper—
Elementary Curriculum." Each required a period of four years
for completion.

The only difference between the two was the

courses required in education, the number of collega-session
hours in education being approximately the same — sixteen for
the kindergarten—primary and fifteen for the upper-elementary*®^
The extent to which special education had replaced
general education in the certification of teachers caused the

committee which wrote the certification requirements that will
become defective July 1, 1947, to make the following statement
concerning their works
The purposes of this study at the outset were:

1.
S3

To prepare certification requirements which closely

f. 1 2 .

^ State Department of Education, Official Proceed
ings of the State Board of Education. Wednesday. Sept. 2, 1931.
Bulletin No. 213 (Issued by T. H. Harris, State Superintendent
of Public Education, 1931), pp. 7-31.
gc
1*>Ct cjt *
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underlie the minimum of generals professional.
and specialeducation desirable and attain**
S t by a sufficient number of applicants for
teaching"*certificates .
2* 5b protect the general education of teachers
against the further Incursion of organised
special-interest groups mho seem unaware of
the importance of broad, general preparation
outside their own fields. this is one of the
principal reasons for the revision of the
teacher—certification requirements
3* Sc embody other safeguards to the schools
for the post-war period*®®
the committee admitted its failure to provide for as
much general education as it had hoped to, as it had originally
planned to set up sixty—four semester hours but finally recommended
only fifty*^
The plan which was recommended to the State Board of
Education and adopted by it in 1943 provided for ibur types of
certificates as follows:
Type
Type
Type
Type

A*
B.
C.
T.

Valid for life forContinuous Service
Valid for life forContinuous Service
Valid forthree years
Trade Certificate* Valid for not
more than two years*#®

Requirements for Types A, B, and Q were alike in that each
required a baccalaureate or higher degree from an approved college*
£56 Division of Higher Education, State Department of Educa- tion. Report of the State Committee on Teacher Education and Certifi
cation Foreword. March 15. 1943 ^A mimeographed bulletin), p. ii.
hoc, cit.
88 State Department of Education, State Certification of
Teachers. Superintendents. Supervisors. Principals. and librarians.
Bulletin N o . 497, 1943 (issued by John E. Coxe, State Superintendent
of Education), pp. 5-7*
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They were different in that Type A required five years or
teaching experience, Type B, three years, and Type C, none.^
Eligibility varied according to amount of experience and
"Subjects and Services Specified,” the specialisation feature
which authorised the teacher to render only those services
listed on the certificate.^0
The special requirements were very similar to those of
former years, but with certain definite restrictions added.

A

total of one hundred and twenty—four semester hours was required,
which w ere to be distributed as follows:
A minimum of 50 semester hours in general
ecbicatlon; a minimum of 13 semester hours in
professional education; and the remainder
devoted to special subject fields for authorisa
tion of employment for high—school teaching, or
to additional general and professional education
for authorisation of employment for elementary
school teaching.91
Requirements in terms of semester hours were listed for
the different positions in the public school system.
of the details is not essential to this study.

Discussion

However, for the

purposes of showing the extent of specialization, an outline of
the listings of specific certificates is given.
1.

For Administrative and Supervisory Services:
a. For superintendent
b. For supervisor of classroom instruction

^ 1S£* £i£^

Loc. cit.

91 ibid.. p. 10.
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o.

For principal

d*

For supervisor of student teaching
For supervision of trade and industrial
education or director of trade school

e*
Zm

For High-^chool Teaching
a*
«#
e.

S*
i.

k.
m*

o.

3*
4*

For English
For science
For foreign language
For vocational agriculture
For business education
For. school library service
FOr art
For trade or industrial
classes

b.
d.
f.

For social studies
For mathematics
For speech
h. For vocational home
economics
J • For music
1. For health and physical *
education
n. For authorization to
teach additional subjects
p. For industrial arts classes

For Upper and Lower-Elaxnentary Grade Teaching
FOr Nursery-School—Kindergarten Teaching .92

Reflection upon the various aspects of this plan for certifi
cation leads to the conclusion that while it may have safeguarded the
"general education" phase of a teacher*s education, it also pro
vided for an extreme amount of specialization*

Discussions in the

next section of this chapter show that Louisiana State University
was the only Institution in the state that could provide a program
of education sufficiently broad to qualify teachers for all positions
included in the plan* without greatly increasing its offerings*

The

fact that the committee which wrote this plan of certification began
Its work with the idea that the general education of teachers should
be protected against further encroachments by special-interest
groups and that it finally recommended more specialized training
than had previously been required is a sign that such training had
become & large and Indispensable factor in the education of
teachers*

92 Ibid** pp. 13-23.
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For the purpose of showing more clearly the development
ojT ip®cial*trsiBlng requirements for teachers * a brief summary
of the major steps in the development is given*

The require-*

wants for certification set up in 1924 were based largely upon
amount of training.

Variations in requirements were made between

administrators and classroom teachers* high—school teachers and
elementary—school te&chers, and approved schools and unapproved
schools*

Commercial subjects were the only subjects for which

special training was required.

In 1926 special requirements

were set up for home economics teachers*

A new plan of certifi

cation in 1931 required that a high—school teacher have special
training in a subject before being certified to teach It.

The

minimum amount of credit required for most subjects was six collegesession hours.

The requirements for home economics* music* art,

and agriculture were set much higher than the minimum.

By 1940

special requirements for certification in music had been increased*
and health and physical education had been added to the list of
subjects requiring special training.

A plan of certification

adopted by the State Board of Education in 1943 set up special
requirements for administrative and supervisory services* for high—
school teaching* for upper— and lower—elementary grade teaching*
and for nursery—school—kindergarten teaching. Special training
requirements were set up for sixteen types of teaching positions,
fifteen of which were designated according to subjects.
w

Comparison of the plans for 1924 and 1943 shows that they
were similar in that both contained one set of requirements for
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administrator© and other set© for classroom teachers*

They

were different In that the plan for 1943 required a greater amount
of training for moat positions than did the plan for 1924*

The

1943 plan also contained special requirements for fifteen different
subjects while the 1924 plan contained special requirements for
only one*

This great increase In required specialised training

necessitated modification© of teacher-training programs*

Dis

cussions in the next section of this chapter ©how the most impor
tant of these modifications*
B. Modification© of Teacher-Training Programs
Some of the institution© that assisted in the education
of teachers during the period 1906-1924 were closed during the
period now under consideration; some began offering teachertraining courses; and others functioned throughout the period,
modifying their programs as the needs arose, and as they could*
So attempt is made to trace all these modifications, a© such a
procedure is beyond the scope of this study*

Some discussion is

given to the work of the private institutions,, but major emphasis
is placed on the work of the state institutions, which trained a
great majority of the teachers*

Modifications which they made in

the programs at different times during the period are given, and
evaluations in terms of both quality and quantity of work are
made*
Very little information could be obtained concerning the
number of teacher© trained by the private institutions*

The annual

report© of the state superintendents of public education from 1926
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to 1945, inclusive, contain some Information as to the number of
students who completed education courses in these institutions,
and this was used to compile fable X.

The reports dhow the num-~

bsr of students who completed two-year courses, four—year
courses, and graduate courses in education, but do not state
whether those who completed these courses received certificates.
Neither do they show that those who completed the four-year
courses or the graduate courses received degrees*

They do list

as graduates all students who completed either of the three
courses.

Although the information in Table X is incomplete it

is indicative of the contribution made by the private institu
tions to teacher education from 1926 to 1945*

The total number

of students who completed education courses during the twenty-year
period was 1924*

The yearly average number was ninety-six*

TABLE X
NUMBER OP STUDENTS WHO COMPLETED TEACHER-TRAINING CURRICULA IN THE PRIVATE
INSTITUTIONS OP LOUISIANA, 1926-1945*®

1926 27 28 29 30 31 52 33 34 35 36 57 58 59 40 41 42 45 44 45 Totals
Fulane
Jhirersity
Loyola
Jniversity
Centenary
Joliege
Louisiana
Jollege
Mansfield Female
College
Mt# Carmel
Normal
Normal College of
the Sacred Heart
Silliman
Institute
St# Mary's Dominican
College
St# Vincent's
College
Ursuline
College
Academy of the
Holy Angels
Totals

Graduate
4-year
Graduate
4-year
2-year
4-year
2-year
4-year
2-year
4-year
2-year
4-year
2-year
4-year
2-year
4-year
2-year
4-year
2-year
4-year
2-year
4-year
2-^rear
4-year

2
24
10
25

6
44 46 6
1 l4
9 61 11

3
6 7
25 41 36
1 16 i
25 15 10

7

6

5

3

6

4

7

iS
5

5

6 i2

IS 14 i t

4

6

61

19

99
118

8

52 21

it

31 25 20
2

3

15 19
9
S

9

5

4

" 17 20 24

26

3

' 9 21 16
M

7 6 8 11 5
1 2 2
36 43 22 SO 18

2

12
42

8

28
284
46
342

7

20 a

6
U

4
14
2

5

67

8
2 it

11 23 25

7
li U

9 ll
5

1

8

144 123 154 118

"

9

7

8 23 13' a
4

6

6 12

it

1 13
it

2

7

8

2 1
9 1 1
13 25 28 19 18 12 id
13 13
13
6
108 163 *0 67 61 106 108 71 183 94 87 98

215
75
57

170
86
70
3
ll
4 3
140
39
4“ 6
18
ts 78 63 1924
21 25 14

95 Compiled from the annual reports of the state superintendents of public education, 1926-1945 (Blank spaces
indicate only that no report was received by the state superintendent from the institution#)

(0
cn
*4

25$
1* Mansfield Female College
M&nsfiald Famal© College, which was closed from lack
e£ funds in 1930,^* did not change its program of teacheredueation from that of the previous period, as certification
requirements up to the time of its closing did not make a
change necessary*

However, during the period of 1925 to 1929,

inclusive, one hundred forty—two students completed the twoyear teacher-training course*^
2*

Stillman Collegiate Institute

Stillman Collegiate Institute continued its two—year
program of teacher training until its closing from lack of funds
in 1931.^

the courses in Education required in the teacher-

training program in 1925-1926^ were the same as those for 19191920, and reports to the State Department of Education show that
from 1926 to 1929, inclusive, only fifty-seven students completed
the program*^
3* Mt. Carmel Normal College
lit* Carmel Normal College of Mew Orleans obtained the
approval by the State Department of Education of a Normal Depart
ment in 1925 and has trained teachers continuously since that

9k Mews Item in fhe Mansfield Enterprise* May 29 , 1930.
^ Mansfield Female College, Catalogue. 1929—1930 (Publisher
not given), pp. 52—54•
john jpranklin Harris, 11A History of Silltman College,*1 (unpublidi ed
Master’s thesis, Louisiana State University, 1942), p. 39*
97 personal Letter to the author, dated January 2, 1947, from
T. H. Spence, Jr., Curator, Historical Foundation of the Presbyterian
and Reformed Churches, Montreat, North Carolina.
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Qg
U m .7 flie nunaber of teachers trained annually was small, as
was shown In fable X* as the primary purpose of the institution
has been to train teachers for its own order*^
In the beginning the college offered only a two-year
course, but this was increased to three years when state regula
tions required three years of training for elementary teachers*
Ho effort has been made to add a fourth, the students going to
100
Loyda for their fourth year instead*
The three-year program met the special requirements for
elementary teachers at the time this amount of training was
required*

The courses in Education included:

Elementary Educa

tion, technique of Teaching, General History of Education, Special
Methods in the Primary Grades, Special Methods in the Intermediate
Grades, Special Methods in Grammar Grades, Student Teaching in
Primary Grades, Student Teaching in Elementary Grades, Psychology,
Psychology (How Children Learn), Educational Tests and Measure—
1G1
ments, The Psychology of Childhood*
The number of teachers trained each year is shown in
fable 1. Since the greatest number to complete the program in

Personal letter to the author, dated January 21, 1947>
from Mother M* Eita, 0*Corm, Superior General, Motherhouse of Our
lady of Mt* Carmel, Hew Orleans, Louisiana*
99 Loo* c it*
boc* cit*
Three-Year Curricula Offered for Normal Diploma at
Mt*
Motherhouse * New Orleans, Louisiana (Mimeographed
Bulletin), pp* 1-4*
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on« year m e nine* it is evident that the institution could
have dene bat little mere than supply teachers for the schools
which it operated*
4*

Ursuline College of New Orleans

Ursuline College of Mew Orleans* founded in 192? on the
two-hundreth anniversary of the landing of the Ursuline Nuns in
Mew O r l e a n s , b e g a n a program of teacher training in 1931.^°^
the first program was designed to train teachers for both elemen
tary school and high-school positions.

It consisted of "methods»

in each of the following i biology, chemistry, English, French,
history, Latin, mathematics, physical education, and Spanish,
In addition to the methods courses there were:
Introduction to Education
Principles of Teaching
History of Education — Ancient and Medieval
History of Education — Modem
Secondary Education
Educational Tests and Measurements
Methods in Elementary School Teaching
Methods in High School Teaching-*-*^
Practice teaching was required after the methods course
in each subject, the two carrying seven semester hours of credit,
all of the work being done in the departments in which the subject
was placed and not in the Department of Education*105

Ursuline College, Catalogue. 1930—1932 (New Orleans:
Southern Printing Company, 1930), p. 15,
Personal letter to the author, dated February 24, 1947*
from Mother Mary Majella, 0 ,S,U., Division of Public Relations,
Ursuline College*
Ursuline College, Catalogue * 1930-1932, op, cit,, pp. 24-26.
hoc. Cit*
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fills program was greatly modified in 1935-1936 when the
methods courses end practice teaching in the different sub
jects were dropped and a large number of more general courses
were added, the program then beings
Introduction to Education

Principles of Teaching
Philosophy of Education
History of Education - Ancient and Medieval
History of Education - Modem
Principles and Techniques of Teaching in the
Kindergarten and Primary Grades
Materials and Methods in Elementary Subjects
Theory-of Educational Tests and Measurements
Administration of Tests and Measurements
Statistical Methods in Education
Classroom Management
Observation and Practice
In addition to these courses offered by the Department of
Education, the following, which were offered by the Department
of Psychology, were of special value to teachers t

Educational Psychology
The Psychology of Leamlxig
Child Psychology
Adolescent Psychology
Diognostic and Remedial Methods in Psychology
and Education
Psychology of Elementary School Subjects
The two-year teacher training course at this time required
twelve semester hours of English, twenty—four of education, eight
of science, six of psychology, four of religion, and six of history,
with six hours of electives #'*'^

Ursulins College, Catalogue » 1935—1936 (New Orleans:
Southern Printing Company, 1935), PP • 33—35 •
107 Ibid., pp. 35-36.

1X58 &££•»

p-

*9.
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In 193? the teacher-training course was increased to
three years, the requirements then being: English, eighteen
semester hours; Asthmatics, six; psychology, twelve; science,
eight; religion, six; education, thirty-one; history, twelve;

109

sad physical education, nine.

The offerings in education and

psychology were the same as for the previous year, but the
offerings In physical education had Increased from riElementary
Gymnastics" and "Outdoor Activities0 carrying no credit to the
followingf

The Principles, Organization, and Administration
of Health and Physical Education
Theory and Practice of Physical Education
(games, stunts, tumbling, rhythms, etc.)
Theory and Practice of Physical Education
(Coaching volley ball, baseball, basketball,
tennis, track)
Health Education, Including the teaching of
Health and School Health Problems
First Aidl^-0
The subjects carried a total of nine semester hours credit,
which were required in the teacher—training course and for
certification.1^1

Xn 1937—1936 the teacher—training course was
119
extended to four years,
the requirements remaining about the
gguwft as for the previous year, but with practice teaching to be
done in the lower—elementary grades, in the upper—elementary

1 0 9 Ursuline College, Catalogue. 1936-1937 (New Orleans:
Southern Printing Company, 1936), p. 22*

210 JMd., PP* 43-44*
^

Lpc . cit.

1X2 Ursuline College, Catalogue. 1937-193$ (New Orleans:
Southern Printing Comparer, 1937), P* 23.

grades* or in the high—school In the major or minor subject,^3
to meet certification requirements in the respective areas,
J*o other significant changes were made in the teachertraining programs until 1944* when the training of elementary
teachers was dropped*

The average number of graduates of the

four-year curriculum from its beginning in 1936* to 1942* was
nineteen* as shown In Table X*

Very few students took the two*

year curriculum* as teacher-training was begun only five years
before this curriculum was eliminated by certification regulations*
5* St* Vincent’s College
St* Vincent’s College adjusted its program of teacher
education to meet certification requirements in the elementary
field, and in 1939*1940 offered bachelor of arts degrees in
Xmwer Elementary Education and in Upper Elementary Education*115
Twenty—three education courses were offered for elementary
116
.,
teachers*
in addition to these courses, special courses were
n **
n n
119 ,
„ , .. 120
offered in art, # English,
penmanship,
physical education,
113

P* 39.

*** Ursuline College, Bulletin. 1944-1945 (Publisher not
given), p* 43*
1X5 St. Vincent*e College, Bulletin. 1939-1940 (Publish®?
net given), pp. 15-16*
■

Ibid.. pp. 23-27.

117 Ibid.. p. 19.
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and jussic

for the purpose of giving prospective teachers

the necessary training‘and qualification In these fields*
As in the preceding period, these courses were unusually broadj
but practically no students took the training*

There were

only two graduates in 1941, as shown in Table X, and the follow
ing year all teacher training was discontinued*^22
6*

College of the Sacred Heart

College of the Sacred Heart modified its program to meet
new certification requirements, adding a third year of training
in 1937 end a fourth year in 1940*

^ The special courses for

teachers in 1937-1933 were ; Educational Psychology, Methods,
Principles, Teaching, Drawing, Observation, Teaching of Health
— School Health Problems, Principles, Organisation and Administra
tion of Health*^2*1’
The program was greatly enlarged by 1944, when degrees
were required of *11 teachers*

The education courses then were a

Theory and Practice of Physical Education, the History of Educa—
tioEi, Educational Psychology, Methods of Teaching Music in the

121 Ibid.. p. 51.
Personal interview, March 3, 1947# with the officials
of the institution, which has now reverted to academy status*
College of the Sacred Heart, Bulletin of Information,
1944—1945 (Publisher not given), pp* 3-4.
Personal Letter dated February 25, 1947, to the author
from Mother H* Erskine, R*S*C*J«, President, Grand Coteau,
Louisiana.
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Elementary School, Principles and Technique or Teaching Art in
the KJ fiBMtntary Schoolf Technique for Teachers jo the KlMQiitary
Schools, Administration for Teachers, Methods of Teaching English,
Methods of Teaching Heading, Methods of Teaching Arithmetic, and
Philosophy of Education.^5
the program mas sufficient to certify teachers for elemen
tary work, but the offerings in special subjects were sufficiently
broad to qualify them in only English, French, Latin, Spanish,
social studies, science, and mathematicsReference to Table X
shows that the number of teachers trained during this period was
ffcirly uniform from year to year, the average being about eighteen.
7*

Academy of the Holy Angels, College Department
Academy of the Holy Angels, College Department, was established

as Holy Cross College by Act 25? of the General Assembly of the State
of Louisiana in 1916 and was approved by the State Department of
127
Education as a two-year normal school in 1932* F In 193& it
increased the program of training to three years.

Later in the

year it added a fourth year of work and was approved by the State
1OA
Board of Education as a four-year teacher-training institution.

^
College of the Sacred Heart, Bulletin of Information.
1944-1945. op. cit., pp. 12-13.
126 Ibid.. pp. 13-24.

Personal letter to the author, dated January 18, 1947,
from Sr. M. of St. Dorothy, M.S.C., Registrar, College Department,
Academy of the Holy Angels, New Orleans, Louisiana.
Loe. cit.
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The present program of training, although intended
primarily to qualify teachers the elementary school,
includes among the Education courses, "Methods of Teaching in
Secondary Schools,” and "Observation and Practice Teaching in
Secondary Schools*"

The offerings in special subjects are

sufficiently broad to qualify a student for teaching English,
social studies, science, mathematics, French, Spanish, Latin,
and musiG
Although records were very incomplete, reference to Table X
indicates that the average number of two-year graduates was thir
teen*

The total number of graduates, 1942—1946, inclusive, was

forty-nine
8. St* Mary’s Dominican College
St* Mary’s Dominican College had established a four-year
course for teachers by 1929 leading to the degree of bachelor
of arts and entitling the holder to a "Professional Certificate*"

1 3 2

The number of education courses had been greatly increased,
chiefly by adding several in secondary education*
at this time were;

The courses

Principles of Teaching; Materials and Methods

j£0xy Angels College, formerly Holy Cross Normal College,
Bulletin 1946-1947 (Publisher not given), p. 6.
*3° Ibid*, pp. 8-24.
^■31 personal letter, January 18, 1947# previously cited*
St. Mary’s Dominican College, Catalogue. 1929-1930
(Publisher not given), p* 29*
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for Teaching Reading; Language and Spelling in the Grammar
grades; Materials and Methods for Teaching Arithmetic, History
and Qeography in the Grammar Grades ; Classroom Management and
School Administration; History of Education; Educational Tests
and Measurements! Observation and Practice Teaching in Elementary
Grades; Methods of Teaching in High Schools; Principles of
Secondary Education; High School Administration; Curriculum Con
struction in High School; Observation and Practice Teaching in
High School Subjects; Philosophy of Education; and Physical Educatioa*133 Psychology was not listed as ah education course, but
was required.^**
The program for 1940-1941 was similar to that of 19291930»^3^

The number of education courses was about the same, but

some were new, as Professional Orientation, Lower Elementary
Curriculum, Upper Elementary Curriculum; Elementary Science;
136
Professional Tools; and Rural Education.
The effect of the
curriculum—study program in the state is evident in these courses*
By 1940 the courses in physical education had been greatly
expanded and were adequate to meet certification requirements in

that field.*^

Practice teaching was don© in the parohcial schools

133 Ibid.. PP. 37-38.
13^ Xb3d.« P. 54.
3,33 St. Mary's Dominican College, Catalogue.

(Publisher not given), p. 29.

‘L3^ Loc ■ clt.
137 Ibid.. p. 39.
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Mfifhictod by

Dominican Sisters at Reserve* Paylina, Xndepen—

and Baton Rouge , the one at Reserve being used to give
training In rural student teaching .^-3®
fhm program of teacher education had been expanded by
1946-1947 to include two special .fields* Business Education and
139
Borne Economics*
in addition to Physical Education* which had
been added by 1%0*

Other divisions of the college offered

sufficiently broad programs to meet certification requirements
in English* French, Latin* vocal music, Spanish, speech, biology,
chemistry, mathematics* physics, and social s c i e n c e T w e l v e
education courses were offered, some old ones having been dropped
or modified and three new ones added:

Children* a Literature,

Audio-TiBual Instruction in the Classroom, and Beading Workshop.1**1
It seems evident that the college attempted* rather
successfully, to meet certification requirements. Reference to
Thble x shows that it set up a four-year program in 1936 and that
dB^ p g the period 1925—1947 it had 170 two-year said 36 four-year
graduates* the record not being complete*
9 * Loyola University
Loyola University continued its policy of emphasizing

138 Ibid** p. 26.
St. Mary* s Dominican College, Catalogue, 1946—1946
(Publisher not given), p. 49*
jgbld., pp. 24-48#
Ibid.* pp. 50-51*
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tsacher-education in the summer terms only until 1937, when a
Department of Education and Physical Education was added in the

College of Arts and Sciences *

'Hie work given during the

saw ep terms varied according to demands.

For a few summers

parlor to 1928, graduate courses were off ered, but in that year

143

they were discontinued.^

Iho work at that time included

courses in school supervision, high-achool administration, test®
and measurementsand psychology.

Practice teaching was insti

tuted in 1931 and a demonstration school through the fourth
grade is now operated during the early part of the summer.'^5'
A major departure from the University*s usual program was

made when the Department of Education and. Physical Education was
established, as a formal program for the preparation of teachers
was then begun.
145

tion.

T

h

e

Sixteen courses were offered in physical educa-

courses in education included psychology, history

of education, statistics, principles of education, audio visual
aids, vocational education, and the teaching of nature study,

science, art, and music.

Practice teaching was required as a

culmination of the program.

146

Personal letter to the author, dated October 21, 1946,
from Margaret Carey, former Registrar, College of Art© and Sciences,
Loyola University*
TJj.3
Loc. cit.

h°c«
Loyola University, Bulletin. 1939. Vol. XU, Mo. 8
(Publisher not given), pp. 55-60*

*** Ibid.. pp. 55-57.
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3he courses in physical education included those required
for certification, with theory and practice courses for the
various college sports and several courses in the danc®*^^

It

should be noted that other departments of the College of irts
and Sciences offered courses to satisfy Most of the require
ments for teaching Isteglish, social studies, science, mathematics,
foreign languages and business
The program of training was changed but little by 1945*
By then mere emphasis was given to secondary education, with
three sew and unusual courses added to meet new demands j Driver
Education and training, draining of Women for Replacement 5n

Industrial Production, and Industrial Safety*149 Some changes
had been made in the physical education courses, but those
150
most necessary for the training of teachers were retained*
Records of the State Department of Education Indicate
that Loyola had graduates of its education courses each year
except two from 1925 to 1946, inclusive, the number varying from
four to seventy-seven, with a total of 388, including forty-six
above the baccalaureate leyel*

147

PP- 57-60*

Loyola University Bulletin, General Catalogue* 19341935* Volume XVII, Ho. 7, 1935 (Publisher not given), pp. 55-91*
Loyola University, General Bulletin* 1945-1946.
Volume XXVII, Ho. £, 1945 (Publisher not given), pp. 69-73*
150

PP* 73-76.
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10*

Louisiana College

Louisiana College offered a program, of teacher—education
in 1921-1932 which net most of the wspecial subjects” require-*
meats that became effective in 1931*

However* the work was

almost entirely at the secondary level

and. students were

not able to qualify at this level in agriculture and commerce,
as the college did not offer work in these fields*

The courses

in education at this time wares Methods of Study; General
Psychology; Educational Psychology; Psychology of Kigh-School
Subjects; Methods of Teaching in High Schools; History of Educa
tion; Adolescent Psychology; Practice Teaching; Education
Statistics and Measurements; Principles of Secondary Education;
High-School Administration and Supervision; Methods of Teach
ing in Mathematics in High School; Methods of Teaching English
in High Schools; Methods of Teaching Science in High Schools;
and Methods of Teaching History in High

S c h o o l s

.^2

B$y 1939 the college had modified its program as new
requirements were made, so that it j&et in full the requirements
153
for physical education for both teachers and coaches*
It was
also offering **a course leading to the Bachelor of Arts Degree
151
Louisiana College, Catalog Humber* Session 19311932* Bulletin, Vol. XVIII, Ho* 1, 1931 (Alexandria% Standard
Printing Company, 1931)# FP* 62-63*
%££l*

*

153 Louisiana College, Catalog Humber * Session 19391940, Bulletin Vol. XXVI, Ho. 2, 1939 (Alexandrias Standard
Printing Company, 1939)* P* 19*
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to prepare teachers for the upper eleiaentary
grades. «:L54
The number ©f courses in education had been increased
to tweatywtwo, the increase being due largely to the addition
©f the following for elementary teachers* Principles of Elemen
tary Educationj Methods of Teaching Elementary School Subjects?
Theory and Techniques Required in Elementary School Practice
Teaching? and Practice Teaching in Elementary Schools „-^55 practice
teaching was done in the schools of Pinevill© and Alexandria.'*''^*
Modifications were made in the p rogram to meet the
specialized requirements of 1940j and in 1945 plena were being
made to meet future requirements, as is evidenced by the follow
ing*
Graduates of Louisiana College who take the
required courses in education, including practice
teaching, may qualify for either the high school
or upper-elementary professional certificate,
valid for life* Necessary changes in the courses
at Louisiana College will be made from, time to
time to meet changing requirements of the State
Board of Education
21*

Centenary College

Centenary College began in 1925 to modify its program of
training to meet the certification requirements of 1924.

Two

l°c» cit.
^ 5 xbid., pp. 46 -4 ,
9.
Ibid,,

p .

4 9 .

^•57 xouisiana College, Catalog Number, Session 1945—1946,
Bulletin Vol. XXXIX, No. 1, 1945 (Publisher not given), p. 23.
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programs wore set up, one for elementary teachers and one for
high—school teachers*'*'-*® Those planning to teach in the elemen
tary schools wore required to take work In the followings
general Psychology, Child Psychology, Educational Psychology,
Principles of teaching, Tests and Measurementa, History of Elemen
tary Education, School

glen©, and Elementary Methods

Hie

program for students preparing to be high-school teachers was
the same, ©accept that Principles of Secondary Education, the
junior High School, and Teaching in the High School were substituted
160
fur the last three courses listed for elementary teachers.
Practice teaching was done in the public schools of Shreveport to
« H t the requiremeota in th« eianentary program.161
Changes were made in this program from year to year so
that by the session of 1939—1940 those students majoring in educa
tion ware required to have thirty semester hours in education,
flfaiu Psychology and Adolescent Psychology being counted as eduea?tien courses.

The education courses were3 Introduction to

Education, Educational Psychology, the School Curriculum, KLeiaen—
tary School Principles and Methods, History of Education, Cadet
Teaching in the Elementary Grades, High School Methods, Educational
leg

Centenary College of Louisiana, Bulletin, Volume 93,
No« 1, 1926 (Publisher not given), p. 72.
159 M & -

iffigL* m *
1 6 1 Thi<d-- p» 7 4 .
Centenary College of Louisiana, Announcement of Courses
1939-1940 (Shreveport 3 Published by the College 5,~P- 59 •
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Measurements, Cadet Teaching in High School Subjects, and Educa
tion and Social Reconstruction.-*^ other departments of the
College offered courses that would qualify high—school teachers
to teach English, social studies, science, mathematics, Latin,
French, Spanish, home economics, business, music, art, and health
and physical education
The 1946—1947 program was designed to prepare teachers for
lower-elementary, upper—elementary, and high-school teaching**^
and varied but little from that of 1939-1940, the requirements
for a major in education and psychology being the same, thirty
hours.166 Certain courses in speech, art, and music were allowed
as a part of the requirements in education.167 Other departments
of the college offered courses to qualify a student to teach any
subject except vocational agriculture or to serve as a librarian.168
Records of the number of students who completed the
teacher—training programs prior to 1939 are not available. Since
that time the number each year has varied from four to fourteen,
with a total of sixty-one, as shown in Table X.

Ibid.» pp. 62-63.
164 Ibid.. pp. 45-95-

Centenary College of Louisiana, Bulletin for 1945—
1947 (Publisher not given), p. 48.
Igc • cit.
£££•
Ibid., pp. 27-62.
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12.

TUlane University

fixlane University followed its policy of providing only
a minimum of work in teacher education throughout this period,
arranging for those students who were majoring in education to
take their work at the H. Sophie—Newcomb Memorial College for
Women, which is a part of Tulane University.

For that reason,

this discussion deals largely with the work of Newcomb College in
teacher education.
The announcement of the courses for 1927—1928 contained
this statement of policy:
fhe courses here announced have been
designed to meet the needs of s tudents pre
paring for the profession of teaching in the
Southern States. In essential details they
fulfill the requirements of state departments
of education for certification without examina
tion. fiie aim is chiefly to provide professional
training.for prospective teachers in secondary
schools
fixe courses offered at this time were:

History of Educa

tion in Ancient and Medieval Times; History of Education in Modern
Times; Principles of Teaching in High School; Problems of School
Administration; Principles of Secondary Education; the High School
170
Curriculum; and Observation and Practice Teaching*
Courses offered in the College’s other departments were:

^
Tulane University of Louisiana, Bulletin. Series 28,
Ho. 5, May 1, 1947 (Hew Orleans: Tulane University of Louisiana,
1927), P- 60.
170 Ibid,, pp. 61-62.

SddCatiosal Psychology; Sdac&ilonal Measurements; the Teaching
ef Drawing mod Handicraft in the Elementary and Secondary School*
the Teaching of English; Methods of Teaching French; Methods
of Teaching History; Methods of Teaching Latin; Methods in
Public School Music (too courses}; and advanced Spanish for
Teachers
The program was modified to meet new requirements for
certification* the announcements for 1940-1941 containing the
suggestion that students should he careful to confer with the
"head of the Department of Education to make sure that their
courses M e t the requirements of the state in which they expect
to teach •*r^ ^

An effort was made to meet the specialization

requirements of Louisiana through courses offered in the different
departments of Seweasb College and in the different colleges of
Tulane Ublversity• Special courses in physical education, as
one example* were set up to meet these requirements,^*^

The

courses at this time were about the same as in 1927—
1928,

though the program now included the training of elementary

teachers ,^-74

171 Ifrld «» P* 62*
The Tulane University of Louisiana: The H . Sophie
Newcomb Memorial College for Women, Announcaments * 1940—1941*
Series 41* Mo. 2, February 1, 1940 (Mew Orleansz Tulane Univer
sity of Louisiana* 1940}* p. 54.
173
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The program for 1945—1946 contained some new education
courses f such as Comparative Education* The High—School Curriculum*
and Social and Civic Principles of E d u c a t i o n t m t it was
essentially the same as that for 1940-1941, and did not qualify
teachers to a m i the certification requirements to become effec
tive in Louisiana after July 1, 1947
An example of the work offered by Tulane College of Arts and
Sciences is that of 1933—1934*

At that time classes ware scheduled

in the afternoon and evening hours and on Saturdays* in order that
teachers might attend them*

Through this plan a teacher could

earn a bachelor *a degree by completing «6 hours of English* 6 hours
of foreign language* 6 hours of Education* 3 hours of Psychology*
3 hours of History* and 5 hours of Physics, Chemistry* or Biology,
Added to this 29 hours of specified work is 33 hours of elective
work* the total requirement being 62

hours.

**177

The great shortage of teachers which continued to exist
dayjng the session of 1945-1946 resulted in the creation of a
Department of Education in Tulane University in 1946* and an expan
sion of the program of teacher education* according to an article
175

The Tulane University of Louisiana s The Sophis Newcomb
Memorial College for Women* Announcements for Session 1945—1946,
Series 46, No, 4* April* 1945 (New Orleans: Tulane University of
Louisiana* 1945)# PP» 59-60,
P* 58,
The Tulane University of Louisiana, The Register,
Bulletin, Series 35, No, 12* 1934 (New Orleans: TUlane
University of Louisiana)* p* 287.

1933-1934*

2?8

which appeared is the limes-Picayune-New Origans States. Mar 26,
According to this article the program would, provide
adequate training through the Department of Education and the
other departments and colleges or the University for all levels
of teaching from the kindergarten through the Junior college.

It

would also qualify teachers for any and all types of certificates
In Xjcuislana. Much of the work would be on the graduate level,
with special training given for "prospective superintendents,
high-school principals, elementary—schoaX principals, directors
of reference and research, visiting teachers, and departmental
teachers in Junior colleges.»179
The yearly average number of four-year graduates from 1926
to 1932 inclusive, was thirty—six*
the average was only seven*

From 1933 to 1942 inclusive,

Twenty-three students completed

graduate programs from 1926 to 1931, inclusive, as seen from
Table X.
13*

Hew Orleans Normal School

Hew Orleans Hormal School continued it© policy of offering
a program of training composed largely of education courses and
courses dealing with the subject matter of the kindergarten and
the elementary school, the program in 1935 being similar to that
in 1923*

The courses which might be classed as education courses

^78 ^&wa item in the Times-Picayune-Hew Orleans States*
May 26, 1946.
3-79 Loc. clt.
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la 1935 war*:

Introduction to Teaching, Psychology or the

Uarner, Educational Guidance, Observation or Teaching, Spelling
Methods, History or Education, School Management, Kindergarten
Curriculum, Play Material, Psychology and Educational Measure
ments, Behavior Problems, Practice Teaching, and Criticism and
Observation* M&ny of the teaching courses, such as the Teaching
©f Hygiene, which were given Tor each elementary school subject
in 1923 had been dropped, but subject-matter courses in these
various riolds were retained*^*0
The program Tor 1940, the year In which the Institution
was closed,

extended over a period or three years, in keeping

with state requirements. Mo education courses were given in the
first year, but the following were included in the work for the
second and third years:

Educational Psychology, General Psychology,

School Management, Beading and Children *s Literature, Professionalized
Arithmetic, Integrated Curriculum, Professionallzed English, Pro
fessionalized Art, Educational Problems, Educational Measurement,
*

v-

Professionalized History, Vocational Guidance and Observation and
182
Practice Teaching*
Although this Institution never offered a broad program of
training and seems to have made little or no effort to meet special

Course of Study in the New Orleans Normal School (Two
typewritten pages on File in the Archives of the Orleans Parish
School Board)*
Esther M * Lacarse, The New Orleans Normal School
(unpublished Master*s thesis, Tulane University, 1942), p. 91
1^2 Ibid.» Appendix II, pp. 108—110*
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certification requirements set up by the State Board of Educa
tion* it rendered a comparatively large service in the train
ing of teachers during the period*

Hiis is evidenced by t he

fact that it had an average enrollment of two—hundred

with

only a two—year curriculum* except for the last two or three
years*

Ibis indicates that the number of graduates each year

was between seventy-five and one hundred and that the total for
the period 1925—1910 was approximately eleven hundred*
14*

Southeastern Louisiana College

Southeastern Louisiana College* which was established as
Hammond junior College in 1925**^** and which was made a four-year
college and a part of the state educational system under control
of the State Board of Education in 1923,^*^ began a program of
teacher training the first year of its existence*

Hie courses in

education were j Materials and Methods* Problems and Class (class
room management)* Tests and Measurements * An Introductory Course
in Psychology* General Psychology, Educational Psychology* and
*|o/.
Observation and Practice Teaching*
Two courses were offered
in Materials and Methods* and two in Observation and Practice
Teaching. One course in Materials and Methods was a study of
methods in reading* language, and spelling* mainly for the lower
Ibid.. Appendix I, pp. 106-107*
Southeastern Louisiana College* Catalogue Issue. 1945Bulletin* Vol. Ill, Ho. 3 (Hammonds Published by the College*
* p. 13*
X85 ICC, clt.
136
Hammond Junior College* Announcements. 1926—1927.
Bulletin, (publisher not given), pp. 16-17.
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grades.

Ihe other was for history, geography, and arithmetic.

3&e two courses in Observation and Practice Teaching were
designed to give practice in the application of the theories
studied in the methods courses and included the saw© subject©
and levels of work .^7
Following Its approval as a four—year college, South*
eastern College began expanding its program of teacher education
to meet the specialisation requirements for certification, and
»

in 1940-1941 was offering two basic curricula, one for elementary
teachers and one for high-school teachers.10S Both were fouryear curricula, the two—year and the three-year curricula having
been discontinued because they so longer met certification require—
189
meats.
Practice teaching at the elementary level was done in
a school located on the campus.

Practice teaching at the high-

school level, although there ware campus facilities for it, was
conducted in the loeal high school.190
Records of the college show that thirty-seven students
completed the program of training in 1941, qualifying for teaching
in the following fields:

business administration, mathematics,

aiglish, social science, French, science, physical education,
191
Spanish, home economics, upper elementary, and lower elementary.
Lo g . cit.
Southeastern Louisiana College, Catalogue. Regular Session,
1940-1941 (Hammond: Published by the College, 1940), p. 30.
139 Loc. cit.
^

Ibid., pp. 6—7 •

191 jnfoxmation furnished by Luther H • Dyson, Dean, Division
of Education, Southeastern Louisiana College.
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Expansion of the program continued.

In 1945-1946

teacher-training was carried on through a Division of Educa
tion composed of the nDepartments of English, Education, Health
and Physical Education, and Teacher Training •
The curricula at this time were:

Business Administration
Education
Elementary Education
Fine Arts
X* Art
2. Band or Orchestra Administration
3* Bank, Orchestra, or Vocal Supervision
4* Plano Teacher
5* Vocal School Music
Home Economics
1* English
2. JQaglish-Speech
3* French
4. Spanish
Natural Sciences
1. Mathematics
2. Science
Social Science
Health and Physical Education
1. for mm.
2* For women
The Division of Education offered twenty—three courses,
six of which were in psychology.

The others included methods

(general principles and special methods), history and philosophy
of education, children* s literature, tests and measurements, and
observation and practice teaching

In 1946 the training school

***92 Southeastern Louisiana College, Catalogue, Issue. 19451946. Bulletin, Vol. Ill, No. 3, ££.
P* 53*
193 Ibid., pp. 53-54.
19/* Ibid.. pp. 89-92.
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contained all grades of the public—school system and foilowed the
general plan of organization and program of studies of the public
195
schools *
The training-school faculty consisted of sixteen
teachers, under the supervision of the director of teacher train
ing* Six members of the faculty had bachelor* s degrees and ten
had master*s degrees*

The education courses were taught by three

professors and one associate professor, all of whom had master* s

196

degrees*

The College became a member of the Southern Association

of Colleges and Secondary Schools and the National Association of
Schools of Music in 1946, and the American Association of Teachers*
Colleges in 1947
Table XI showp the number of four—year graduates by years
and by curricula from 1939 to 1946, inclusive*
of graduates was three hundred and four*
any one year was sixty-one in 1942*

The total number

The largest number in

The average number was thirty-

eight* The largest number in any one curriculum was sixty-eight
in Business Administration.

The smallest number was four in Latin,

3-95 Southeastern Louisiana College, Catalogue Issues* 1946—
1947* Bulletin, Vol. IV, No. 3 (Published by the College, 1947/7
p. 89.

196

Ibid* * pp. 10-14*

Personal letter to the author, dated May 7, 1947, from.
Luther H. Dyson, Dean, Southeastern Louisiana College, Hammond, Louisiana*
3*96 porSonal letter to the author dated May 2, 1947, from Mrs.
Roby B* Pearce, Registrar, Louisiana Polytechnic Institute, Rudon,
Louisiana*
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TABLE XI
NUSffiER OF GRADUATES OF FOUR—TEAR TEACHER-TRAINING CURRICULA,
SOUTHEASTERN LOUISIANA COLLEGE, 1939-1946199

1939

1940 1941 1942

Business
Administration

7

12

8

&iglisb

4

?

7

French

1

?

4

Hone Economics
Lover Elementary 10
Mathematics

2

2

Physical
Education

4

6

1

1943 1944 1945 1946

6

8

6

6

68

6

1

1

1

27

1

5

10

31

4

1

2

6

31

1

1

2

7

2

24

2

IO

2

4

Science

2

6

2

4

2

1

Social Science

7

?

10

13

3

1

1

2

Upper Elementary ?

1

TOTAL

8
V*

37

37—

3

17
1

1

3

Upper and Lover
Elementary Music

6

11

1

Spanish

61

Total

34

4

-63.

1

4

6

20

s

4

?

22

28

21

44

304

Information furnished by L« H„ Dyson, Dean, Division
of Education, Southeastern Louisiana College, Hammond, Louisiana*

2B5
15*

Louisiana Polytechnic Institute

Louisiana Polytechnic Institute became a member of the
hutflcan Association of Colleges and the Southern Association
of Colleges and Secondary Schools in 1927.

It modified its

program of teacher training as needs arose, and by 1932—1933,
it m s offering the following four—year teacher—traininc curricula s
English-Foreign Language
English-Social Science
Some Economies
Science-Mathematics
ELemant&ry Grades ^
These combinations of subjects to form curricula were
similar to those of other institutions and were in keeping with
certification requirements*

The curriculum for the elementary

grades was so arranged by years that a student might be eligible
for a professional elementary certificate on completion of his
sophomore year.^®**
Thirty—five education c ourses were listed, twelve of them
methods courses in the various school subjects at different levels*
Sevenothers dealt with the content of elementary school subjects*
The remainder treated such subjects as classroom management, prob
lems in secondary education, history of education, and observation
pop
and practice teaching.
Psychology was required in each curriculum

Louisiana Polytechnic Institute, General Information
and Announcement of Courses * 1932—1933* Vol. XXX, No . 2, April,
19 32 (Boston: Louisiana Polytechnic Institute), pp. 45-50.
201

Ibid., p. 49*
Ibid., pp. 62—66.

b*st was

listed
By

as

an edooatlon c o u r s e , ^

tias the tiujning school included the four high,

school gFftd^s and the seven elementary grades, and used the
course ol study provided by the State Department or Education
By 1941 the education curricula of the School or Educa
tion included the followings
Art
Snglish—Foreign Language
English-Social Science
Seience-Uathematics
Elementary Grades
Teachers and Supervisors of School Music

*

Although heme economics is not listed, a curriculum in
this subject which would qualify teachers was offered by the school
<y\/.

of home economics,

.

and the same thing was true with reference
20?

to physical education for men

and for women.

20$

Also, the

"Curriculum for Teachers and Supervisors of School Music M qualified
teachers for band, orchestra, and choral work, so that in reality
there were eleven curricula for teachers*
The number of education courses had been reduced to seven
teen, largely through the elimination of several materials and

Ibid,, pp. 45-50.
^

•"-M., p. 51.

Iouisiana Polytechnic Institute, General Information
and A^^iounca^nts of Courses* 1941—1942. Volume XXXTX, Ho. 2, April
1941 (Hustons Louisiana Polytechnic Institute, 1941), pp. 157-162.
266

28?

istho^ courses and some of the content courses in <»1emg>nt^T*y
school subjects*

Two new courses were Administration end. Super—
*

vision end. Ui8 Teacher as & Citizen, the latter designed to aid
the beginning teacher An becoming adjusted to the community
in which she was working*20^
Changes in the program between 19X1 and 1946 resulted in
the following education curricula by the School of Educations
English—Foreign languages
English-Social Science
Seience-Mathematics
Elementary Grade
Business Education210
Although the number of curricula offered and controlled
by the School of Education had been reduced since 1941, the total
number of curricula in the college that would qualify teachers
bad been increased to twelve, with the School of Agriculture
providing fear
• * * a major in horticulture or agronomy,
or dairy husbandry, or animal husbandry, or in
agriculture, with a minor in education* . * each
of these curricula leading to a bachelor of
science in agriculture*211
91 Q
fhe School of Arts and Sciences offered work in art/^5,
• physical education for a ® , 2^ physical education for women,

209 Xbid*. p. 106.
Louisiana Polytechnic Institute, Catalogue for 1945—.
Vol. XLXII, No. 2, April 2, 1945 (Rustons Louisiana Polytechnic
Institute, 1945), PP* 163-167*
211

ZLZ

Ibid.* p. 48.
P* 60.
Ibid., p. 101.

214 I b id . , p . 1 0 7 .
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a&si music (band, orchestra, and vocal) each of which would qualify
teachers or those subjects; and the School of home Economics^*'*
provided a curriculum to meet requirements for teachers of home
economics.
Xhe education courses were essentially the same as those
for 1941# one difference being that high—school practice teaching
216
was to be done in the field#
since the higfe-school part of
the campus training school had been abandoned*

The faculty of the

training school contained nine teachers# one for each of the
seven grades, a librarian# and a home economics teacher.

All of

these teachers had master* s degrees except the librarian# who
had a bachelor*s degree.2H7* The education faculty contained
seven members.

Three of them had doctor* s degrees and four had

master*s degrees.^®
In Table XII is shown the number of graduates from the
teacher—training program from 1925 to 1946 inclusive. Of a
total of 1607 graduates# 120 of them# or 7*5 por cent, were men.
Approximately four-fifths of the men were trained for high-school
work, with one—fifth prepared for positions in elementary schools.
The twenty-two trained for elementary positions are only 1.4 per
cent of the total number trained.

Ibid.. p. 200.
2X6 Ibid*. P* 163.
jjjld., pp. 19-20.
218 Ibid.. pp. 12-17.

Approximately half (75$) of the
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TABLE XII
n u mber o f graduates o f four -year tsachsr -trairing curricula ,

LOUISIANA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE, 1925*19462i^

MEN
Year
1925
1926

1927
1928
1929
1930
ifst
1932
1933
osS
1935
193&
X3J{
193$
1939
1940
1941
19l2
1943
1944
1945
1946
TOTAL

WOMEN

»
Sec,. Slem. 1 Sec
*
11
12
*
?
8
1 i
3

8
7
7

1
2

i2
i4
10

8"

4

i

2
1

4
2
1
5
4
2

?
98

■

2
1
2
1
5
5
1
2

22

ix
3
?
13
IO
V
?
4
3
11
179

TOTAL

i
t
ELeoi. Home f Men
Ee. 1,
2
4
11
20
18
. 8r
10

7
6
10
3

16
15
25
91
134
317
114
57
29
28
30
755

18
39
31.
21
13
20
20
22
22
. 11..
22
19
25
31
' 31
27
41
w
_

11
12 _
I?
8
3
8
5
4
1
4
2

4
4
2
10

?
3

27
18

2
0
0

16

5

553

120

26

’
&ajasn

Men and Women

28
39
66
54
50
.~8f.
56
48
37
34_
4i
40
50
44
U
39
36
.... 40
38
39
4b
36
68
46
48
52
*9
W
._
128
126
184
174 _
16 s
177
168
165.
88
..SP
60
60
49
49
71 - ..... 62
1607
m m
....

Information furnished by Mrs. Ruby B. Pearce, Registrar,
Louisiana polytechnic Institute, Huston, Louisiana.
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women were trained for elementary work and half (732 ) for highschool work, & great majority ©f these, 553, having prepared
for home economica*
16*

Southwestern Louisiana Institute

Southwestern Louisiana Institute was accredited by the
Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools in 192$,
by the American Association of Colleges in 1926, by the American •
Council on Education in 1927, and by the American Association of
Teachers * Colleges in 1932.

It had made sufficient modifies'

tlon in Its program of teacher education by 1933 to meet the new
specialisation requirements of 1931 except in agriculture*

the

four—year curricula offered by the College of Education for the
session of 1933-1934 were:
Lower Elementary Grades
Upper Elementary Grades
Art
Music
Commerce
English
Foreign Language
History
Home Economics
Physical Education

Since arrangements could be made for a combination of two

Personal letter to the author, dated May 2, 1947, from
Joseph A* Biehl, Registrar, Southwestern Louisiana Institute, Lafayette,
Louisiana •
O'Xl
Southwestern Louisiana Institute, Thirty-Ihird Annual
Tv>srM’
fente Bulletin, Vol. XXX, Ho* 1, May 1933 (Publisher
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cf thesQ cuiricula to form another one, for example, science—
AftthaBatics, the iuis^er of possible curricula was greatly
increased.222
In addition to the four—year curricula, a two-year UpperElementary Curriculum and a two-year Lower—Elementary Curriculum
were also offered.

Requirements for the two curricula might be

set by completing the first two years of the corresponding four223
year curricula.
Twenty—two education courses were offered.
These were divided into two groups s Elementary Education, four
teen, and Secondary Education, eight.22^f
Approximately half of the courses for elementary teachers
were content and methods courses.

The others included such sub

jects as the priraaxy curriculum, psychology, general principles and
techniques of teaching, tests and measurements and observation and
practice teaching*225 The courses for high-achool teachers dealt
with general principles of secondary education, guidance, extra
curricular activities, educational sociology, history of secondary
education, and practice teaching.

226

Little change In the program of 1933 was necessary to meet
the certifIcation requirements of 1941—1942.

222 loe. clt.
XjOC. cit.
Ibid., pp. 107-114.
Ibid., pp. 107-1H.
Ibid., pp. 111-114.

The title of the
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Physical Education Curriculum was changed to Health and Physical
Education» This new curriculum provided the necessary “
training
to meet certification requirements for both men and women •
Ihe Music Curriealiaa had been expanded to include three curricula:

228

vocal instruction, band, and orchestra*

The Home Economics

Curriculum had been transferred from the College of Education to
the College of Agriculture, but it still provided an adequate
training program for certifying teachers .229

the courses in education were no longer divided into
elementary and secondary groups, and the number had been reduced
to twenty.

Some of the content and methods courses had been

eliminated and such new ones as Health Education - Personal Hygiene,

Kindergarten Education, Statistics, Coinmereial Subjects in the High
School, and Educational Sociology added.
Additional specialisation had been provided by 1946, when
the College of Education offered the following curricula:
Art
Business Education
Elementary Education
1. Primary Grades
2, Upper Grades
Englieb-Speech-Foreign Language or Library Science

2^7 Southwestern Louisiana Institute* Announcements for the
Session 1941—1942. Institute Bulletin, Vol. XXXVIII, Ho. 2, August
19 ^jL (Lafayette: Southwestern Louisiana Institute, 1945), P* 121.

Ibid.* pp. 61-63.
22^ Ibid.*

p

m

66.

230 Ibid.a pp. 102-105.
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Huale
1. Band
2. General Music
3. Orchestra
4* Plano
Science-Mathematics
Social Studies
Speech—English-*^
In addition to the sixteen curricula offered by the
College of Education, the College of Agriculture offered curricula
la agriculture

and home economics for qualifying teachers for

these subjects*
the courses in education were similar to those of 194X<
One new course, Industrial Arts for Elementary Schools, had been
added, but the total number of courses had been reduced by
The education courses were taught by six professors.

o n e . * ^ 3

Four of

them had master’s degrees and two had doctor’s d egrees.

Practice

teaching was done in an elementary school on the campus and in
the Lafayette High School.

The elementary school faculty con

tained seventeen members s a principal, a librarian, an assistant
librarian, a kindergarten teacher, six critic teachers, and seven .
room teachers. The principal, the seven critic teachers, the
kindergarten teacher, and three of the room teachers had master’s
degrees• The remaining six members of th© faculty had bachelor’s

Southwestern Louisiana Institute, Announcements for
the Session 1946-1947, Institute Bulletin, Vol. VII, No. 1,
at, 1Qif£ ( ayette 2 Southwestern Louisiana Institute, 1945) ,
pp. 73-90*
Ibid»,> pp. 92 and 106.
233 ibid.. p. 155.
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degrees*

The faculty of Lafayette High School was composed of

a principal, two demonstration teachers, and twelve critic
teachers,
degrees.

The principal and thirteen of the teachers had master1a
The other teacher had a bachelor*s degree,*^1'

Table XIXI shows the number of graduates, by curricula,
of the four-year education courses from 1925 to 1944, inclusive.
One vexy significant fact observed in this table Is that the
certification regulations of 1934, one of which increased the
requirements for elementary teachers to four years of college
education, greatly affected the program of training of this
institution.

This la reflected in the sudden rise in the number

of graduates from seventy-five in 1937 to 192 in 1934, sixtyone of this increase being due to the increase in the number of
elementary teachers. A similar increase may be noted from
table H I for Louisiana Polytechnic Institute,

Another indica

tion of the effect of certification regulations is the increase
in graduates in physical education, shorn in Table XIII.

By

1940 students who had enrolled in curricula to meet special
requirements for physical education teachers were beginning to
graduate•

234 Ibid.. pp. 9-18.
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Another Important contribution to teacher education
during the period -was made by Southwestern Louisiana Institute
through its two-year teacher-training curricula*

Table XIV

summarizes the number of graduates from these curricula.
of 1575 students, 111 men and 1464 women, completed them*

A total
The

difference between the number of men and the number of women
is again very pronounced, as it was with Louisiana Polytechnic
Institute, as shown in Table XXX*
Ihe total number of graduates of both the two-year and the
four-year curricula from 1925 to 1946# inclusive, was 3521*

Although

many of the two—year graduates became four-year graduates and are
counted twice, it is evident from these figures that Southwestern
Louisiana Institute made a large contribution to teacher educa
tion during the period of 1925—1947*
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TABUS XI?
HtBSER OF GRADUATES OF TWD-XEAK TEACHERTRAIN DIG CURRICULA, SOUTHWESTERN
LOUISIANA DESTITUTE

1925~ 1946^6

Xaar
1925
1926
X92t
1928 ..
1929
19^
1932
1933
i93t
1935
1936
1937
1938*___
1939*
19LO*
TOTAL

Men

taen

7
2

no

2
_ 4
9
7
3
ID
13
9
1
15
3
12
4
111

132
109
i'll
144
1AQ
122
q&
55

Total

___

63

59
89
43 _ _
35_____
38
1,464

117
100
132 _
in
115
153
147
125
io&
72
U
Xo
67
44
1,575

Information furnished by Joseph A*
Rlehl, Registrar, Southwestern Louisiana Institute,
Lafayette, Louisiana*
* Three-year curricula, to comply with
certification requirements*
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17 • Northwestern State College of Louisiana
Northwestern State College of Louisiana, formerly Louisiana
State Normal College, had attained a high degree of specialisa
tion in its program of teacher education by 1924, but it had to
make many adjustments to meet the specialisation requirements set
up by the State Board of Education during the following twenty
years*

In some ways the college reduced rather than extended its

specialised training*

For example, the fifty-two courses offered

in education in 1924, were reduced to forty-four in 1925, distributed
2 3 7

among large divisions as followss
Division

Psychology
Elementary Education
Secondary Education
History of Education
Administration and Supervision

Number of Courses
7
2 0

3
5
4

The following four-year curricula were suggested:

2 3 3

Agriculture
Art
^iglish—Foreign Language
English-Social Science
Home Economics

$&Lsic
Science
Kindergarten—Primary
Intermediate
Grammar Grades

^37 jjouisiana State, Normal College, Catalogue» 1925*
Bonsai Quarterly, Vol. XXV, No. 2, April, 1925 (Natchitoches
Louisiana State Normal College, 1925), pp. 95—104.
238 Ibid., pp. 23-29.
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That the institution was doing a high quality or work at this time
is attested by its admission to membership in three accrediting
agencies for institutions of higher learning*

In 1926, it became

a member of the American Association of Teachers* Colleges, and
in 1927 It was admitted to membership in the Southern Association
of Teacher Training Institutions and the Southern Association of
Colleges and Secondary Schools
The modifications which were made to meet th© specializa
tion requirements which became effective In 1931 are evident in
th© offerings of 1932*

The suggested curricula for this year

were s
Art
Commerce
English—Foreign Language
English—Library
English-Social Science
Home Economics
Physical Education for Women
Science
Science-Agriculture
Seience-4iathamaties
Kindergarten-Primary
Upper Elementary2^
When it is recalled that the certification regulations
of 193a contained the "subject® specialised* phrase, th© reason
for the increase in curricula and for combinations of subjects is
evident.

The additional weight given to qualifying to teach

jnfoimation furnished by W. S . Mitchell, Registrar
northwestern State College, Natchitoches, Louisiana.
2i*° state Normal College, Catalogue 1932. Normal Quarterly,
?ol. XXI, No. 2, April, 1932 (Natchitoches; Louisiana State
Normal College), pp. 28-40.
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specific subjects caused a further reduction in the offerings
in education. ®i© number of education courses was reduced to
thirtyr-four.^1^*

Further changes were made as need arose; by 1.9l\Q the
number of suggested four-year education curricula had risen to
eighteen, as follows $
Agriculture
Art
Biology
Business Administration
Chemistry
Commercial Education
Health and Physical Education for Man
Health and Physical Education for Women
Home Economics
Language
library
Music
Physics
Primary
Social Studies
Speech
Upper Elementary ****
the number of education courses had been reduced to thirty*
including such new ones ass

Principles and Techniques of Guidance*

Visual Education* Administrative Course in Teaching Occupations*
The Curriculum* Principles of Progressive Teaching in Elementary
2L3
Schools* Teaching by Large Units, and Orientation in Teaching. *^
The inclusion in the total college program of three other

2itl Ibid.. pp. 94-100.
Louisiana State normal College, Catalog, 1941. Vol. XXX,
Ho* 2* April* 1941 (Natchitochest Louisiana State Normal College*
1941)* PP* 46-6&*
ibid,> pp.
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curricula^ Liberal Arts, Pr©~Medical, and Secretarial Science*^*
was indicative of a change that was taking place An the function
of the college*

These courses were not intended to train teachers

and were in keeping with the following statement as to the purpose
of the Colleges
While the purpose of the institution is
primarily to train teachers, it is also to
provide a general cultural education-^45
This beginning of a diversion from teacher education as
the sole function of the college resulted in 1944 in & change in
the name of the college to northwestern State College of Louisiana
and a reorganisation of the College to include the Schools of
Arts and Sciences, Applied Arts and Sciences, and Education•246
The creation of a School of Education brought some changes
in the program of teacher education, the curricula in 1945—1946
beingi
Agriculture
Art
Business
Health and Physical Education
a* For Men
b. For
Home Economics
a* Child
b.
Teacher Training and Home Demonstration
Industrial Education
a* Industrial Arte Education
b* Trade and Industrial Education
The Languages
a* English
b. French

245 Ibid., p. 15*
Northwestern State College of Louisiana, Catalogue.
1944*1945 (Natchitoches t Northwestern State College, 1945), P* 21
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e« Goman
d, Latin
ei Spanish
f . Speech
Library Science
Mathematics
Music
a* Piano and Voice
b* Band and Orchestra
c.
Band, Orchestra, and Voice
Primary and Upper Elementary Education
Science
a* Biology
b. Chemistry
c. Physics
Social Science2^'
The education courses at this time were similar to those
of 19AO, although the number had been reduced to twenty—six,
two new courses were included* Methods of Nursery School
Training and Nursery School Education.^® A combination of
these education courses with other courses in the various educa
tion curricula might be made in such a way as to qualify teachers
for any position in the public schools of Louisiana not requiring
work beyond a bachelor* s degree*

Th© education courses were

taught by two professors with doctor*b degrees and two associate
professors with master*s degrees,
Student teaching was done in the Warren Easton Elementary
School and the Natchitoches High School, both of which were on
the college campus.

The faculty of the Warren Easton Elementary

Northwestern State College of Louisiana, Catalogue

19A5-1946. Vol. XXXV, No. 2, April 1946 (Natchitoches i North
western State College, 1944), pp. 57~63«
2** Ibid.. FP- 125-128.
Ibid.. pp. 7-10.
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School consisted of & principal, a librarian, thirteen super
vising teachers, and nine room teachers* One of the supervisors
had a doctor1s degree; the principal and twelve of the super
visors had master*s degrees*

the ten remaining members of the

faculty had bachelor1s degrees • The faculty of the Natchitoches
High School consisted of a principal, a librarian, nineteen
supervising teachers, and one substitute teacher*

the principal,

the substitute teacher, and fifteen of the supervisors had master’s
degrees; the librarian and four of the supervisors had bachelor’s
degrees *^50
The great contribution which this institution made to
teacher education from 1925 to 1946 is reflected in Table XV
and Table XVI*

The number of four-year graduates, 3,649* and the

number of two-year graduates, 2,771, made a total of 6,420
potential teachers who received their training there during this
period*

This Is almost double the number graduated from any other

institution in the state during the same period, Southwestern
Louisiana Institute being second, with only 3,521.

The total figure,

6,420, contains duplications, as some two-year graduates became
four—year graduates * The list of curricula in Table XV shows the
combinations of courses, previously mentioned* Nearly all the
different subjects in the high-school program of studies were com
bined with English, mathematics, or science to form different
curricula to enable students to qualify for teaching at least two
subjects.

These combinations are indicated by use of the word

"Other** in the Table.
250 Ibid., pp. 17-21.

TABLE 17
XUIOtSR or ORADOAIIS OP FOOR-YEAR TBAGHBMRAIHIRg CUBRIOTLA,
RORTHWBSIERH STATE COLLEGE, 1926-1946»01

Curricula
Agriculture
Agriculture-bcienoe
Art
CouHoerc©
English
Engliah-Foreign Language
English-Social Science
fciglish-Other
French
Grammar Grades
Home Economics
Intermediate
iindergarten-ifiaary
Library
Mathematics
Mathematic8-Scisnee
Mathematios-Other
Musio
Music-Other
Physical Education
Primary
Science
Science-Other
Social Studies
Speech
Upper Elementary
Other
Total

1925 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 56 36 37 38 89 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 Total
7

7

8

9

8

9

5

t

2

b
2

i 5 i ii 14 lb 8
it 29 45 4b iz i t is 39
5 10 id 5 5 i 4 t

s is
1t

3 is
b 10
i
1
i
5
i

i

i

12'

4

sb“ 96

1
10 14 2
1
9 ii i t lb 11 i t lb 16 4
1
1 2
3 2 i i 1
9 it ii i i 21 48 58 65 38 bo 21 21 29 28
b 5 7 b
is 11
14
4b 14 32 lb i t £5 bs So
8 25 26 15 18 21 18 44 i
l
4 4 3 3

3 it
6 7 7 4
8 14 16 ii i t i t it il kl lb t4 36 34 32 43
4 b 4 4 3
1 3 9 6 4 7 8 4 3 is ib ll 61 63
10
lo
10 22 16 4 4 1 1
3 4^ 5 7 10 8 15 20 20 ib 9 0 21 13
b 6
6 5 i
4 5 10 3 b 7 13 19 9
i
i
4
1
5 5 7 5 2 b 9 lb 19
2
45
2
1
12
2 4 1
18 IS 25 8
b lo
i 5
1 4 10 6 IS lb 20 3b 51 i t 49
4 i 6 8 3
2 4 5 6 5 10 10
5 i
110 139 119 129 134 142 138 132 176 149 156 227 328 362 285

37 33

b
3

t
5

la It

4

§
4

9

1
3

.

73
126
27
44b
5b
t8 i
ios”
14
39
458
it
211 "
35

be

'

'

""

13

3

7

18 14 4
34 sb 18
7 5

7
16
2

18

175
b ISO
15
13
186
4 ' isfn
29
74
ii
bb

id ib 8 6
6 1 5 3 3 j" 4b
4a 31 19 ii ii 403
2 2 'i
3
97
i
243 205 310 XU 100

251 £? £* Grantee «nd Honor Boll (Record book on file in the Registrar's Office, Northwestern State College,
Natchitoches, Louisiana, W geT not numbered,)
'

3649
M

2
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TABLE XVI
HUMBER, OF GRADUATES OF TWO-YEAR TEACHER-TRAIKING CURRICULA,
NORTHWESTERN STATE COLLEGE, 1925-19372^2

Tear
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
TOTAL

Men
21

15
17
12

5
6

7
5
2
1

3
3
3
100

Women
342
391
306
00-3
265
23i>
234
14S
_
..
98 _ .
115
...... 95...
119

Total
.

363
A06
323
234
270
242

241
153
100
116

98

122

100

103

2,671

2,771

2^2 Two-Year Graduates and Honor Roll* Record
book on file in the Registrar1s Office, Northwestern
State College of Louisiana, Natchitoches, Louisiana*
(Pages not numbered)•
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18. Louisiana State University and
Agricultural and Mechanical College
Louisiana state University had to stake but little change
in its program of teacher education to meet the specialization
requirements set up in 1924*

Practically the only change required

was the addition of & curriculum for home economics teachers in
1925—1926.^33 However, the **special subjects” regulations of
1931 resulted in great expansion of the program, and in 1934-1935
the following curricula were offered by Teachers College.
English and a Foreign Language
History and a Foreign Language
Science and Mathematics
Music and an Academic Subject
Upper Elementary Grades
Commerce and Academic Subject
Athletic Coaching and an Academic Subject
Home Economics^54
The choice of an academic subject, which was permitted with
music, commerce, and athletic coaching to form a curriculum, greatly
increased the number of possible curricula and called for more
specialization. The College of Agriculture also set up a program
255
of training which qualified students as teachers of agriculture.
A most significant feature of the program, at this time was
the inclusion of professional courses for graduate students who

^33 jjcuisiana State University, Catalogue. 1925-1926. Univer
sity Bulletin, Vol. XVIII-N.S., Ho. 5# May 1926 (Baton Rouges
Louisiana State University, 1926), p. 166.
25/1

Louisiana State University, Catalogue, 1934-1935.
University Bulletin, Vol. XXVII, M.S., Ho. 4, May, 1935 (laton Rouge:
Louisiana State University, 1935), PP* 165-173.
255 Ibid., p. 98

30?
desired to meet the requirements for a certificate to teach in
high school and who had not done so in their undergraduate pro—
gram*

This any *#21 be considered the beginning of a graduate

program of teacher education in the state, which has been the
major source of supply <*f teachers £>r positions requiring the
master's degrees***-^
A total of forty—six courses in education was offered in
1934-1935* five of which were offered by extension only, another
significant feature of the whole program*

Thirteen of the courses

were materials and methods courses, some of which were for elemen
tary school and some for high school*

The others included such

subjects as psychology, administration, supervision, tests and
measurements, general principles of teaching, organization,
curriculum construction, history of education, philosophy of educatlern, statistics, research in education, and observation and
practice teaching .^5?

the practice teaching was done in the

University High School, which at that time included grades five
through eleven*

253

The quality of work which the University was

doing at this time is Indicated by its membership in the Southern
Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools and in the American
Association of State Universities*

It was admitted to the former

agency in 1913 and to the latter in 1928*^^
256 Ibid., p. 164.
257- Ibid.. pp. 261-265.
258 Ibid.. p. 165.
2
Personal letter dated May 1, 1947, to the author, from
Mrs* W* H. Gates, Registrar, Louisiana State University, Baton
Rouge, Louisiana*

Changes in certification requirements between 1934 and
1940 were perhaps responsible for the relatively large expan
sion of the program during those years*

By 1940 the education

curricula had been increased to includes

Kindex^arten-Pidjaary
Upper Elementary
English and Foreign language
English and History
History and Foreign Language
Mathematics and Science
Commerce and Academic Major
Fine Arts and Academic Major
Athletic Coaching and Academic Major
General Health and Physical Education
and Academic Major
Vocal Supervision
Instrumental Supervision
In addition to the curricula offered by the College of
Education, two ethers, Agricultural Education and Home Economies
Education,were offered by the College of Agriculture*

these

made a total of fourteen curricula listed, and the choice of an
academic major with each of four of the curricula offered by the
College of Education greatly increased the number*
An increase, though relatively smaller, was made in th©
number of education courses offered, the number in 1934-1935
262

being forty-six and in 1940-41 fifty-eight*

More significant

than the increase in number was the large number of advanced
courses offcured for graduate students*

A total of thirty—five

Louisiana State University, Catalogue Issue* 1940-1941*
University Bulletin, Vol. XXXIII, Ho. 5, May 1941 (Baton Rouge!
Louisiana State University, 1940), pp. 145-154*
261
Ibid* * p. 32*

262 »*■<*«■» pp. 2x8-220.
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ware open to graduate students, with thirty-one designated
specifically as graduate courses,
lie new courses of much significance had been added to
those of 1934—1935 @n the undergraduate level, but several appeared
at the graduate level, some of the More significant beings

Adult

Education, Problems in Educational Finance, Problems in Education,
(rural, secondary, socio-civic), Principles and Problems of
Commercial Secondary Education, Comparative Study of European
Hational Education Systems, and Field Berk in Comparative Educa
tion.2^
the large number of education courses, the lazge number
of teacher-training curricula, and the wide range of courses
offered by other colleges of the University made it possible for

the College of Education to offer a program of training that
would meet all certification requirements, and qualify teacher®
for any position in the public school system of Louisiana, and
for the University to grant degrees, with a major in education at

^11 level®, the baccalaureate, master*s, and doctor*s.
Modification and expansion of the program were fully as

great during the period 1940-1945 as in the previous period, 19331940.

By 1945 the education curricula had been modified and extended

to include:
Art end a teaching Minor
Commerce and a Teaching Minor
Elementary Grades

263 Loc. clt.

Bagl.iah and a Teaching Miner
Foreign Language and & Teaching Minor
Health and Physical Education and a Teaching
Minor (Men)
Health and Physical Education and a Teaching
Minor (Women)
Library Science and a Teaching Minor
Mathematics and a Teaching Minor
Science and a Teaching Minor
Music (Instrumental Supervision)
Music (Vocal Supervision)
Music (Combined Band, Orchestra, and Vocal
Supervision)
Music (Plano Teachers)
Social Studies and a Teaching Minor
Speech and a Teaching Minor^&S
The College of Agriculture, through its School of Vocational
Education, offered curricula for teachers in vocational agriculture,
vocational home economics, vocational trade and industrial educa
tion, and industrial arts education
Hiirty—six undergraduate courses and fifty-five graduate
courses were now offered.

The undergraduate courses numbered

twenty-four in materials and methods; seven in student teaching,
and one each in introduction to education, educational psychology,
principles and problems of teaching in the secondary school,
ssisic education for the elementary grades, and evaluation of
instruction •

The courses at the graduate level were similar

to those of 1940, the increase in number being due largely to a

^ Louisiana S t&te University, Catalogue Issue. 19451946. university Bulletin, Vol. XXXVIII, Mo. 3, April 10, 1946
("Baton Monger Louisiana State University, 1946), pp. 162-176.
266 Ibid.. p. 107.
267 P>id.. pp. 243-246.
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shift of several courses from ’the undergraduate to the graduate
level*

Twelve of these courses were designated as studies in

the teaching of the various school subjects, both elementary and
high school*

oAg

Two courses, Visiting Teacher Work and Visiting

Teacher Workshop2^ weTB new and designed to meet certification
requirements for the newly created position of Visiting Teacher*
A combination of courses, curricula, and offerings of
other colleges of the University made it possible for the Univer
sity to meet all certification requirements and to grant degrees
at

levels at this time Just as it did in 1940*

The education

faculty, exclusive of the university Laboratory School, contained
fifteen m e m b e r s . T e n of them had doctor's degrees and five
271
had master’s degrees* *
Practice teaching in 1945*1946 was done in the University
Laboratory School, which comprised all of the grades of the
elementary and high school*

272

cipal and twenty— five teachers*

The faculty consisted of a prin
The principal had a doctor's

degree, twenty-three of the teachers had master's degrees, and
273
two of them had bachelor's degrees*
Table XVII shows the total number of graduates of the

Ihid,, pp • 244-245.

269 Ibid.. p. 245270 ibid., p. 243.
271 Ibid.. pp. 12-25.

272 Ibid.. p. 158.
273 Ibid.. pp. 33-34.
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TABLE XVII
NUMBER OF GRADUATES OF THE COLLEGE OF EDUCATION,
LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY, 1925-1946274

Tear

Number of graduates
Regular session
Summer session

Tbtal

1925
1926
m L
1928
1929

2L
ML

M.

42

1930

31
44

31
44
82
112
139

1931
1932
1933 _ _
1934
1935
m L
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
TOTAL

96
HO
m
158
116
IS.
159
150
171
160
S8
73
73
80
2,043

2L

ML

20
16
29
IE

ML
40

203
201
15 J

191
214
210

51 .
49
32
29
13
19
549

222
209
100
102
86
99
2,597

^7^ Information furnished by Mrs. W. H. Gates, Registrar,
Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, Louisiana. '
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College of Educationfrom 1925 to 1946*

It was not possible to

obtain the number ©f sen and the number of women or the number
©f graduates by curricula* Also the total number of graduates,
2597# does not include the graduates in home economics and agri
culture elm took teacher-education curricula* Had it been possible
to have included these, the total would have been much larger*
2n addition to these graduates of the College of Education,
approximately' 560 students obtained master’s degrees in education
during the period.2^
C*

The Status of Teacher Education at the Close of the Period
1925-1947
the period 1925 to 1947 was one in which specialised

training was emphasised in the preparation of teachers in Louisiana*
This specialized training was required by' certification regulations,
which were made necessary' by an expanding high-school program of
studies, state approval of elementary schools, and a state-wide
program of curriculum revision*
When the State Board of Education began authorizing high
sehooIs in 1904, It also began setting up programs of studies for
then*

The first of these contained one curriculum and required

three years for completion. The second, adopted upon the recommenda
tion of State High-School Inspector Weber, contained three curricula
(literary, Commercial, and Agricultural) and required four years

275
Estimate by Dr. Homer L* Garrett, Professor of Education
and Chairman of Graduate Studies in Education, Louisiana State
University*
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for completion*

The inclusion of agriculture and commerce in

the program made necessary special training for teachers of these
subjects*

The program was expanded again In 1916 so as to

include two new curricula, General and Domestic Economy, the
curriculum in Domestic Economy requiring additional specialized
training* Other changes were made and by 1944 the program had
been expanded to include twelve fields of instruction and 104*2
high-school units, from which the student might select his pro*
gram*

Closely associated with this expansion of the program of

studies was the development of & state program of supervision*
This was begun with the employment of a state high—school inspector
in 1907.

As subjects which required special training were added

to the program of studies, inspectors or supervisors were employed
to supervise the teaching of them*

The first such supervisor

was for agriculture and the second for domestic science* By
1944 seventeen special—subjacts supervisors were members of the
State Department of Education staff*
In 1909 the State Board of Education began a program of
state supervision for rural schools, similar to that which
It had established for high schools.

Inauguration of this program

soon brought out the fact that teachers in these small schools
were not as well qualified as they were in the larger schools*
|h4« discovery resulted in a movement to consolidate schools and
raise the qualification requirements of rural— school teachers*
This work, which was begun with one supervisor in 1909# increased
rapidly in volume and an assistant supervisor was employed*
For several years the work of these supervisors was in the field
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of consolidation, organisation, and administration*

In 1920

a shift of emphasis was mads to the supervision of instruction.
In that year the Stats Department of Education began the practice
of preparing in advance of the opening of schools each fall state
supervisory programs * The activities listed in these programs
were 1stended to improve instruction and thus, indirectly, to
improve the instructors*

Efforts to carry out these programs

led to the employment by parish school board® of parish super
visors of instruction said to the establishment of a system of
state-approved elementary schools, both of which were intended to
improve instruction and raise the level of teacher education*
The ciarrieulum—revision movement, begun in 1936 as a
Joint effort by Teachers College of Louisiana State University
end toe State Department of Education, had as its objective the
improvement of teaching and learning*

Hie program extended over

a period of four years and was so organised as to include all the
teachers and many lay people of the state.

Each summer, 1936 to

1939 inclusive, a group of teachers, principals, supervisors, and
superintendents, under the direction of members of the State
Department of Education and members of toe faculty of Teachers
College engaged in an intensive study of the problem at the
University• This study resulted in the preparation of a bulletin
each summer for use by the teachers of the state during the follow
ing session* Teachers and administrators were stimulated to read
widely, to exchange ideas, and to try new methods and procedures*
The preparation and use of units of work, called "try-outs,11
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were perhaps the most stimulating of all the activities engaged
in by the teachers*

Fj-om the standpoint of specialisation,

the division of the program of studies into major fields for
instructional purposes was perhaps the most significant* Such a
division was away from specialisation along subject matter lines*
It tended to center the attention ©f the teacher upon the interests,
purposes, and needs of children rather than upon subject matter
mastery*
A relatively large amount of specialized training was
offered by the teacher-training institutions of the state during
the period 1906 to* 1924* Some of this was required by certifica
tion regulations, ©specially for high schools . Major emphasis,
however, was not placed upon special training until the period
1925—1947*

In 1924 the State Board of Education passed regula

tions basing all future certification upon college training*
Special requirements were set up for classroom teachers as one
group and administrators as another.

Variations in requirements

for teachers were made between elementary schools and high schools
and between approved schools and unapproved schools* Special
requirements were set up for teachers of commercial subjects*
*Phjs step was significant, because it marked the beginning of a
trend toward the setting up of such requirements for all sub
jects.

In 1926 special requirements were set up for teachers of

home economice, and in 1931 a new plan of certification set up
epeCial requirements for all subjects in the high school*

A

High—School Certificate qualified the teacher to teach only those
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subjects listed, on tbs £bce of the certificate as "subjects
specialized.” Six college-session hours of credit was accepted
a® adequate preparation for most subjects. More were required
for h e m economic s, music, art, and agriculture. Other special
requirements were added; in 1940 the committee which wrote the
certification requirements to become effective July 1, 1947, made
a special effort to protect the general education of teachers
against further encroachments by special-interests groups*

It

did this by recommending fifty semester hours of general education
for all teachers*

this still permitted a large amount of

specialized training*

Special requirements were set up for

administrative and supervisory positions * for hlgh-sehool teach
ing, for tipper and lower-elementary grade teaching, and for
nursery school-kindergarten teaching* Special training was
required for sixteen types of teaching positions, fifteen of which
were designated according to subjects.
Efforts on the part of the teacher-training institutions
of the state to meet demands for more and better—trained teachers
resulted

in expansion and modification of their programs*

Descrip

tions given of the changes made indicate a steady improvement in
the quality of training and in the number of teachers trained until
the beginning of World War II*
For the purpose of showing the number of teachers trained,
fable XVIII

has been compiled.

Records for the private institutions,
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New Orleans Normal School, and the graduate students of Louisiana
State Uni.versi.ty are not complete*

Despite this lack of complet—

ness the Table shows that 18,560 students completed teachertraining curricula*

Of this number 6,554, or 35.4 per cent, com

pleted two-year curricula, 11,333 or 41*2 per cent, completed
four-year curricula, and 429 or 3»4 per cent, completed graduate
curricula*
TABLE XVIII
NUMBER OF GRADUATES OF TEACHER-TRAINING CURRICULA
IN LOUISIANA, 1925-1944

Two-Xear Four-Xear Graduate
Total
Curricula Curricula Curricula
Twelve Private Institutions
1108
Hew Orleans Normal School
1100
Southeastern Louisiana College
Louisiana Polytechnic Institute
Southwestern Louisiana
Institute
1575
Northwestern State College
2771
Louisiana State University
Total

6 ,5 5 4

304
1607

1924
1100
304
140?

2447
3649
2579

560

4022
4420
3139

11,333

629

18,516

747

69

, fhe evidence presented Indicates that the general level of
teacher education had been greatly raised by the end of this

period*

Records of the State Department of Education show clearly

that this is true*

Between 1924 and 1945, a total of 34,775^^

^ State Department of Education of Louisiana, NinetySixth Annual Report for the Session 1944-45* Bulletin No". 585
(Issued by John E« Coxa, State Superintendent of Public Educa
tion, 1945), P* 200*

certificates had been, Issued on the basis of two or more years
of college training*

Of this number, 14,169^*^ were Professional.
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Certificates, and 18*191
were Professional Elementary Certifi
cates* Since both the high-E ehool and the Professional certifi
cates required at least a bachelor *s degree, the number of
teachers who received certificates on the basis of at least fouryear college degrees between 1924 and 1943* was 16,584*

The

differences between these figures on certification and those in
f&bls XVIII on graduates of teacher-training courses are due to the

following:

The information in Table XVIII is incomplete; many

teachers were certified on the basis of training which they had
received prior to 1925; many teachers who did not complete a
teacher—training curriculum received certificates on the basis of
two ©r more years of college training; and many teachers received
certificates on the basis of training received in institutions
outside Louisiana*
Hors specific evidence as to the status of the teaching
fore© during the session of 1944—1945 is seen in the fact that of
a total of 1 0 ,003 ^ ? teachers in the various parish and .city systems
280
281
of the state/938*^ had master*s degrees; 5*739
had bachelor*s

degrees; 1/247^^ had three years of college training; 1,634^^

boc, cit,
Loc, cit*
279

280

pp. 172-173.
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had t w years or college training; and only 445*^^ had one year
or less of college training*

Stated in another ways 9*4 per cent

of the teachers had master1s degrees; 57*4 per cent had bachelor*s
degrees; 12*5 per cent had three years of college training; 16*3
per cent had two years of college training; and 4*4 per cent had
one year or less of college training*

Thus it is seen that whereas

between 1924 and 1945 the total number of teachers had grown from
8,406^ to 10,003, an increase of only 19 per cent, the proportion
of the total teaching force holding a bachelor’s degree had
increased from 17*7 per cent to 68*8 per cent*
Mention should be made of the fact that conditions related
to World War II had already lowered the average status*

By

reference to Tables XI, XII, XIII, XV, and XVII, it may be seen
clearly that the number of teachers trained was greatly reduced
following the entry of the United States into the war.

However,

the record for 1946 shows an increase in the number trained over
that of 1945, which probably indicates that no further lowering
of the status will occur*

28Zf Loc* Cit*

CHAPTER VI
StttttJARY AND CONCLUSIONS
/

This study has traced the development of the professional
education of white teachers in Louisiana from the beginnings of
teacher education to 1947*

The description of the development

has been presented in four major divisions of the study*

3hes©

divisions were made according to periods of time, each period
being characterized by significant developments in teacher
education in Louisiana*

The divisions are: teacher education in

Louisiana prior to 1884; the beginnings of a definite state
program of teacher education, 1884—1906; expansion and improve
ment of the state program of teacher education* 1907—1924; and
specialization in teacher education* 1925-1947*

The following

summary and conclusions are based on the information presented
in the study*
Xhe first special institutions for the training of teachers
were established by religious orders in France in the latter part
of the seventeenth century and in Germany just at the close of
that century* Gne hundred years later* France established the
first state—supported teacher—training institution, which remained
in operation a few months but which served as a precedent for
others.

By the end of the first quarter of the nineteenth century,

both France and Germany had adopted programs of state support
321
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for the training of teachers in special institutions, which
cans to be known as normal schools*

England and Switzerland

n&de beginnings in such work about the same time, but made
little progress until about the middle of the nineteenth cen
tury, by which time several normal schools had been established in
the United States,
There is a difference of opinion as to the Influence
which the foreign institutions had upon those established in the
United States, State control instead of national control and a
relatively democratic relationship between the faculty and the
student body seem to be of distinctly American origin,

Certain

other features pertaining to organization and administration were
evidently borrowed from the institutions of Europe,
The Reverend Samuel R. Hall, established the first normal
school in the United States at Concord, Vermont, in 1323,

This

institution was privately supported, Massachusetts, in 1839,
established two normal schools with state support and thus set the
pattern for the present system of state—supported teacher-training
institutions in the United States,
The first normal school in Louisiana was the New Orleans
Normal School, which was established by legislative action in 1353,
The institution received some state aid, although it was primarily
a city normal school and trained teachers almost exclusively for
the City of New Orleans,

The school trained only a small number

of teachers prior to 1834, but it helped to establish in the
minds of the people of the state the idea that teachers required
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special training, and In so doing it rendered a valuable
service*
the general education which was provided by the colleges
a ^ academies of the state was the only education which most of its
teachers received prior to the establishment of the State Normal
School at Natchitoches, Louisiana, in 1834*

It was of an inferior

quality as measured by present-day standards*
The Peabody Education Fund provided valuable assistance to
the mmt Orleans Normal School from 1868 to 1882*

the same fund

was instrumental in establishing and supporting normal departments
in a few other institutions over the state* Money from the fund
warn also used to provide scholarships to the Nashville Normal
School, Nashville, Tennessee; and in 1882, an appropriation was
granted for the support of teachers 9 institutes in Louisiana*
1 small sum was used to support an educational journal for a
period of eight or ten years*

The total amount of money contributed

from the fund for the education of teachers in Louisiana prior to
1884 was #43,720*

A small portion was used for the education of

Hegro teachers • The amount expended for the education of white
teachers was relatively small; but the good accomplished was
great, if Judged in the light of the expressions of appreciation
by these in position to evaluate the results*
Teachers9 institutes were used from 1871 to 1884 as a means
of providing both pro—service and in—service education of a special
or professional nature for a few teachers*

The greatest service

which the institutes rendered was in focusing the attention of
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teachers on th© professional aspects of teaching*
A state program of teacher education was begem with
establishment of the State Bonsai School by legislative action
in 1884*

Natchitoches was selected as the location for the insti

tution* which began its first session in the fall of 1885.

Additional

legislative action was necessary for several years to place it on
a satisfactory basis from a legal standpoint*

The value of th©

training which it gave to prospective teachers soon became recog
nised throughout the state* with the result that the School
received increased appropriations and greatly increased its services
as time passed*

The program of training* which required two years

for completion in 1885 * was expanded so as to require three years
in 1890 and four years in 1894*

Approximately two years of the

program in 1894 were above high—school level,

The practice school*

which included only four grades in I89O* was expanded to include
eight grades in 1894 , By 1906 , a total of 824 students had graduated
from the State Normal School* and most of them had become teachers*
Sis State Normal School, because of the high quality of its work and
the large number of teachers that it trained* made a greater contribu
tion to teacher education in Louisiana from 1884 to 1906 than did
any other institution or agency.

It is probable that it mad© as

great a contribution as all other institutions and agencies made
during the same period.
The New Orleans Normal School was in operation during
most of the period from 1884 to 1906 * but it rendered a relatively
apian service during the first half of the period because of
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inadequate finances*

Its services during the latter half were

somewhat greater, but were limited largely to the City of Hew
Orleans, in which nearly all of its graduates work.

It placed

unusually heavy emphasis upon the training of kindergarten
teachers, and this tended to restrict its services to the
teachers in Mew Orleans.
lack of adequate training facilities in organized institu
tions during this period resulted in the use of certain auxiliary
agencies for teacher—training purposes,

the agencies most used

were teachers* institutes, the Louisiana Chautauqua, summer
normal schools, teachers* associations and teachers* reading
circles.

The Peabody Education Fund was the source of financial

aid for some of these agencies.
Teachers* institutes were of sufficient importance to
merit legislative sanction and support over & period of several
years*

set 51 of 1884, which established the State Normal School,

required that the school hold teachers1 institutes as a part of its
teachex^training program.

Act 81 of 1888 gave parish superintendents

authority to hold one—day institutes, and Act 119 of 1910 required
that they hold them.

Act 64 of 1892 established a state program

of one-week institutes, for which legislative appropriations were
provided for a number of years*

The one—week institutes were held

at various places over the state each year and were attended by
both teachers and laymen, the total number attending during
certain school years being as many as four thousand, about equally
divided between teachers and laymen.

Both the one—week and one—day
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Institutes were used primarily for dealing with the professional
phase of teacher education, thereby providing excellent and
essential training which a large majority of the teachers did not
have*
The Louisiana Chautauqua was established at Boston in
1890 and held its first session in 1892*

For the following

thirteen years, it provided training for teachers very similar
to that provided by the one-week institutes, although on a ‘broader
scale and for longer periods than one week. One of the summer
normal schools held each summer was a part of the Chautauqua pro
gram.

This was under the direction of the State institute Conduc

tor and received aid from the Peabody Education ^und, which
indicates that it rendered a valuable service*
Summer normal schools developed from teachers* institutes
and probably evolved into the present-day summer terms of the
institutions of higher learning in the state*

The first summer

normal school was a part of the Chautauqua program In 1892*

In

complete records preclude a full evaluation of the contributions
of the summer schools, but interest seems to have mounted steadily
in the years following; by 1910, more than 11,000 teachers had
received training in summer normal schools*

The training dealt

largely with the professional phase of teacher education, including
practice teaching and the study of such subjects as psychology,
methods, principles of teaching, school management, and review
courses in subjects taught in the public schools*

Consideration

of the type, quality, and quantity of training given by summer
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normal schools Indicates that they perhaps made a greater con
tribution to teacher education from 1892 to 1910 than did any
other institution or agency except the State Normal School,
the first teachers* association in the state was the
Louisiana Education Association, organised in 1883 cud dominated
largely by the private—school leaders,

this organization was

superseded by the Louisiana State Public School Teachers*
Association, organized at Alexandria in 1892, and later becoming
the Louisiana Teachers* Association,

the Louisiana State Public

School Teachers’ Association aided in teacher education by means
of its annual conventions, The Teachers* Heading Circle, which
it organized and sponsored, and through its official Journal,
The Louisiana School Review, presently the Louisiana Schools *
Through these three instruments the association provided both
general and professional education,largely in-service, for the
teachers of the state*
Contributions to teacher education in Louisiana from the
Peabody Education Fund from 1885 to 1911

amounted to $115,518.50.

They were distributed as follows: Normal schools, $55,800; scholar
ships to Peabody Normal School, $39,388.50; teachers* institutes,
$26,000; summer schools, $3,000.

Without these relatively large

sumo, much of the work in the teacher education carried on in the
state from 1885 to 1911 could not have been done.

A highly

valuable service was rendered to teacher education in Louisiana by
contributions from the Peabody Education Fund during this period.
The state program of teacher education which was begun
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during the period 1884—1906 was greatly expanded and improved
during the succeeding period, 1907—1924*

Ihe factors which were

most responsible for the expansion and improvement were the
changed attitude of the people toward public education, the great
increase in public school enrollment, the consolidation of high
schools, the development of the state-approved high schools,
and the state control of teacher certification*
Special efforts were made from 1885 to 1910 by the 1 eading
educators of the State to change the attitude of the people toward
public schools and toward the need for qualified teachers* One
feature of both the one-week institutes and summer normal schools
was the inclusion in the programs of
public*

These meetings

special meetings

were planned and conducted so

for the
as to

present the value of the public schools and of well—trained
teachers*

Theywere attended by thousands of persons other than

teachers, with the result that the public school came gradually
to be accepted by the public as the best means of providing educa—
tion for all* Other results were the realisation on the part of
people generally that teachers needed special training and a
by the people for properly-trained teachers*
Greater knowledge of and faith in the public school resulted
|n greatly increased enrollments in public schools*
in 1900 was 120,178*

The enrollment

By 1910 it had risen to 184,725, an Increase

of 53*6 per cent, while

the increase in the number of

for the same period was

from 204,827 to 275*087, or only 34*3P®1*

cent*

educahles
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Along with the Increase in public—school enrollment came
consolidation of schools*

In 1909 there were in the state 2,252

schools . Of this number there were 1,560 schools with
one teacher and 214 with five or more teachers*

By 1924 the

total number of schools had been reduced to 1,900*

Of this

number 633 had one teacher; 522 had. five or more teachers*

Con

solidated schools offered more desirable teaching positions than
did the smaller schools, and many teachers sought to improve
their qualifications in order to obtain the more desirable posi
tions*
Closely related to the consolidation of schools was the
development of high schools,

the State Board of Education

recognized the need for high schools as early as 1684 by passing
a regulation that high schools should be maintained in the state
to prepare pupils for business pursuits or for entering institu
tions of higher learning*

Following this action by the State

Board of Education, school administrators began establishing high
schools, and in 19Q3 State Superintendent Calhoun requested that
the State Board of Education adopt a form of diploma for high
schools to use*

He also suggested that the recipients of the

be admitted to the state institutions of higher learning
without examination*

The State Board adopted such a diploma and

also set up special requirements for high schools to meet before
being authorized to Issue the diploma.

Some of the requirements

pertained to the qualifications of high-school teachers*

It

was in this way that the present far-reaching plan of specialization
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in 'teacher certification began*
Assumption of state control of teacher certification began
with the passage of Act 55 of 1906, providing for a state board
of examiners to conduct teachers * examinations*. Complete control
of certification by the state was achieved by the passage of
Act 2X4 of 1912*

The Act enabled state officials first to set

higher standards for certificates by examination and finally, in
1924» to eliminate examinations as a basis for certification*
In that year the State Board of Education placed all certification
on a college education basis* a step which has led to the
present relatively high level of teacher education within the
state*
In 1906 three institutione, the Mew Orleans Normal School,
the State Normal School, and Louisiana State University were
offering programs of professional teacher education*

The demand

for better qualified teachers caused others to institute such
programs, and by 1924 thirteen institutions were offering teachertraining programs which met the approval of the State Board of
Education*

Four of these, Louisiana. State Normal School, Louisiana

State University, Louisiana Polytechnic Institute, and Southwestern
Louisiana Institute, were state institutions and trained the great
majority of the teachers*

Louisiana State University offered a

four—year program of training above high school level throughout the
period 1907-1924*

Louisiana State Nounal School, which was offering

approximately two years of training above the high school level at
the beginning of the period, began offering a four-year program at th©
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college level in 1913.

In 1922 th© name of th© institution was

changed to Louisiana State Normal College.

It continued to

offer a two-year program and at the close of the period in 1924
"was offering three two—year curricula and seven four—year curricula
at the college level.

Louisiana Industrial Institute at Huston

entered the field of teacher training in 1908 by offering education
courses to seniors.

By 1915 it was offering five two-year teacher-

training curricula at the college level.

In 1918 the institution

became a four-year college, and in 1924 began offering four-year
teacher*—training curricula at the college level.

In the same

year the name of the institution was changed to Louisiana Poly
technic Institute.
Southwestern Louisiana Institute began work In teacher
education in 1910 by offering a course in industrial education
for teachers.

In 1915 it offered four two-year teacher training

curricula at the college level.

In 1920 it began offering a

four—year curriculum and at the same time continued its two—year
curricula.

It was offering both two-year and four-year curricula

at the close of the period in 1924*

Ihe total number of teachers

trained by these state institutions during the period 1907-1924 is
not known; but from 1905 to 1924, Louisiana State Normal School
issued 4,063 rfj p i and Southwestern Louisiana Institute granted
543 diplomas.
Wu> private institutions that trained teachers during the
period 1907—1924 wares

Mew Orleans Normal School, Tulane University,

St. Mary's Dominican College, Louisiana College, Mansfield Female
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College, Loyola. University, Centenary College, College or th©
Sacred Heart, and St* Vincentes Academy* One of these institu
tions, the Hew Orleans Normal School, had a definite program of
teacher education at th© beginning of th© period,

Th© others

established programs at different times during the period*
programs were relatively limited in their offerings,
seldom included more than two curricula*

The

they

The total number of

students trained by the institutions is not known, but the number
mas small*

The New Orleans Normal, which perhaps trained more than

all of the others, had an average annual enrollment of about two
hundred*

This indicates an average of about one hundred graduates

each year or approximately two thousand for the whole period*

It

Is evident that the four state institutions made a much greater
contribution to teacher education during the period than did the nine
private institutions •
Bie work of the institutions, both state and private, during
this period greatly raised the general level of the education of
teachers*

in 1906 there were 59&1 teachers in the public schools

of the state* Of this number, 2093 or 3$ per cent were graduates
of two-year teacher—training departments and not enough had college
degrees to merit mention*
to 8,400*

By 1924* th© number of teachers had risen

Of this number, 3939 or 46.9 por cent were graduates of

two-year teacher—training courses, and 1491 or 17-7 P©** cent, had
college degrees*
ffaoh of the training given, teachers from 1906 to 1924 was of
a specialised nature*

It prepared teachers to fill specific types
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©f positions, such, fop instance, as rural school teacher,
primary teacher, or teacher of high—school mathematics.

This

was especially true in the Institutions operated by the state.
Hcwmwr, this training was the result of a desire on th© part of
these institutions to prepare teachers better for the various
teaching positions in the state said was not made necessary by
certification requirements * The period from 1925 to 1947 was
almost exclusively m e of specialization, every teacher-training
curriculum being designed primarily to qualify teachers for
specific kinds of teaching positions. The specialization was
brought about by certification regulations.

Factors which made

such regulations necessary were the expanding high—school program
of studies, the state—approved elementary school, and the state
wide program of curriculum revision.
Expansion of the hlgh-school program of studies was begun
in 1909, when the State Department of Education adopted a program
consisting of throe curricula, literary, commercial, and agri
cultural , each requiring four years for completion.

Additions to

the program were made from time to time, so that by 1944 there were
twelve fields of instruction, with a total of 104•2 high—school
units from which the pupil might select his program.

The large

number of fields of instruction and the fact that from one to 27.6
units might be offered in certain subjects made specialized training
for teachers imperative.

It also mads necessary special training

for supervisors of the work in the various fields.
The adoption of standards for high schools was soon followed
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by a similar plan for standardizing elementary schools.

The

plan for a stats program of supervision of elementary schools
was begun in 1910,

Immediately the state supervisor made a survey

which showed that most of the teachers were poorly trained, that
th® facilities were quite inadequate, and that the quality of work
was unsatisfactory*

A campaign was then begun to consolidate

schools, improve the facilities, and raise the qualifications of
teachers.

This resulted in adoption by the State Board of Bdueation

In 1928 of a plan for the approval of elementary schools. One of
the criteria for rating the schools was to be the training of the
teachers.

Also, teachers would be required to teach at the level,

primary, intermediate, or grasmar grade, f or which they had received
special training.
The state-wide program of curriculum revision, begun in
193b mad concluded in 1940, caused certain modifications to foe made
is the program of studies of the public schools. Much critical atten
tion was given to materials and fields of Instruction, philosophy
and aims of education, teaching procedures, and similar problems
related to the curriculum• Practically all th® teachers of the
state participated in the study and the total effect upon the
education of the teachers was great.

Following this study, the

State Department of Education was reorganized so as to provide
supervisors for the various fields of instruction, and some modifica
tions were made in the teacher—training programs in the state.

Bie

modifications were for the purpose of providing training that would
cause teachers to think more about meeting the interests, purposes
and needs of children than about just teaching subject matter.
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Emphasis in the program was placed upon the development and use
of units of work and upon viewing the program of studies in terms
of major fields instead of subjects*
The setting up of requirements for specific teaching
positions was probably more responsible for specialized training
from 1924 to 1947 than was any other on© thing.

Evident need

prompted the Stats Board of Education to set such requirements,
Just as it had impelled the colleges to begin such training before
they were required to do so • Although the certification regulations
of 19^4 had in them some elements of specialization, it was not
until 1931 that the present comprehensive plan of specialization
was required.

The 1931 regulations specified that high-school

teachers would be certified to teach only those subjects for which
they had received adequate college preparation, adequate preparation
for most subjects being set as six college—session hours of credit.
Am time passed, the number of special requirements so increased that
in the plan of certification adopted in 1943 twenty-throe different
types of positions were designated as requiring special training.
Some, of the types had still farther divisions.
During the period 1925-1947

thirteen private and five

state institutions were engaged in the work of training teachers.
The five state institutions were Louisiana State Normal College
(mow Northwestern State College), Louisiana State University,
Louisiana Polytechnic Institute, Southwestern Louisiana Institute,
and Southeastern Louisiana College (which was established at th©
beginning of the period and Immediately began training teachers) *
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These institutions expanded and modified their programs to meet
specialization requirements set up by the State Board of Educa
tion and to provide as effective programs of training as possible*
The total contributions of the five state institutions to teacher
education in Louisiana from 1925 to 1946 is indicated by the follows
ing numbers of graduates: Southeastern Louisiana College* 304#
four-year; Louisiana Polytechnic Institute* 1607* four-year;
Southwestern Louisiana Institute* 1575 two-year and 2*447# fouryear; Northwestern State College* 2,771 two-year and 3#649 fouryear; Louisiana State University* 2*579 four—year and 560 fiveyear (master1s degrees)*

The total number of graduates was 15#492*

This total contains duplications because many two-year graduates
later became four-year graduates*

The total does not contain all

of the graduates* however* as it does not contain the graduates
of Louisiana State University in home economics and agriculture
idio became teachers*
The private institutions that trained teachers during the
period 1925—1947 were:

New Orleans Normal School* Tulane Univer

sity* Loyola University* Centenary College* Louisiana College*
N&nsfield Female College* Mt. Camel Normal* Normal College of the
Sacred Heart* Silliman Institute* St* Maryfs Dominican College*
St. Vincent's College* Ursuline College* and Academy of the Holy
Angels*

Two of these institutions were closed near the beginning

of the period and one near the end of It.

Two did not begin

training teachers until the middle of the period.
offered limited programs*

All of them

The total number of teachers trained by

them during the period is not known.

Incomplete records show a
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total of 3034*

Hie How Orleans Normal School, which closed In

1940, trained approximately eleven hundred of this number.

As

in the preceding period, 1907—1924, the state Institutions trained
a great majority of the teachers.

They also provided broader pro

grams of training than did the private institutions.

The number

of teachers trained and the quality of training given by both the
private institutions and the state institutions during the period
1925—1947 was such as to raise the general level of teacher educa
tion in the state far above what it had been in previous years.
Although World ?;ar II resulted in a lowering of the general
level of education of the teaching force of the state, the status
was still relatively high.

During the session of 1944—1945, 9*4

per cent of the teachers had master’s degrees, 57.4 per cent had
bachelor’s degrees, 12.5 per cent had three years of college
training, 16.3 per cent had two years, and 4*4 per cent had less
than one year.

This shows a much higher level than that of 1924,

Khan 46.9 per cent of the teachers had two years of college train
ing and only 17*7 per cent had college degrees • Hie level in
1944 was in marked contrast with that of 1906, when 35 per cent
of the teachers had two years of college training and not enough
had college degrees to merit recording.
The steady improvement in teacher-training programs in
Louisiana, from the establishment of the State Normal School In
1884 to 1947, indicates that students are given better training
for teaching today than e ver before and that the teachers of the
future will be more effective than those of today.
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